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Dear participants of the ASECU youth Summer school  

Dear authors and participants of the Students’ conference, 

Dear young colleagues, 

 

As the President of the ASECU, I wish, in the first place, to welcome you on behalf of the ASECU, 
the Association of Economic Universities of South and Eastern Europe and the Black Sea Region.  

Nonetheless, as a Belgrade University professor I also wish to welcome you here, in Belgrade, in this 
nice student resort. We find ourselves just below Avala, a hill that proudly bears the name of a 
mountain. It happened to be so since Avala is some 11 meters higher than the geographical limit for a 
mountain of 500m above the sea level. Thus, we are below the lowest mountain in the country. We 
who live here, we recognize Avala rather as a large park than a real mountain. But still it brings some 
breeze in the evenings and freshness in the mornings that will make warm summer days easier for you 
and I hope that you will enjoy your stay.  

This is the fifth encounter of students and possibly future researchers or maybe managers, analysts, 
auditors and so forth under the auspices of the ASECU and within our programme known as the 
ASECU youth. Hence, we celebrate almost a little jubilee of the ASECU youth. Though indeed, we 
are just in the kinder garden. But we hope to advance in age and nevertheless to remain bright and 
young as much as possible.  

Let me remind you that it was in 1996, still during tragic events in the Western Balkans – or more 
precisely in former Yugoslavia, when a group of Greek professors from the Macedonia University led 
by their rector, professor Yannis Tsekouras, put forward an initiative to improve and to renew the 
cooperation among the economic schools in the region of the SEE.  

At the beginning 24 Universities from Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia, Greece, Romania and Federal Republic of Yugoslavia as it then was, actually 
from Montenegro and Serbia, responded to the initiative and founded the Association. 

Later on, our Association became open for some other regions so that currently there are 51 member 
universities and scientific centres from 16 countries including Central and Eastern Europe, Black Sea 
region and even South-east Mediterranean.   

The main activities of our association are dedicated to more vivid scientific communications and 
cooperation between member schools while the fruits of these undertakings are particularly visible 
during regular ASECU scientific conferences. At the beginning they were bi-annual, now they became 
an accustomed annual event. The 11th conference will be organized this year in September at the 
Krakow University of Economics in Poland. The other important means of presenting our scientific 
results is the ASECU journal under the name of South Eastern Europe Journal of Economics issued 
two times per year, which is currently issuing its 13th volume.  

After four successful events that took place in Russia – where the ASECU youth was born in Rostov 
on Don – then in Romania, Iasi, in a lovely sea resort of Montenegro and in Rzezow in Poland our 
youth gathering this year is organized in Serbia, by the Faculty of Economics, a member of the 
University of Belgrade. We are grateful to our colleagues from the Economics Faculty for the efforts 
and finance invested in this event and I hope that you will enjoy this encounter.  
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I shall proudly tell you that the University of Belgrade is ranked in 2015 between 300 and 400 the best 
universities in the World and it enters into leading 2% of all world universities. It is also at the highest 
rank in Serbia and even so in the Balkans together with the National and Kapodistrian University of 
Athens. 

The Faculty of Economics is the most renowned and the biggest higher educational institution in 
Economics in the country but you will get much more information during your visit to the Faculty 
where around 8000 young future economists, analysts, auditors, managers, marketing experts, 
statisticians and other specialists study at undergraduate, graduate and PhD courses and programmes.   

Finally, let me tell you a few words about Economics itself. Many of you while studying economics, 
business administrations and other connected subjects have for sure an idea how to make use of 
knowledge that you acquire in your schools. First of all, I want to assure you that you made a very 
good choice when decided to enter this indeed challenging filed of study. You may help your 
countries, regions and cities, your economies, your future firms by applying much of your knowledge. 
That is why we all exist and act – schools, faculties, professors, students.  

But I want to tell you something more. Economics is a relatively young science. For that reason we are 
still looking for more precise and definite answers to various issues that we meet in everyday 
economic life. Maybe you know that old joke about economists – people say that we enter into that 
kind of experts who will know tomorrow why the things we predicted yesterday didn’t happen today.  

Although that was a somewhat exaggerated statement, indeed and speaking frankly, we witness even 
these days that we are not eager to easily resolve many problems. For example, we are still in doubt 
how to deal with the crises and are not able to predict them properly. There are many reasons that 
could explain such a situation. Among other things this is because there are too many believers in 
certain theories rather than analysts capable to rethink and re-question foundations of the theories they 
have learnt.  

Just in regard to that let me remind you of another joke that aims at the famous Chicago boys and their 
hyper liberal ideas. When you ask someone how many Chicago boys we need to change a light bulb at 
their famous seat – the MIT the right answer should be – none! Why so? Because if the bulb change 
had been needed it would already have been changed by the invisible hand of the markets. And 
everything would come back to equilibrium. Maybe this is too ironical but this joke warns us about a 
fact that is easily forgotten. In economics we deal with social issues and thus, we are often under the 
threat to mix up our knowledge with our understandings of how the world should perform; or to mix 
up our knowledge with our political or ideological positions, which can also put some undesired 
constraints to our expertise.  

But please, do not understand this as a kind of criticism of economists and economic theories. 
Theories are usually made by smart people and generally, these theories are not wrong. But frequently, 
different theories provide answers to various questions that are not necessarily identical. It means that 
we have to learn as much as we can of these theories but also to be able to combine our knowledge 
even to push some parts of it to compete in our minds when looking for realistic and viable solutions. 
Staying forever within one theoretical system can enable us to discover many new trees that were 
unknown but can prevent us to see clearly the entire picture of a forest we are staying in. Make an 
excursion sometimes into another theoretical system and see your forest from a new angle. This can 
help you to distinguish some things which you could not remark before.     

For that reason allow me to give you an advice that I frequently repeat to my students: always think, 
explore and do not suppress your doubts. Try always to clarify what you suspect to be missing in all 
these topics that we try to teach you. This will keep you in a good shape, this will refresh your ideas 
and this will make you in recent future a real creative power of the society you live in.  
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Although I am telling this today as a person who lives already a long professional life in economics, as 
a professor of economics if you want, please, do not just trust my words. Remain suspicious. 
Remember them, re-question them and rethink them from time to time. And in doing so I am positive 
that you will find the right professional way. 
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 the definition and implementation of the monetary policy in the euro area, 
 the conduction of foreign-exchange operations, 
 the managing of foreign reserves of the Member States, 
 the regular operation of the payment systems.2 

Since Euro was created, the EU member states that substituted their national currency with the Euro 
have no longer the ability to apply national monetary policy. In this sense, being a part of a Monetary 
Union like the Eurozone can be a weakness for the Member-States. Therefore in a case of recession, as 
in 2007, the only mechanism that countries can use is fiscal policy. It is in ECB’s role to intrude and 
support the money market in the Eurozone by applying monetary policy. The Member-States have to 
readjust their economies and policies according to the ECB decisions. But, the ECB has stated that it 
will not support the Member-States that are responsible for their fiscal debts. According to the Treaty 
on European Union, the ratio of gross government debt to GDP must not exceed 60% at the end of the 
preceding fiscal year.3 

Ioannou et al. (2015) examined the European Union’s institutional response to the financial crisis. 
Their study found that the ECB’s policy was effective in facing the crisis, but there is uncertainty 
about the EMU’s long-term sustainability. Henning, (2015) examined the strategic behavior of ECB 
and of the national governments’ of the Member-States during 2010-2013. He compared the response 
of other central banks with the one of ECB and focused on the deflation and the way it can become a 
raising inflation rate. In addition, Burke, (2015) reviewed the implementations and measures of the 
ECB during the crisis, especially the ones that hadn’t occurred before. He found that there was a 
positive reaction to these measures by the European Economy but there was an inquiry about the 
duration of these measures. Furthermore, Dieckmann, (2012) studied the function of the European 
Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) in 2010 and 2011. He concentrated on the borrowing rates of the 
Member-States that were in financial difficulty and the Eurozone as a whole. He found that the value 
of Eurozone’s debt is positive and that the response to the crisis was in many ways effective. On the 
other hand,Gocaj, and Meunier (2013) analyzed the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) and 
its descendant the European Stability Mechanism (ESM). They analyzed the consequences of the 
assistance that these mechanisms provided and reached to the conclusion that if the Member States 
had the chance they might have chosen other ways of assistance. Finally, Schoenmaker, (2015) made a 
research about the upcoming European Banking Union. His conclusions are that the Banking Union 
will become an integrated market with the supervision of the ECB. 

1. The Public Debt Crisis in Eurozone 

1.1 Historical background 

The financial crisis of 2007-2008 started in USA.  The period of deregulation in USA between the 
90’s and 00’s was an aftermath of the cancellation of the Glass-Steagall Act (1933). Due to the great 
connection among the financial markets, Europe soon had to face its own deregulation which was 
related with the Single European Act (1986).4 

The Glass-Steagall Act was a law that included banking system settings designed to restrict ruthless 
speculation. Then in 1999 the US government created the Gramm–Leach–Bliley Act, also known as 
the Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999, which repealed part of the Glass–Steagall Act of 
1933. This law removed barriers in the market between banking companies and insurance companies 
that prohibited them from acting as any combination of an investment bank, a commercial bank, and 
an insurance company.5 After the Glass-Steagall Act’s repeal, banks were transformed into investors 

                                                            
2Issing, O., “The Birth of the Euro”, (2008), p.54 
3 Scheller H. K. "The European Central Bank - History, role and functions",(2006), p.36 
4 Baldwin, R. and Wyplosz, C., “The Economics of European Integration” (2012),  p. 524 
5 Broome L. L. “A Federal Charter Option for Insurance Companies: Lessons from the Bank Experience”, (2002),  p. 1 
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Also,in 2008 it was decided that the governments should perform recapitalization to their banks that 
suffered losses. The measures that the ECB had taken were to guarantee the private bonds and to raise 
the liquidity in the Eurozone by offering money. At that time, the goal of this measure was to boost the 
aggregate demand in the Eu member states.9 Another intervention of the ECB took place in the market 
of covered bonds. It acquired securities which came from the mortgage loans, in order to save the 
banks that were exposed to great financial risk. Since the period of the crisis, but in particular in 2009, 
the ECB acquired many covered bonds whose value was €65 trillion. Furthermore in 2011 it 
purchased more covered bonds worth 125 billion euro. These purchases were performed from the ECB 
so that the weakest EU Member-States could be assisted with their debts.10 

1.3 The Case of Greece 

The public debt of Greece in 2007 was at 105 per cent of GDP, while in 2009, the debt was raised to 
127 per cent of GDP. Because of the serious problems that Greece had to deal with, the government 
decided that the best solution was to apply to the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The ECB 
opposed to this solution and proposed a pure European solution without the intervention of IMF. But 
the debt was far too large and Greece borrowed money from the IMF. 

At first the EU was offered to loan Greece for its budget deficits for a year. After the IMF and ECB 
intervention, some tough measures were taken. In order for Greece to cover its needs and be able to 
repay its debt there were cuts in public expenditures and great tax increases. All these could be 
reverted if a large number of companies owned by the state were privatized and the mechanism of tax 
collection could be significantly improved.11 

2. European Security and Assistance Mechanisms 

The ECB’s role in terms of financial stability covers the following tasks: 

 Monitoring and assessment of financial stability; 
 Provision of advice; 
 Promotion of cooperation; 
 Oversight of market infrastructures.12 

During the crisis specific stability funds were established to address assistance to the EU member-
states in need. These mechanisms would provide financial assistance to the EU Member-States which 
face great debts, such as Greece, Portugal and Ireland. Such stability funds are The Hellenic Financial 
Stability Fund (HFSF), the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF), the European Stability 
Mechanism (ESM) and the Emergency Liquidity Assistance (ELA). 

2.1 EFSF 

The European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) was created in May 2010. Its main cause is to 
preserve financial stability in the European Monetary Union (EMU). The EFSF is meant to be a 
temporary financial assistance to Ireland, Portugal and Greece. The amount that the EFSF was 
permitted to borrow and lend was restricted to €440 billion.13 

The facility is guaranteed by the Eurozone member states. In order to avoid another contagious crisis 

                                                            
9Hening, C. Randall, “The ECB as a Strategic Actor: Central Banking in a Politically Fragmented Monetary Union”, (2015), 
p. 3 
10 Lane, Philip R., “The European Sovereign Debt Crisis”,  (2012), p. 60 
11 Baldwin, R. and Wyplosz, C., “The Economics of European Integration”, (2012), p. 538 
12 European Central Bank, official website 
13 Baldwin, R. and Wyplosz, C., “The Economics of European Integration”, (2012), p. 538-539 
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among these countries, it was requested by the rating agencies that only €250 billion of the €440 
billion could be lent. This strategy didn’t work because this amount of financial help never reached the 
needs of each country. As a consequence of this limitation it was decided in July 2011 that EFSF 
would expand its activity to €780 billion, so now €440 billion could be lent out of the €780 billion.14 

Also the EFSF was given authorization to provide financial assistance by issuing bonds or other debt 
instruments on the market so as to raisethe funds that it may need. The types of assistance that the 
EFSF may provide are the following: 

 loans to Member States which face financial difficulties; 
 recapitalization of financial institutions; 
 precautionary financial assistance in the form of a credit line; 
 purchaseof bonds of an EFSF Member State in the primary and secondary bond markets. 

The assistance of EFSF was improved by making some additional activities. The EFSF aims to insure 
20% to 30% of government bond, so as to maximize the lending capacity.15 

The EFSF’s operation is limited to three years by the Statute. In order the Eurozone to sustain the 
stability in the financial market it should have a permanent instrument to do so. The permanent 
instrument that was established for this reason was The European Stability Mechanism (ESM)16. From 
30 June 2015, the EFSF will not provide financial assistance to the Member-States. However after this 
date it will continue to operate by receiving the repayments of the loans from the beneficiary Member-
States and paying the interest and the capital to those who hold EFSF’s bonds.17 EFSF’s program has 
ended successfully for Ireland in December 2013 and for Portugal in May 2014, while Greece has 
extended its financial assistance.18 

2.2 ESM 

The European Stability Mechanism (ESM) was established by a Treaty in July 2011, however the 
Treaty was modified by adding improvements in the mechanism in February 2012. ESM was first 
operated in September 2012. The amount that ESM is allowed to lend is €500 billion, while its capital 
is estimated to be €705 billion. The capital is consisted of €80 billion, which are paid from the 
Member-States of the Eurozone in five instalments of €16 billion. 

The ESM is considered to be the permanent resolution mechanism in a case of a crisis for the 
Member-States of the Eurozone. Its main task is to preserve stability and to support the countries 
throughout the Euro area with financial assistance when needed. In order for the ESM to provide this 
assistance it has the right to raise funds by making agreements with the Member-States or by issuing 
financial instruments. The financial assistance between the Member-States and the ESM can be 
accomplished only if some significant conditions are agreed. 

The stability is provided by the ESM by: 

 giving loans to the Member-States which face financial problems; 
 acquiring bonds of a country which is member of the ESM in debt markets; 
 giving precautionary financial assistance before an emergency; 
 recapitalising of financial institutions. 19 

                                                            
14 European Financial Stability Facility, FAQ on the EFSF, (2015),  p. 1 
15 Dieckmann S., “The Announcement Effect of the EFSF”, (2012), p. 8 
16Gocaj L, Meunier S., “Time will tell: The EFSF, the ESM and the Euro Crisis”, (2013) , p. 240 
17 EFSF official website: http://www.efsf.europa.eu/about/index.htm 
18 EFSF official website, press releases: http://www.efsf.europa.eu/mediacentre/news/index.htm 
19European Stability Mechanism, FAQ on the ESM, (2014), p.1 
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2.3 HFSF 

The Hellenic Financial Stability Fund (HFSF) was created in July 2010. It’s notcontrolled by the 
government, which means that it has both administrative and financial autonomy. The main task of 
HFSF is to preserve the stability in the Greek banking system. In order to maintain the stability, the 
HFSF in coordination with foreign credit institutions reinforce the Greek banks with capital adequacy. 
On the start of its operation HFSF was granted with €50 billion by the EFSF in order to recapitalize 
the Greek banking system. 

The Bank of Greece has the responsibility of the HFSF’s operation. In addition, under its rules, the 
Fund is obliged to pay the required funds for the recapitalization of the credit institutions in Greece. 
The capital of HFSF comes from the Hellenic Deposit and Investment Guarantee Fund (HDIGF) 
which is the Greek operator of the deposit guarantee and the investment compensation schemes. It 
provides compensation both to depositors and investors of credit institutions which are having 
problems meeting their obligations towards them. In addition it provides financial assistance for the 
resolution of the banks.20 Also, the Fund is capable of providing guarantees to the other Member-
States of the Eurozone and foreign institutions, so that they can be secure about the assistance that they 
may offer to the Greek economy.21 

2.4 ELA 

The Emergency Liquidity Assistance (ELA) is the mechanism that can provide financial assistance to 
the Eurozone Member-States when needed. It was institutionalized in 1999 and it’s a temporary 
liquidity solution, when a bank in difficulty cannot borrow from the markets. Therefore, ELA 
assistance cannot be offered for more than 6 months. It operates along with the monetary policy of the 
ECB when the central bank of a Member-State faces financial difficulties and liquidity problems. The 
amount of the financial assistance that ELA is going to provide is being defined by the ECB and the 
national central bank, according to the liquidity problem. 22 

When a national bank of a country in the EU has a little amount of collaterals, it can turn for help and 
request for liquidity through ELA, but the money will be lent at a higher cost. For this reason, it is 
expected that banks prefer not to request assistance from ELA because the cost of borrowing is higher 
than the cost in the open market.23 

 
Year of 

establishment 
Purpose 

Initial amount of 
money to be lend 

EFSF 2010 
The preservation of financial stability in the 

European Monetary Union. 
€440 billion 

ESM 2012 
The preservation of stability and financial 

support to the Member-States when needed. 
€500 billion 

HFSF 2010 
The preservation of financial stability of the 

Greek banking system. 
€50 billion 

ELA 1999 
To provide temporary financial assistance to 

national central banks when needed. 
It is defined by 

the ECB 
 

                                                            
20 HDIGF official website 
21 Hellenic Financial Stability Fund (2013), “Annual Financial Report for the period from 01/01/2012 to 31/12/2012”, p. 30 
22 European Central Bank (1999), “ELA Procedures”, p. 1 
23 Burke, J. V., “The Interventions of the European Central Bank throughout the Crisis”, (2015), p. 11 
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3. Current Developments 

Because of the financial crisis of 2007-2009 in the USA it was of absolute significance that measures 
would be taken to prevent further recession. The European Council decided on June 2012 that the 
European Banking System should be integrated in order to have a centralized supervision and 
regulation. This will be in the form of a European System of Prudential Supervision, which is an 
authority for supervising the national supervisors of the Member-States of Eurozone. The national 
supervisors ought to report and perform the instructions as the national banks do towards the ECB.24 

This solution means that the national banks are discriminated from their countries and that in a case of 
a crisis their debt won’t increase the country’s public debt. 

The first steps towards the European Banking Union were accomplished by the establishment of the 
Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) and the Single Resolution Mechanism (SRM). The European 
Banking Union is structured according to the book of the European Union prudential regulation and 
provides a common deposit guarantee framework.25 If needed, ESM has the authority to directly 
recapitalize national banks and this authority is given by the European Banking Union. These 
mechanisms are particularly important because they facilitate to prevent future financial crisis by 
intervening at any early stage in national banks. Over time the European Banking Union will become 
an integrated market combined with the ECB’s supervision.26 

The implementation of the Banking Union started on 2013, when the ECB began monitoring the 
systemic banks of the Eurozone. The examination and the stress tests that took place would give 
information about the banks’ resilience and balance sheets. According to the European Banking 
Union, the ECB will perform direct supervision on 120 banking groups, which stand for 82% of the 
banking sector in the Eurozone. The remaining 3.500 banks will be operating according to the 
standards of the ECB. Their supervision will be performed by the national supervisory authorities in 
cooperation with the ECB. Of course, ECB can perform direct supervision to any of these banks when 
it is of vital importance.27 

Conclusions 

Thispaperreviewsthe European crisis by giving emphasis on the actions of theEuropeanCentralBank, 
inassociationwiththeEuropeanSecurityandAssistanceMechanisms. The financial crisis has revealed the 
strengths and weaknesses of the Eurozone. The immediate response of the ECB made possible the 
avoidance of further problems among the European financial market. Moreover the crisis has shown 
that in Europe there is a single market for financial services. This market is compiled by a lot of large 
cross border private banks with many different national regulations.  

During the sovereign debt crisis in many of the Eurozone Member-States, the involvement and the 
practices of the ECB to overcome the crisis were at high levels. Numerous standard and non-standard 
measures were applied so that the Eurozone could overcome the unpleasant effects of the crisis and 
become competitive again in the international markets. At first the ECB reduced the policy rate at one 
per cent and after a period of four years it shrank at zero per cent. After that, it injected liquidity in the 
economy in a form of quantitative easing.  

The establishment of the financial assistance and sustainability mechanisms were also another tool for 
improving the European economy. The European Financial Stability (EFSF) and the European 
Stability Mechanism (ESM) are providing financial assistance and are trying to maintain the stability 

                                                            
24 Eichengreen B., “The Crisis and the Euro”, (2009), p.26 
25 Ionone, D., Leblond, P., Niemann, A., “European Integration and the Crisis: practice and theory”, (2015), p. 10 
26 Schoenmaker D., “The new Banking Union landscape in Europe: Consolidation ahead?”, (2015), p.3 
27 European Central Bank (2015), “Financial Integration in Europe”, p. 36 
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of the Eurozone Member-States. The creation and improvement of the EFSF is certainly the major 
policy for confronting the financial crisis. Furthermore, the mechanism that was established in Greece 
due to the crisis was the Hellenic Financial Stability Fund (HFSF). 

To prevent future financial crisis the EU has moved towards the creation of a European Banking 
Union. In this union there will be a direct supervision of the national banks by the ECB. The European 
Banking Union will be based on the rules and regulations of the European System of Prudential 
Supervision. This means that every country’s supervisor is obliged to report to the ECB and carry out 
every instruction, exactly as ECB does with the national central banks of the Eurozone.  
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peculiarity of the reports in the area of sustainable development is that it shows not abstract figures but 
the influence of an enterprise on the interests of a wide range of interested parties including business, 
labour unions, non-government institutions, investors, monitoring institutions etc. 

In its guidelines on reporting preparation GRI recommends to include only essential information 
relating to three types of standard elements[1,7]: 

1. Strategy and profile 

Elements defining the general context necessary for understanding the results of enterprise 
performance are its strategy, profile and corporate management. In this part an enterprise consolidates 
and discloses: 

 its strategic priorities and key directions of the development divided into short term and medium 
term (3–5 years), including correspondence with international standards; 

 large-scale (for example, macroeconomic or political) trends influencing an enterprise and its 
priorities in the area of sustainable; 

 review of the performance concerning established tasks; 
 a size of an enterprise, its functional structure, including main subdivisions, affiliated enterprises 

and joint ventures; 
 markets an enterprise operates in (including geographic segmentation, served sectors and 

categories of consumers and beneficiaries). 

2. Indexes of performance. 

Information concerning three main categories of efficiency: economic, ecological and social. 

Traditional indexes of economic efficiency are added by information concerning the realized policy on 
purchasing from local suppliers and the share of these purchases in significant regions of enterprise 
activity, obligation guarantees of an enterprise connected with realizing pension programmes, 
procedures of hiring local population and the share of top managers hired from the local citizens, 
development of investments in infrastructure and services provided in public favour first of all.  

The ecological part discloses the volume of recycled and reused materials used during production, the 
volume of consumption of energy and water resources, paper, location and private-owned, rented or 
managed area located in landscape protection zones with the description of crucial affects of its 
activity, products and services on biovariety. There is described all emissions and waste including 
emission of ozone-destroying substances with stated mass. 

Indexes of social performance are indexes connected with labor practices, human rights, influence on 
the society and responsibility for the products. 

3. Management approaches 

Elements of reporting describing how an enterprise reacts the definite list of themes and the context 
necessary for understanding enterprise performance in the exact sphere of the activity. 

For instance, information about approaches in the sphere of human rights will include the description 
of mechanisms of managing investments and purchases, prevented discrimination, creation of labour 
association and staff negotiations, exclusion of children labour, prevention of forced labour,  practices 
of enquiries and complaints, obedience of native population rights.  
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The aspect of responsibility for products shows the procedures regulating consumer health and 
security, product and service marking, marketing communications, consumer privacy right. 

Starting report preparation, it is important to understand that this standard is volitional and reporting in 
the area of sustainable development can be published in different format, including the Internet and 
paper, separate issue or as a part of annual or financial report. One should obey only one condition - to 
state which indexes of GRI are being disclosed. It can be done in the form of appendixes to the report 
where the table states the title of an index, it number in the system of GRI and page number of the 
report where the information can be found. 

3. Data and Results 

In 2002 Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RSPP) and Global Initiative concluded an 
agreement on information partnership within its frame the National register of RSPP was created. 

In Russia in 2015 there will be a kind of anniversary - 15 years from producing the first non-financial 
reports. During this time there is a long way from the enterprises-pioneers having applied new ideas in 
practice to more than 150 enterprises which reports are included in National register of RSPP - in 
general, these are private enterprises and largest enterprises with state participation. The leader are still 
oil and gas, power, chemical, metallurgical and financial industries. The largest Russian enterprises 
being employers for the most of the population and defining social and economic situation in regions 
are also those who produce non-financial reports. By the beginning of 2015 National register of 
corporate non-financial reports of RUIE has listed 151 enterprises which produced appropriate reports 
during 2000-2014 including: ecological reports (ER) - 51, social reports (SR) -248, reports in the area 
of sustainable development (RSD) -181, integrated reports - 60, industrial reports -22. Data of 
National register of RUIE enables to study the dynamics of report production per a year, the growth of 
number of enterprises publishing non-financial reports and their industry (Figure 2, tables 1 and 2), 
and also to study the content of reports.  

 
Source: www.rspp.ru 
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Fig. 2 - Russian enterprises publishing non-financial reports
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Table 1. Registered reports on sustainable development by Russian enterprises in RSPP(2000-2015) 

Enterprise's industry 
A number 

of 
enterprises 

A number 
of reports 

on SD 
Oil and gas industry 19 75 
Power industry 38 34 
Metallurgical and mining industry 17 22 
Chemical, oil-chemical, perfumery industry 9 8 
Pulp and paper industry 4 0 
Food production 9 14 
Telecommunication  10 4 
Finance and insurance 17 12 
Housing and utilities industry 4 0 
Cement production and construction 2 1 
Education, health care 5 0 
Transportation 5 3 
Other services 3 7 
Non-commercial organizations 5 3 
Total 147 183 

Source: www.rspp.ru 

 

Table 2. Registered reports on sustainable development by Russian enterprises in RSPP annually 

Enterprise's industry 
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20
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20
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20
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20
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20
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Oil and gas industry 0 0 0 2 3 3 5 7 9 10 12 12 9 8 1 
Power industry 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 9 5 3 4 5 3 3 0 
Metallurgical and 
mining industry 

0 0 0 0 2 2 4 2 3 3 4 2 3 2 0 

Chemical, oil-chemical, 
perfumery industry 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 0 

Pulp and paper industry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Food production 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 3 3 3 0 
Telecommunication  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
Finance and insurance 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 0 
Housing and utilities 
industry 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Cement production and 
construction 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

Education, health care 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Transportation 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
Other services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 1 0 
Non-commercial 
organizations 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

Total 0 0 0 2 5 6 16 22 20 24 29 30 27 24 1 
Source: www.rspp.ru 
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The analysis of the data of National register of RSPP is hold according to national enterprise's industry 
and does not correspond with the industry structure of reports of GlobalReportingInitiative. The hold 
analysis of reports of Russian enterprises on the website of Global Reporting Initiative (Table 3) has 
shown that a number of reports on sustainable development for three years (2012-2014) registered in 
Global Reporting Initiative is significantly more than the ones in National register which proves a 
serious interest of Russian enterprises in assessment of such kind of reporting. Thus, one should note 
such a drawback, primarily for the enterprises preparing reports, as incomparable provision of data on 
industries violating the principle of transparency and understandability for interested parties - in this 
case, state authorities and industry organizations. 

Nevertheless, the analysis of both sources shows the same trend - the growth of Russian enterprises' 
interest in monitoring and analyzing their own sustainable development.  

Table 3. Registered reports on sustainable development by Russian enterprises  
on the website of Global Reporting Initiative [1] 

Enterprise's industry 2012 2013 2014 
Total number of Russian reports 70 55 48 
Energy 22 22 19 
Financial 2 0 0 
Mining 3 4 4 
Construction 6 3 2 
Tobacco 1 0 0 
FoodandBeverageProducts 3 1 3 
FinancialServices 7 7 4 
Chemicals 6 5 4 
WaterUtilities 3 1 1 
ConstructionMaterials 1 0 0 
EnergyUtilities 5 5 3 
Telecommunications 4 2 2 
MetalsProducts 1 2 4 
Railroad 1 0 0 
Non-Profit / Services 3 1 0 
Logistics 1 1 0 
Universities 1 0 0 
Tourism/Leisure 0 1 1 
Aviation 0 0 1 

Source: own work 

The quality of these reports is not of the least interest. 

The quality of non-financial reporting directly depends on how enterprises understand their task on 
disclosing information in the report and realize it in practice,  i.e.: 

• how they define the concept  of the report; 
• what themes are included in the report; 
• how carefully the data are prepared; 
• how optimal there is the ratio of disclosure of different themes and indexes etc. 

All these questions are often discussed by specialists and experts, however, because of the appearance 
of new approaches to non-financial reporting the discussions on methodological issues have been 
given a sharp point. Moreover, a variety of available reporting methods which enterprises can 
randomly choose (sometimes reporting in 5-6 reporting systems), often leads to the dilution of 
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conceptual background in each of them and to the growth of data volume. However, as is known, 
"much does not always mean good": a great amount of information, especially statistical one, is not 
perceived by a reader of the report if he is not provided with understandable logical explanation of its 
presence in the report and adequate comments. 

No doubt, the most discussed theme has become theme «materiality», in general, due to the fact that in 
G4 the selection and explanation of crucial themes are declared as a fundamental basis of reporting. 
Despite the fact that the concept itself has recently appeared (the necessity of selecting essential data 
for stakeholders  has been discussed for more than 10 years), according to the degree of discussions 
there have not still been found ready answers or straightforward solutions.  

From these points two aspects are studies: transition to new version of guidelines on preparing reports 
in the area of sustainable development and assessing the full disclosure of sections. 

Thus, the held analysis on applying versions of guidelines on preparing reports on sustainable 
development shows intention of Russian enterprises to improvement (Table 4). Russian enterprises 
transit to new versions of Guidelines quickly enough, that speaks about high general level of 
development.  

Table 4. Registered reports in accordance with the version of Guidelines  
on the website of Global Reporting Initiative [1] 

Versions of guidelines 2012 2013 2014 

Total sum of reports 70 55 48 

GRI - G4 0 0 11 

GRI - G3.1 24 38 23 

GRI - G3 31 15 8 

Non - GRI 15 2 6 
Source: own work 

The practice of analyzing reports from the point of their materiality is wide enough. RSPP also uses 
the analysis of the most essential themes according to the main constituents of sustainable 
development, and such indexes as "Responsibility and transparency", "Vector of sustainable 
development" and many others. To analyze the full application of guidelines to the reports in the area 
of sustainable development, unlike RSPP, we has hold the analysis of the present elements of 
Guidelines in enterprises' reports. The following statistical point-rating system has been developed: in 
case of full disclosure of the index one point is given, in case of partial disclosure - 0,5 point, if the 
index is not stated at all - 0 point. Then points are summarized according to the groups of indexes 
included in the section.  

This statistical assessment was applied by analyzing the reports on sustainable development for 2013 
in sections GRI G3.1. The object of the research are four largest Russian enterprises having prepared 
not less than five reports on sustainable development. 

The research has shown that first four groups of indexes are completely disclosed by all studied 
enterprises. The degree of index disclosure, and, consequently, assessments in the group Economic 
(EC) make hardly difference. The leader in this group is Rosneft. The group of Environmental (EN) 
indexes are better reflected in the report of Rushydro. Bashneft is behind the rest in this group. In 
group Human Rights (HR), as in the previous section, the report of Bashneft complies GRI less than 
others. The same situation is in groups Labor Practices and Decent Work (LA), Product Responsibility 
(PR). 
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In a whole, we have considered possible to assess in percents the realization of sections and found out 
that all reports are prepared at the high level and uses the Guidelines not less than by 60%.  

Table 5.Analysis of full application of Guidelines in reports in the area of sustainable development  
by Russian enterprises 

Sections of GRI 
(groups of 
indexes) 

Rosneft Gasprom Bashneft Rushygro 

1 11/11 11/11 11/11 11/11 
2 17/17 17/17 17/17 17/17 
3 13/13 13/13 13/13 13/13 
4 17/17 17/17 17/17 17/17 
EC 8/9 7/9 6,5/9 7,5/9 
EN 18/30 15/30 6,5/30 23/30 
HR 8/11 8/11 5,5/11 7,5/11 
LA 9/14 10/14 7,5/14 10,5/14 
PR 3/9 3/9 7/9 7/9 
SO 5/8 2,5/8 5,5/8 4,5/8 

Total 
109/142 103,5/142 96.5/142 118/142 
78,17% 72,89% 64,79% 84,51% 

Source: own work 

The crucial task in reporting remains the comparability of information, possibility of its aggregation 
that is a necessary condition for adequate assessment of business contribution in public development, 
assessment of enterprise activity and effects on the society and the environment. Thus, there is a 
timely issue concerning basic indicators which can be recommended to enterprises as the base for 
preparing reports in the area of corporate responsibility and sustainable development. The universal 
basic set of indicators can be introduced in a wider system of indexes chosen by enterprises for 
covering their business activity, essential themes and priority tasks disclosed in corporate public 
reports. Therefore, the suggested statistical approach to assessing the quality of prepared reports on 
sustainable development will help Russian enterprises to design more modern and complicated model 
of self-assessment. 

4. Conclusions 

There has been accumulated great experience of collecting and disclosing information aimed at 
different groups of interested parties and public enquiries, there have also appeared the points of 
growth defining further development of the process. Enterprises understand management systems and 
management approaches more fully; receive documentation of the approaches in the area of corporate 
social responsibility, sustainable development and cooperation with interested parties. There clearly 
appears the trend of using universal approaches to preparing reports, moving away from flexible form. 
One can also observe the trend to improve the quality of application of reporting systems. In a whole, 
one may note that reports are becoming a tool reflecting the public image of Russian business 
understandably and reliably. 

The results of the assessment are used more and more widely both for cooperating with interested 
parties and for comparative analyses according to enterprises themselves and interests of different 
group of external community. One thinks that the quality of reports reflecting business practice and its 
influence on the society will increase under these processes. 
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Trade Organization” (WTO) and is equal to other international economic organisations, like World 
Bank and the International Monetary Fund.  

The aim of this organization is through negotiations to apply neoliberal policies, which means free 
market access and the least state intervention, in order to increase the trade between the member-
countries and simultaneously to reduce the barriers and tariffs between them. This organization is 
based on multilateral agreements, and each country is equally treated. A Round is called every trade 
negotiations which start with a new agenda of trading issues. When a new round of negotiations is 
started, it is based upon an agenda and the aims of this particular Round. 

2.1 The Round of Uruguay (1986-1993) 

This round was important; due to the more globalized economies, new tradable products were in the 
epicenter of the negotiation in this round. 

First of all, new agreements in services (GATS) and intellectual property were signed (TRIPS). The 
latter is dedicated on how to protect your patent, trademarks etc. in an international level and the first 
one tried to define about trading in services in four modes. Also legislation for dumping and 
transparency in the non-tariff barrier were introduced. 

In the Agricultural sector the negotiations focused in reducing the tariffs and quotas and converting the 
non-tariff costs in tariffs. Furthermore, the export-oriented subsidies were banned. In addition, 
Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement (TBTT) was introduced, in order to ensure the quality and the 
standards of the food-import countries.  

Many people criticized negatively the results of the round of Uruguay (1986-1993). The neoliberals 
believe that the least developed countries did not help the developed countries in the areas of 
licensing, TRIPS and GATS. The Marxist economists and some other economists believe that South 
(developing countries) gave many things to the North (Developed countries). (Cohn, Theodore 2008).   

2.2 The Round of Doha 

In 2001, the last and first as WTO round of negotiations was started in Doha, Qatar. This agenda of 
this round was based on the millennium goals for development and environment of United Nations 
(MDG’s goals). The other name of this round is Doha Development Agenda (DDA). 

The Agenda was emphasized on issues like environment, non-agricultural products (NAMA)1 and also 
continuing the negotiations, which were started in Uruguay round, for instance services (GATS) and 
agriculture. 

In non-agricultural goods negotiations around 40 countries are participating. They try to reduce the 
tariffs and non-tariff barriers in these products and due to the aim of environment, also to eliminate the 
non-barrier tariffs and tariffs in the environmental products. When a decision is reached, the 
implementation period will be different for each country; depending on if it is least developed country, 
recently added member or developed country. Unfortunately in October 2014, after the Bali agenda, a 
new general agreement, there was no consensus in this area of negotiations, because some countries 
wanted to continue working (USA, EU etc.);other countries believe, that nothing has been changed 
and they would like not to work, or want to work on other groups of DDA (India, China etc.) 
(WTO,2014). 

Continuing the work of the Uruguay Round, WTO started a new round of negotiations, in order to 
reduce the tariffs and non-barrier tariffs and the eliminationof cotton subsidies of developed countries 
until 2006 , a decision of the conference in Hong Kong -2004, even though has not implemented yet. 
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Nowadays, there are nourishing discussions for farm trade but the chair of this commission finds 
urgent a solution to be founded till July of this year. (WTO 2015 a, b) 

In 2004 the framework of this round was agreed in Hong-Kong. Also in this conference the developed 
countries decided to eliminate quotas and tariffs in the 97% of the products to the poorest 50 countries 
(IIER, 2006).  But due to the results of the last negotiation round in Uruguay and the controversy 
between the developing countries and developed countries, the whole procedure was stopped twice, in 
2003 and in 2008. In 2013, in the ministerial Conference in Bali a new agenda was signed from all the 
countries that would help after reaching a consensus for the Doha Round. Nowadays each commission 
tries to find a consensus based on DDA and Post- Bali program. 

1) “NAMA refers to all products not covered by the Agreement on Agriculture. In other words, in 
practice, it includes manufacturing products, fuels and mining products, fish and fishery products, 
and forestry products. They are sometimes referred to as industrial products or manufactured 
goods.”  (WTO) 

3. The importance of the Agricultural Sector (NAMA and Agricultural goods) 

3.1 Statistics in trade 

The primary sector in every developed country has not many employees, due to the level and 
accumulation of the technology and capital, except if the country has a special natural resource, for 
instance Norway and oil. These countries are not emphasized so much also in industry, but on 
services, because they have a competitive advantage and bigger profits. 

Table 1-Growth of commercial services exports by category and region 1990-2013  
(Annual percentage Change) 

 World North 
America 

South/Central 
America 

Europe CIS  Africa Middle 
East 

Asia 

Commercial 
services 

                

1990-95 8 8 9 - - 7 ... 14 
2013 6 5 2 7 9 -3 4 5 

Transportation 
services 

                

1990-95 7 4 7 - - 6 ... 11 
2013 2 4 3 5 5 2 -3 -3 

Travel                 
1990-95 9 7 10 - - 8 ... 14 

2013 7 7 4 8 9 -10 8 9 
Other commercial 
services 

                

1990-95 9 11 10 - - 5 ... 16 
(Source: WTO) 

As we can see from table 1, the service trade was in two decades increased dramatically. North 
America and Europe have the biggest growth exports rates in 2013, because the economies after their 
industrialization emphasized in this sector. Countries in Africa and in Middle East have nowadays 
negativegrowth rates services trade, because the developing countries don’t have this advantage in the 
tertiary sector and also they don’t have enough capital for technology. Thus, they emphasize more in 
the primary sector and manufacturing sector which are low capitaland more labor sectors. In addition, 
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in some countries there is a problem with their institutions which don’t allow them the innovation and 
growth in the production or they don’t have a good political situation. (Acemoglu, Robinson 2011) 

Table 2- Leading importers and exporters of agricultural products until 2013 (Billion Dollars) 

   Share in world imports/exports(%) 
    1980 1990 2000 2013 
Exporters           

EuropeanUnion (28) 661 - - 41,9 37,9 
extra-EU (28) exports 175 - - 10,0 10,0 

UnitedStates 176 17,0 14,3 13,0 10,1 
Brazil 91 3,4 2,4 2,8 5,2 
China 70 1,5 2,4 3,0 4,0 
Canada 66 5,0 5,4 6,3 3,8 
India 47 1,0 0,8 1,1 2,7 
Indonesia 43 1,6 1,0 1,4 2,4 
Argentina 41 1,9 1,8 2,2 2,4 
Thailand 40 1,2 1,9 2,2 2,3 
Australia 38 3,3 2,9 3,0 2,2 
Malaysia 30 2,0 1,8 1,5 1,7 
RussianFederation 30 - - 1,4 1,7 
VietNam  a  28 ... ... 0,7 1,6 
NewZealand 27 1,3 1,4 1,4 1,5 
Mexico 25 0,8 0,8 1,7 1,4 

Above 15  1412 - - 83,4 80,9 
Importers           

EuropeanUnion (28)  664 - - 42,7 35,9 
extra-EU (28) imports 178 - - 13,2 9,6 

China 165 2,1 1,8 3,3 8,9 
UnitedStates 146 8,7 9,0 11,6 7,9 
Japan 86 9,6 11,5 10,4 4,6 
RussianFederation  a, b  45 - - 1,3 2,4 
Canada  b  39 1,8 2,0 2,6 2,1 
Korea, Republicof 33 1,5 2,2 2,2 1,8 
Mexico  b  29 1,2 1,2 1,8 1,6 
HongKong, China 28 - - - - 

retainedimports  a  18 1,0 1,0 1,1 1,0 
Saudi Arabia, Kingdom of  a  25 1,5 0,8 0,9 1,4 
India 24 0,5 0,4 0,7 1,3 
Indonesia 22 0,6 0,5 1,0 1,2 
Malaysia 20 0,5 0,5 0,8 1,1 
UnitedArabEmirates  a  18 0,3 0,4 0,5 1,0 
Turkey 17 0,1 0,6 0,7 0,9 

Above 15  1352 - - 81,5 73,0 
            
a   IncludesSecretariatestimates.            
b   Imports are valued f.o.b.            
(Source: WTO) 

As we can see from the table 2, the biggest economies worldwide are simultaneously the biggest 
agricultural importers and exporters (i.e. USA, Canada). Unfortunately, there is no a clear view about 
the distribution of agricultural trade in EU, due to the Schengen agreement. China is the biggest food-
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importing country since 2012, because they have an inefficient agricultural system (Economist, 2015). 
Many developing countries are food exporters, Thailand, Malaysia and developed countries (i.e. 
Korea, Japan) are one of the biggest food importers. 

Table 3- Share of agricultural products in total merchandise and in primary products by region 

  Exports (%) Imports (%) 
    
Share in total merchandise   
World 9,5 9,5 
North America 11,0 6,7 
South and Central America 29,5 9,0 
Europe 10,7 10,5 
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) 8,9 12,6 
Africa 10,3 15,9 
Middle East 2,5 13,0 
Asia 6,7 9,0 
Share in primary products   
World 30,4 30,4 
North America 39,5 27,7 
South and Central America 42,2 29,5 
Europe 46,6 34,6 
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) 11,8 56,6 
Africa 13,5 46,5 
Middle East 3,7 51,6 
Asia 36,1 23,6 
    
Note: Import shares are derived from the Secretariat's network of world merchandise trade by 
product and region. 
(Source WTO) 

As we can see from table 3, America is the biggest net agricultural exporter (especially South 
America).  Middle East and Africa are the biggest agricultural importers. 

Table 4- World Merchandise exports by major product group and region, 2013 
(In Billion Dollars and Percentages) 

  

Fuels & 
mining 

products 

Manufactures 

  Total Fuels Total 

Iron 
& 

steel Chemicals 

Office & 
telecom 

equipment 
Automotive 

products Textiles Clothing 
          
World 3997 3258 11848 454 2001 1750 1348 306 460 
2013 -3 -3 3 -6 2 4 4 8 9 
North America 408 317 1616 32 262 213 278 18 12 
Share in total 
exports 16,9 13,1 66,8 1,3 10,8 8,8 11,5 0,8 0,5 
2013 1 4 2 -3 1 0 3 3 3 
South & 
CentralAmerica 297 181 194 16 45 6 29 4 15 
Share in total 40,3 24,6 26,4 2,2 6,2 0,8 3,9 0,5 2,0 
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exports 
2013 -7 -9 -1 -16 -8 3 12 -4 -5 
Europe 812 607 4910 185 1075 351 678 86 137 
Share in total 
exports 12,2 9,1 73,9 2,8 16,2 5,3 10,2 1,3 2,1 
2013 -4 -3 4 -6 3 -2 7 4 7 
Commonwealth 
of Independent 
States (CIS) 514 472 174 44 43 4 10 5 3 
Share in total 
exports 66,0 60,6 22,3 5,6 5,6 0,5 1,2 0,6 0,4 
2013 -1 0 -7 -13 -13 4 -1 28 11 
Africa 397 343 112 9 23 3 11 3 10 
Share in total 
exports 66,0 56,9 18,5 1,4 3,8 0,6 1,9 0,6 1,7 
2013 -9 -10 3 -2 4 1 5 7 3 
MiddleEast 880 854 276 9 94 16 12 7 11 
Share in total 
exports 65,3 63,4 20,5 0,7 7,0 1,2 0,9 0,5 0,8 
2013 -5 -5 9 12 5 12 11 19 9 
Asia 690 483 4566 159 459 1157 331 183 274 
Share in total 
exports 12,0 8,4 79,1 2,8 7,9 20,0 5,7 3,2 4,7 
2013 0 -2 3 -5 2 7 -2 9 11 
(Source: WTO) 

As we can see from table 4, the developing countries have an advantage worldwide in NAMA 
products, due to their natural resources (Fuel, metal) and also the cheap labor. Furthermore, these 
economies are based on these exports. More than 30% of their exports in most of these countries come 
from NAMA products. 

3.2 Agricultural and NAMA Trade and subsidies 

WTO categorizes the subsidies of agriculture into three groups (Boxes): 

 Green box: Subsidies, which have minimum distortion and sometimes are useful (subsidies to 
reduce CO2 emissions) 

 Blue box: Subsidies, which can make distortions, but simultaneously there is a limitation in the 
quantity 

 Amber box: Subsidies, which can make many distortions and affects the price of the product and 
lead to exports. The negotiations in DDA came to conclusion, to eliminate this kind of subsidies. 

Furthermore, in Doha round, a limit was tried to be set for the total amount of subsidies, to 5 % for 
developed countries and 10% for developing countries (IIER, 2005). 

The trade of agricultural or NAMA products is not a typical situation. Many countries have many 
preferential trading agreements, which give to some countries better trade rules than the rest of the 
world. Also in the last decades, many free trade zones were formed (EU,NAFTA), which offer the 
advantage to some countries to access for some products in other markets, due to the lower costs. 

Many countries are against EU’scommon agricultural policy, because its subsidies are in the amber 
box(Big distortion) and it doesn’t help the trade generally and also against the cotton-subsidies in USA 
for the same reason. For instance, around 2004, EU gave around 40% of the budget for subsidies in 
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agriculture(IIER, 2005). According to some statistics via this subsidies the independency of the EU in 
some categories of food is more than 100% and this subsidies aim to low the cost of exporting them 
(Kenen, 1994).  In addition, some developed or developing countries like Japan have for specific 
products special agreements, in order to protect their production. In Hong Kong’s ministerial 
conference, in order to protect the round of Doha, they decided to eliminate the amber subsidies 
worldwide and USA and EU to reduce their subsidies, in cotton and changing its policies respectively. 
This happened in order to be avoided the end of this round with no results (IIER, 2005, Bouet et al.). 

Trade liberalization is very important for many countries.  

According to some predictions if there was a full implementation of neoliberal policy in agricultural 
trade, all countries could increase their incomes, whether is a developed country or not. In addition, 
from this liberalization the developing countries will have the biggest benefits, which also an aim of 
Doha Round generally. (Anderson, Martin). But agriculture is very important because it gives 
independence to the country in the bad times. 

4. The controversies of Multilateral negotiations 

4.1 Negotiations in WTO 

When the ideafor an international trade organization was established in 1948, only few countries were 
participated and most of them were developed countries. Due to the big recession and the World War 
II, only USA was the leader of this organization. 

Nowadays there are 162 members in WTO. In addition, the political and economic power of USA has 
been declined and except from the EU, now there are many new emerging economies, which they 
were very poor or they had different system of governance, and now they have bigger growth rates 
(BRICS) (Anhild&Elgström, 2014).Furthermore there are also many unions (EU, 
NAFTA,MERCOSUR), with their own policies and tactics.From the last round of Uruguay there was 
a problem in the negotiations. The countries were separated depending on their economics situation in 
North and South. After the beginning of this round, two big emerging economies joined in WTO, 
China and Russia. 

Since the round of Doha has officially been started the leadership is no longer a privilegeof the North, 
EU and USA. The BRICS(except Russia, because is a recent member of WTO since 2011) countries 
now are the leaders of South and represents the G-20. 

In the Agricultural sector we have 2+1 different groups. North, South, which have EU-USA and Brazil 
and India from the group of G-20 respectively as the biggest representative and Cairns group, a 
coalition of 19 developed (Australia) and developing (Brazil) countries that are interesting on this 
field, because they are agricultural exported countries. The latter group formatted in the round of 
Uruguay in 1986 and pushed the other countries for reforms in the agricultural sector. 

The difficult thing of this negotiation is to reach a big consensus between them. South is disappointed 
from the results of the last round and tries to fix this problem (Cohn Theodore 2007). Some 
economists commented, that a consensus in South-South should be existed before the general 
agreement and is very good an agreement in NAMA (Anderson & Martin). Because the WTO is based 
on in multilateral agreements a consensus between them is difficult and can be simulated with finding 
a solution in a Lindwahl’s model with 162 players.  
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4.2 North versus South 

The controversy between North and South is based on their history. Most of the countries that belongs 
to South became very recently a free state. Before they had either much closed economies or were 
colonies (Acemoglu& Robinson). Now they want to be developed and find it very unfair to adopt 
regulations that North wants (i.e. environment), because they don’t help them to reach easily a 
sufficient level of growth and development. In addition, it is very hard for them to export in order to 
have a better income, because most of the times the other country has big taxes, a preferential trade 
agreement or trading barrier. In a few words, they want to make a big step forward and reach North. 

From the other side, North contents the most developed countries worldwide. Most of them countries 
now emphasize in new technologies that will bring them better advantages and better profits. Also 
they are interested in solving world problems, for instance the environment. This margin creates this 
controversy. This controversy is one of the major issues in the International Political Economy. 

Marxist economists believe that North wants the underdevelopment and low growth of South. Also the 
theory of independence believes, that south is the countries in the periphery and depends on the North. 
The elite of South co-operates with North in order to achieve this dependence. 

Mercantilists believe in the zero sum-games. List and Hamilton emphasized in the role of the state in 
order to improve the status of South and substituting its imports. These things would help the Southern 
countries to make a step forward. On the opposite site, neoliberals believe that through bigger 
independence North-South, a solution will come. (Cohn Theodore) 

5. Conclusions 

Many economists support the idea, that a good result of the Doha round, so the tariffs and barriers in 
trade will be eliminated, will help the least developed countries via trade to set an end to the poverty, 
because their economy will be specialized.Through this essay, the basic things for the two last rounds 
of WTO were presented and the things about the agricultural and NAMA trade, two sectors that not 
the developed countries have this advantage. In addition, the problems of the negotiation were 
presented. 

The controversy between North and South comes from the contemporary history, but they have to 
cooperate in order to reach a good consensus. Furthermore, WTO is less technocratic and more 
politicized, because many interest groups, such as environmental NGO’s, try to effect the decisions. 
(Glatz et al., 2011) In addition, it is very difficult to reach a consensus, due to the number of members 
and this problem makes the countries to prefer bilateral agreements. 

According to the report of the Centre for European Studies (2011),  a Doha Package for the NAMA 
and agricultural products was suggested, with a big a general consensus and extra smaller consensus 
between developed countries and Least Developed Countries (LDC), that LDC can benefit from them. 
But do we have to change the neoliberal way of thinking, in order to reach a consensus? For instance, 
to help specific economic sectors of the LDC via mercantilist measures for some years, in order to 
develop and to be as competitive as the developed countries. 
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Introduction 

High level of economic growth and development cannot be reached without reaching the high level of 
competitiveness of one economy. In the context of market economy, Montenegro is undergoing a 
process of transition, and must therefore strengthen its competitive position. Macroeconomic 
environment expressed through the basic indicators of economic growth and development, has been 
significantly deteriorated in recent years. Accession of Montenegro to the European Union requires 
solving of this problem, especially taking into account the economic criteria of the EU, which are 
essential for the economy to be integrated into the unique European economic scope. Development of 
Montenegrin economy, measured by GDP per capita in 2013 was at 42% of the EU-28 average, and 
was significantly below the average development of the EU [1]. One of the key causes of Montenegrin 
low-level of development in relation to the EU, is imbalanced regional development of its three 
geographic regions: northern, central and south [2]. Due to this, the domestic policy of regional 
development should create instruments in order to achieve more balanced socioeconomic development 
of local government and mentioned regions, in order to enhance competitiveness, innovation and 
employment. In May 2014 Montenegro created Regional Development Strategy for the period 2014 - 
2020. The strategy aims to set up key priorities of development at the national or regional level, which 
are  based on the priorities defined by the EU through the strategy Europe 2020, based on the 
achievement of goals in the field of smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. 

Through the review of the macroeconomic situation in Montenegro at national and regional level, the 
aim of this paper is to point out the existing critical elements of macroeconomic stability and 
imbalanced  regional development, subsequently, the key areas of EU development through the 
Europe 2020 strategy, so that in the last section authors will be focused on directions and goals of 
achiving balanced regional development. By strengthening  the competitiveness of the less developed 
regions, the economy of Montenegro would  be directed towards eliminating the key causes of low 
development, and consequently it would facilitate the process of meeting the economic criteria for EU 
membership. Balanced regional development would not have only encouraged the social welfare of 
the country, but also its better position in  global competition. 

1. Macroeconomic Performance of Montenegrin Economy 

In addition to political criteria, meeting the economic criteria represents  the crucial condition for 
Montenegro’s EU accession. Therefore, Maastricht convergence criteria must be fulfilled, reflecting in 
price stability, a certain level of long-term interest rates, the amount of the budget deficit and public 
debt levels, while the problem of exchange rate stability is marginalized due to an option provided to 
Montenegro to use the euro as a currency before entering the European Monetary Union. 

The most important set of economic reforms characterizing the Montenegrin economy was reflected in 
the transition from a planned to a market economy. The process of transition itself represents 
economic transition, which  main goal is  efficiency increase of post-socialist economic systems [3], 
which in Montenegro lasts for decades. The global economic crisis had, as in the economies of the 
regions, a significant impact on overall economic development in Montenegro. Its presence, to a large 
extent, made evident all the weaknesses of the national economy. It can be concluded that the 
recession of the global market has found a kind of pendant in the internal, structural and long-term 
crisis of Montenegrin economy. 

In 2014 according to the preliminary data of the Central Bank of Montenegro, gross domestic product, 
as a key macroeconomic indicator, amounted to 3.393,2 million euros. The graph below shows the 
rates of growth of the Montenegrin economy and the EU-28 between 2006 and 2014 on the basis of 
Eurostat data. 
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Graphic 1.  Real GDP growth in Montenegro from 2006 to 2014 

 

Source: Eurostat 

In terms of real growth, in the period 2006-2009, Montenegro had high rates of economic growth, but 
in 2009 when real GDP had a negative growth rate of 5.7 %,  due to the economic crisis, Montenegro 
entered into recession. Thereafter, the negative economic growth was still recorded in 2012, while 
2013 was characterized by recovery from the recession and real GDP growth of 3.5 %. Projections of 
GDP growth in 2014 pointed to a growth rate of 1.5 %. Besides the GDP’s  growth rate as an indicator 
of the macroeconomic environment, the following table presents the most important macroeconomic 
indicators of the Montenegrin economy for the period 2007 – 2013. 

Table 1. Macroeconomic indicators of Montenegrin economy 

Description 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

GDP (mil. €) 2680.5 3085.6 2981.0 3104.0 3234.0 3148.9 3350.0 
GDP, real growth (%) 10.7 6.9 -5.7 2.5 3.2 -2.5 3.3 
GDP pc (€) 4280 4908 4720 5006 5211 5063 5402 
Inflation rate 7.7 7.2 1.5 0.7 2.8 5.1 0.3 
Unemployment rate 11.92 10.75 11.43 12.16 11.57 13.46 14.88 
Average net earnings (€) 338 416 463 479 484 487 479 

Budget Suficit/deficit  % GDP 6.65 -0.39 -5.65 -4.87 -3.97 -4.9 -1.2 

Public debt  % GDP 27.5 29.0 38.0 42.0 45.3 51.1 57.95 

Net foreign direct investment (mil. €) 567.8 581.9 1066.4 552.1 389.1 461.6 323.9 

Export of goods (mil. €) 483.4 450.4 296.3 356.6 476.5 391.9 375.6 
Import of goods (mil. €) 2027.8 2475.7 1617.9 1623.8 1782.8 1781.1 1773.3 
Trade balance(mil. €) -1544.4 -2025.3 -1321.6 -1267.2 -1306.3 -1389.2 -1330.1 
Total deposits (mil. €) 2091.1 1990.6 1824.7 1789.8 1817.0 1980.7 2097.7 
Total loans (mil. €) 2245.7 2797.5 2644.1 2517.9 2359.1 2341.9 2414.0 
Stock exchange turnover (mil. €) 727.0 160.3 405.8 54.8 58.9 32.7 30.8 
Source: Central Bank of Montenegro, MONSTAT, Ministry of Finance Montenegro 

Spreadsheet points to the fact that in 2009 the consequences of the global economic crisis on the 
Montenegrin economy have felt significantly. The crisis has begun to spread from the financial sector, 
affecting the entire economy, as a continuous chain of  cause-and-effect relationship: the transfer of 
real estate was decreased, as well as overall economic activity, including the number of tourist visits to 
Montenegro. Since 2010, after the devastating results in 2009 the economy has started its slow and 
uncertain growth. Recovery from the  recession was followed  by the growth of industrial production, 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Real GDP growth in
Montenegro

8.60% 10.60% 6.90% ‐5.70% 2.50% 3.20% ‐2.50% 3.30% 1.50%

Real GDP growth in EU‐28 3.40% 3.10% 0.50% ‐4.40% 2.10% 1.70% ‐0.50% 0.00% 1.30%
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The worst evaluated, out of 12 sectors, were the sectors of infrastructure, macroeconomic 
environment, market size, business sophistication and innovation. Strengthening the competitive 
position of the Montenegrin economy must be realized at the micro and macro levels. It is necessary to 
continue to implement  structural reforms, in order to increase employment and competitiveness, while 
respecting the principles of fiscal responsibility and improvement of the business environment, as well 
as eliminating the significant differences in regional development. Defined developing directions of 
Montenegro must respect the concept of the Europe 2020 strategy. In the next section, the paper 
provides a brief overview of the Europe 2020 strategy, as a basis for the formulation and 
implementation of development measures in  Montenegro. 

3. Europe 2020 as Development Strategy for The EU Member States  
and Countries of Enlargment 

The Europe 2020 is a ten-year strategy for achieving economic growth and higher  level of  
employment within the EU. The aim of this strategy is not reflected only  in solving the problems that 
economic crisis have produced, but also in creating  a new growth model. The vision of strategy is 
Europe as a social market economy of the 21st century, characterized by high levels of employment, 
productivity and social welfare. The strategy defines three priorities, five goals and seven initiatives 
for a period of a decade, all of them, creating a long-term foundation for competitiveness within the 
EU. 

The three key priorities are: a) smart growth - based on the economy of knowledge and innovation 
(investment in education, research and innovation); b) sustainable growth - based on efficient use of 
resources while protecting the environment (low-carbon economy); and c) inclusive growth - with the 
aim of  increasing employment along with social and territorial cohesion (job creation and social 
welfare). 

Development targets, are also  defined through this strategy [4]: 

1. Employment  
The employment rate of the population aged 20 to 64 should increase from 69% (2010) to 75% 
(2020) including the greater involvement of women and senior workers; 

2. Research and development  
3% of the EU’s GDP should be invested in research and development, focusing on improving the 
conditions for private investments in the area of research and development (in 2010 this 
percentage in the EU  has been below 2% of GDP, in the USA below 2.6% and in Japan  below 
3.4%); 

3. The  climate change and energy  
To reduce harmful gas emission by at least 20% compared to 1990 levels, while increasing the 
share of renewable energy which is  used to a level of 20%; 

4. Education  
To impact on early leaves from education system from the current 15% to a level of 10%, with 
increased participation of the aged group 30 to 34  with higher education from 31% to at least 40% 
in 2020 (in Japan this indicator is above 50% and in the USA about 40%); 

5. Social inclusion and poverty reduction  
Number of people in Europe, living below the poverty line should be reduced by 25%, to get  20 
million of people out of  the poverty zone; 8% of those not receiving sufficient funds to get out of 
the poverty zone. Hence, with the youth unemployment growth, unemployed persons are directly 
exposed to this problem. 

Finally, the strategy includes seven initiatives that create the framework for the national authorities to 
focus efforts on the realization of the aforementioned objectives. These initiatives are related to 
innovation, digital economy, employment, youth, industrial policy, wealth and efficient use of 
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resources. Strategy’s goals and initiatives  can be transformed into national targets of each EU 
country, while taking into account  the diversity of situations and conditions in each country. The EU 
considers those objectives to be acceptable to all member states, so that each country should follow the 
listed aims, combining  activities at the national and at EU level. 

4. Regional Differences in Development of Montenegro 

Regional development is one of the most important EU directives, so EU  allocates almost one third of 
its budget for the development of less developed regions, through so-called EU cohesion policy. In 
accordance with natural characteristics, along with methods of using and managing the spatial 
planning, economic activities and different comparative advantages for development, Montenegro is 
geographically divided into three regions: a) South region, b) the Central region and c) Northern 
region. 

The employment and unemployment are important indicators of socioeconomic development in 
Montenegro, and they have strong regional dimension. In the past few years, trends in the labour 
market  have shown its exposure to the serious impact of the global economic crisis, especially if it is 
compared, through the volume and structure of demand and employment, with the present situation 
and trends from the period before the Great Depression. The basic characteristics of  labour market 
trends in  recent years have been: 

 High long-term unemployment; 
 High youth unemployment; 
 Extreme disproportion between supply, demand and employment; 
 Seasonal character of employment; 
 A substantial increase in the number of unemployed university graduates; 
 A relatively large number of employment of foreign workers; 
 Large regional differences in unemployment, and 
 A large number of unemployed workers, who are considered difficult to employ [5]. 

The problem of high unemployment rates is the main focus of the EU, and one of the objectives of the 
EU Strategy 2020. However, in terms of employment and unemployment, there are significant 
differences in Montenegro which can be seen from the following table. 

Table 2. Regional differences in Montenegro in 2013 

Category Montenegro Northern region Central region South region 

Population  620.029 177.837  28,7% 293.509  47,3% 148.683  24,0% 
Number of 
employed 

171.474 25.699  
14,98% 

96.170  
56,09% 

49.605  
28,93% 

Number of 
unemployed 

34.514 12.810  
37,1% 

14.977  
43,4% 

6.727  
19,5% 

Unemployment 
rate 

14,88% 21,9% 14,7% 11,7% 

Number of MSM 
businesses 

21.463 2.990 13,93% 9.666 45,04% 8.807 41,03% 

Entrepreneurs 15.899 4.005 25,19% 5.606 35,26% 6.288 39,55% 
Level of 
development 

 
50,1% of average in 

MNE 
123,5% of average 

in MNE 
162% of average in 

MNE 
Source: Regional development strategy of Montenegro, 2014, updated 
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4.1. Socioeconomic characteristics of Northern region 

Despite of considerable investments in traffic and other infrastructure, in the previous period, Northern 
region was faced with a low level of structural changes, which made the area less attractive for living 
and also made less competitive production. The tourism infrastructure of the Northern region is now 
more focused on the development of rural and eco-tourism, excursion and cultural tourism, as well as 
mountain, sports and recreational tourism, while medical tourism is in the process of development. 
Also, the projects of revitalization of summer pastures, eco-ethnic villages, agricultural summer 
pastures, farms, etc.,  are very important. 

Factors which are limiting the rate of economic development in this region are: a) low level of 
investment; b) low level of competitiveness, innovativeness of economy and promotion of available 
resources; c) underdeveloped economic infrastructure; d) low level of product processing; e) 
unorganized purchase and export of agricultural products; f) inadequate promotion of cultural heritage; 
g) the poor condition of cultural goods; h) inadequate equipment of cultural facilities; I) insufficient 
investments in sectors of creative industries. 

4.2. Socioeconomic characteristics of Central region 

Development engine of Central region is Podgorica - administrative, commercial and financial centre 
of Montenegro. Here are located the most significant industrial capacities in Montenegro. However, 
this region is facing the need for improvement and construction of road and railway infrastructure, due 
to its obsolescence. The construction of highway Bar-Boljare will provide an outstanding opportunity 
for improvement of this region, which will allow the greater and safer mobility of people, goods and 
services.  

As the most developed region of Montenegro, Central region provides favourable conditions for 
development of small and medium sized businesses and entrepreneurship growth. This is also enabled 
by the existence of capacities for traditional and recognizable production of agricultural products, 
developed business and institutional infrastructure. The adequate valorisation of existing cultural-
historical heritage, as well as development of new tourism trends, foster economic growth in this 
region. 

4.3.  Socioeconomic characteristics of South region  

So far, the investors were mainly focused on tourism sector, more precisely on coastal tourism, what 
made the biggest influence on the development of South region. At the same time, there was a 
significant growth of the real estate market, caused by demand of residents from other countries. The 
strategic location of the port of Bar, Tivat airport, good road connection among the other regions, 
relatively good electrical-energy structure in the city area, as well as construction of Bar-Boljare 
highway, make this area attractive for foreign investors and encourage investments in tourism and 
hospitality industry. 

Development of the South region, based on tourism, valorisation of cultural and historical heritage, 
represents one of the main drivers of overall development of Montenegrin economy. The region has 
significant high education capacities, due to vicinity of educational institutions, a large number of 
small and medium sized businesses and business incubator in Bar, as well as a large number of 
attractive sites for developing  elite and nautical tourism which may be in the function of maritime and 
business development. 
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5. Directions for Balanced Regional Development of Montenegro 

In consideration of all socioeconomic indicators, we can notice that the South region is the most 
developed region in Montenegro, while the least developed is Northern. Montenegro, as a candidate 
country for membership in the EU, in order to accomplish not only its own competitiveness, but to 
contribute to the competitiveness of the EU, must take measures to reduce regional differences. 

On the foundations of Europe 2020 Strategy, Montenegro has created the Regional Development 
Strategy for the period 2014-2020, within which, specific directions of region development are given, 
in accordance with the objectives of smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. 

5.1. Objectives and priorities of development of Northern region 

It is necessary to simplify and cheapen administrative procedures, in order to set up the conditions 
which will enable increase of business competitiveness in Northern region. Also, one of the priority 
measures is to provide necessary conditions for improving business infrastructure. This requires the 
establishment of Regional Development Centre and a unified system of business incubators, as well as  
developing programs for business zones. 

In order to create conditions for connecting economy and knowledge centres, with the aim of 
developing innovative potential, particularly in priority sectors of wood processing, agriculture, food 
production and tourism, it is necessary to establish a Technology Park and a Centre of excellence, as 
well as  the funding program, supporting business innovation development and NGO. It is necessary to 
create conditions for developing broadband network and facilitating Internet access to all citizens and 
businesses. 

Tourism is a priority area of development of the Northern region, primarily related to mountain areas. 
In order to achieve this, it is necessary to attract investments in  building the high-rated catering 
facilities. In addition to the completion of restructuring existing tourist facilities and achieving high 
rating, as well as improving ski resorts and tourist infrastructure.  

One of the main priorities of inclusive growth is the improvement of education quality at all levels, 
which can be achieved by harmonizing education curricula with labour market needs, as well as 
developing a lifelong learning system and adult education system. Also, in cooperation with university 
centres of the Central region, it is necessary to ensure development of educational institutions and 
human capacities that will serve for the development of priority sectors through linking higher 
education and labour market and raising entrepreneurial and innovative character of education. 

5.2. Objectives and priorities of development of Central region 

Regarding the Central region in terms of smart growth an improvement and restructuring of industry is 
very important, in order to strengthen the overall economy, which can be achieved by completing the 
restructuring of major industrial systems, as well as increasing the efficiency of instruments for 
encouraging development of competitive manufacturing industry and establishing cooperation with 
strategic investors. 

In terms of competitiveness of innovation, as the basic criteria of development, it is necessary to 
improve the relation of economy and scientific and research institutions by establishing an innovation 
- enterprise centre, the science and technology park, develop a business incubator program, a program 
for business zones, and financial support program for the development of the company's innovation 
and NGO. This is very important because conditions which enable the increase of business 
competitiveness in the region would be established. Also connecting tourism and agriculture. 
contributes to the development of this region, since tourism is  considered to be the most suitable 
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activity for connecting diversity of economic activities in these areas, and at the same time one of the 
best approaches for  solving social problems. 

5.3. Objectives and priorities of development of South region 

This region is also characterized by underutilized tourist potential, on which development work is 
required. Diversification of medical, wellness, conference, sports, culture, and nautical tourism along  
with location advancement would enable the realization of key objectives in this area. 

The South region possesses an exceptional cultural and natural heritage, which needs further 
improvement by implementing necessary measures, and that can be achieved through the integrated 
protection and constant control of local accelerated development.  Special emphasis is placed on 
strengthening the legal and institutional infrastructure, connecting culture and tourism for a full use of 
resources and development of creative industries. 

The  key priorities in this area are development and concentration of highly specialized industrial 
activities. In order to achieve this it is necessary to create programs for developing business zones, to 
encourage innovative business projects and to establish a regional business centre, that should provide 
conditions for strengthening the capacity of local government units, which are currently  below the 
average development.  

Conclusion 

In 2014 Montenegrin economy has partially recovered from the negative economic growth rate. 
However, problems of low market demand and production capabilities as well as high import 
dependence are still dominant, resulting in high levels of the foreign trade deficit. The budget deficit 
and public debt problems are being resolved through measures of fiscal adjustment, but the economy 
is still being characterized by high unemployment rates, especially in terms of long-term 
unemployment and youth unemployment.  

Analysing regional development in Montenegro leads to the conclusion that there are significant 
differences in the development of certain regions, with drawing attention on low level of development 
of the Northern region, followed by negative demographic changes. Therefore, in the future, one of the 
priority goals in Montenegrin development must be balanced regional development, along with 
investment of greater effort on the development of the Northern region. In the north, due to the lack of 
adequate educational and economic opportunities, a strong migration activity is highlighted, not only 
from one region to another, but to foreign countries also, so in that way this region is faced with a 
strong depopulation and aging. Due to that, in the future  measures must be taken in order to deal with  
this problem. The existing economic potentials of Montenegro, mainly oriented towards satisfying 
their own and local needs, are not enough focused on the export market. Therefore, it is necessary to 
encourage development of entrepreneurship, as the link between economy and existing scientific and 
research capacities, and also to encourage the development and commercialization of innovative 
potential in domestic and foreign markets. 

Finally, as one of the goals, Montenegro should continuously monitor balanced regional development, 
which has been defined through a national strategy based on  Europe 2020, in order to achieve all the 
goals for gaining a full membership status in the EU, and thus increase economic and social welfare in 
the country. 
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evolution. It is also provided an analysis of the sectoral structure of population and examined the 
agricultural and industrial sectors of the Greek economy. 

Then an attempt is made to establish the definitions of basic concepts and their application in the 
Greek reality with the environmental and social dimension, which are extremely important, not only 
for the Greek Economy but also worldwide. 

In the end, an attempt is made for objective assessment of the Greek political movements and through 
conclusions drawn proposed possible improvements to the structure of productive process.  

2. Historical Overview  

After the end of World War II, who left back "barren land" for the whole of the States that were 
involved∙ Greece, as a state, was confronted with various problems. One of these, - and perhaps most 
important for the healthy survival - was the choice of an appropriate policy, both for reconstruction 
and for a new industrial and economic development. The Greek government in the period between 
1948-1952 signed agreements with several Western countries for the reconstruction of the economy. 
However, the main "source" of reconstruction of Greek economy was the US aid granted to Greece 
under the Marshall Plan. 

By Marshall Plan meant the financial support for Members of the European continent, which were 
born out of the needs of the American foreign policy and the perception that the prevalence of 
communism would jeopardize the interests of the United States. Typically, the first position is given 
by the American diplomat George Kennan, who states: "the main characteristic of US policy toward 
the Soviet Union must be a patient but firm and vigilant containment of its expansionist tendencies." 
The clear intention of America came with the speech of the President Harry Truman in Congress on 12 
March 1947. He pledged that his country would provide generous financial assistance to States 
wishing and "resisted attempts subjugation by armed minorities or by foreign pressures, "as he said. 

The Marshall Plan had a double scope. Intended both to stimulate the economies of the countries 
(which could finance the destroyed because of the war, the markets) and also served the American 
foreign policy that did not wish to reach these countries in the sphere of influence and dependence of 
the Soviet Union. Obviously, the transactions were not in the form of bilateral procedures, but all 
conditions were set by Washington. Among the conditions was the suppression of the communist 
threat and indirect boredom independence of these states, diplomatically "weapon" the credit freeze. 
Οn July 1947 have established the "Committee for European Economic Cooperation» (OEEC), which 
was designed to manage the Marshall Plan, and in 1949 followed by the establishment of the Soviets 
of the "Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON). The way of administration of the 
loans was clear. At first, the aid went to countries which, according to the judgment of the American 
state were in danger from the spread of communism, namely Greece and Turkey, and then to countries 
which, according to America risked more from Soviet influence, with per capita income also play an 
important role in the selection. At the same time in Greece, the communist rebels had started to be 
confronted by the monarchical-friendly government that was supported by Britain. The latter found it 
difficult to meet the government's support needs due to problems, especially economic and position 
occupied by the Americans, fearing that Greece would fall into the hands of the communists. The 
Greek civil war marks the beginning of an American interventionism on the pretext of a communist 
threat. The interventionism that is essentially an omen of the subsequent twenty year foreign policy of 
the USA, while it was vital for the creation of NATO in April 1949.  

Below are listed the financial aid (in million $) provided by the Marshall Plan. 
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Table 1: Financial Aids of Marshall Plan 

Countries 1948/49 1949/50 1950/51 Total 
Austria 232 166 70 468 
Belgium 195 222 360 777 
France 1085 691 520 2296 
Germany 510 438 500 1448 
Denmark 103 87 195 385 
Switzerland - - 250 250 
Greece 175 156 45 376 
UK 1386 921 1060 3297 
Ireland 88 45 - 133 
Iceland 6 22 15 43 
Italy 594 405 205 1204 
Norway 82 90 200 372 
Holland 471 302 355 1128 
Portugal - - 70 70 
Sweden 39 48 260 347 
Turkey 28 59 50 137 

Source:”The Marshall plan fifty years later”, Palgrave MacMillan UK, 2001 

Thus, begun a period in which Greek economy experienced a significant growth and development.  

The year 1955 initiates a period of rapid economic growth for the country, which was described as the 
Miracle of eight years of Karamanlis, honoris causa of the Prime Minister Konstantinos Karamanlis. 
Major improvements took place in that period in the sectors of agriculture, tourism and industry, while 
the road network expanded. After 1955 the Greek Government concluded 28 external loans with a 
total amount of 406.4 million dollars.  

The post German occupation lending was derived in 58.4% from the US, 19% from West Germany, 
14.36% from England and the rest from international organizations. Gradually, and thanks to the 
Marshall Plan, Greece managed to financially stand back on its feet the next two decades and give a 
human face living in at least a significant part of the Greek people. The political scenery began to 
destabilize until 1965 where the government was overthrown unconstitutionally. Then, in 1967 the 
regime overturned and started the so-called dictatorship of the colonels. The results were the strong 
urbanization and strong demand for labor in the cities while living standards were improved. Social 
resources were wasted and had the appearance of the so-called thalassodaneion, i.e. the lavish lending 
of several entrepreneurs and individuals in order to achieve economic growth, which, unfortunately 
was not achieved due to the use of these loans for personal benefit and satisfaction. Besides the above, 
the military dictatorship, in order to gain public support, proceeded to the construction of an important 
number of public works and the depreciation of agricultural and industrial debts consuming enough 
amounts from the reserve of the Central Bank of Greece. In 1974 the dictatorship went to an end and 
Konstantinos Karamanlis came to power. During the period, the debt amounted 25% of GDP due to 
internal borrowing. In 1979 Greece signs the Treaty of Accession to the EEC and the compound being 
completed on January 1, 1981. 

Therefore, there was a rise in wages and living standards, while simultaneously the industrial sector 
had an important growth due to an increasing number of new businesses. Reasonable figment is the 
question: "Was it real or fictional growth?". The answer comes in the early 80s with the phenomenon 
known as "problematic enterprises of 1980." According to a report of the Harvard University, which 
characterizes the 80s as the "era of populism", the government of PASOK with Prime Minister 
Andreas Papandreou pursued strengthening of social protection and income redistribution. For this 
purpose, the government enacted laws for the protection of trade unionism, founded the National 
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Health Service (NHS), while institutionalized the automatic indexation of wages to protect against 
inflation and legally protected by redundancies, while pursuing large salary increases. The public 
sector had an enormous increment, while many companies were nationalized and established the 
Business Reconstruction Organization in which joined 21 problematic businesses from the private 
sector, almost by all the sectors of the Greek economy: shipbuilding, cement, textile industry, paper 
industry, plastics.  

During the 80s it was observed that public spending leapt from 29% of GDP to 49% and the average 
of the budget deficit was 10% of GDP. Government guarantees to private and public enterprises 
reached 32% of GDP in 1989, of which half fell down in the 90s. Also, the rate of growth slowed 
below 1%, the debt tripled from 28% in 1980 to 89% in 1990 and the interests for servicing public 
debt rose to 10% in 1990, threatening the sustainability of the dept. 

The oil crisis of the 1970s and the increase of money in the 80s rocketed inflation at 20%.  The 
automatic indexation of wages initiated by the PASOK since 1981 and also the devaluation of the 
drachma by which overcome three crises of balance of payments , also contributed to the 
abovementioned inflation . However, unemployment remained lower than the average for the 
European Union. (Daily Newspaper, 2011) 

3. The sectoral structure of the population and its characteristics through time 

During the period between 1981-2012, according to World Bank Database, the population of Greece 
as a whole has picked up with high urbanization trends as shown in the diagram below. The 
accumulation of population in the urban centers in conjunction with the development of the tertiary 
sector contributed to the decline of regional and rural production. 

Graph 1: Urban Population (% of total) 

 
Source: World Bank, 2014  

However, the division of the population in the three sectors of production shows great interest. Below 
are given the graphs of four very important years, 1981, 1991, 2001, 2011. 
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Table 1: Profitable and loss-making enterprises 

  Enterprises Employees Profit (mil. Euro) 

Profitable 
Enterprises 

4.515 210.000 3.280 

Loss-making Enterprises 1.713 57.900 -917 
Total 6.228 267.900 2.363 
Source: «The Greek Enterprise in 2007», SEVE 

In 2006 the number of loss-making enterprises decreased by 4.14%, while the number of profitable 
companies increased by 1.87%. 

In terms of employment, manufacturing is among the sectors with the greatest decline especially for 
the period 2008-2010. Specifically, the decrease in employment was -6.6% on average in the period 
mentioned, against -1.9% in the whole economy. This development is part of the long process of 
deindustrialization of the Greek economy that had started from the early 80s and has led the 
manufacturing into a share of 10.7% in 2010. 

Nowadays, more and more statistical researches share the same view with the above. To be more 
specific, according to an article in the Daily newspaper, in 48.9 points ended in March the main 
seasonally adjusted purchasing agents index of the Markit for the manufacturing sector in Greece 
(Purchasing Managers Index - PMI) from 48.4 points in February, registering a value below the zero 
point change of 50.0 points for the seventh consecutive month, although it indicated a slight 
weakening in the rate of shrinkage. 

As noted in a statement, the average price of the primary index throughout the first quarter (48.5 
points) was the lowest recorded since the third quarter of 2013. 

3.3 The Industry Sector 

As industry, is defined as the total amount of the activities relating to the transformation of raw 
materials into goods suitable for satisfying human needs, primarily through the use of mechanical or 
chemical means rather than through direct human labor. The industry, the craft industry, handicraft 
and cottage industry are the secondary manufacturing sector: manufacturing. The industry, in 
agricultural production (agriculture, livestock) and trade is understood to cover all aspects of economic 
activity. 

Industry in Greece: In Greece the main goal of economic development is the industrialization of the 
economy, so the industry along with the manufacturing is very important factor for the Greek 
economy. The development of the industry sector is the priority of the Greek government because 
gradually abolished import tariffs that protect domestic industries from the competition of foreign 
industrial products, due to the fact that the products of our industry should be able to compete with 
industrial products of the Common Market countries, not just the Greek site, but also in the European 
area of the Common Market.  

Evolution of the industry in Greece: In Greece the first industrial companies occurred after 1920, when 
applied tariff policy that favoured their creation. These industries were producing cotton, fertilizers, 
cement, etc. Since 1933 the Greek industry developed to a greater extent, after limiting exports 
charged by many European countries. Of course Greek industry in this period consisted of small 
industrial units producing goods destined for domestic consumption. At that time, moreover, 45% of 
factories and 60% of industrial production was concentrated in the capital area, because only in the 
capital area could the entrepreneurs find the facilities that are necessary for the operation of their 
factories. During the war and occupation industries were severely damaged by bombing, looting and 
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general paralysis of the economy. The reconstruction of the economy began in 1950 with the financial 
help of the US, which had the form of donations or loans. The industrial output increased by 3.4% 
average annual rate in 1950 to 1960, 9.3% in 1960-70 and 5.6% in 1970-75. Thus, the participation of 
the industrial product in GDP rose from 20.1% in 1950 to 31.8% in 1975. Following the Greek state 
with the policy of public investment and the introduction of various incentives contributed 
significantly to the reconstruction of industry in Greece. (OECD) 

The latest statistics from the press release of ELSTAT for the month of March 2015 recorded an 
increase of the Index of Industrial Production by 0.04% compared to the corresponding index of 
February 2015. 

4. Conceptual and statistical approach 

The term “productive reconstruction” has recently become very popular among both policy makers 
and in academic level. The definition of “productive reconstruction” itself is about to do our self-
criticism, because it’s a common secret that the old methods of production have failed their purpose 
and we are obligated to rebuild them. Essentially, wanting to reconstruct the production of a country, 
Greece in this case, we have to go back to basic economic question: "What is produced, how it is 
produced and for whom it is produced?”. More specifically, it is an attempt to redefine the economic 
and social model. But, although the concept of productive reconstruction has recently come up in 
public, because of the circumstances of our time, it’s not new. Already since 1947, after the Second 
World War, while the Civil War continued, Dimitris Batsis, who was lawyer and economist, publishes 
his voluminous book "The heavy industry in Greece.". This project was introduced by professor and 
dean of NTUA, N. Kitsikis. In this book, the author, D. Batsis deals with issues related to the 
reconstruction of the country, catalogues the rich mineral wealth of the country, while he develops a 
full financial plan with only purpose the sustainable industrialization and reclamation of resources of 
devastated, because of war, Greece. Of course, this situation looks very familiar to everyone, 
nowadays. This is the crucial reason, why our country desperately needs the productive reconstruction.  

Reforms in the productive web of the economy should aim the pure development, not just at growth. 
Indicators, such as Gross Domestic Product, even if they are easily accessible, they are not showing 
the reality. An increase of GDP should be accompanied by an increase in indicators that point out the 
improvement in living standards of Greeks, indicators, which have to do with the improvement of 
natural environment, health and social conditions. So, the plan of the productive reconstruction which 
will be adopted should be environmentally and socially sustainable.  

In the last decades, human activity has severely affected the environment, sometimes with disastrous 
consequences for humanity. The productive reconstruction plan should mainly aim at the protection of 
the environment, according to the needs of our time as well as to international treaties signed by our 
country. The most polluting activities, industry and energy production, should be streamlined so their 
effluents would not cause the same destruction as today. First priority should be the transformation of 
traditional power factories into facilities for mild exploitation of natural resources, such as solar and 
wind energy production.  

The graph below shows an increasing trend of carbon dioxide emissions per capita in the last fifty 
years, a trend that must be reversed. A slight decline in emissions observed after 2009 but it should be 
considered as a result of the economic crisis and the general slowdown in production. 
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Apart from fighting unemployment the productive reconstruction plan should also be socially fair. 
History shows that many times the public property of the country sold for extremely low reward. D. 
Batsis revealed the famous Cooper Convention which was signed in 1940 and was valid until 2010. 
The Cooper Convention provided Acheloos River for full exploitation along with its tributaries for the 
construction of hydroelectric power factories. Moreover, the Greek Government was obliged to 
provide all possible assistance to the concessionaire company such as providing free building 
materials for construction, free use of public land, protect the price of the company's products, etc. 
Similar phenomena should be avoided at all costs, not only because the country’s reward is extremely 
low, but also, because the future of next generations is being compromised.  

A typical example is the granting of the Cassandra Mines from the Greek State in the company "Greek 
Gold” according to the law 3220/2004 (Government Gazette 15A' / 28.01.2004 Articles 51, 52, 53) in 
January 2004 for just 11 million euro. In addition the company got 2,500 acres of land, 40,000 square 
meters of industrial buildings and offices, 11,000 square meters of urban land, 310 houses in Stratoni 
and much more. Although the goal, for this concession was the increase of productive activity, the 
creation of new jobs and the revitalization of the social web of the area, there are many key questions 
regarding the amount of the consideration paid and the running business of the enterprise. According 
to studies, the value of what Greek government granted to the company was multiple of the reward 
that it received. Concluding, environmental concerns are put on table for the viability of the area 
because gold treatment is extremely detrimental to the environment and there is no independent 
authority to take care of the production process. 

5. Evaluation and Recommendations 

Greece the last decades is facing a variety of problems in various areas, the most important of which 
are presented below: 

 One of the persistent pathogeneses of Greek reality is, inter alia, the lack of strategic planning. In 
particular, the volatility of the political system responsible for the continuous changes in optical 
national policy issues. It is a common phenomenon for a government to negate the financial work 
of the previous either due to ideological differences or electioneering purposes, so these subjective 
approaches lead to deviation from one, mutually acceptable and optimal target. 

 The work that has been done in the past is often inadequate and inappropriate. A large part of the 
funds have been absorbed by EU funds invested in non-productive activities, resulting in 
temporary relief of local economies and the inability for substantial growth. 

 The mentality that prevailed in post-war Greece did not help the appearance of businessmen, 
entrepreneurs as defined by the neoclassical, who with the innovations that would be introduced in 
production will lead to an increase in production and further reconstruction. Instead, the prevailing 
mentality maintained the stability offered by the public against the business risk. 

The above problems have major importance for Greece's exit from the crisis, the improvement of 
living standards of society and its economic development. So there should be direct and substantial 
resolution. Below there are indicative the writers’ suggestions in order, for the Greek Economy, to 
deal with these problems: 

 Countries, such as China, Germany, USA, which are “leaders” in economic development, shows 
that there is a need of direct collaboration between the successive governments of every country 
with the aim of social welfare. There must be a basic project of development and the respective 
governments have to be obliged to implement it and not deviate from it because of personal 
interests.  

 The activation of the control mechanisms is vital for the optimal combination of growth and 
development. Such control mechanisms would bear the advance and ex post evaluation of national 
investment. The aforementioned mechanisms should be independent and not to serve the interests 
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of their respective governments. The phenomenon of corruption of such institutions was more than 
usual in recent decades, which contributed to the current situation. 

 Removing permanence combined with meritocratic judgments of civil servants would help to 
increase their productivity, while subsidies innovative actions, the granting of low-interest loans 
and the tax reductions are likely to lead to a revitalization of innovation and entrepreneurship. 

Finally, the increase of productivity in Greece can be achieved in many ways, some of whom are 
presented below: 

o with the continuous diversification into higher value-added sectors in agriculture, industry and 
services. 

o by promoting innovation using global knowledge and developing domestic capabilities. 
o with the reform of the financial market and product and labor markets. 
o by promoting the competitiveness of the services sector. 
o with the shift of labor to areas of higher productivity. 
o with the diversification of investments in all sectors of production, as the focus on a single sector 

poses numerous risks. The case of tourism, which is particularly vulnerable to external cues such 
as currency crises, geopolitical upheavals, etc., is a typical example. 

The plan of the reconstruction of the production must be targeted on areas where the country has a 
comparative advantage, such as the production of quality products, due to the country's position in the 
international market, it is impossible to compete on price. A typical example is to prevent the export of 
Greek oil. The latter is done massively, and the industry would benefit from promoting it in packaging 
that highlights the uniqueness and quality of the product. 

A general plan for the reconstruction of the manufacturing spearheaded the creation of a stable and fair 
tax system that will repatriate all companies who fled abroad, unable to cope with the constant 
changes of the legal framework governing their operation. Such a plan could also attract foreign direct 
investment which would help to build on. 
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 At the global level, international terrorism has very quickly become a threat to democratic 
societies, which creates uncertainty through various conventional and unconventional forms and 
methods; 

 The availability of weapons of mass destruction to non-democratic regimes, various organizations 
and groups is a security threat globally. The answer to this threat implies the involvement of the 
whole society, as well as enhanced cooperation between the countries; 

 As a permanent and omnipresent security risks, it should be noted, and various natural and 
artificial caused disasters. Global warming and climate change are adding a new dimension of the 
Army, as part of the security system to assist civilian institutions while rescue people and 
property; 

 Also, in an age of expansion of information technology, social networks and virtual computer 
programs, it is impossible to ignore the fact that all  IT resources can be used against a particular 
society and therefore pose a serious security threat. 

Having on mind this reality, Montenegro has decided to adjust and significantly redefine and 
reorganize its security and defense. Global security dynamics and the complex relationship between 
the safety factors, the geographical position of Montenegro, but also the regional crises, have a 
significant impact on the security situation in Montenegro. 

The processes of regional cooperation in South East Europe and Western Balkans, demilitarization and 
the reduction of the military potential are the main indicators of stabilization of the region. 
Contribution to that has also been given through the European and Euro-Atlantic integration 
tendencies of the region's countries, bearing in mind that part of the countries have joined the Euro – 
Atlantic integration and some shows commitment to the NATO / PfP Program and the Stabilization 
and Association Agreement in the EU. However, the region is still partially laden by  past events and 
pending problems, which can cause certain forms of instability in the future. 

2. Montenegro and Nato Integrations 

Montenegro started its NATO integrations in 2006 after process of gaining independency [2]. 
Government of Montenegro wanted to assure the vision of Montenegro becoming a well – developed 
country similar to the countries in West Europe so together with EU integrations, Montenegro started 
and followed the process of NATO integrations too. The main focus was, and still is, the preservation 
state interests, which are defined by the Constitution and based on the principles of the development of 
democracy, the rule of law, market economy, respect for human rights and freedom, developing 
multiculturalism, conservation of nature and healthy environment, sustainable and balanced 
development of all its regions, as well as commitment to equal cooperation with other nations and 
states, and commitment to European and Euro-Atlantic integration [1]. 

Table 1 – Process of NATO integrations of Montenegro 

YEAR ACTION 
2006 Signing of program “Partnership for Peace” 
2007 Signing of Agreement on Information Security 
2008 Individual Partnership Action Plan for Montenegro (IPAP) 
2009 - Montenegro become a member of South – Eastern Europe Defense Ministerial

(SEDM); 
Montenegro has been accepted in Membership Action Plan (MAP); 
- Representatives of Military of Montenegro went to Afghanistan (ISAF mission),

Liberia (UNMIL) and Somali Waters (ATALANTA, EU mission) 
2010 First step at implementation of MAP – creation of Annual National Program (ANP) 
2011 First ANP evaluated as successful and Montenegro started an ANP for the second part of 

MAP 
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2012 - Montenegro took a part in NATO summit in Chicago dedicated to Afghanistan; 
- Second ANP evaluated as successful and Montenegro started an ANP for the third part 

of MAP 
2013 Successful completion of third ANP and the beginning of the ANP for  the fourth part of 

MAP 
2014 - Montenegro took a part in NATO summit in Wales – Government of Montenegro

expected an invitation for membership to NATO, but that decision will be made till the
end of 2015; 

- Fourth ANP evaluated as successful so Montenegro stared the fifth part (fifth ANP) of
MAP during the intensive dialogues with NATO 

Source: http://www.natomontenegro.me/nato-info/Odnosi_CG_i_NATO/ 

2.1. Benefits of joining NATO 

Membership in NATO is a long-term guarantee of the sovereignty and territorial integrity, security of 
citizens and a prerequisite for sustainable economic development that opens the door for EU 
membership [2]. Membership in NATO is  a national interest and response to the question about the 
strategic direction that country should take in order to generate a better life to coming generations. 
NATO is not only a military-defensive alliance, it’s also an alliance of countries which inherit values 
of democracy, human rights, civil liberties and peace [3]. Country aspirant must implement political 
reform, the implementation of democratic standards and fulfill the criteria to become a member of 
NATO [3]. 

NATO is a political-military organization which is committed to the same values, principles and 
objectives which has the European Union [3]. By joining NATO, country gets wide open door to EU 
membership, richer, more stable and more democratic society, a society of equal opportunities. 
European and Euro-Atlantic integration are inseparable and complementary processes. Fulfilling the 
criteria for NATO membership largely means achieving the standards required for EU membership, 
especially regarding the rule of law and the fight against organized crime and corruption [3]. The 
architecture of today's Europe rests on two pillars -  the EU, which has arised from the economic 
integration of countries of Western Europe and NATO, which has resulted from a continual closeness 
to the military- political strategic interests of Europe and the United States [2]. All countries that have 
in the last 20 years become members of NATO are members of the EU [3]. 

By joining NATO Montenegro becomes a partner to the most developed economies of the world. 
Countries which are members of NATO belong to the society of the most prosperous countries in the 
last 60 years [4]. As a NATO member, Montenegro will much better use all their potential in the safe 
surroundings. Each investor prefers to invest in the country which is safe, stable and which is a 
member the world recognized organization. This also applies to tourists [4]. By becoming a member in 
NATO, Montenegro will strengthen the environment for domestic and foreign investment, which will 
lead to opening of new jobs and increase of GDP. 

Having on mind all of the above it is clear that Government of Montenegro wants not only to provide 
a higher and better level of military protection for Montenegro, to protect its territory and sovereignty, 
but also to accelerate the EU integrations by joining NATO, especially when it comes to the chapters 
regarded to the rule of law and fight against organized crime. Membership in NATO will also give a 
push to Montenegrin economy by approaching to new markets, product codification and creation of 
favorable surrounding for domestic and foreign investments. 
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2.2. Financial issue of potential membership in NATO 

One also very important issue is matter of costs – will the membership in NATO will be more 
expensive that the current option. The costs of joining NATO are incomparably less than the sum that 
the state should set aside in case of construction of self-defense system [4]. 

NATO membership has to be paid, and the membership fee is determined by the  size of the country’s 
GDP, through a special procedure, like in other international organizations whose member is 
Montenegro [5]. The programs which can use Member States are funded from NATO's common 
budgets, and their value, especially for countries like Montenegro, is much higher than the 
membership fee. 

NATO is not giving any conditions to Member States on the amount of the national defense budget. It 
has just being recommended that, if it’s possible, giving from budget should be about two percent of 
GDP. Montenegrin budget for defense in 2013 amounted to 1.41 percent of GDP [5]. 

In order to overthink the membership to NATO, from financial aspect, there has been created a 
calculation of costs [1], where 2013 was taken as the base year for planning, taken from projections of 
the Ministry of Finance. Projection consists of three basic parts [1]: 

1. The macroeconomic projections of GDP for the period 2014-2023; 
2. Projected cost structure of the defense budget for the period 2014  to 2023rd – Value expressed; 
3. Projected cost structure of the defense budget for the period 2014  to 2023rd – in terms of 

percentages. 

It is necessary to point out that the unstable international environment makes future economic 
developments unreliable and difficult to predict. Factors affecting the macroeconomic uncertainty 
projections in Montenegro, primarily the need for consolidation of the banking system, the slower 
economic activity or a decline caused by weaker demand, uncertainty about the future economic 
growth, and non – trafficked fiscal adjustment in peripheral countries of the Eurozone, with which our 
country has strong economic ties. 

Table 2 – Real growth of GDP and the segregation for defense 

YEAR 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 
GDP growth 1.5% 2% 3% 4% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 
Estimation (mil 
€) 

3,595 3,667 3,777 3,928 4,125 4,331 4,591 4,866 5,158 5,467 

Segregation 1.20% 1.25% 1.25% 1.30% 1.30% 1.35% 1.35% 1.40% 1.40% 1.40% 
Amount (mil €) 43.14 45.84 47.21 51.07 53.62 58.47 61.97 68.12 72.21 76.54 

Source: Ministry of Defense of Montenegro, Strategic Defense Review, Government of Montenegro, June 2013, pg. 48 

Table 3 – Cost structure at the defense budget 

YEAR 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 
Administration (mil €) 28.47 28.88 27.86 28.60 28.95 30.40 30.99 34.06 36.11 38.27 
Operations (mil €) 9.49 11.00 12.28 14.30 15.01 16.95 18.59 20.44 21.66 22.96 
Modernization (mil €) 5.18 5.96 7.08 8.17 9.65 11.11 12.39 13.62 14.44 15.31 
Total (mil €) 43.14 45.84 47.21 51.07 53.62 58.47 61.97 68.12 72.21 76.54 

Source: Ministry of Defense of Montenegro, Strategic Defense Review, Government of Montenegro, June 2013, pg. 48 
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Table 4 – Cost structure at the defense budget (%) 

YEAR 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 

Administration 66% 63% 59% 56% 54% 52% 50% 50% 50% 50% 
Operations 22% 24% 26% 28% 28% 29% 30% 30% 30% 30% 

Modernization 12% 13% 15% 16% 18% 19% 20% 20% 20% 20% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Source: Ministry of Defense of Montenegro, Strategic Defense Review, Government of Montenegro, June 2013, pg. 48 

It is obvious that the current structure of the budget is inadequate, given the high participation of 
administrative – personnel costs (66-70%) in total budget. Also, it is obvious that allocation for 
modernization of the equipment doesn’t meet the needs  of the army. Tendency for the coming period, 
in line with the expected enlargement of GDP and defense budget, is enlarged allocation for 
modernization to the projected level of 20%, while on the other side can be expected to gradual 
reduction of the share of spending on administration – personnel costs. 

As the Member State of NATO Montenegro could use capacity of NATO and there would not need to 
buy airplanes, trains pilots and develop capacity for their maintenance. If Montenegro wouldn’t use 
NATO capabilities, buying one plane would cost between 50-100 million dollars [5], and Montenegro 
should have a minimum of 4 aircraft. Maintenance costs on an annual basis would be about 1.5 million 
dollars. Operating costs at the annual level would amount to around 3.5 million dollars, while fuel 
costs on an annual basis were about 2 million dollars [5]. Having on mind this example, and the 
previous counts presented in the tables  above, we can clearly see that the more innovative, modern 
and better military equipment can be afforded through membership in NATO at much more favorable 
price, with the approximately 2% of GDP share. 

3.   Expectations 

In all official, state documents we can find that the way of Euro and Euro – Atlantic integrations is 
future destiny of Montenegro, so it is very clear that the current Government will keep on this course, 
until Montenegro becomes a full member of those two big communities. 

At the last meeting held in Brussels our Prime Minister has spoken with the Secretary General of 
NATO, and the main conclusion is that NATO keeps an open door policy when it comes to 
Montenegro, and the reforms which are being implemented are rated as essential and they represent 
"real progress towards membership in NATO" [6]. 

The public support is still not clearly defined, and it varies from time to time, so we cannot say that the 
Montenegrin citizens would also like to be part of this organization, despite all the benefits they can 
get from it. They still remember the bad experience of bombing from the past, and mostly because of 
the emotional reasons they reject an option to be the part of NATO. On the other side, the Government 
expects an official invitation for Montenegro to join the Alliance till the end of 2015, but the way of 
acceptance of that invitation is still not defined. It will be probably discussed at the Parliament, among 
the politicians, and the referendum as an option has been excluded because of the unreliable public 
support. 

Conclusion 

The importance of the extension policy of NATO enlargement is very high, especially in the Western 
Balkans. The further stability issue remains a key challenge for the Western Balkans and the NATO 
integration is another name for the stability, and perspective future of economies. 
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In the process of Euro – Atlantic integration the stable democratic institutions of the society are being 
developed, which is a necessary condition for democratization and prosperity of Montenegrin society. 
By taking part in the collective security system, such as NATO, Montenegro can immediately ensure 
political stability and promote economic prosperity of the country. 

Among the most prominent problems of the Balkan region are continuous intolerance and bad 
neighborly relations. In the process of Euro – Atlantic Integrations is necessary to continuously 
participate in various initiatives and projects of common security, economic and overall social interest 
for the region. By taking part in the collective security, such as NATO, country can adopt the common 
values and standards that positively reflect on all segments of society, which contributes to the overall 
prosperity of all countries in the region. At the same time, democratization of society and the 
introduction of safety standards of NATO for all South East Europe is a unique opportunity to 
establish lasting peace and stability in this part of Europe. 

Membership in NATO, at the same time requires a capacity for joint action in various activities in 
order to response to the many security challenges. Today, no country is able to deal independently 
with the imposed threats, and it is necessary to connect and react together against the potential 
dangers. Bearing in mind, that the members of NATO are the richest and the most powerful countries 
in the world, but also an experience in the operation of 65 years, realistic conclusion is that this is the 
best security framework for small countries, such as Montenegro. 
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Bargaining Power of Suppliers:It can be said that the supplier power is the mirror image of the buyer 
power. That is to say, the investigation of supplier power usually focuses firstly on the relative size 
and concentration of suppliers relative to industry participants and secondly on the degree of 
differentiation in the inputs supplied. The ability to charge consumers different prices in line with 
differences in the value created for each of those buyers usually indicates that the market is 
characterized by high supplier power and at the same time by low buyer power (Porter, 1989, 1996; 
Karagiannopoulos et al., 2005[17]). 

Bargaining Power of Buyers:The factors which rule the bargaining power of buyers are similar to 
those which influence the bargaining power of suppliers. The customers of a company might insist on 
reduction of prices or demand better quality at the same price(Papadakis 2012). 

Threat of Substitutes:A substitute product is a product from another industry that offers similar 
benefits to the consumer as the product produced by the firms within the industry. Threat of 
substitutes’ definition is the availability of a product that the consumer can purchase instead of the 
industry’s product. According to Porter’s 5 forces, threat of substitutes shapes the competitive 
structure of an industry. The threat of substitution in an industry effects the competitive environment 
for the firms in that industry and influences those firms’ ability to achieve profitability. The 
availability of a substitution threat affects the profitability of an industry because consumers can 
choose to purchase the substitute instead of the industry’s product. The availability of close substitute 
products can make an industry more competitive and decrease profit potential for the firms in the 
industry. On the other hand, the lack of close substitute products makes an industry less competitive 
and increases profit potential for the firms in the industry (Papadakis 2012). 

The intensity of rivalry among established firms:The intensity of the competition among enterprises 
which develop their activities in the same field is another force which defines its attractiveness. It 
results from the actions taken on part of enterprises to improve their positions in the market and 
consequently gain more profits. Quite often each move of strategic importance of an enterprise results 
in the reaction of others. The way and intensity of the competitors’ reaction depends on the prevailing 
conditions in the field (Papadakis 2012). 

Porter argues that “Competitive advantage is a function of either providing comparable buyer value 
more efficiently than competitors (low cost) or performing activities at comparable cost but in unique 
ways that create more buyer value than competitors and, hence, command a premium price 
(differentiation)”. Porter (1998) states that differentiation is the capability of a company to provide 
unique and greater value to the costumers regarding the quality of the product, the special features of it 
or the after-sale service.Sustainability competency provides a differential advantage if this competency 
is quite unique in the company’s marketplace (Flint &Golicic, 2009[18]).According to Marcus and 
Fremeth (2009 p. 17[19]), “people expect managers to use resources wisely and responsibly; protect 
the environment; minimize the amount of air, water, energy, minerals, and other materials found in the 
final goods we consume; recycle and reuse these goods to the extent possible rather than drawing on 
nature to replenish them; respect nature’s calm, tranquility and beauty and eliminate toxins that harm 
people in their workplace and communities”. Moreover, it is true that the  increasing requirements for 
information, for transparency and for an appropriate stakeholder engagement is forcing the topic 
Corporate Social Responsibility, ecology and general the concept of sustainability further up the 
business agenda’s firms (Walker 2008).  Therefore, companies can achieve differentiation using the 
issue of sustainability. Studies found that a proactive environmental strategy establishes entry barriers 
and is a source of competitive advantage in the global marketplace (Aragon-Correa and Sharma, 
2003[20]; Porter and Kramer, 2006). 
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3. Why Enterprises Implement Sustainable Practices 

We should take into consideration the finite resources of the earth. Most people may believe that it 
refers to the use of renewable energy resources and sustainable agriculture, this belief isn’t true 
because sustainable actions don’t always refer to environmental or other green topics, also needs to 
take economic and social sustainability into account in order to fit within the parameters of sustainable 
development. Business sustainability is vital because helps firms to be resilient and adapt changes. 
Sustainable development is an approach to development that takes sustainable businesses are prepared 
for the future because they create long term financial value, understand how their actions affect the 
natural environment and try to reduce their impacts and see their ties to others, for example employees 
and community can contribute positive social change. One of the benefits of sustainability is the 
reduction of waste and unnecessary energy, fuel and other inputs. In this way companies can save 
money and use it for future needs. Moreover sustainability helps firms to get ahead of supply chain 
pressure and ever stricter regulation. Firms who adopt sustainable practices early avoid a costly rush to 
comply. Enterprises adopting sustainable practices can maintain social acceptance or’’ license to 
operate’’. In order to do business, companies need to be seen positively by key groups, sometimes 
called ‘’stakeholders’’. Sustainability helps to have good relationships with employees, customers, 
local community, other companies and regulators. Treating employees with good mannerit may 
increases their job satisfaction and as a result it make them to be more efficient. It is likely customers 
who know about a company’s sustainability actions think better of the company and patronize it, 
because it follow different strategy of others. The benefits that a firm achieves regarding sustainability 
are the following: the company enhances its reputation; it receives higher levels of social approval and 
greater trust from the stakeholders. Therefore, the company offers its products in a premium price 
(Miles &Covin,2000; Rivera, 2001).If companies adopt a more social and environmentally responsible 
position, it is sure that there will be many advantages not only for the society but also for the 
companies (Bisset,2015[21]). There are powerful forces are driving the sustainability movement. The 
three most important are consumers who prefer products with better environmental performance. 
Governments are looking for ways to limit environmental damage and make investments more 
environmental benefit from ‘’a new energy economy’’ For example, carbon taxing will affect many 
businesses turning carbon emissions from a scientific issue to an economic one. It is known that 
businesses want to reduce risk and build profits. For these reasons some companies are insisting on 
greener suppliers. Sustainability creates a significant competitive advantage and higher profits for 
organizations fostering a mindset and culture of doing the right thing for the environment and society. 
Here are just a few of the many reasons why an effective corporate sustainability strategy should be 
part of every organization’s drive to deliver higher value to all stakeholders. Well-developed and 
visible corporate sustainability initiatives are extremely appealing criteria for attracting and retaining 
the best employees. Nowadays, workers increasingly prefer to be part of a company that has a positive 
impact on the environment and society to have a safe workplace, competitive salaries and job security 
because they feel creative and believe that they make something different. When employees are 
passionate about the company and its products are the best advocates and can counteract threats to 
brand images. Robert Lawless, chairman, president and CEO Mc Cormick and co. Inc explains in the 
same NYSE magazine article that being socially responsible allows you to attract talent, because good 
people will align with the company that really cares about employees and communities. Moreover, 
companies that offer environmentally and socially responsible products or services can gain an entire 
new class of loyal customers, thereby increasing market share and tapping new markets. People want 
to feel good about what they are buying, so it is no longer enough to simply deliver high-quality 
products and services in competitive prices. In order to adapt in customer expectations, companies 
must innovate to create new products or re-engineer old ones so as following the way in sustainable 
practices. The environmentally and socially responsible nature of these new products and services can 
differentiate companies from their competition command higher selling prices, to produce a high 
return on investment. The natural market institute has found in its customer research that customers 
are 58% more likely to buy a company’s product or services if they know that company is mindful of 
its impact on the environment and society. With this way an enterprise can enhance brand and increase 
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competitive advantage. Reducing energy, water and materials consumption and decreasing emissions 
and waste generation contributes to lower operating and manufacturing costs, directly improving a 
company’s bottom line. Energy and water-efficient appliances and equipment, waste reduction and 
recycling programs and other simple cost reduction techniques are immediately quantifiable and can 
motivate the company to pursue further cost-saving practices. Furthermore, forward thinking 
companies not only optimize efficiencies in their operating and manufacturing facilities but they 
redesign products and processes to be eco-efficient, which will lessen future costs and have a positive 
impact on customer and shareholder value. A successfully implemented corporate sustainability 
strategy can help enterprise to gain bigger part in market.Sustainability has advantages and 
disadvantages like every innovation. There are several disadvantages to sustainable development. 
According to Ecovitality one of them is that is normally more costly to create goods and services in an 
environmentally safe way than in a non-sustainable and harmful manner. For example, fishing 
indiscriminately may waste most of the catch, but it is far less expensive in the short run than using 
selective fishing methods. Not only is the cost of sustainable development activities higher but 
organizing, monitoring and administrative costs are all factors that play an important role to 
sustainable development. Another disadvantage of sustainable development is the fact that in 
developing countries, starting a company is very difficult. A new company can be frail and any 
limitations that the company encounters whether it is a limit on resources, transportation loss of 
personnel or even fluctuations in the market can cause the downfall of the company. For several 
companies the problem is not that sustainable development is impossible but it may be less rewarding 
financially and it requires more work which can be more than the company can handle for its survival 
(ecovitality[22]).The advantages are more strong than disadvantages it is efficient to implement 
sustainable practices.  

3.1 The World Most Sustainable Companies 

There are many companies in the world which are known for their sustainable practices. These 
enterprises have selected for their financial performance, sustainability disclosure practices and other 
criteria. First in the list is Westpac Banking Corporation which is activated to the financial sector. It 
was the first bank to join the Australian government’s Greenhouse Challenge Plus and the first 
financial institution in Australia to create a matching donation program. It scored in the top quartile on 
all four resource productivity indicators (Energy, Carbon, Water and Waste Productivity), and on 
Leadership Diversity, which looks at gender diversity in management and on the board of directors. 
Westpac is Australia’s oldest banking institution, with annual revenues of $38 billion (USD) and over 
36,000 employees.” Another example is the Biogen Idec which is the world’s oldest independent 
biotechnology company and like Westpac, it is a strong sustainability performer overall, Morrow says. 
“The company achieved a top quartile score on Energy Productivity, Water Productivity, Pension 
Fund Status and Innovation Capacity. In the case of Outotec OYJ, a Finnish minerals and metals 
processing Technology Company has a strong energy and carbon management program, with top 
quartile performance on Energy and Carbon Productivity, Morrow explains. “Relative to its industry 
peers the company also scored well on the CEO-to-Average-Worker Pay Ratio indicator, which is a 
measure of enterprise-wide pay equity”(Jacquelyn Smith, 2014[23]). Urbi, a Mexican construction 
company, has prospered by building housing for disadvantaged buyers using novel financing vehicles 
such as flexible mortgage payments made through payroll deductions. CréditAgricole, France’s largest 
bank has differentiated itself by offering specialized financial products related to the environment, 
such as financing packages for energy-saving home improvements and for audits to certify farms as 
organic.Although these firms are activated in big countries it is believed that enterprises of any 
country can adopt sustainable practices provided they customize the techniques to their needs(Martin, 
Osberg, 2015[24]).In a small country like Greece, there is an enterprise which implements sustainable 
practices, it is known as Creta Farm. Creta Farm is a food company which deals withcold cuts 
products. It is a firm which combines sustainable development and competitive advantage. Creta Farm 
is an enterprise which has managed to differentiate from itscompetitors because innovation has been a 
basic part of the company’s strategy. This enterprise has replaced the animal fat with extra virgin olive 
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oil, as a result its products combine highly nutritional elements and rich flavor. Also, it has free gluten 
products. As a result, it has gained the preference of consumers who havehealth 
problems(cretafarm.gr[25]) Creta Farms is committed to operating in harmony with society and the 
environment and thus sets great weight on matters of corporate social responsibility. As a dynamically 
growing, modern company, it has incorporated social and environmental action within its business 
practices.  Coming from a beautiful island ithas learned to fully respect the unique natural wealth it has 
inherited with a view to passing it on to future generations. That is why Creta Farms is steadfastly 
committed to sustainable development. 

4. Business Sustainability for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 

In many ways SMEs are the original sustainable businesses. Sustainability can benefit any business 
because it can have financial, environmental and social benefits that reinforce each other. SMEs are 
often better than large firms at understanding communities and the natural environment because of 
close links with customers, employees, suppliers and the integration of business with family life. 
(Sheehan, 2013[25]) Community connections can have multiple benefits. For example, keeping 
neighbors informed about actions that might affect them, like a building expansion, will make projects 
go more smoothly and they may contribute good ideas. 

4.1 How SMEs Become More Sustainable 

SMEs need to become more sustainable, because they play an important role in the development of a 
country. In order these enterprises to reach such goal need to become more professional in their 
outlook and approach so as coping with the ever increasing pressures brought by change. SMEs owner 
should think strategies which help them to become more professional by focusing on the development 
of their own(Sheehan,2013[26]). It is not necessary a very small firm to become a “sustainability 
expert” in order to reinforce its position as a responsible member of the community they can take 
simple, achievable steps to become more sustainable. There are actions which are easy to accomplish 
and don’t require a lot of expertise and it is names as “quick wins”. Some examples are the use of 
compact fluorescent light which will reduce energy, support employee volunteering as a way to 
empower employees, develop their skills, loyalty and also benefit the community. . On the other hand, 
there are practices which require that you can take stock of your business and identify opportunities 
that are good long term fit, these action are known as “deep changes”. The structure of environmental 
friendly buildings is a good solution, also governments can create recycling programs to reduce waste 
and disposal costs which  small firms can adopt and in the field of supply chain  is important to 
develop an ethical sourcing policy to ensure inputs are produced responsibly, this effort can draw new 
customers and strengthen relationships with suppliers.(Robert Fenn,2013[27]) It is vital SMEs become 
more sustainable because they affect in big part the development of a country and SMEs have the 
advantage to be more flexible than big enterprises. 

5. The Economic Crisis can be an Opportunity too Enhance Sustainable Development 

The economic crisis around the world and of course in Greece leads a significant part of a population 
to increase in poverty and social exclusion. The economic crisis could be regarded as a chance for 
people to learn to take better advantage of the resources at their disposal and reduce over consumption. 
It is a fact that in the last few years, people more and more often use public means of transport which 
results in a decrease of pollution and energy consumption. Even the construction of a dwelling is 
adjusted with the aim of reducing heating costs and the use of more economical and environmentally 
friendly forms of energy (gas instead of petrol, insulation etc.) avoiding wasting energy. In general, a 
whole lifestyle is gradually changing to less waste and a more eco-friendly behavior of consumers. At 
the same time, producers of products and services are adapting in order to deal with the increasing 
demand (Maravegias 2010[28]). If, eventually the economic crisis combined with the advancement of 
ecological practices and ideas manages to change people’s mentality in developed and developing 
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countries by adopting and eco-friendly behavior and consequently assisting the creation of new 
development standards then these difficult period might be a significant opportunity for great changes 
all over the world and mostly lead to the creation of a better quality lifestyle for future generations. A 
suitable way for a country to develop is to set up a plan of sustainable development and productive 
reconstruction. It is essential for each country to investigate the fields in which they have a 
competitive advantage and develop them accordingly; for example in Greece tourism combined with 
sustainable development can create efficient means which may lead to the development of the country 
through the decrease of unemployment and increase on GDP less imports and more exports. The 
reconstruction of the prodogenous field must be the vital aim of the developmental procedure. In 
current, conditions a completed strategy for the development of agriculture is essential. A strategy 
based on agricultural development, sustainability, effectiveness and social cohesion. The constitution 
of a national plan of development for agricultural economy which will include features of 
modernization in production, aiming at products which the country is advantageous giving emphasis 
on quality is essential. It is estimated that between 2015 and 2050 community funds of about 19billion 
euros will be given to our country for the development of agriculture, livestock and agricultural 
developments. A well-organized plan is needed in order to fund productive investments, consultant 
services and agricultural facilities and to decrease unemployment is required. This new productive 
model must be developed immediately in order to make the most of not only the competitive 
advantage of our country but also its natural and human resources. Its aim is to change the 
development model from a consumerism one into a healthy productive one. 

Conclusion 

Sustainability constitutes a great challenge for our era. According to researchers, sustainability 
development can on the one hand lead to making businesses in the market competitive but on the other 
also benefit the economy. Consequently, it is essential that enterprises of all fields implement 
sustainable practices adjusting them to the type and size of their businesses. Firms by making 
sustainable investments and improving their performance on environmental, social, and governance 
(ESG) issues will present a better stock market performance and profitability in the future(Serafeim, 
2015[29]). Nowadays, efforts are being made to implement sustainable practices in SMEs since they 
are the biggest percentage of enterprises in many countries like Greece, Servia, Bulgaria and 
Romania.What the countries, cities, enterprises and organizations have to deal with is not if 
sustainability is profitable but the introduction of new techniques which will be successful. 
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computation of the analytical statistic which measures a region’s sectoral concentration relative to a 
larger geographic unit, namely, the location quotient (LQ), in the situation of both 272 and 314 regions 
(involving 12,679 and 14,739 computations, respectively). It is like taking simultaneous snap shots 
from different distances: one from across the EU, another from across the EU and several associated 
countries. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the data and method, and Section 3 
supplies the findings.   

2. The location quotient and the localization and specialization coefficients 

The LQ is a good starting point for understanding the regional economy: the uniqueness and 
characteristics of different regions. It quantifies how concentrated in terms of some economic feature 
or asset (earnings, GDP; jobs in a sector hereinafter) a particular region is compared to a larger 
reference unit (often the national or federal average; here the EU). It is computed as a sectoral share of 
a regional employment divided by the sector’s share of the national (here, European) total for the same 
statistic (Isard, 1960) [3]: 

LQij = 
	 	 	 	 	 	/	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	/	 	 	 	 	
           (1) 

         or  
	 	 	 	 	 	/	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	/	 	 	 	 	
 .    (2) 

It takes values from zero to above one. (In theory, there is no upper limit.) For example, a LQ of 1.0 in 
mining means that the region and the EU are equally concentrated in mining; while an LQ of 1.8 
means that the region has proportionally more miners, i.e., a higher concentration in mining than the 
EU. 

A minor rearrangement of the components entering expression (1) provides additional insights: 
Subtracting the ratio of the denominator from the ratio of the numerator, adding up the positive (or 
negative) outcomes pertaining to any one sector and dividing the outcome by 100, yields the 
coefficient of localization. This takes values from zero to one. The highest (lowest) the coefficient is, 
the more regionally concentrated (non-concentrated) the sector compared to the EU workforce. 
Likewise, subtracting the ratio of the denominator from the ratio of the numerator in expression (2), 
adding up the positive outcomes pertaining to any one region and dividing the outcome by 100, yields 
the coefficient of specialization, vis-a-vis the EU. This also takes values from zero to one. As in the 
previous case, the highest (lowest) the coefficient is, the more diversified (similar) the regional 
workforce in terms of economic activities compared to the overall EU workforce.  

3. Findings  

Table 1a lists the EU regions which display the three highest coefficients of specialization in any one 
year. These are the Île de France, Southeast Romania, Mardid, Outer London, Berkshire-
Buckinghamshire-Oxfordshire. Table 1b provides the coefficients of localization in each sector 
(economic activity) in any one year.   The ten activities are: (1) the primary sector (agriculture, 
forestry, fishing), (2) secondary sector excluding construction, (3) construction, (4) trade, transport, 
accommodation, food service activities, (5) information-communication, (6) financial-insurance 
activities, (7) real estate activities, (8) professional, scientific-technical, administrative, support service 
activities, (9) public administration, defense, education, human health, social work activities, (10) arts-
entertainment-recreation, other service activities (including  household and extra-territorial). 
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It turns out public administration, as well as the primary and secondary sectors are the most 
concentrated (and, perhaps, rooted in certain regions); whereas information-communication, financial-
insurance activities and real estate are the least concentrated (and, hence, perhaps more footloose and 
easier to attract). 

Table 2 lists the three EU regions which display the highest LQ values in the ten basic economic 
activities (sectors) monitored by Eurostat in each of the five years under examination. To aid the 
reader, the relevant regional sectoral and total employment figures are supplied beneath the name of 
each region. It turns out that the highest concentrations in:  

 The primary sector are found in regions of Romania and Greece. 
 The secondary sector are found in regions of the Czech Republic, Romania and Hungary. 
 Construction are found in regions of France, Slovakia, Portugal, Italy and Spain. 
 Trade, transport, accommodation, food service activities are found in regions of Greece and Spain. 
 Information-communication are found in regions of the UK, the Czech Republic and Sweden. 
 Financial-insurance activities are found in Luxembourg and regions of the UK. 
 Real estate are found in regions of the Czech Republic, the UK, France, and in Latvia. 
 Professional, scientific-technical, administrative and support services are found in regions of the 

UK, Sweden and Germany. 
 Public administration, defense, education, human health, and social work activities are found in 

regions of Spain, Belgium and Sweden. 
 Arts-entertainment-recreation and other service activities are found in regions of Belgium and Italy 

and in Luxembourg and Cyprus. 

However, if a broad perspective that includes the regions of a number of associated counties (namely, 
Iceland, Norway, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Switzerland, Turkey) is considered  
then (see Table 3) a somewhat different picture emerges; and the highest concentrations in:  

 The primary sector are found in regions of Turkey and Romania. 
 The secondary sector are found in regions of Turkey, Romania, and the Czech Republic. 

Table 1: The EU in terms of the coefficients of specialization and localization: 2009-2013 

(a) The EU regions with the three highest coefficients of specialization 
 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
      

Île de France, FR 1 1 1 1 1 
Sud-Est, RO 2 2 2 2 2 
Madrid,  ES 3 5 4 4 4 
Outer London, UK 4 4 3 3 3 
Berk., Buc., Oxford., UK 7 3 5 5 5 

      
 

(b) The regional concentration of economic activities across the EU (coefficient of localization) in % 
 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
      

Primary sector 6.59 6.62 6.67 6.88 6.89 
Secondary sector  7.56 7.51 7.56 7.53 7.47 
Construction 2.53 2.35 2.11 1.90 1.73 
Trade, transport, accommodation, food service activities 4.28 4.22 4.35 4.41 4.19 
Information-communication 1.09 1.11 1.12 1.12 1.12 
Financial-insurance activities 1.09 1.05 1.09 1.05 1.03 
Real estate 0.32 0.34 0.34 0.39 0.40 
Professional, scientific-technical, admin., support services 2.14 2.07 1.96 2.04 2.27 
Public admin., defense, education, human health etc. 8.00 8.21 8.23 8.05 7.84 
Arts-entertainment-recreation, other service activities 1.37 1.42 1.51 1.54 1.61 
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 Construction are found in regions of France, Turkey, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain and Italy. 
 Trade, transport, accommodation, food service activities are found in regions of Greece and Spain. 
 Information-communication are found in regions of Norway, the Czech Republic, the UK and 

Sweden. 
 Financial-insurance activities are found in Luxembourg and regions of the UK and Switzerland. 
 Real estate are found in regions of the Czech Republic, the UK, France, and in Latvia. 
 Professional, scientific-technical, administrative and support services are found in regions of the 

UK, Sweden and Germany. 
 Public administration, defense, education, human health, and social work activities are found in 

regions of Spain and Norway. 
 Arts-entertainment-recreation and other service activities are found in regions of Turkey, Belgium, 

Italy, and in Cyprus. 

To visually aid the reader two sets of colored maps (maps 1-5, and 6-10) at the LQ threshold of 1.6 are 
provided in the Appendix. (At lower thresholds the complexity of the maps increases.) Both show 
considerable diversity at the subnational level: shapes and contours that do not follow (match) the 
national borders; in some cases the patterns are stable in others they are not, thus supplying examples 
of sectoral stability and mobility (relocation) over time. In addition, a close comparison between two 
snap shots taken in any given year reveals that the notion of concentration is relative. Once the outlook 
is broadened and Turkey and other countries are taken into account and included in the picture, then 
the primary sector workforces in parts of Spain, France, Italy, Croatia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Lithuania, 
Poland, Finland, that were initially perceived as large, may now fade from the picture. These results 
may be useful to both central and regional government policy makers, as well as entrepreneurs to keep 
in mind. 
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Table 2: The top three EU regions in terms of the highest location quotient in each sector, along with the respective sectoral and overall 
employment figures (in thousands of people): 2009-2013 

 
 

  Agriculture, forestry and fishing 

 01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Nord-Est, RO 1 Nord-Est, RO 1 Nord-Est,  RO 1 Nord-Est, RO 1 Nord-Est, RO 
 803.1 1,666.1  828.7 1,688.4  846.4 1,731.5  841.5 1,764.3  848.9 1,795.1 
               

2 Sud-Vest Oltenia, RO 2 Sud-Vest Oltenia, RO 2 Sud-Vest Oltenia, RO 2 Sud-Vest Oltenia, RO 2 Sud-Vest Oltenia, RO 
 486.1 1,031.5  483.6 1,016.7  488.1 1,024.1  486.3 1,022.3  437.0 974.3 
               

3 Sud – Muntenia, RO 3 Sud – Muntenia, RO 3 S.& E. Peloponnese, GR 3 S.& E. Peloponnese, GR 3 S.& E. Peloponnese, GR 
 471.0 1,445.1  485.0 1424.8  64.4 214.0  59.6 197.2  62.7 191.3 

 

                     
 

  Secondary sector (except construction) 
 01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Severovýchod, CZ 1 Moravskoslezsko, CZ 1 Moravskoslezsko, CZ 1 Vest, RO 1 Vest, RO 
 242.6 690.5  188.5 543.5  196.4 540.7  292.1 811.6  304.1 812.4 
               

2 Vest, RO 2 Severovýchod, CZ 2 Severovýchod, CZ 2 Moravskoslezsko, CZ 2 Severovýchod, CZ 
 284.0 815.4  238.2 690.3  247.2 688.6  191.4 543.0  244.8 689.5 
               

3 Közép-Dunántúl, HU 3 Vest, RO 3 Strední Morava, CZ 3 Severovýchod, CZ 3 Strední Morava, CZ 
 150.9 435.1  269.3 805.4  195.8 550.5  240.7 684.1  190.0 554.2 
               

 

 
Construction 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Corse, FR 1 Corse, FR 1 Východné Slovensko, SK 1 Východné Slovensko, SK 1 Východné Slovensko, SK 
 17.6 89.6  15.3 105.9  74.2 609.9  73.9 614.8  77.3 625.4 
               

2 Açores, PT 2 Açores, PT 2 Valle d'Aosta, IT 2 Valle d'Aosta, IT 2 Valle d'Aosta, IT 
 16.5 111.8  15.6 109.7  6.7 56.8  6.6 56.1  6.2 55.3 
               

3 Illes Balears, ES 3 Východné Slovensko, SK 3 Stredné Slovensko, SK 3 Stredné Slovensko, SK 3 Corse, FR 
 65 484.3  82.3 608.5  65.8 561.4  65.2 566.4  6.7 61.2 
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Table 2 continued 
 

 

  Wholesale and retail trade, transport, accomodation and food service activities 

 01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 South Aegean, GR 1 South Aegean, GR 1 Canarias, ES 1 Canarias, ES 1 Canarias, ES 
 60.3 136.8  52.9 131.4  337.9 768.7  323.2 743.5  310.4 729.7 
               

2 Ionian Isl., GR 2 Canarias, ES 2 South Aegean, GR 2 South Aegean, GR 2 South Aegean, GR 
 37.3 87.8  303.2 756.8  51.9 130.7  52.5 80.6  50.7 122.8 
               

3 Canarias, ES 3 Ionian Isl., GR 3 Illes Balears, ES 3 Illes Balears, ES 3 Illes Balears, ES 
 308.2 775.0  32.1 82.2  182.9 465.1  190.1 471.8  194.6 475.8 
               

 

                     
Information and communication  
    

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Inner London, UK 1 Praha, CZ 1 Inner London, UK 1 Berk., Buc., Oxford., UK 1 Berk., Buc., Oxford., UK 
 116.4 1,509.6  53.8 656.8  134.8 1,535.3  97.9 1,184.8  102.4 1,197.6 
               

2 Praha, CZ 2 Berk., Buc., Oxford., UK 2 Praha, CZ 2 Stockholm, SE 2 Inner London, UK 
 50.5 660  85.6 1,139.1  54.8 635.2  88.3 1,106  133.7 1,608.9 
               

3 Berk., Buc., Oxford., UK 3 Stockholm, SE 3 Berk., Buc., Oxford., UK 3 Inner London, UK 3 Stockholm, SE 
 87.6 1,146.6  79.6 1,062.5  94.6 1,162.7  123.1 1,562.3  89.3 1,133.4 
               

 

 
                   

Financial and insurance activities 
   

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Luxembourg 1 Luxembourg 1 Luxembourg 1 Luxembourg 1 Luxembourg 
 27.6 217.2  27.3 220.8  28.3 224.8  29.5 236.1  30 238.7 
               

2 Inner London, UK 2 Inner London, UK 2 Inner London, UK 2 Inner London, UK 2 Inner London, UK 
 149.6 1,509.6  139 1,409.8  165.5 1,535.3  178 1,562.3  142.9 1,608.9 
               

3 Essex, UK 3 Essex, UK 3 Essex, UK 3 Essex, UK 3 Essex, UK 
 64.1 807  62.4 824.8  65.5 838.8  69.1 843.5  63.9 859.4 
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Table 2 continued 
 
 
 

Real estate activities 
 01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Praha, CZ 1 Praha, CZ 1 Devon, UK 1 Latvia 1 Praha, CZ 
 13 660  14.4 656.8  12.6 535.7  23 650.2  16.8 649.4 
               

2 Languedoc-Roussillon,FR 2 Latvia 2 Latvia 2 Praha, CZ 2 Latvia 
 17.7 909.2  17.9 850.7  17.5 861.6  14.2 647.5  22.7 893.9 
               

3 Île de France, FR 3 Île de France, FR 3 Île de France, FR 3 Devon, UK 3 Highlands & Islands,UK 
 92.2 5,237.9  97.5 5,163.9  104.4 5,203.2  11.3 537.1  4.4 224.7 
               

 

                   
 

Professional, scientific and technical activities; administrative and support service activities 

 01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Inner London, UK 1 Inner London, UK 1 Inner London, UK 1 Inner London, UK 1 Inner London, UK 
 288.8 1,509.6  286.9 1,409.8  301.4 1,535.3  319.5 1,562.3  332.5 1,608.9 
               

2 Stockholm, SE 2 Stockholm, SE 2 Stockholm, SE 2 Stockholm, SE 2 Stockholm, SE 
 188 1,052.4  190.9 1,062.5  197.3 1,091.3  203.8 1,106  207.7 1,133.4 
               

3 Berlin, DE 3 Berlin, DE 3 Hamburg, DE 3 Hamburg, DE 3 Hamburg, DE 
 243.3 1,546.8  251.9 1,564.2  146.7 903.6  149.5 913.2  148.9 934.1 
               

 
Public administration, defense, education, human health and social work activities 
 

   2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Melilla, ES 1 Ceuta, ES 1 Ceuta, ES 1 Ceuta, ES 1 Ceuta, ES 
 11.4 23.1  13 26.9  14.4 26.6  11.5 24.3  12.3 25.6 
               

2 Ceuta, ES 2 Melilla, ES 2 Melilla, ES 2 Melilla, ES 2 Melilla, ES 
 14 28.4  10.5 24.2  13 26.3  11.8 25.6  11.8 24.6 
               

3 Namur, BE 3 Namur, BE 3 Namur, BE 3 Namur, BE 3 Övre Norrland, SE 
 80 184.3  75 188.2  77.4 186.8  79.3 191.2  95.5 242.2 
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Table 3:  The top three EU and affiliated regions in terms of the highest location quotient in each sector, along with the respective sectoral and 
overall employment figures (in thousands of people): 2009-2013 

 
  Agriculture, forestry and fishing 

 01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Agri etc, TR 1 Agri etc, TR 1 Agri etc, TR 1 Dogu Karadeniz, TR 1 Agri etc., TR 
 184.7 303.3  173.1 303.8  185.6 342.6  548.2 1,029.7  206 385.8 
               

2 Dogu Karadeniz, TR 2 Dogu Karadeniz, TR 2 Dogu Karadeniz, TR 2 Agri etc., TR 2 Nord-Est, RO 
 573.3 1,077.7  542.1 1,034  529.8 1036  189.5 364.7  848.9 1,795.1 
               

3 Erzurum etc.,  TR 3 Erzurum etc.,  TR 3 Nord-Est, RO 3 Nord-Est, RO 3 Dogu Karadeniz, TR 
 172.1 347.5  178.4 354.2  846.4 1731.5  841.5 1764.3  438.6 957 
               

 

 

  Secondary sector (except construction) 
 01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Bursa etc., TR 1 Bursa etc., TR 1 Bursa etc, TR 1 Bursa etc, TR 1 Vest, RO 
 395.9 1,109.9  429.1 1,139.1  452.6 1,236.5  471.8 1,301.8  304.1 812.4 
               

2 Severovýchod, CZ 2 Moravskoslezsko, CZ 2 Moravskoslezsko, CZ 2 Vest, RO 2 Severovýchod, CZ 
 242.6 690.5  188.5 543.5  196.4 540.7  292.1 811.6  244.8 689.5 
               

3 Vest, RO 3 Severovýchod, CZ 3 Severovýchod, CZ 3 Moravskoslezsko, CZ 3 Bursa etc., TR 
 284 815.4  238.2 690.3  247.2 688.6  191.4 543  490.1 1,384.7 
               

 

\ 

Table 2 continued 
 

Arts, entertainment and recreation; other service activities; activities of household and extra-territorial organizations and bodies 
 01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1  Brussels, BE 1 Brussels, BE 1 Brussels, BE 1 Brussels, BE 1 Brussels, BE 
 50.9 403.8  54.7 410.4  52.2 413.0  54.7 420.1  57.9 412.6 
               

2 Luxembourg 2 Cyprus 2 Lazio, IT 2 Lazio, IT 2 Lazio, IT 
 22.2 217.2  42.0 395.2  254.5 2,252.9  267.5 2,250.1  245.3 2,207.8 
               

3 Lazio, IT 3 Lazio, IT 3 Cyprus 3 Luxembourg 3 Cyprus 
 213.4 2,241.2  238.5 2,256.6  43.8 398.2  25.9 236.1  38.8 365.1 
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Table 3 continued 
 
 

Construction 
 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Corse, FR 1 Corse, FR 1 Van etc, TR 1 Sanliurfa etc,. TR 1 Van etc,. TR 
 17.6 89.6  15.3 105.9  67.6 497.5  91.4 570.4  78.4 518.7 
               

2 Açores, PT 2 Açores, PT 2 Východné Slovensko, SK 2 Van etc., TR 2 Mardin etc., TR 
 16.5 111.8  15.6 109.7  74.2 609.9  70.6 521.4  53.1 373.1 
               

3 Illes Balears, ES 3 Východné Slovensko, SK 3 Valle d'Aosta, IT 3 Východné Slovensko, SK 3 Sanliurfa etc., TR 
 65 484.3  82.3 608.5  6.7 56.8  73.9 614.8  90.1 667.6 
               

 

 
                   

 

  Wholesale and retail trade, transport, accomodation and food service activities 

 01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 South Aegean, GR 1 South Aegean, GR 1 Canarias, ES 1 Canarias, ES 1 Canarias, ES 
 60.3 136.8  52.9 131.4  337.9 768.7  323.2 743.5  310.4 729.7 
               

2 Ionian Isl., GR 2 Canarias, ES 2 South Aegean, GR 2 Illes Balears, ES 2 Illes Balears, ES 
 37.3 87.8  303.2 756.8  51.9 130.7  190.1 471.8  194.6 475.8 
               

3 Canarias, ES 3 Ionian Isl., GR 3 Illes Balears, ES 3 South Aegean, GR 3 South Aegean, GR 
 308.2 775  32.1 82.2  182.9 465.1  52.5   131  50.7 122.8 
               

 

                     
Information and communication  
 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Oslo, Akershus, NO 1 Praha, CZ 1 Inner London, UK 1 Oslo, Akershus, NO 1 Berk., Buc., Oxford., UK 
 47.2 609  53.8 656.8  134.8 1,535.3  53.5 641.1  102.4 1,197.6 
               

2 Inner London, UK 2 Berk., Buc., Oxford., UK 2 Praha, CZ 2 Berk., Buc., Oxford., UK 2 Oslo, Akershus, NO 
 116.4 1,509.6  85.6 1,139.1  54.8 635.2  97.9 1,184.8  55.2 645.6 
               

3 Praha, CZ 3 Stockholm, SE 3 Berk., Buc., Oxford., UK 3 Stockholm, SE 3 Inner London, UK 
 50.5 660  79.6 1,062.5  94.6 1,162.7  88.3 1,106  133.7 1,608.9 
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Table 3 continued 
 

                   

 
Financial and insurance activities 
   

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Luxembourg 1 Luxembourg 1 Luxembourg 1 Luxembourg 1 Luxembourg 
 27.6 217.2  27.3 220.8  28.3 224.8  29.5 236.1  30 238.7 
               

2 Inner London, UK 2 Inner London, UK 2 Inner London, UK 2 Inner London, UK 2 Zürich, CH 
 149.6 1,509.6  139 1,409.8  165.5 1,535.3  178 1,562.3  73.4 812.1 
               

3 Zürich, CH 3 Zürich, CH 3 Zürich, CH 3 Zürich, CH 3 Inner London, UK 
 64.2 776.8  67.5 778.2  70.4 792.6  76 806.1  142.9 1,608.9 
               

 

                     
Real estate activities 

 01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Praha, CZ 1 Praha, CZ 1 Devon, UK 1 Latvia 1 Praha, CZ 
 13 660  14.4 656.8  12.6 535.7  23 650.2  16.8 649.4 
               

2 Languedoc-Roussillon,FR 2 Latvia 2 Latvia 2 Praha, CZ 2 Latvia 
 17.7 909.2  17.9 850.7  17.5 861.6  14.2 647.5  22.7 893.9 
               

3 Île de France, FR 3 Île de France, FR 3 Île de France, FR 3 Devon, UK 3 Highlands & Islands,UK 
 92.2 5,237.9  97.5 5,163.9  104.4 5,203.2  11.3 537.1  4.4 224.7 
               

 

                   
 

Professional, scientific and technical activities; administrative and support service activities 

 01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Inner London, UK 1 Inner London, UK 1 Inner London, UK 1 Inner London, UK 1 Inner London, UK 
 288.8 1,509.6  286.9 1,409.8  301.4 1,535.3  319.5 1,562.3  332.5 1,608.9 
               

2 Stockholm, SE 2 Stockholm, SE 2 Stockholm, SE 2 Stockholm, SE 2 Stockholm, SE 
 188 1,052.4  190.9 1,062.5  197.3 1,091.3  203.8 1,106  207.7 1,133.4 
               

3 Berlin, DE 3 Berlin, DE 3 Hamburg, DE 3 Hamburg, DE 3 Hamburg, DE 
 243.3 1,546.8  251.9 1,564.2  146.7 903.6  149.5 913.2  148.9 934.1 
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Table 3 continued 
 

Public administration, defense, education, human health and social work activities 
 

   2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Melilla, ES 1 Ceuta, ES 1 Ceuta, ES 1 Ceuta, ES 1 Ceuta, ES 
 11.4 23.1  13 26.9  14.4 26.6  11.5 24.3  12.3 25.6 
               

2 Ceuta, ES 2 Nord, NO 2 Melilla, ES 2 Melilla, ES 2 Melilla, ES 
 14 28.4  100.9 228.8  13 26.3  11.8 25.6  11.8 24.6 
               

3 Nord, NO 3 Melilla, ES 3 Nord, NO 3 Nord, NO 3 Nord, NO 
  100.7 229.1  10.5 24.2  102.3 232.8  99.5 234.5  96.3 234.6 
               

 

Arts, entertainment and recreation; other service activities; activities of household and extra-territorial organizations and bodies 
 01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789  01234567890123456789 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013 
          

1 Zonguldak etc., TR 1 Brussels, BE 1 Kastamonu etc., TR 1 Kastamonu etc., TR 1 Brussels, BE 
 82.6 417.4  54.7 410.4  45 324.3  49.8 305.9  57.9 412.6 
               

2 Samsun etc., TR 2 Kastamonu etc., TR 2 Brussels, BE 2 Brussels, BE 2 Lazio, IT 
 164.5 1,005.6     52.2 413  54.7 420.1  245.3 2,207.8 
               

3 Brussels, BE 3 Zonguldak etc., TR 3 Malatya etc., TR 3 Lazio, IT 3 Cyprus 
 50.9 403.8  45.2 378.2  61.6 519.5  267.5 2250.1  38.8 365.1 
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dollar against the euro expected for the future. If the exchange rate did not adjust, then arbitrage 
opportunities would exist. [1] 

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 briefly reviews the literature on the two theories, section 3 
presents the data set and reports the empirical results and section 4 concludes.  

2. Literature review  

Empirical work on the OECD countries (Wu, 1997) proved that real exchange rates are stationary 
processes with a broken trend, providing positive evidence for long-run PPP. [2] Furthermore, 
evidence from the United States and Great Britain (Grilli & Kaminsky, 1991) indicates that the 
random walk behavior of the real exchange rate is only a characteristic of the post-World War II 
period. [3] Slow adjustment coupled with the low power of conventional unit-roots tests may account 
for the rejection of PPP (Lothian and Taylor, 1997). [4] It is also argued (Rogoff, 1996) that it is 
difficult to explain the volatility and the persistence of PPP deviations without recognizing that 
international goods markets are not yet nearly as highly integrated as domestic goods markets. [5] 

“Uncovered Interest-Rate Parity over the Past Two Centuries” (Lothian & Wu 2005) examines the 
validity of  uncovered interest rate parity by constructing ultra long time series that span two centuries. 
[6] In doing so, they found that the forward-premium regressions yield positive slope estimates over 
the whole sample period and become negative only when the sample is dominated by the period of 
1980s. In addition positive slope parameters and insignificantly different from the value of unity have 
given the standard test of UIP using longer horizon data (Chinn & Meredith, 2005). [7] 

3.  Empirical evidence  

Firstly the purchasing power parity (PPP) for the USA, the United Kingdom and Japan  based on the 
Euro area, will be tested. Monthly seasonally unadjusted data on the exchange rates of euro against the 
US-dollar, the pound sterling and the Japanese yen and the consumer price differentials are being used 
for the analysis of the period 1999-2015. 

The following data refers to the figures of exchange rates and consumer price indexes. The table with 
the statistic elements can also be found. Finally, the figures are presented  with the 1-month, 6-month, 
12-month London interbank offered rate (Libor) based on US-dollar, British pound, Japanese Yen and 
Euro.  
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Figure 1: Exchange rates $/€, £/€ (primary axis), ¥/€ (secondary axis) from 1999 to 2015.  
Monthly data. 
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The exchange rate of ¥/€ presents intense volatility with a declining trend between 2008 and 2012. 
Respectively, the exchange rate of $/€ has volatility which shows that it was influenced by the crisis of 
2008. On the contrary, the exchange rate of £/€ seems to be almost stable until 2008 and later on there 
is a small increase.  

Table 1: Statistic elements for each exchange rate from 1999 to 2015. Monthly data. 

 UK US JP 
 Mean 0.738 1.223 127.63 
 Maximum  0.952  1.575  169.02 
 Minimum  0.579  0.852  91.88 
 Std. Dev.  0.096  0.181  18.30 
 Observations  196  196  196 

Source:FED  

The above table presents the mean, the standard deviation, the maximum and the minimum price and 
the number of observations of each exchange rate.  
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Figure 2: Consumer Price Index for Japan, USA, UK and Euro-area from 1999 to 2015. Monthly  data. 
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The figure shows that there is an upward trend for the CPIs of the USA, UK and the Euro area. 
However the CPI of Japan appears to have zero inclination and to be stable.   

Figure 3: 1-month Libor from 1999-2015. Monthly data. 
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The Libor based on the U.S.A., the UK and the Euro area show intense volatility until 2008. Later on, 
the short-term interest rate has hit the zero lower bound. Japan, on the other side, seems to be on the 
zero lower bound from 1999 until 2015 with small increases.  

For testing relative PPP the regression equation is being used: 

%ΔSt = a + b ( – ∗) +    

where Pt  is the foreign price levels and P*
t is the domestic price levels.   
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Tables 2, 3 and 4 include the results from the regression’s equation with the perspective of 1, 6, 12 
months respectively.  

Table 2.  

 
1-Month                              $/€            ¥/€                     £/€ 

   a             b                          a                       b                       a
                b 

Estimates             0.00016            0.466         -0.0012            -1.241     0.00082          
0.628  
t-statistic       0.075                1.104                 -0.383                -1.777                   0.514             -1.20 
 R2              0.0071        0.0215                   0.0073 
Observations                     192          192                                                 192 
 

Table 3.  

 
6-Month                             $/€                ¥/€           £/€ 

   a  b              a         b                          a                
b 

Estimates             0.0013              2.509          0.0045           -0.169        0.0048           0.189  
t-statistic       0.159                3.013                   0.321                -0.203                    1.374             
0.346 
 R2              0.0946          0.00032                   0.00064 
Observations                     188             188                                               188  
 

 

Table 4.  

 
12-month                          $/€              ¥/€         £/€ 

   a  b              a         b                          a                
b 

Estimates             0.0093              2.116          0.038           1.189        0.012           0.767  
t-statistic       0.616                1.562                   1.359                1.221                    1.175            0.819 
 R2              0.037          0.0183                   0.0141 
Observations                     182             182                                               182 
Source: FED  

If the theory holds the coefficient “a” should equal with 0 and coefficient “b” with 1. Nevertheless, 
this does not stand for any exchange rate. In addition R2 is very small which means that the difference 
between foreign price levels and domestic price levels does not interpret the exchange rates. So, the 
empirical results show that between 1999 and 2015 the theory is not valid.  

For testing uncovered interest rate parity the regression equation is being used: 

%ΔSt =  +  (  –  ∗  ) +  

where rt-1 is the foreign interest rate and  rt-1* is the domestic interest rate.  

Tables 5, 6 and 7 present the results from the above equation with the perspective of 1, 6, 12 months.  
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Table 5.  

 
1-Month                              $/€              ¥/€         £/€ 

   a  b              a         b                        a                b 

Estimates             0.00035             -0.161          0.0029           0.114       0.00047      0.0042  
t-statistic       0.158                 -0.987                0.636                 0.539                     0.187          0.029 
 R2              0.0072          0.0028                   0.000003 
Observations                     196             195                                               195 
 

Table 6.  

 
6-Month                             $/€                ¥/€           £/€ 

   a  b              a         b                          a                
b 

Estimates             0.0038              -0.483          0.0118              0.321       -0.0002         0.394  
t-statistic       0.408                -0.648                  0.543                 -0.3531                -0.026          0.726 
 R2              0.009          0.003                   0.0063 
Observations                     191             190                                               190  
 

Table 7.  

 
12-Month                          $/€              ¥/€         £/€ 

   a  b              a         b                          a                
b 

Estimates             0.015                -1.319          0.022          0.25                     0.0016          0.913  
t-statistic       0.983                -1.043                0.549                 0.171                    0.1069          0.952 
 R2              0.028         0.0008                    0.0147 
Observations                     185           184                                                 184 

Source: FED  

Seeing the empirical results the theory does not hold. If this happened coefficient “a” should be equal 
with 0 and coefficient “b” with 1. In addition R2 is very small. Hence the difference between foreign 
interest rate and domestic interest rate does not interpret the changes of the exchange rates.  

The results from the two regression equations reject the validity of the two theories. It will be studied 
whether the empirical results are affected by the global financial crisis of 2008 and the crisis in Euro 
zone between 2010 and 2012. In order for this to be achieved a dummy variable will be used, which 
will take the value 0 when there is not a crisis and the value 1 when the shock occurs. That is, between 
2008 and 2012 variable Dt takes the value 1 and the value 0 else. Table 8 presents the results from 
relative PPP and table 9 the results from UIP, respectively.   

For PPP the equation is shaped:  

%ΔS =  +  	 	 – ∗	) + b2 ( – ∗	) + et 

where Pt  is the foreign price levels and P*
t is the domestic price levels.   
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Table 8.  

 
12-Month                            $/€           ¥/€                    £/€ 

  a b1             b2          a        b1          b2                        a   b1              

b2 

Estimates             0.016     6.518    0.93         0.054      4.422     0.366                0.008    
1.534    0.022       
t-statistic       1.233     5.88      1.11              2.038       3.45       0.38                 0.697    0.749    0.020 
 R2              0.194          0.159                   0.025 
Observations                     182           182                                              182  
Source: FED  

For both $/€ and ¥/€ exchange rates, the coefficient b1 is significant at the 0.05 level. This means 
that the two shocks in the economy have affected the empirical results. In addition the R2 has 
improved, so the equation explains more effectively the variables. On the contrary, the empirical 
results seem not to  have changed substantially.   

For UIP the regression equation is shaped:  

%ΔS = a + b1 Dt ( rt-12 – r t-12* )  + b2 ( rt-12 – r t-12* ) + et 

where rt-12 is the foreign interest rate and  rt-12* is the domestic interest rate. 

Table 9.  

 
12-Month                            $/€            ¥/€                    £/€ 

  a b1                b2           a         b1          b2                        a    b1              

b2 

Estimates             0.039     9.461     -3.35          0.036     4.184     0.054               -0.008  
11.36     0.99       
t-statistic       2.592     3.535    -2.973            0.944      2.801     0.041               -0.72      9.215    1.30 
 R2              0.2007          0.109                   0.215 
Observations                     185           184                                              184  
Source: FED  

Testing the UIP with a dummy the coefficient b1 is significant at the level of 0.05  for each exchange 
rate. Hence, the two financial crises have affected the variables. The R2 has improved essentially, as 
well.      

4. Conclusion  

Relative purchasing power parity and uncovered interest rate parity are two vital theories. The 
prevailing issue is that relative PPP and UIP do not hold well empirically. The main finding of this 
paper is that both theories do not hold. However, further analysis with the adding dummy variables 
shows that empirical evidence has been affected by the global financial crisis of 2008 and the crisis of 
Euro zone between 2010 and 2012.     
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Much of the research made by international organizations and university environment, however, has 
been mainly made on advanced economies – the USA and the UK most importantly – whilst 
thehousing marketcharacteristics, the forces controlling prices including the links with 
overallmacroeconomic conditions and the business cycle have not been yet systematically researched 
foremerging market economies (EMEs). In our opinion, extending the existing literature to these 
countries doesrepresent an important task, not only because they are becoming a key engine of global 
growth, but alsobecause in increasingly financially integrated capital markets the domestic and global 
consequencesassociated with adverse developments in their housing markets can be as serious as those 
posed byadvanced economies' ones. Actually, housing valuations in emerging countries have been 
fastcatching up with those in the developed ones, with constant nominal and real annual growth in 
thedouble-digit range not uncommon, frequentlysustained by unusualincreases of credit to the 
privatesector in the form of housing loans, and followed by suddenrise in leverage and vulnerability 
ofhouseholds and financial intermediaries. Real house prices have immediately changed their course 
after thebeginning of the financial crisis of late 2008 moving quickly towards their long-run 
averagesand thelargest decreases were registered in those countries which have formerly experienced 
the largest run-ups. 

The predictability of stock returns is broadly studied in the empirical finance literature (Fama and 
French, 1988; Campbell and Shiller, 1988). The link between wealth and macroeconomic aggregates 
gives pertinent information about future equity risk premium and its counter-cyclical pattern (Lettau 
and Ludvigson, 2001; Sousa, 2010a).At the beginning of the sovereign debt crisis, some papers have 
started to analyse the elements of government bond risk premium (Sousa, 2012a). More precisely, 
many studies tried to relate the behaviour of bond yields to macro-financial indicators (Afonso and 
Sousa, 2011; Sousa, 2010b).Still, studies on the predictability of housing returns remain quite limited. 
This is somewhat surprising, especially because housing represents the most valuable asset in 
portfolios from which households obtain flows of direct utility and collateral services (Banks et 
al.,2004).  

This paper’s objective is to (1) identify the methods that were used in the existing literature in order 
toanalyse the housing wealth effect and to (2) make some suggestions that could improve the existing 
literatureon the asset price channel. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 analyse the house prices, wealth effects and 
consumption. Section 4 summarises the existing empirical literature on the house prices, wealth effects 
and consumption. In Section 5we draw the conclusions and we discuss further research that would be 
necessary to meet thisarticle’s objectivesand to analyse the wealth effect in the EU countries, by 
comparing the Eurozone countries with the CEE countries. 

2. Housing and The Macro-Economy 

A country's overall macroeconomic conditions are supposed to be affectedby housing market 
developments through different channels. 

House prices and house price changes can have large spill-over effects on economic and financial 
stability especially in case they are clearly out of line with fundamentals (Hilbers et al., 2008).The 
building-up of a property price bubble, for example, has been documented as being one dramatic 
factor behind the beginning of the Asian financial crisis in the late '90s (Collyns and Senhadji, 
2002).Booms in housing valuations increase the probability that the possible turning point in prices 
can be succeeded by increasing tensions in the banking sector (Bunda and Ca' Zorzi, 2010) and they 
have been shown to have explanatory power in early warning systems for financial crises. 
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A country's overall macroeconomic conditions and growth prospects is still supposed to be influenced 
by thesesubstantial, though rather extreme, events house prices and house price changes through their 
effects on investment and consumption spending. 

As far as the supply-side effects concern, they are really more immediately apparent, because house 
price movements can directly affect the ‘residential’ element of a country's gross fixed capital 
formation. A significant contributor to value added,the construction sector, takes property prices as a 
signal and adjusts production respectively: big corrections in housing construction may thus have a 
non-negligible effect on employment and growth. Residential investments seem to lead the business 
cycle (at least in many advanced countries, but also in China) and a softening of housing construction 
can be a seriouselementthat leads to a cyclical decline. 

As the demand-side effects concern, although being however debated from a theoretical point of view, 
an increasing piece of empirical literature has been indicating the existence (at least for advanced 
economies) of a likelyimportanteffect of changes in house prices and housing wealth on private 
consumption and saving decisions.This represents the prime channel through which the business cycle 
is thereby affected. 

3. Housing and Private Consumption 

A preliminary issue to deal with is to determine the channels through which changes in house prices 
mightdrive to changes in households' wealth. As the theory concerns, the answer is not so simple. The 
conceptual framework which is likely to be used in order to examine consumption dynamics is the 
permanent income hypothesis (PIH) developed by Friedman (1957) and the steady-state form of the 
life-cycle hypothesis (LCH) developed by Modigliani and Brumberg (1954) and Modigliani 
(1975).According to this framework, consumption spending is determined by expected lifetime 
resources. It is important to consider the fact that households possess housing assets and consume 
housing services that derive from them. After a house price growth, thus, homeowners can feel being 
wealthier through a realized wealth effect because it is possible for them to take out equity in the form 
of refinancing or selling the house. Also,they may feel wealthier because of an unrealized wealth 
effect - even if households do not sell their house, they can be expected to spend more in the present 
due to an increased discounted value of wealth. An increase in house prices, however, also indicates a 
growth in the value of housing services, generating a budget restraint effect on both home-owners and 
home-renters. This works in the opposite direction when we talk about both the realized and 
unrealized wealth effects. Altogether, the capital gains to the home-owners can end-up being partially, 
or completely, offset by the greater discounted values of future imputed rents, i.e. by the bigger 
opportunity cost of owning vs. renting a house, thus not involving any increase in net wealth and 
consumption. 

Additionally, contrary to a rise in equity prices which can indicatea growth in the economy's expected 
productive potentials and forthcoming income prospects, bigger house prices can simply show scarcity 
owning to a higher demand, with the same quantity and quality of the services housing can supply to 
the general economy. However, even if aggregate wealth is the same, house price growth mostly 
impacts the relative position of particular groups of people, i.e. current home-owners vs. potential 
buyers.These wealth transfers may have effectson a macroeconomic level if these categories' 
propensity to spend varies, as they could be expected to be. 

Finally, there is another importantaspect of the housing market that should be taken into account: its 
illiquidity. 

It is rather costly and time-consuming to changethe growth in housing wealth into money, which 
might be shortly spent, compared with other financial assets. Therefore, the reaction of consumers to 
house price shocks can differ qualitatively from that of financial asset price shocks. Particularly, 
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consumer spending is likely to respond to a house price shock only ifan accumulated price change has 
become so big that it exceeds the transaction costs related with adjusting the housing stock. 

Despite these theoretical uncertainties and ambiguities, the evaluation of a housing wealth effect on 
households' consumption has raised a lively debate in the empirical literature. Many studies that were 
made on this topic analyse the advanced economies, principally the US and the UK, and use aggregate 
data, available for longer periods, higher frequency and great timeliness than household-level data. 
Results indicate usually the marginal propensity to consume out of housing wealth, which illustrates 
how much consumption changes (in absolute terms) for a one dollar/euro change in housing 
wealth.Other papers, instead, estimate the consumption reaction to housing wealth shocks in terms of 
elasticities. In both situations, however, estimation results appear to suggest the existence of a positive 
and significant effect of housing wealth on consumption (see ECB, 2009, for a review of all the 
empirical studies that have reached this conclusion).This effect, additionally, would seem to be higher 
for economies identified as more developed financial markets and housing finance systems (Buiter, 
2008; Catte et al., 2004; Ludwig and Slok, 2002; Muellbauer, 2008). 

There is much less agreement, instead, on how the housing wealth effect compares with the financial 
wealth effect, often proxied by changes in stock market valuations, which have also shown a certain 
degree of co-movement with households' consumption with an unconditional correlation of almost 0.5 
(Cialone 2011). 

The theoretical reasons for such differences are not clear-cut. On the one hand, shocks to the financial 
wealth are typically much more transitory than shocks to housing wealth, and this fact could suggest a 
smaller propensity to consume out of financial wealth; on the other hand, the transaction costs of 
realizing capital gains from favourable asset price movements are much higher for housing assets than 
for financial assets, and this fact could lead to the opposite conclusion.  

4. Empirical Studies on Housing Wealth Effect 

In this section we will present empirical studies made on the housing wealth effect. While some papers 
find that the housing wealth effect is substantially stronger than the financial wealth effect (e.g. Carrol 
et al., 2006; Case et al., 2001; Case et al., 2011; Pichette and Tremblay, 2003; Slacalek, 2006, just to 
name a few), others report the opposite (Bassanetti and Zollino, 2008; Calomiris et al., 2009; De Bonis 
and Silvestrini, 2012; Dreger and Reimers, 2009; Ludwig and Slok, 2002; Ludwig and Slok, 2004, just 
to name a few). 

While all the cited papers have analysed the link between housing wealth and private consumption in 
advanced countries, very few studies exist on emerging economies, as severe problems of data 
availability hamper a complete and effective empirical assessment. Funke (2004) was the first – to our 
knowledge – to show some evidence of a small, but statistically significant, wealth effect in a sample 
of 16 emerging economies, but his analysis was confined to the empirical testing of a stock market 
wealth effect. 

Building upon this result, Peltonen et al. (2012) extended it by estimating the magnitude of both a 
stock market, housing and a money wealth effect on consumption in a panel of 14 emerging 
economies: according to their results, all these wealth effects are statistically significant and relatively 
large, with that from money being the largest.  

Their model, in fact, relies upon techniques developed in the context of traditional dynamic panels 
with a relatively large N (the number of cross-sectional observations) and a relatively small T (the 
number of time-series observations) dimension, i.e. the difference-GMM estimator originally 
pioneered by Arellano and Bond (1991) and further improved by Blundell and Bond (1998). While 
these procedures essentially require pooling individual groups and allowing only the intercepts to 
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differ across groups, one of the central findings of the more recent literature focused on dynamic 
panels in which both the N and the T dimensions are quite large and possibly of the same order of 
magnitude, as it is the case in Peltonen et al.’s (2012) paper, is that the assumption of homogeneity of 
slope parameters is appropriate only under quite strong assumptions; moreover, traditional procedures 
for estimation of pooled models – such as the fixed effects, instrumental variables and GMM 
estimators – can produce inconsistent and potentially very misleading estimates of the average values 
of the parameters unless the slope coefficients are in fact identical, as pointed out in Pesaran and Smith 
(1995), Pesaran et al. (1999), and Im et al. (2003). 

Ciarlone (2011) tries to make a little step forward in this direction presenting new estimates of the 
effects of households' real and financial wealth on consumption for a sample of 17 emerging 
economies by means of a recent econometric procedure that allows for weaker homogeneity 
assumptions in the context of possibly non-stationary panels, the pooled mean group (PMG) estimator 
pioneered by Pesaran et al. (1999). By doing so, the author thinks he can give a more precise measure 
of the long-run relationship between consumption and the two measures of wealth with respect to the 
works that have preceded his. 

There are few studies that contribute to the literature providing evidence of significant housing wealth 
effects in European post transitional countries. The authors Sec and Zemcik (2007) show that the 
house price growth in the Czech Republic contributed to consumption growth for householders, but 
not for home renters.Aben et al. (2012) find some evidence of a solid relationship between housing 
equity withdrawals and consumption in Estonia, whilst AhecSonje et al. (2012) provide evidence of 
significant housing wealth effects in countries like Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic and Estonia, 
similar in size with the advanced countries. 

Ciarlone (2011), in the available sample of 17 emerging economies, finds that changes in residential 
property prices – used as a proxy for changes in housing wealth – and changes in households' 
consumption seem to have shown a certain relationship over the last decade or so, with an 
unconditional correlation of almost 0.6; moreover, the degree of co-movement between the two 
variables seems to have strengthened recently, especially after the onset of the real and financial crisis 
in late 2008. 

Ciarlone (2011) says that a very simple direct motive underlying this positive relationship could be 
given by the fact that, for the majority of developing countries in the sample, residential property do 
represents households' largest asset. Therefore, for a shock of similar magnitude, the wealth effect of 
changes in house prices would be much larger than those in other asset prices. There might also be an 
indirect motive working through the credit channel, at least for those emerging economies 
characterized by more developed housing finance systems: although changes in housing prices may be 
considered just a redistribution of wealth, and hence would not be expected to have much impact on 
net wealth in aggregate, they can nevertheless affect individual consumption by relaxing collateral 
constraints (Buiter, 2008). 

Among these important channels through which house prices – and house price changes – could affect 
the overall economic and financial stability conditions of a country, severe problems of data 
availability have forced Ciarlone (2011) to limit his analysis to the relationship between housing 
market developments and private consumption spending, the theoretical underpinnings of which are 
outlined in the following sub-section. 

The main empirical results of AhecSonje’s (2014) article come in support of the presence of long- and 
short-run stock market wealth effects in the two groups of developed countries analysed in the paper. 
In the developed market-based countries in particular, the effect is strong. Only for the developed 
bank-based countries, there are moderate long-run housing wealth effects confirmed, whilst we have a 
very strong short-run housing wealth effect in the developed market-based countries. When it comes 
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to the emerging countries, the results are inconclusive to some extent, but suggestions seem to say that 
wealth effects are effective in the long run, but housing wealth is more prevalent. 

Additionally, we have to note that asset markets in emerging countries are highly illiquid and sensitive 
to greater transaction costs. This fact could in turn generate a smaller propensity to consume wealth in 
emerging countries compared to the developed ones despite the fact that wealth increases in the 
examined period have been highly large. 

5. Conclusions and Further Research 

This paper selectively reviews recent empirical work on wealth effect. In particular, we discuss three 
main conclusions reached by different authors. 

Although many empirical studies exploring wealth effects have been published in recent decades, (1) 
most of them refer to advanced economies. (2) Studies of post-transition European economies and 
emerging markets are surprisingly rare given the importance consumer expenditures exhibit in the 
overall GDP development.(3) The impact of stock and housing wealth on consumption by comparing 
developed countries with the emerging onesis still insufficientlyexplored. 

Leaving aside the important theme of what potential factors might be at the roots of dramatic shifts in 
housing valuations, i.e. good fundamentals vs. speculative forces, the objective of the following 
analysis was to presenta literature review onone of the possible channels linking housing market 
developments and stock market prices and the business cycle in emerging economies, i.e. the 
relationship between house prices – and house price changes – and private consumption spending 
through the existence of a direct real (housing) wealth effect. 

Evaluating whether, and to what extent, housing wealth has a macroeconomic impact in EMEs may, in 
fact, be of a certain interest especially from the perspective that these countries are supposed to 
become an increasingly important engine for world growth: further house price falls, through their 
supposedly adverse impact on private consumption, may offset strengths elsewhere in their economies, 
therefore reducing the chances of a sustained upturn in growth following the negative effects brought 
about by the real and financial crisis of late 2008. 

In order to analyse the asset price channel in the Eurozone and the CEE countries and to make 
comparisons between these two areas, we will first analyse their wealth channel. Moreover, by 
comparing the countries already in the euro area and those who are intended to enter,the research will 
lighten the reflection on the monetary policy management in a context of economic and monetary 
union. By analysing the results ofthe tests onthe characteristics of monetary policy mechanismson 
some CEE countries, we willalso study their vocation to enter the Euro Zone. 
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thought,  thinks that the greater ability of economic agents to produce causes boom in an economy. 
Other group of theoreticians thinks that the causality is vice versa. Greater demand for factors of 
production during expansion causes greater productivity.[1] There is also a small number of 
economists, worth of mention, who think that this correlation is a result of miscalculations.[2] 

According to the nature and boundaries of our analysis, we provide some basic theoretical insights 
about economic cycles and productivity of inputs. Then we determine the strength of correlation 
between productivity and economic trends in chosen countries in given period of time.  

2.Theoretical insights 

2.1 Business cycles 

Business cycles occurred by the end of eighteenth century for the first time. Ever since, there were 
many attempts to theoretically explain this phenomenon. Unfortunately, none succeeded completely. 
The causes of the cycle suggested by these theories seem to cover every kind of economic and 
noneconomic factor one could imagine.[3] 

One of the most prominent economists who tackled this theoretical problem was Ludwig von Mises 
(1881-1973), a member of Austrian school of thought. He discussed this issue in his numerous papers, 
long before the Great depression as well as during the crisis. Some economic historians put his theory 
of business cycles among those in which the overinvestments are the main cause of cycles. The 
following text briefly explains Mises’ approach to business cycles. 

Rational economic agents adapt to credit expansionary decisions made by central banks in order to 
enhance growth. A decrease in interest rate, bellow the status quo level, follows the initial impulse.  

Lower interest rates are incentive for businesses to make new investments. Investment projects which 
were not profitable at higher interest rate are now becoming profitable. This affects the demand for 
inputs (labour, capital and material resources) to grow. Greater demand for inputs increases their 
market prices, which lead to higher prices of commodities. 

We should keep in mind that neither means of production (machineries, tools, infrastructure capital 
etc.) nor workforce have increased in size. On the contrary, labour and capital reallocated from some 
firms to another. 

Entrepreneurs notice their expectations being fulfilled. The products can be sold for higher prices. 
Despite the also higher prices of factors of production, additional production seems profitable. 

However, there is one big problem in this situation: economic prosperity, achieved this way, can only 
be durable as long as banks continue credit expansion. If banks stop the expansion, prosperity ends 
and the second phase of market adjustment process begins. 

Therefore, the banks have to choose between two options: continue the expansion or stop it. In the first 
case, after some period of time, rational economic agents realise the rise in prices which won’t end 
soon. To avoid the depreciation of their liquid assets, economic agents exchange them for real assets. 
This events lead to soaring of commodity prices, depreciation of domestic currency and, eventually, to 
monetary system collapse. 

In the second case, when credit expansion stops, entrepreneurs cannot continue their ongoing projects. 
The demand for money increases and the interest rate rises. The higher interest rate changes the 
estimated profitability of ongoing investments: previously profitable projects become the opposite. 
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Entrepreneurs are forced to distress selling to collect current assets, which leads to deflation. Here 
begins depression, the second phase of business cycle. In this phase the economy is ’cleansed’ from 
unsustainable business projects, so it represents a natural phase in achieving the economic equilibrium, 
only now at natural level. 

A special role in this phase have flexible wages. If the trade union has an significant bargaining power, 
wages won’t be flexible downwards and therefore, high levels of unemployment are inevitable. 

The longer credit expansion implies greater depression and longer and more uncertain economic 
recovery. Given this chain of consequences, recommended economic policy is that the state should not 
interfere with free market process in any way nor should it distort market price system.[4] 

On the other hand there is a Post-Keynesian approach to business cycles. We should mention that Post 
Keynesian school of thought is not homogeneous as Neoclassical, therefore several explanations to 
business cycles by this group of theorists exist. In this paper we mention the so called ’financial 
instability hypothesis’ by Hyman Minsky.[5]  

In his theory, psychology of business decision makers is of crucial importance. Suppose that an 
economy experienced recession in the past and now appears to be recovering towards stability. This 
recovery is followed by emergence of optimism by private firms. As optimism gradually builds up, the 
banks are more eager to finance firms’ investment. 

 At first lenders are able to repay their debts through cash flows made by efficient investing. Along 
this process of bank lending and thus creating money (Post-Keynesian endogenous money approach) 
firms are able to expand their businesses and employ more workers. This is also followed by loosing 
the regulation policies by policy advisors, decreasing the risk premiums and borrowing money to 
projects which would have previously been rejected.[6] Naturally investors start engaging in 
speculative projects and the financial system fragility builds up.  

When financial crisis eventually happens, rate of interest increases and the contraction of credit and 
investment is inevitable. As the money now flows from private firms to the banks, the supply of 
money thus decreases and unemployment increases. This cycle repeats after the repayment of private 
debts finishes. 

We can draw a parallel between the Austrian and Post-Keynesian approach to business cycles. 
Although they are very similar, as both approaches acknowledge the crucial role of debt, policy 
implications differ greatly. Ludwig von Mises blamed the central banks for their monetary 
expansionary policies. Because of that he advised that cutting interest rates never should have 
happened and proposed an lessez-faire solution: if an economy is in recession, no economic policy is 
sufficient to cure the remedies. Therefore the policy makers should do nothing and let the economy to 
cure itself. 

Post-Keynesian economists approach the business cycles from a different angle. Crises  are inherent 
part of the capitalist entrepreneurial economies. The central bank isn’t to blame as all banks create 
money by credit expansions. The solutions for recovering are somewhat radical in given institutional 
paradigm. Some include private debt reliefs, central banks giving money to the people to repay debts 
and nationalisation of banks until the crisis is over. 

Productivity typically slumps during a recession because real GDP falls faster than employment (or 
working hours) as firms hoard their skilled labour given the costs of hiring and firing are higher than 
the costs of keeping them on and working less intensively. 
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require longer time series for more countries. That way, one could prove the nature of those 
economies. Unfortunately, such analysis goes beyond the limits of this study. 

Yet, these results imply that there is no ultimate economic policy for all countries, and that the process 
of designing such policies should be different in every national economy. Unfortunately, in the past, 
there were many attempts to apply the same model of economic policies on many countries with 
substantial distinctivenesses, which, further, created new problems, and deepened existing ones for 
those economies. 
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2. Methodological issues 

Much like in earlier studies carried out by Lazaridis (2004) [4] and Prodromidis (2011) [6], which 
relied on the respective household budget surveys of 1993-4 and 2004-5, the analysis is complicated 
by the absence of expenditure figures pertaining to the different types of presumed substitutes (edible 
oils and fats) in good number of households (i.e., the presence of censored observations). This is 
common in household budget surveys considering that the emphasis is on spending, not on use. 
Understandably, the shorter the survey period and the more narrowly defined the commodity are, the 
greater the proportion of households that are likely to report zero spending on the commodity.  

As in the aforesaid studies, the issue is resolved through the employment of the two-stage Heckman 
procedure (Heckman, 1979) [3]. In our case: (a) the preparatory, first stage (probit) equation 
concerning market participation is explained in terms of  household composition (by age-group and 
nationality), the size of the dwelling (a proxy for wealth), municipal and occupation dummies (see 
Table 1);1 while (b) the recovered sample selection correction variables (inverse Mill ratios), capturing 
the heterogeneity of the uncensored observations compared to the censored observations, are 
introduced into the second stage of the analysis, alongside the other explanatory variables. To deal 
with the restrictions posed on the size of the sample (and, hence, the degrees of freedom) by the 
censored (unknown) prices of other edible the oils and fats purchased at the time, we estimate two 
separate models: one that takes into account the impact of other oils and another that takes into 
account the impact of fats; each in two versions: one using prices, the other using quantities (quantities 
that can take the value of zero).  

Next, the quantity of olive oil that is demanded from the market in explained in terms of: (i) the price, 
(ii) the monthly income from paid work, pensions, unemployment and rent benefits, transfers of other 
households, (c) the price or quantity of other oils and fats, (d) the available (unused) household stocks 
of olive oil (own production included), and (e) temporal and municipal dummies.2 Crucially, not all 
explanatory variables considered in one stage are involved in the other stage. 

3. Empirical findings 

The findings are supplied in Table 2. A good number of the estimated coefficients is associated with 
positive or negative effects likely to be present (i.e., statistically different from zero) with a probability 
of error less than 1%.   

According to the results, the quantity demanded from the market decreases as the price and family 
income increase (something expected for a normal good).3 On the other hand, the quantity demanded 
increases with the purchases of seed oil, olive pomace oil,4 and margarine.5 The latter are items for 
which someone might had expected olive oil to be a substitute, but then an increment in the amount of 

                                                 
1 Lazaridis [4] considered the role of (a) the overall food bill, (b) the percentage of the food bill devoted to food prepared 
away from home, (c) family size via a dummy for single or multi-person household, (d) quarterly and broad regional 
dummies, (e) the population (more accurately, the size of population) in the area, (f) the age, gender and formal education of 
the family head. Prodromidis [6] considered the role of (i) family size (composition) by gender, nationality, and age-group, 
(ii) monthly income, (iii) broad regional and bimonthly dummies, and (iv) an inverse mills ratio for the households that 
declared to constitute families.  
2 Lazaridis [4] considered the role of (a) price, (b) the prices of other edible oils and fats, (c) total expenditure on edible oils 
and fats, (d) the percentage of expenditure devoted to food prepared away from home, (e) family composition by age-group, 
(f) the population in the area, (g) quarterly dummies, (h) the age, gender and formal education of the family head. 
Prodromidis [6] considered the role of (i) price, (ii) the quantities of other oils and fats purchased at the time or acquired by 
other means (own production included), (iii) the household stocks of olive oil, other edible oils and fats, (iv) family 
composition by gender, nationality, and age-group, (v) monthly  income, (vi) broad regional and bimonthly dummies. 
3 The recovered estimates associated with monthly income suggest so up to the rather high level of three thousand euro per 
month. This is the result of the twice differentiated function with respect to income (columns 2-4, variables 19-20). 
4 Up to the rather high level of 15 kg per month. This is the result of the twice differentiated function with respect to the 
purchase of seed and olive pomace oil. See column 2, variables 22-23. 
5 Column 4, variable 22. 
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seed oil or margarine bought ought to affect a reduction (not an increment) in the quantity of olive oil 
demanded. At the same time, demand appears to be (a) lower in the Athenian suburbs of Agios 
Dimitrios, Alimos, and Elliniko compared to Athens, and during the months of July and August 
compared to the rest of the year; and (b) higher in the rest of continental Attica, Central Greece – 
Euboea, the Aegean islands (the islands of the Saronic gulf and Crete included), and in households 
with persons of Cypriot or Swedish origin.  

4. Two microeconomic implications 

The recovery of seed and olive pomace oil, and margarine price coefficients that are statistically 
indistinguishable from zero (see columns 1 and 3, variable 22), and, hence, the estimation of 
horizontal cross elasticities of demand (that is, a zero percent change in the quantity of olive oil in 
response to a change in the price of these goods) is inconsistent with the role of olive oil as their 
substitute. (The opposite is not studied here.) Interestingly, Lazaridis [4] reached a similar conclusion 
on the basis of the 1993-4 data. 

At the same time the four olive oil (own) price elasticities of demand, Ε, at the average price and 
quantity, are estimated to  -4.50,  -3.78,  -4.05, and  -3.78, respectively. All exceed the value of 
one. It follows that: (a) a reduction in price would increase sales, and (b) Lerner’s index, equivalent to 
the inverse of E, is closer to zero rather than to one. As a result, market conditions are probably 
unfavorable to the formation of a profit maximizing monopoly exerting market power in Greece. Last 
but not least it is noted that the price elasticity estimated here is slightly higher than the value 
estimated by Prodromidis [6] on the basis of the 2004-5 data, and much higher than that estimated by 
Lazaridis [4] on the basis of the 1993-4 data. 
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Table 1 
Probability of participation in the edible oils & fats market based on the 2011 HBS  

 

Independent variables Olive oil Seed and olive 
pomace oil 

 

margarine 

1 Constant  0.010  -0.433 * -0.279 * 
        

 Household membership       
2 Members aged 0-17 years old 0.005  -0.016  0.109 * 
3 Members age 18 years or older -0.114 * -0.030  0.029  
4 Members born in Greece (ref.)       
5 Members born in Bulgaria 0.450 * 0.341  0.029  
6 Members born in Europe, non EU 0.292 * 0.113 * 0.081  
7 Members born elsewhere 0.333 * 0.289 * 0.021  
8 Members occupied as homemakers -0.012  0.082  0.108  
9 Members occupied in fishing, 

forestry and hunting 
-0.812  0.141  -0.142  

10 Unemployed members 0.008  0.043  -0.010  
11 Others (ref.)       

        

 Residence       
12 Mun. of Kastoria, Florina environs 1.433 * 0.188  0.322  
13 Munic. of Thessaloniki, environs  0.992 * 0.236 * 0.102  
14 Municipality of Larisa, environs 1.170 * 0.057  0.725 * 
15 Rest of Greece (ref.)       
16 Size of domicile (in m2) -0.002 * -0.002 * 0.001  
        

 Pseudo R2 6.89%  1.83%  1.18%  
 Observations (households) 3,515  3,515  3,515  

 

 

 
Note: Asterisks denote p-values ≤ 1%. Alternative specifications yield results of similar statistical 
significance. 
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Table 1 (continued)  
 

 

Independent variables 
 

Butter  Cooking spread Animal fats 

1 Constant  -0.826 * -0.713 * -0.384 * 
        

 Household membership       
2 Members aged 0-17 years old -0.101 * -0.120 * -0.418 * 
3 Members age 18 years or older -.135 * -0.226 * -0.709 * 
4 Members born in Greece (ref.)       
5 Members born in Bulgaria -0.591  -0.107  -0.217  
6 Members born in Europe, non EU -0.165  0.035  0.011  
7 Members born elsewhere -0.023  -0.117  0.025  
8 Members occupied as homemakers -0.133  -0.245 * -0.778 * 
9 Members occupied in fishing etc. -0.024      

10 Unemployed members -0.262 * -0.134  -0.842 * 
11 Others (ref.)       

        

 Residence       
12 Mun. of Kastoria, Florina environs 0.212  0.603  0.767  
13 Munic. of Thessaloniki, environs  0.179  0.153  0.149  
14 Municipality of Larisa, environs 0.075  0.078  -0.242  
15 Rest of Greece (ref.)       
16 Size of domicile (in m2) 0.000  -0.001  0.001 
        

 Pseudo R2 2.18%  2.95%  15.27%  
 Observations (households) 3,515  3,515  3,497  
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Table 2 
Estimated OLS monthly demand for olive oil in Greece based on the 2011 HBS (in ml)  

 
 

 Independent variables  A: Considers the impact of  
 seed & olive pomace oils, esp. 

    B: Considers the impact of  
    margarine, esp. 

the price  quantity  the price quantity 
      

1 Constant  5,614.34  9,971.49 * 15,783.48 * 9,920.72 * 
          

 Household composition         
2 Males aged 0-11 y.o. -156.28  -701.64  -587.16  -685,62  
3 Males aged 12-81 y.o. -297.60  -176.96  25.76  -122,43  
4 Females aged 0-84 y.o. -928.37  -162.01  -464.65  -165,34  
5 Others -311.94  -240.03  -234.91  -177,05  
6 Born in Greece (ref.)          
7 Born in Cyprus 0.00  7,511.11 * 6,741.38 * 6,412,03 * 
8 Born in Sweden 0.00  9,866.15 * 9,393.05 * 9,529,87 * 
9 Born elsewhere in EU -893.32  936.56  570.46  772,85  

10 Born in other neigh-
boring countries 324.55  54.02  90.84  

44,33 
 

11 Born elsewhere 102.48  -41.11  325.49  -8,56  
  

  
 

      

 Residence           
12 Municip. Athens (ref.)          
13 Munic. of A.Dimitrios, 

     Alimos, Ellinikon 
-2,906.33 

 

 

* 
 

-1,381.31 
 

 

* -2,246.37 
  

-1,385,76 
 

* 

14 Rest of Attica, C. Greece 
–Euboea, Aegean isl. 

81.57 
  

1.291.89 
 

 

* 1,630.02 
 

* 
 

1,265,08 
 

* 
 

15 Rest of Greece -409.32  454.33  -11.06  448,42  
          

 Μonths         
16 April-June -361.36  -358.74  -920.81 * -344,71  
17 July-August -520.08  -638.41 * -815.24  -643,39 * 
18 Other months (ref.)         

          

19 Monthly income (€)  0.07  0.66 * 0.85 * 0,69 * 
20 Monthly income squared 0.00  -0.00 * 0.00 * 0,00 * 

          

21 Price (tenth of cent) -2,495.037 * 2,095.690 * -2,245.615 * -2,096.698 * 
22 The column’s variable 793.793  0.14 * -61.811  1,00 * 
23 Variable 22 squared   -0.00 *   0,00  
24 Available stock of olive oil -0.11  -0.06  -0.16  -0,06  

          

 Sample selection correction         
25 Olive oil -1,952.57  -818.79  216.84  -654,24  
26 Butter 248.68  -51.08  82.77  56,94  
27 Margarine 588.52  -2,240.42  -3,146.52  -1,948,02  
28 Cooking spread 1,249.69  316.26  -1,913.91  242,95  
29 Seed, olive pomace oil 5,864.24  3,165.79  2,435.60  2,806,04  
30 Edible animal fats 1,238.56  1,042.30  1,301.49  976,76  
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Table 2 (continued) 
 

 

 Independent variables  A: Allows the impact of se- 
 ed and olive pomace oils, esp.

    B: Allows the impact of  
    margarine, esp. 

the price  quantity  the price quantity 
      
  

    

   

R2 27.29%  29.75%  31,12%  30.21%  
Observations (households)  386  1352  592  1352  

 

Note: Asterisks denote p-values ≤ 1%. 
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branch goes to the Czech Republic. After the separation of the gas pipeline in Slovakia, the second 
part is situated in Austria. This country plays an important role in the delivery of natural gas to 
Italy, Hungary, Slovenia and Croatia. Supplies of gas through the pipeline began in 1967; 

− The gas pipeline ‘Yamal-Europe’ is held on the territory of Russia, Belarus and Poland to 
Germany. The total length of the pipeline is more than 2 thousand. Km. and there are 14 
compressor stations. Construction of the pipeline began in 1994 in the border regions of Germany 
and Poland, and in 1996, the first sections of the pipeline were put into operation. Construction of 
the Belarusian part of gas pipeline ‘Yamal-Europe’ began in 1997. ‘Gazprom’ was the investor of 
this project. The gas pipeline ‘Yamal-Europe’ reached its design capacity (33 billion cubic meters 
per year) after commissioning in 2006 the last compressor station in Belarus; 

− Gas transportation corridor through Romania enables the transport of Russian gas transit through 
Ukraine and Moldova to consumers in these countries, as well as to the Balkan countries and 
Turkey. Construction of the pipeline began in 1986 and in 2002 the second line was built ; 

− The gas pipeline ‘Blue Stream’ is intended for direct supply of Russian gas to Turkey without any 
transit countries. The total length of land and sea areas of the pipeline is 1,213 km - from the 
district Izobilnoye in the Stavropol Territory to Ankara in Turkey. Marine land  of "Blue Stream" 
has no analogues in the world from a technical point of view. The length of the underwater section 
is 393 km. Construction of the pipeline was completed in December 2002. And in February 2003 
commercial gas started flowing. In March 2014 the ‘Blue Stream’ noted significant date - 100 
billion cubic meters of gas were transported; 

− In addition, the gas for the Finnish consumers is exported via the gas transportation system of the 
Leningrad Region; 

− The gas pipeline ‘Nord Stream’ which is laid under the Baltic Sea, with a capacity of 55 billion 
cubic meters per year allows to transport gas to consumers in Western Europe, especially 
Germany, bypassing transit countries[3]. 

3. Energy Problems of Europe: Between Scylla and Charybdis 

Today problems facing the European Union are recession and economic instability in Greece and one 
of the main problems is energetic problem of Europe. The problem of energetic dependency of Europe 
is not new. 

However, in the 1990s and in the early 2000s the problem of energy dependence of Europe from 
Russia was not so urgent. Firstly because European hope that Russia will become a second Norway, 
i.e. politically neutral energy resource of EU (Norwegian exports currently covers 24% of domestic 
gas consumption in the EU). Secondly, oil prices were so low, that most of the projects of alternative 
energy in Europe were uneconomic. And third, there was no choice among exporting countries. 

In the mid-2000s oil prices sharply increased, new LNG exporters began to grow and, last but not 
least, the EU market reached saturation, and stopped the growth (from 2006 to the present day in the 
EU is stagnating and gas consumption falling oil consumption). 

Also at this time there was a first transit crisis in Ukraine (winter 2005-2006) which was repeatedly 
amplified by the crisis in January 2009. Exactly in this time a political decision to gradually reduce 
purchases of Russian gas appeared. This attention to the problem of dependence of Europe on gas has 
some reasons. The main is that gas has a principle complexity to switch to other sources of supply 
(because Russia trades electricity in small quantities in the EU only with Finland and the Baltic states, 
so it doesn’t play a major role). 

Now EU remembered about this problem  not only in connection with the transit of Russian gas 
through Ukrainian territory, but also because of the plans of the Czech Republic and Hungary to 
ensure its energy needs from nuclear energy and on Russian technology and the expansion of 
cooperation with Russia. Opponents of the expansion of cooperation with Russia in the energy sector, 
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indicate that the construction of nuclear power plants by Russian specialists will strengthen the 
dependence of Europe from the east of Russia. 

As a result, ‘one of the priorities of the European Commission is working on the diversification of 
energy in all sectors, including nuclear energy ,’ - EU Energy Commissioner Maros Shefchovich said 
in an interview with Wall Street Journal [4]. 

In general, the problems of energy cooperation between Russia and the EU - is in most cases the gas 
problems in contrast of more prosperous and trusting relationship in the supply of crude oil, petroleum 
products, coal, electricity, or participation of European companies (E.ON, Enel, Fortum) in Russian 
power generation [5]. 

4. Ukrainian Gas Bulwark of Europe 

Gas protection in Europe through Ukraine is very risky because Ukraine has repeatedly threatened to 
interrupt the transit and even passed a law allowing it to do so. But about 70% of Russian gas exports 
go through Ukraine. Chairman of the Board of ‘Gazprom’ Alexei Miller described the gas 
transportation system of Ukraine as the ‘weakest link’ in relations between Russia and Europe. GTS, 
according to Miller, ‘poses an extremely high potential for confrontation,’ but it must be remembered 
that 90% of communication of Ukraine inherited from the USSR. Now Ukraine ‘is beginning to use as 
a tool for manipulation,’ this gift and Russia and Europe must not allow anything like that [6]. 

In the context of the fall in gas consumption by Ukraine, as well as on the background of Europe's 
attempts to diversify natural gas supplies to its gas market, one of the highlights is the inevitable 
decline in the transit of natural gas through the Ukrainian gas transportation system (UkrGTS). 

According to the Ukrainian gas operator "Ukrtransgaz", in 2014 the transit of gas to European 
consumers through UkrGTS amounted to about 62.2 billion cubic meters (25 billion cubic meters less 
than in the previous year). Policies in Europe to diversify supplies and warm winter of 2014-2015 
played its role. And also launch at full capacity ‘Nord Stream’ (which built to bypass Ukraine) 
because a part of the volume of transit through Ukraine were redirected to this pipeline. 

All these negative factors for the Ukrainian transit, led to the fact that only in 2014 the share of 
Ukraine in the transit of Russian gas to Europe decreased from 52% to 40%, and the financial losses of 
Kiev, defined as just absolute transport volumes amounted to about 1 billion US dollars. 

The desire of ‘Gazprom’ to completely abandon the gas transit through UkrGTS in 2019 (the first step 
was to redirect gas flows through Belarus ‘Yamal’ and the Baltic ‘Nord Stream’) by building ‘Turkish 
stream’ passing under the Black Sea is really bad for Ukraine. 

 Ukrainian gas transport system, designed to transport up to 288 billion cubic meters of natural gas per 
year remains ‘one on one’ exclusively with its own volumes of Ukrainian consumption (which is 
likely to be a very small volume of 35-37 billion cubic meters) and with a small transit towards the 
Eastern European countries. This countries border with Ukraine and delivery of gas on their market 
will still be economically viable using UkrGTS (Moldova, Slovakia, Romania). 

However, this imbalance in the powers of the Ukrainian gas transportation system and the volume of 
transit through it put the question to Ukraine about the adequacy of efforts to maintain UkrGTS in 
working condition when specific overall operating costs are galloping (calculated per unit of the transit 
operation). Ukraine simply cannot maintain operation of its gas transit hypertrophied property that will 
inevitably lead to the collapse of its own natural gas infrastructure in Ukraine because transit pipelines 
in many areas do not have stand-ins aimed exclusively at very small Ukrainian gas consumption. 
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In the situation of availability of alternative routes for gas Ukraine is losing the interest of Europeans 
to their transit gas infrastructure: as the only interesting object can be considered Ukrainian 
underground storage of natural gas, mostly located in the west of present-day Ukraine. The rest of 
Ukrainian gas infrastructure in such a scenario becomes for the Europeans and ‘Gazprom’ redundant, 
costly and even unnecessary. 

From Ukraine point of view ‘decision window’ is open, which, of course, based on past experience, is 
likely to lead only to inappropriate actions on the part of the Ukrainian leadership. 

From the point of view of the European gas consumers the question of Ukrainian transit and Ukrainian 
gas market is already closed: up until 2019, Russia and Europe will try to keep Ukraine and UkrGTS 
in some kind of formal integrity, and after 2019 they will give Ukraine the opportunity to dispose of 
their excess gas transit capacity itself in a new situation in the European gas market. 

5. Alternative Ways of Energy Supplies from Russia to Europe 

In modern conditions Moscow and Brussels should discuss alternative supplies of Russian gas. First of 
all, the use of the ‘Turkish Stream’ - a gas pipeline under the Black Sea to Turkey, which may further 
be connected to whole European gas infrastructure. 

Initially the project ‘South Stream’, which is the prototype of the ‘Turkish stream’ was a real step in 
the strengthening of Europe's energy security, but also was an indicator of the position of the EU 
determination to curtail energy ties with Russia. The peculiarity of the ‘South Stream’ is that it is 
almost not aimed at new markets (in contrast to Nabucco and its subsequent modifications). The main 
purpose of this project is to redirect transit flows of gas going through Ukraine (86.1 billion cubic 
meters 2013 against 119.6 billion cubic meters in 2008), bypassing it. Thus, the EU has a specific 
choice of either ‘bury’ the South Stream project for the purpose of political and economic support for 
Ukraine, taking the risks of beginning  crises as in 2009 and the issue of reconstruction of the 
Ukrainian GTS, or to implement the project, thus saving themselves from these risks, but also to 
significantly undermine the economic situation in Ukraine (in 2013, its income from the transit of gas 
was 3,6 billion U.S. dollars), as well as prevent the strengthening of Russia's position in the Balkans, 
especially in countries of the former Yugoslavia. 

It is also important to note that the European Commission has acted with claims to the ‘South Stream’ 
a few months before the escalation of the situation in Ukraine. In the beginning of December 2013, the 
European Commission sent an official letter to the Government of the Russian Federation with the 
requirement of revision of the intergovernmental agreements concluded within the framework of the 
project with the European transit countries, namely Austria, Bulgaria, Hungary, Greece, Slovenia, and 
Croatia to align them with the requirements of the Third Energy packet. Thus, claims against the 
project ‘South Stream’ began to grow as well as previously in the pipeline OPAL (continuation of the 
‘Nord Stream’ in Germany), before the current events. Crimean crisis was only the catalyst. 

Moscow was forced to abandon the construction of the gas pipeline ‘South Stream’ because of the 
position of the European Union through the pipeline. Thus, the energy flows to be redirected to other 
areas and projects for liquefied gas. The route is determined by the results of the meeting in Ankara, 
the head of ‘Gazprom’ Alexei Miller and Minister of Energy and Natural Resources Taner Yildiz. At 
the meeting they reviewed the preliminary results of a feasibility calculation of the new pipeline and 
the decision on his route. Power of four thread of the pipeline will be 63 billion cubic meters of gas 
per year. The pipeline will pass 660 km in the old corridor ‘South Stream’ and 250 km in the new 
corridor in the direction of the European part of Turkey.  

According to the head of ‘Gazprom’ Alexey Miller, the work is organized to arrive at the signing of 
the intergovernmental agreement on the gas pipeline in the II quarter of 2015, and to supply the first 
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gas to Turkey in December 2016. In this capacity of the first line, 15 billion m³ will be fully direct on 
the Turkish market. It is absolutely real date because the СS ‘Russian’ and most of the offshore 
pipeline route are ready [7]. 

Russia closed the gas pipeline project ‘South Stream’ because of opposition from the European 
Commission and Bulgaria. Now ‘Gazprom’ offers European companies to buy gas at the gas hub, 
which will be built on the border of Turkey and Greece. The new pipeline, ‘Turkish Stream’ will help 
to reduce transit risks arising from the Ukraine. The contract between ‘Gazprom’ and "Naftogaz 
Ukraine" on gas transit expires in 2019 

However, the ‘Turkish Stream’ will be cheaper for Russia than ‘South Stream’  because of the water 
and ground pipe will be shorter and pass only through the territory of Turkey. "South Stream" had to 
go through the territory of several European states. 

Russia and Greece are discussing the construction of a Greek branch from the ‘Turkish stream’. 
Minister of Economy of Greece Panagiotis Lafazanis after talks with the head of Gazprom Alexei 
Miller said that the agreement between Russia and Greece on the gas pipeline "Turkish Stream" will 
be signed in the near future. Negotiations between Lafazanisom and ‘Gazprom’ basically were about 
the question of extending the ‘Turkish stream’ from the Greek-Turkish border to the north of Greece, 
which then goes to the territory of Macedonia and Serbia, and then - on the territory of Hungary, 
where it will turn into the territory of Austria [8]. The Russian side which is represented by ‘Gazprom’ 
will ensure that 47 billion cubic meters of gas per year will be pump through Greece. Miller noted that 
under the safeguards of the supply Greece will attract additional loans for other projects in the country. 
And thus this project will have a beneficial effect on the overall economy of Greece. 

Conclusions 

The problem about transportation of gas today is far more urgent than about transporting oil. This is 
because of principle technological complexity to quickly switch to other sources of supply. The main 
problem is the unreliability of gas supplies through Ukraine. Today key projects which allowing to 
transport gas from Russia to Europe are the ‘Nord Stream’, ‘Blue Stream’ and ‘Turkish stream’. Due 
to the project ‘North Stream’ transportation of Russian gas through Ukraine in 2013 decreased by 
28%, and it is quite a significant step in the process of overcoming dependence on Ukraine. The 
project ‘Blue Stream’ significantly increased the reliability of gas supplies to Turkey. And the project 
‘Turkish Stream’ is a worthy replacement for the ‘South Stream’, which in the future may be 
connected to the whole European infrastructure of gas. Besides this project will have a beneficial 
effect on the economy of the European countries such as Greece. Thus, using the capacity of the 
existing Russian pipelines and new projects Russia can supply gas directly to Europe by 2019. 
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Introduction 

Human being is social. All people have some features naturally such as living together, division of 
labor and cooperation. A need to construct building was apperaed as the result of development of 
humanity and settlement. There are many theories about where the fist settlement was and how it was.  

Collective settlement areas have occured as the population has increased.In the historical process 
people have invented production tools by using metals such as iron as they improved in th e field of 
metallurgy. As a natural consequence, with the development of some tools aimed at providing 
transportation as well as agricultural production, trade has developed. As the trade developed 
population has increased and some production areas except trade and agriculture have been developed 
by the population whose capasity was more than the agricultural production capacity. Therefore, cities 
have been constructed in order to meet the settlement needs of the increasing population.  

Different kinds of cities have been appeared according to the social structure, beliefs and livelihoods 
of the community. Due to the rapid migration towards the cities with the process of industrialization, 
global phenomenon affected the social, economic dynamics and urban cities lost theirliviability. 

The deprivation occurred in a specific area of the city naturally affects the social structure of the 
region in a negative way and will lead to perceptions of the people feel single out. The deprived areas 
will decrease the income level by the negative effect on the local economy. Becausethe deprivation of 
two urban spaces means that economic activities in that space will come to a stopping point.  

Planning and implementation of a urban transformation may be perceived as removal of a certain area 
from unplanned urbanization and building an infrastructure and providing the people iving there tolive 
in a more modern bildings. 

Instead of having a norrow point of view about urban transformation, it should be regarded from a 
broad point of view. In the urban transformation projects the social entegration of the people to the 
community should be provided and the buoyancy of the area should be aimed and the project should 
be made in accordance with this aim and therefore it should be aimed to increase the economic income 
and the welfare level of the people. Moreover, social utility should be prioritized in transformation 
projects and activities by determinig the urban transformation strategies.  

In the urban transformation applications historic structures and the cultural values in the area must be 
protected.Environment and the environmental balance should be taken into account and in accordance 
with these factors planning and the transformation activities should be conducted.The integrated 
identity structure of the local people should not be disregarded during the transformation process. 
Uniform and unhistorical sites should not be built in the trasnformation process. 

Definitions of Urban Transformation 

Urban transformation can be defined as the transformation of the existing urban spacesinto another 
form.  In urban transformation literature, there are many definitions of urban transformation. These 
definitions vary according to the emphasized vision, objectives, strategies and methods. 

Urban Transformation concept is a new concept and has been defined in different ways.In the 
definitonidentified by using the zoning definitions, it is definedas :“ending the poorest neighborhoods 
by public initiative or help, development and protection of the buildings, improvement of the cities or 
some parts of the cities in a way that they will keep pace with the today’s changing conditions to 
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provide abetter housing, working and resting conditions in accordance with the local plan and 
programs.1 

According to Lichf (1992) urban transformation has been arised from having a better understanding of 
the urban deterioration and it is a consensus on the results that will be obtained from the 
transformation.According to Donnison (1993), urban trasnformation is the new ways and mthods 
which are presented to solve the problems coordinately mostly occured in the deprived areas. Roberts 
defines the urban transformation as a wide and integrated vision and action and as a try to make the 
physical, social and environmental conditions of an area better all the time. In other words, urban 
transformation is defined as a redevelopment and revitializement of a lost economic activity, making 
the nonfunctional social activity functional, providing the social entegration in the social exclusion 
areas and having the balance again in the areas where the environmental quality and echological 
balance are lost(Roberts, 2000).2Thus, urban transformation is the set of strategies and actions 
implemented for making the economic, social, physical and envirenmental conditions of a deprived 
and deteriorated area better with extensive and entegrated approaches.Thefore, urban transformation is 
related with planning and management of the existing urban spaces instead of planning and 
development of new urban spaces.3 

Aims of The Urban Transformation  

Urban transformation has emerged to serve five main objectives (Roberts, 2000).  The first is to 
establish a direct relationship between social problems and physical conditions of the city. One of the 
most important reasons for the urban areas to be deprivedis social deterioration or distortion. Urban 
transformation projects investigate the reasons for social deterioration and it aims to find solutions to 
the problems of deprivation and deterioration by making suggestions to avoid this distortion. The 
second purpose of urban transformation is to respond the constant change need of many elements that 
make up the urban fabric as physically. 

In other words, urban transformation projects aim the redevelopment of the city parts according to the 
physical, social, economic, environmental and infrastructural needs emerging from the rapidly 
growing, changing and deteriorating forms of the cities. The third goal of urban trasnformation is to 
make a successful economic development approach increasing the life quality and welfare. One of the 
most important causes of subsidence zones of urban areas is that these areas lose their economic 
vitality as well as physical and social degradation.  

Urban transformation projects aim to develop strategies that will provide buoyancy in the deprived 
urban areas and thus aims to improve the urban prosperity and quality of life.Another aim of the 
transformation project is to provide strategies aimed at using the urban areas for the most effective use 
and avoding the unnecessary urban sprawl. 

Today, in connection with the “sustainability” objectives development of strategies aimed at re-use of 
the nonfnctional and previously used urban areas and avoiding the urban growth and sprawl has a 
direct relationship with this aim.  

Lastly, urban transformation aims to meet the shaping need of the urban policies as a result of the 
social conditions and political power. Today, to build and redevelop of urban spaces can be carried out 
by a very useful planning and proposal.  

By handling the urban transformation with a wide-point of view, to remove the deprived areas and 
unplanned urbanization as well as increasing the bouncacy, to protect the historical and cultural 

                                                            
1Üstün, Gül, Legal Dimension of Urban Transformation 12 Levha 2009 İstanbul, p. 3 
2İlkme, Murat, Urban Transformationand Bursa Report, TMMOB Chammer of City Planners Bursa Suboffice, 2008, p.5 
3Akkar, Müge Z. Definitionsandconcepts on urban transformatiın in the West, 
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values, to make the existing  factories compatible or transfer to another space, to construct buildings 
compatible with the environment by taking rheechological balance into account, to increase the 
wellfare of the people living in the area and to increase the lifequality of the people and therefore to 
make contribution to the social pease are aimed.In order to achieve this aim, people should adhere to 
the publicity policy during planning andimplementation processes of urban transformation, the society 
should be informed and especially NGOs and all segments of the socirt should make contribution. 

Today, with the urban transformation it is aimed to improve the competitive capabilities of countries at 
international level, to attract international companies and funding and to improve the integration of the 
countries to the international system.  

With the lights of the information given above, the aims of the urban transformation can be defined in 
articles as follows:  

 To prevent the deprivation of the urban areas by determining the causes of the social deterioration.  
Deprivation of the urban spaces occurs due to the social deterioration.  One of the most important 
studies in the urban transformatiın is to remove the social collapse by taking precautions.  
To meet the everchanging physical condition of the factors constituing the urban factor. 
To construct and develop ever-growing and developing urban spaces in accordance with the new 
physical, social, economic and envirenmentalinfrastrucrure needs. 

 To provide an economic development program aimed at increasing the welfare and life quality of a 
city. Buoyancy is lost due to the deprivation in the urban spaces.  
To provide some strategies to find some solutions for deprived areas and to increase the welfare 
and life quality. 

 To provide the effective use of urban spaces and to avoid the unnecessary urban sprawl. 
To provide the effective use of wastes or the areas used with very low capacity by the developed 
strategies and avoid the unnecessary urban sprawl.  

 To ensure the participation of civil society organizations and different segments of a society in 
shaping the urban policies and planning. 
Non-governmental organizations and other segments of society should be in the decision-making 
process in the formation of urban policy occured by the political forces and the social conditions in 
order to have a multi-stakeholder strucrure.4 

Urban Transformation Methods 

As it is understood from the definition, urban transformation methods include topics such as better 
housing, working in a better environment, resting, making the building more compatible with today’s 
conditions, removing the disaster risk in the areas under disaster risk, protection of the historical areas  
and raising  social structure and the status. 

Surely urban transformation concept includes the areas wider than the areas that determined by 6306 
numbered law which is about the urban transformation of the areas under risk of disaster. Urban 
transformation methods which are subject to a number of urban transformation are as follows: 

Urban Reneval: It is about pulling down all the buildings or some of the buildings and rebuilt them in 
an area where it is impossible to improve the area with sanitary living conditions and when the rent is 
very low.  

Regeneration: It is about regenerarion of a deprived city by a new fabric or by improving the existing 
conditions.5 

                                                            
4İlkme, Murat, A.e. p. 5. 
5Üstün, Gül, Ae. p.6. 
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Sanitation:It is about making an area which is slummed and whis has inadequate infrastructure usable 
with more limited resources. 

Revitalization:It is about revitalization of the areas especially historical city centers where there are 
physical and economic problems by taking social and economic precautions.   

Restitution:It is about the restitution of the old city parts where deformation has started but the 
orijinality has not been lost.6 

Zoning and Reformation: It is about giving reconstruction to undeveloped areas and making 
illegitimate areas legitimate, giving gurantee for those living in urban areas and increasing the life 
performance. Urban conservation is to protect the cultural, natural and historical assets within legal 
regulations and the aim of ptotecting the historical environment is to save the historical settlement 
from being destroyed and the integration of the cultural heritage with today’s life.7 

Gentrificatition: To reform the areas which are deprived socially and culturally and which conflict 
with the values of the deprived society.  

Clearance:It is defined as remove the unsanitary features of the buildings and other strucrures in the 
area where low-income groups live.8 

Urban Transformation in Turkey  

Legal Regulations in Turkey Made within Urban Transformation 

Eyeing in the last two years within the framework of the restructuring there are around 30 laws, draft 
laws and regulations which are difficult to associate and follow and some of which were voted and 
some of which were withdrawn for some serious public reaction. 

Within these regulations, laws which are closely associated with planning and urban management can 
be listed as follows: 

• Law for Metropolitan Municipalities 
• Municipality Law,  
• Provincial Special Administration Law,  
• Local Administrative Unions Law,  
• Code of Protection of Cultural and Natural Properties  
• Law on the Protection of Urban Fabric by Renewing and  
• Building Land Law and Changing the Mass Housing Law  

Law on the Repeal of General Directorate of Building Land Office 

It should be argued how well these laws offer solutions for the structural and practical problems of a 
country from the past to the present with regard to urban management, planning and zoning.Thefore, 
to determine the aforesaid problems will enable the easy interpretation of the laws which are not 
determined and implemented deeply within the reconstruction in public and were done in a hurry in 
the Eu harmonization process. However, such aninterpretaion was not made during making a law. The 
mentioned problems can be examined in four categories (Ünsal, 2006).  

                                                            
6Üstün, Gül, Ae.p.7.   
7 Üstün, Gül, A.e. p.7. 
8 Ertaş, Mehmet, A.e, p. 5. 
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a) To weaken the social state implementations  
b) Land planning / shortcomings and deficiencies related to the equal distribution of land rent in 

planning.  
c) Practical gaps in the hierarchy between plans and power confusions between institutions which 

make plans,  
d) Failure to establish the participation mechanisms in planning, 

It is very natural that these problems can be made wider and detailed. However in order to offer 
solutions fort he problems, the essential thing is to know and evaluate the details during a law process. 
In other words, the facts that the structural and the practical problems of a country in planning and 
zoning from the past to the present are not evaluated by the urban management, these arrangements 
are made by different institutions apart from each other, the laws are put into action without 
fictionalisng and making the necessary requirements have made these problems increase.  

Legal Regulations for Urban Trasnformation in Turkey  

To find solution for the existing housing shortage and implementation of urban transformation in a 
planned way, some steps should be taken. The reflection of these laws and regulations were seen in the 
reconstruction of the public settlemet process and some new laws and regulations were planned and 
some articles were added to some laws and regulations. Today in Turkey, there are three basic laws 
constituing the legal basis for "urban transformation" . 

 2985 numbered “Mass Housing Law” (with the change made in 5162 numbered law)  
 5393 numbered “Law on Municipilaties”  
 5366 numbered “Law on the Protection and Use of Old Urban Fabric by Renewing and  

In addition to these three basic laws, there is also "Transformation Areas Law Draft” which has not 
put into force yet, but waiting in the agenda of the Parliament since the middle of 2006.  

Mass Housing Administration, minucipilaties and again minucipilaties and provincial special 
administrations have the authority to make urban transformation applications including protected areas 
with 5162 numbered law, 5393 numbered law and 5366 numbered law, respectively.The most 
threating aspect of this power and content is "Conversion Areas Law"  if it becomes a law.  This draft 
is prepared with an idea which includes only a physical involvement and do not give importance to the 
social and economic background of the urban transformation process. The draft;  

• ensures for all the lands of the countries including the coast to be considered as uban 
transformation area,  

• gives the authority to districts and first tier municipalities for determinig urban transformation area 
and the boundaries, 

• In defiance of the planning hyrarchy, gives the authority for making planning chances to the 
institutions which determined the transformation area and brings a new real estate value 
assessment system.  

In short, when the existing and the draft legal and the organizational structure with the aim of urban 
transformation will be appliedto imrove the physical conditions and therefore to build housing areas 
fora higher income level group instead of with the aim of urban renewal and when some investement 
groups will be included in in the transformation process in order to get unearned income, we will have 
a process which especially removes the “Public Welfare” principle.  

Acoording to this result, spatial, economic and social benefits for the city will not be provided. 
Moreover, this process will cause to auniformification process which causes to disidentification of the 
cities and changes the existing status of the cities.  
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The Social Aspect of Urban Transformation in Turkey  

When talking briefly about the cities and their social status, cities are defined as the dynamic spaces 
whose social fabric, the physical structures are continuously changing.  These changes appear as 
regression, deprivation and sometimes as renewal and improvement. 

Social mobility is the most important dynamics of urban transformation whether it is residence 
oriented or employment oriented. Because of the protection of the historical structures, improvement 
of the deprived areas and removal of unfit dwellings, urban transformation applications have gained 
importance.   

With urban transformation projects it is usually aimed to build a more liveable physical and social 
area, to avoid illegal housing, to make the risky arease safer for natural disasters, renewal of the non-
functional areas, to make the areas where crime rate is high better.  9 

It is not adequate to improve the quality and physical infrastucture of the buildings in a liveable city 
planning. The renewal of the cities which are slummed, excluded socially and economically and have 
some environmental problems within a definite social and economic programs is needed.  

Urban transformation is considered as finding solutions for deprived areas in the developed countries 
and it is considered as an improvement of squatter settlements in the developing countries. 
International migrations, domestic migration, the migration of high and low income level groups have 
an affect in the urban transformation process. 

It has been point out that urban transformation will not be considered only within the physical strcture 
of the cities but will be considered by taking the residents who could not adopt to the whole society 
and the deprived cities occured due to themigration.  

Hence some authors have agreed that there are five basic social dimension of urban 
transformation.These are;  

 To make a neighborhood culture and to build neighborhoods as a basic social unit as in the 
traditional urban life,  

 To strenght the relations with the neighbours,  
 To make the urban spaces where crima rate is high safer, 
 To struggle with the poverty of the urban spaces,  
 To plan new building areas ensuring the coexistence of the families with different income levels 

by decreasing the social tension against social exclusion.  

Moreover, in the areas where urban transformation will be applied the existing socia-economic 
conditions and the cultural texture should be analyzed and should be integrated with socia-cultural 
texture.  

Transformation projects should be carried out with the cooperation of public and private sector and 
projects should be held with the cooperation principle, in the implementation of new projects it should 
be cared that these projects will not cause expenses. For this, feasibility studies which should be 
conducted at firs since these studies give the correct expence values of the urban transformation 
projects and the profit estimation will determine the total financial benefit.  

                                                            
9Taşdelen, Musa, SocialAspect of Urban Transformation in Usküdar 
(www.uskudar.bel.tr./trtr/bilgi/sayfalar/Sempozyum.aspx?SymposiumID=1).2013 
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When the transformation projects are prepared, they should be conducted in accordance with the 
national and environmental policies.10 

Besides according to Es, the factors that have to be in an actual urban transformation process are as 
follows: 11 

To raise the design quality,  

To have economic potential,  

To raise the envitonmental responsibility, to provide a good governance,  

To want social balance and social improvement. 

Urban Transformation applications in Turkey 

North Ankara Urban Transformation Application  

North Ankara urban transformation is about the regulation of Esenboga protocol Road environment 
and was carried out under 5104 numbered Law. The missing matters are carried out by the regulations 
of 2985 numbered Mass Housing Law and 3194 numbered Building Law.  

The aim of the law is to organize the way in North Ankara Esenboğa Road. In the first article of 5104 
numbered law it is aimed to improve the physical and environmental conditions of North Ankara 
entrance way and environment and make it better and to raise the urban life quality for a better 
settlement within urban transformation project.  

In the 2nd article of 5104 numbered law it is said that: “This law is about differenet kinds and different 
scaled plans within Urban Transformation Project of North Ankara Entrance Way and shown in the 
attached protocol Road boundary sketch.  

It includes the laws and rules for the applicatios of all kinds of official and private buildings, 
infrastructure and social regulations in accordance with the aim of the project..By making some 
changes in 5481 numbered law and 5104 snumbered law, it was stated that North Ankara entrance 
way is not only the gate of Ankara, but it is the gate of all Turkey.12 

It has been decided that the costs of the project including sales revenues will be covered by the own 
grants of housing development administration of Turkey and municipality. Moreover, some 
regulations were done in a way that the incomes gained by the project will also be used for the 
financing of the project.  

Conclusion  

Due to the development of industrialization, production systematic has changed and then it has 
triggered the needs of the people living in the city. In our country, especially during the years when the 
industrialization became fast, industrilaziation and industry investment were handled within certain 
basic plans.  

                                                            
10T.C. Ministry of Public Works and Settlement Urbanization Council, Urban Transformation Building and Land Policies 3 
Ankara, April 2009 p, 87,88 (Urbanization Council General Secretary)  
11Es, Muharrem, Urban Transformation, Ankara Chamber of Indusrty, June/July2012. (bulletin) 
12Saraç,  Murat, Urban Transformation and its development, social status, legal problems resulted from Urban 
Transformation, January, 2014. 
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Unplanned and shortsighted implementations of the industrial investments made the society quickly 
industrialized and caused to domestic migration flows to commercially developed cities. The 
government could not develop adequate policies for the negative consequences of the domestic 
migration. The people coming from the rural areas who are accustomed to produce their own products 
tried to build their own houses since the governmenet or the other private sectors did not build enough 
buildings compatible with today’s conditions to meet the housing need of the people living in the 
migration-receiving cities.  

These new residents of the cities had a quick structuring process instead of the appropriate structuring 
for the urban fabric orientation in order to meet their housing needs by practical solutions in the 
direction of their own needs and in the influence of rural areas that they lived in before. As a natural 
result of the structring, unplanned urbanization has occured in some parts of the cities and these areas 
which had a dynamic structure at firs lost their dynamic. 

When we look at the general plan, the recovery of these deprivation in a social and economic senseis 
the subject of urban trasnformation. However, as it is seen in the urban transformation applications in 
our country, a mentalist and scientific understanding providing social contribution and protecting the 
historical and cultural values is adopted.  

In this study North Ankara Urban Transformation Application was taken as an example. This example 
has been a suitable example for the urban transformation strategies emphasized in different parts of the 
study.  

We are approaching to the urban transformaion projects and applications step by step in which the 
public benefits, social participation and transparency are taken into account.  

According to the study, there are 5 million buildings which need urban transformation and it is inevitable 
thst these buildings should be pulled down and rebuilt as immediately as possible. Thefore, some quick 
policies have been developed and 6306 numbered Law on the Transformation of the Areas under disaster 
risk and the regulations were conducted within this scope. However, as we mentioned in the study with 
the applicaions of the regulated laws and regulations it is aimed to present quick solutions.  

In the content of the study it is tried to make the deprived areas livable places for this aim better and 
safer buildings were constructed. It was stated by the conducted studies that most of the people were 
happy with the buildings. 
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The case of offsets occurs mainly in supplying equipment to cover the needs of the Armed Forces due 
to its high cost. However, it can be observed in every arrangement whose size is sufficient enough in 
order to have a deal, the effect of which will leave a positive impact on both sides. 

In Greece, the measure of offsets has been applied in the past for the armament programs of the 
country, but with the absence of an appropriate regulatory framework to regulate their application. In 
recent years it is observed that there is an effort from the governments in order to reap the benefits of 
offsets in areas such as telecommunications, transport and energy. 

The object of this paper is primary to present the institutional framework for the offsets in Greece. 
Then we analyze some cases of offsets in this country and specifically in the fields above. Furthermore 
we try to evaluate them, in terms of whether they managed to achieve their goals and if they had an 
impact on the production of added value in the interior market. 

1.2 Institutional framework - National Defense 

The term offset refers to all contributory acts to a country, which are held by the supplier of products 
from abroad, as a counterpart of a particular supply. Usually, offsets are related to weapon systems of 
the Armed Forces, but many times we meet them in other areas such as energy, telecommunications, 
etc. In the Greek reality offsets were introduced at the 80s (Dimas 2014). 

The offsets aim apart from the assurance of the logistics competence of the Armed Forces, to the 
decrease of the outflow of foreign exchange reserves, and the total cost of defense equipment to 
indirect refund part or all of the expenditure, which is done by creating added value in the importing 
country. They started essentially as an alternative form of parallel investment that would bring 
expertise and capital from abroad to highlight the role of Small and Medium Enterprises and the 
defense industry of the importing country, so as to guarantee jobs and improve the conditions for the 
export of know-how. Foreign companies, pioneers in the field of armaments, were obliged to transfer 
to the domestic defense industries the proper know-how and infrastructure to produce this work as an 
obligation for the supply of armaments that were worth billions of euro. The benefits to be gained 
were enormous. Benefits economical and technological, which if exploited appropriately could bring 
to the Greek economy important revenues. As has come to light in recent years, however, 
mismanagement, indifference and even selfishness led to the failure of their proper application. 

The amount of offsets internationally usually ranges in 200% of the total value of the imported 
product. In the case of Greece, with a contract of offset the supplier of the armed forces was required 
to provide compensatory benefits at least of equal value to their main supply contract. However, 
because it lacked a clear legislative framework for the implementation of the institution of offset 
contracts, delays and delinquent behaviors were made (Dimas 2014). In any case, the candidate 
supplier has the obligation to tender the offset who has submitted a technical and financial aid. 

The offsets may belong to one of the following categories  

• Purchases of Greek defense products on the part of the supplier  
• Production of new defense products under license and absorption-purchase (from the supplier) by 

the new production 
• Direct investments of the supplier in Greece 
• Facilities (form the supplier) in capital equipment in the defense industry of the state 
• Transactions that do not fall into the above categories and are accepted by special agreement 

To monitor the implementation of the offsets in Greece, responsible is the General Secretariat for 
Economic Planning and Defense Investments, which falls under the Directorate General for 
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Armaments of the Ministry of Defense. The new agreements before their conclusion audited by the 
Court who is governed by Greek law and relative differences are judged by the Greek courts. 

As regards the institutional framework for implementation of the offsets in Greece, there is not a draft 
law to commit the Directorate General for Armaments. During 1995-1996 a Ministerial Decision was 
issued and thus was given guidelines defining the framework of the Ministry of Defense’s 
requirements in the field of offsets: 

• The total amount of offsets should be at least equal to the exchange value of the contract. 
Exceptionally, when the amount of the contract exceeds $ 30,000,000, the amount of offsets is to 
be according to the type and amount of supply 

• Of the total amount of offsets, 50% must be: a) purchases of defense products by the supplier; or 
b) production of new defense products. (Dimas 2014) 

According to the clarifying instructions of the government, the management of benefits arising from 
the offsets, should be done by government departments related to development (such as the Ministry 
of Finance, Industry, etc.), to ensure the best possible recovery. However, now it is expressly provided 
that these sums will be allocated to the Ministry of Defense budget (Dimas 2014). 

The decision of the guidelines 1995-1996 was not fully binding and thus failed to deliver the expected 
benefits, as large percentage was not finally reached the real economy of the country. In 2008 a new 
decree was issued to abolish them, and later, with the provision of article 87 of l. 3883/2010 a setting 
was attempted of large contracts of offsets, which at that time was pending. For its part, the European 
Union finally abolished offsets by Directive 81/2009, due to opposition to the law and the directive 
was incorporated into national legislation by Law. 3178/2011 (IAKOVIDOU, 2014). 

The root of the problem lies in the fact that there is a separation of powers that leads both to poor 
strategy and implementation of policy. Originally, the General Staffs were responsible for the design 
and implementation of armament programs. It was considered that the equipment within the GSI was 
weak and after consideration and shuttle designs in 1995 the law 1992/95 was voted in which 
institutionalized the reorganization of the MOD. A key innovation was the creation of two new 
agencies, the Staff of the Minister of National Defense and the Directorate General for Armaments 
who is responsible for the implementation of defense equipment programs and the defense industry, 
research, technology and countervailing benefits. 

In accordance with the Guidelines issued by the MOD in 1996 for the implementation of offsets, in 
Article 4 it is provided that: "The main goal of the MOD in countervailing measures is to support the 
Defense Industry and the development  strengthening of business activity in Greece which contribute 
to upgrading the technological productive infrastructure of the country. 

The new arrangements are not a comprehensive response for the problem of planning-implementation. 
There is one body that designs and another that implements: There are major delays in the 
implementation of the programs because of the coordination of these two entities. However the most 
important drawback of this feature results from the many consultants who recruit extra-institutional 
work and the almost total change of staff who mans the two services each time the Minister changes. 

According to the estimates of market executives, the last fifteen years almost 60% of offset contracts 
never materialized. In other words, while receiving the money from the letters of guarantee, they did 
not leave any industrial infrastructure in the domestic defense industry. From the total offset contracts, 
programs of EUR 2 billion Euro have expired. Another 5 billion approximately EUR remain active but 
uncompleted. Some of the contracts signed in the past have expired, without having completed the 
work required. 
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The number of armament programs from '96 onwards is estimated at thirty (Chatzilamprou, 2014). 
However, contrary to the theory, the Greek reality reveals that offsets created scandals that eventually 
charged the cost of procurement of the Armed Forces at 3-7% and did not secure the necessary 
industrial production returns, nor the obvious currency benefit, which was much needed from Greece 
(IAKOVIDOU, 2014). 

The problem is perpetuated as in the drawers of the National Defense Ministry is still pending 
signature the Ministerial Decision on the implementation of article 87 of l. 3883/2010. This is a law 
that bears the stamp of the Minister of Defense of that time and who introduced regulations for 
contracts of offsets. Specifically, Article 87 expressly states that for those contracts that expired or 
have been left unexecuted, is given the opportunity to submit their proposals in order to receive an 
extension up to the 31st of December 2014. This could peel off millions of pending contracts at a time 
which is hard for Greece. However, the decree was never signed as was ignored from one after another 
Defense Ministers. 

Regarding the attitude towards the current government, according to Mr. Dritsas (2014), the latter law 
passed on the countervailing measures (2014) repealed the basic aim of the offsets, which is the 
development of the production process in the country, and it is introduced the term supply adequacy of 
the Armed Forces, which can also be the provision of a service or the provision of some materials that 
are not manufactured in Greece, so does not provide added value for the country. However, with the 
enactment of the law is expected to generate new procurement programs of countervailing measures 
with an estimated amount of 178 million Euros (Labropoulos, 2014). 

2. Other Cases  

Apart from the case where offsets are related to the military spending as we saw above, we will focus 
on other cases as well. It is true though that military expenditure as in so many countries and Greece 
absorbs a large portion of GDP. But in the case of Greece we have other concrete examples of the use 
of offsets which will examine below. Moreover, Greece due to its geographical position occupies an 
important geostrategic role in the broader region of the eastern Mediterranean. Therefore, it is 
important to look carefully and judge whether the country was benefited or harmed (as well as its 
strategic partners) at the process of selling previously owned companies regarding telecommunications 
and port facilities. Finally, we mention the case where Greece can negotiate the developments relating 
to the energy routes, especially the gas pipeline from Russia. We always consider the issue from the 
perspective of offsets to Greece even though this is under debate for the time and it has not taken a 
final decision on possible cooperation. 

2.1 The case of telecommunications 

In regards of telecommunications in Greece we will examine the issue of the Greek 
telecommunications organization (OTE), that is to say the sales process from the part of the State to 
institutional investors and whether ultimately the Greek economy was benefited from the agreements 
that were implemented. OTE was founded as a SA Company on September 1, 1949 with the sole 
shareholder the Greek State, acting as a public monopoly. The years that followed the company 
constantly achieved economic growth and more and more Greek consumers were using through OTE 
their telephone equipment thereby improving their standard of living. However, by the 1960s and 
culminating in the late 1980s, OTE was unable to respond to consumer demand for new telephone 
connections, and constantly multiply publications on scandalous contracts with suppliers friendly to 
the government but also seemed to be used as a vehicle to serve in government positions party 
affiliations without meritocratic procedures.(Konstantoulakis 2011). From the 1990s onwards the area 
of telecommunications has experienced an unprecedented technological progress notably with the 
emergence of the internet and other innovative services. Also, in 1991 Greece signed the Maastricht 
Treaty of the European Union and involved on a more general economic environment, a liberalized 
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market. Following that, OTE influenced by developments and convert into equity in 1996 and listed in 
the Athens Stock Exchange. From June 2007 begins the gradual sale of shares of the company, namely 
10%, while a year later the German company DeutscheTelekom acquires in aggregate 20% of the 
shares and simultaneously ratified the contract for sale of shares of OTE and occurs Shareholders 
Agreement between Greek State and DeutcheTelekom, from the Greek parliament. Today 
DeutscheTelekom Company’s stake is 40%, while the Greek state has a 10% left. 

Essentially the choice of privatization of OTE is a one way road in the context of the liberalized 
telecommunications market promoted by the European Union. But because the control of 
telecommunications is a very important piece of statehood but also something that concerns all 
citizens, from the side of everyday consumer telecommunications services the Government wished to 
control the sale through a law that prohibits the sale of more than 20% to a strategic public enterprise 
without the approval of the Government. The legislation certainly was against of European Union’s 
and thus after the intervention of Commissioner for Internal Market and Services Charlie McCreevy, it 
had to change (news agency Reuters). Eventually, we came to the agreement of 2008 where the Greek 
state beyond the immediate gain of money gained from successive sales of shares sought further 
offsets for selecting the buyer DeutscheTelekom. These offsets according to the signed contract is not 
related to the protection of consumers of possible price hikes or employee of any change in working 
conditions to the new administration wants OTE apart of course from the protection offered by the 
current legislation on consumers and employees. In general, offsets regard the Greek economy by 
requiring DeutscheTelekom to retain the brand name, not to close not to change the seat and not to be 
deleted from the Athens stock exchange, OTE, not to compete with OTE in other countries where it is 
present and OTE not to engage in any form of merger or change of corporate form, while the Greek 
government ensures national defense and telecommunications security. Also the choice of the sale of 
OTE shares in a company which is an economic giant in telecommunications, the Greek state sought 
as offsets to consumers to improve services due to the expertise of DeutscheTelekom and create a 
generally positive climate for investment in Greece (Alogoskoufis, 2008).  It is difficult to judge 
whether this agreement finally favored the Greek economy. Moreover, as it is known, the Greek 
economy is in recession in recent years. Turnover of the company as billing invoices to consumers 
remain at the same level, so we might assume that the Greek state has come out loser after losing 
control of a strategic public company. But we cannot overlook the assumption that the turnover of 
OTE remains unchanged when the entire Greek economy is in recession. However, opposition parties 
focused their criticism on the sales price and the telecommunication control importance of the rule and 
not on the offsets pursued outside of the immediate benefits the government that we are looking at 
now. 

2.2 The case of port facilities 

Another event that we should look for whether there were or are offsets in the Greek economy is the 
Piraeus Port Authority (PPA). Piraeus is the largest port in the country and is an important transport 
hub because of its geographical position it holds for the goods to and from Europe. The PPA was 
established by state law as an autonomous organization in 1930 in order to manage more effectively 
the port due to the rapid advancements at that time. In 1999, it was converted into a public limited 
company and in 2002 signed a concession contract between the Greek government and Piraeus Port 
Authority SA, according to which the Greek Government grants for 40 years the exclusive right to use 
and exploit the land, buildings and installations for inland port Zone of the Port of Piraeus to PPA.SA 
in 2003 PPA entered the Athens Exchange 

The privatization process of PPA begins, apart of course from the equity swap and the listing, 
substantially in 2008. Then, it was agreed by the Company and the Chinese company COSCO to 
develop in terms of COSCO two main container terminals in Piraeus port. In exchange PPA will 
receive a part of profit that will emerge, while the construction of stations expected to be completed in 
2021. It should be noted that the previous government tried to sell 70% of the shares of PPA with 
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COSCO stating that cares for them, and in 2014 signed a friendly settlement between COSCO and 
PPA under which extends the activities of the Chinese company in the port of Piraeus. The new 
Government has yet to clarify its intentions. Regarding the offsets that are under examination we 
should note that neither this time the investors are bounded for those. Besides, in this case we are not 
talking about selling the body as in telecommunications. These are derived from the course in general 
increase in traffic in the port and of the jobs generated for the construction of the stations agreed. Of 
course, while according to the outgoing Marine Minister M.Varvitsiotis created by the amicable 
settlement of 700 new jobs in Piraeus and 1,500 indirect, general secretary of the union of 
dockworkers Mr. Gogos claims that such promises were given to the previous agreement the Cosco, 
but eventually the positions never covered. 

Nevertheless, in this case it is difficult to judge if indeed there were offsets in the Greek economy 
since, beyond existing controversy, the plan of development of the port of COSCO has not yet 
completed. 

2.3 The case of transmission pipeline 

As we have already mentioned, Greece is an important geo-strategic hub for the wider region of the 
eastern Mediterranean. Therefore, it can play a substantial role for the transfer of the energy and 
therefore beyond the direct benefits to achieve significant offsets. Of course, even the debate is 
hypothesized as yet to show us something more tangible. Undoubtedly, however, the debate is 
expected to be intensified in the coming years. The case which is currently for consideration is that of 
transporting the Russian oil and gas to the rest of Europe via southern routes. Initially there was the 
intention to transfer the oil of the Caspian Sea through Bulgaria and Greece (Burgas-Alexandroupolis) 
and even signed an agreement between the Prime Ministers of the three countries. However, in the end 
the plans were abandoned. The next and most recent case is that of the gas pipeline (pipeline tap) from 
Russia through Turkey. Currently there are discussions to pursue the pipeline route through Greece 
and elsewhere in Europe. As a matter of fact on this issue the Minister of Productive Reconstruction, 
Energy and Environment Panagiotis Lafazanis asked for offsets for the Greek economy more than 
those relating to local communities from which the pipeline will pass, such as the imposition of transit 
fees, participation of Greek State to consortium Tap and reduce the price of gas to be supplied to the 
country through the pipeline (Liangou 2014). 

3. Conclusions-Literature Review 

Judging in total the countervailing measures, the international literature seems to support where is 
appropriate the role of countervailing measures in the tariff policy of the country and their potential 
contribution to the productive development of the domestic economy. A prerequisite for this condition 
is the existence of an appropriate socio-political framework that will provide the necessary 
background and development and will not hamper their correct implementation. In the case of Greece, 
we could say that corruption cases in recent years have become a routine, the circumvention of state 
resources in a level of multitude felony by a large part of the body holding the state economic policy 
but also the problematic of justice of the Greek courts, creates a toxic environment for measures of this 
kind. The facts and all the indicators are available mainly in briefs and court decisions available to the 
public showing the inapplicability of the measures in order to benefit the Greek state. There is a lack 
of commitment and guidance of companies or organizations that are committed to these measures 
mainly due to the non-harmonization of the planning and execution process. This division has seen 
deeply ineffective and the need to regulate it with new provisions and ordinances is imperative. The 
only case that has not yet examined the effectiveness of the offsets in Greece is still the energy sector 
as the country's negotiating position is strengthened not only from the position of strategic importance 
but also from new energy deposits that have been found in the Aegean sea whose exploitation of 
course will be possible after years of multilevel negotiations. 
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In overall the problem cannot be dealt with wishful thinking but with real solutions that will lead to the 
remodeling of the Greek justice system and the political perception of the persons engaged in public 
policy. The reform of the institutions will not only give a good basis for the existence of a multitude of 
such measures but will also attract further investment by strengthening the domestic market. Only with 
carefully designed measures for the real economy, directly applicable without intermediate persons are 
liable to strengthen the domestic market in a substantial and fruitful way. 
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$284 billion5. Greece is a developed country which economy mainly comprises the service sector 
(71,5%) and industry (14.9%), while primary sector makes up 13,6% of the national economic output6. 
Greece's main industries are tourism, shipping, industrial products, food and tobacco processing, 
textiles, chemicals, metal products, mining and petroleum. Tourism is considered as one of the most 
important industries for its economy, which counted 14,5 billion dollars receipts and just 3,4 billion 
dollars expenditure in 20097. 

Greece enjoys a high standard of living and Human Development Index, ranked as 29th in the world 
in 2012. However, the severe recession of recent years has seen GDP per capita fall from 77% of the 
EU average in 2009 to 73% in 2013. Actual Individual Consumption (AIC) per capita fell from 89% 
of the EU average to 83% during the same period.8  

Greek economy also faces significant problems, including rapidly rising unemployment levels, an 
inefficient public sector bureaucracy, tax evasion, corruption and low global competitiveness. Greece 
is ranked 69th in the world on the Corruption Perceptions Index, alongside Bulgaria, Italy and 
Romania.9 Greece also has the European's lowest Index of Economic Freedom and Global 
Competitiveness Index, ranking 130th10 and 81st11 in the world respectively. 

In 2011 Greek economic growth illustrated a negative peak at -8,9% and eventhough there is a 
progressive improvement its rate still remains at 3,9% in 2013. Domestic demand is also in a similar 
situation as can be seen in the Table 1. The result of the debt crisis created during the last decades lead 
to an economic crisis which had an immense impact on the whole community. 

2. Greece And Crisis 

The global financial crisis of the late 2000s affected Greece nearly at 2008, as the legacy of high 
public spending and widespread tax evasion combined with the credit crunch and the resulting 
recession to leave the country with a crippling debt burden. In 2010-11, amid fears of the debt 
contagion spreading to other countries, Greece's fellow Eurozone countries agreed two bailouts 
totaling approximately 240billion Euros. Six straight years of recession since 2008 reduced the 
economy by about a quarter of its previous size and drove unemployment to record levels.12 In 2013, 
unemployment rate peaked at 27,3%, while youth unemployment reached the extreme figure of 
58,3%. The dept crisis was transferred to the society, as in accordance with Eurostat, one out of three 
Greeks lives at the risk of poverty, while 2,5 million Greeks are actually in poverty status, which 
means that their monthly incomes do not exceed 432€. Greece is among the group of countries with 
the greatest poverty figures (23,1%), ahead of  Spain, Romania and Bulgaria. Also, according to an 
OECD survey, Greece is currently the fourth worst among 35 countries in terms of prosperity and 
quality of life indicators. Another important dimension of poverty regards to child poverty, which 
stood at 26.5% in 2012.13  

                                                      
5 Source: World Bank, 
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.PP.CD/countries/order%3Dwbapi_data_value_2013%20wbapi_data_val
ue%20wbapi_data_value-last?order=wbapi_data_value_2012%20wbapi_data_value%20wbapi_data_value- 
last&sort=desc&display=default, 27/05/2015 
6 Source: Gross value added by sector (A64) (years 1995-2013) (Provisional Data), Elstat 
7 UNWTO, World Tourism Barometer 
8 Source: Eurostat newsrelease, Consumption per capita in purchasing power standards in 2013, 190/2014 - 11 December 
2014 
9 Source: Corruption Perceptions Index 2014: Results, http://www.transparency.org/cpi2014/results, 27/05/2015 
10 Source: 2015 Index of Economic Freedom, http://www.heritage.org/index/ranking, 27/05/2015 
11 Source: Competitiveness Rankings, World Economic Forum, http://reports.weforum.org/global-competitiveness-report-
2014-2015/rankings, 27/05/2014 
12 Source: «Greece country profile – Overview», http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-17372520, 27/05/2015 
13 Source: «Στο όριο της φτώχειας 6,3 εκατ.Έλληνες, λέει έκθεση του Γραφείου Προϋπολογισμού», 
http://www.euro2day.gr/news/economy/article/1258159/sto-orio-ths-ftoheias-63-ekat-ellhnes-leei- ekthe.html, 27/05/2015 
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Moreover, GDP is constantly decreasing since 2008, with a stabilizing tendency within the next two 
years. In addition, while government began to impose austerity measures, taxes were gradually 
increasing burdening   even more businesses. Many enterprises and factories were lead to bankruptcy 
and most of them eventually failed to recuperate. Business tax was modulated in two scales, for 
business income up to 50.000 € the tax would be 26%, whereas for incomes above 50.000€ would be 
33%. As a chaining reaction, there was an increase in massive layoffs and decline of GDP per capita. 
Greek government, in order to provide incentives for businesses to continue to operate in spite of the 
increased taxes, entirely altered the Law of Labour. More specifically, it reduced the minimum wage 
to 586,08€ and legalized various forms of redundancies without penalizing. However, foreign 
investments were also affected by the crisis and the austerity measures. As a result, since 2008 FDI 
were lessened by almost 10.000, reaching 17.906 in 2013. 

Investments in Greece has fallen to -28% in 2012. Yet, since 2013 they are experiencing a rising 
progress. A very helpful factor of this progress was the increase of entrepreneurial initiatives and the 
introduction of startups into  the market. 

Inflation rate has been increasing until 2011 when it finally began to drop, reaching -1,9 in 2015. 
Trade balance has been escalated since 2009 (-34.4bn€) and steadily reduced the detrimental figures at 
1/2 (-15.8bn€ in 2013). Especially, in 2014 Greek exports amounted at 23.7 billion Euros, while 
imports were at 41.6 billion Euros.14  

3.1 Where the problem lies 

As can be seen through the above figures, Greek society has already shown great will and made huge 
efforts in order to recuperate. The only thing missing, from the beginning of this procedure, is a 
careful planning. Greek government and its European fellow countries cautiously planned and 
implement all the necessary economic measures even if some of them were considered inapplicable 
and debilitating for the society. However, they fail to indicate the key sectors in which Greek economy 
should focus  and invest. Great amounts of money have been provided by national and European funds 
to improve Greek entrepreneurial environment, when most of them end up in investments either of 
non exporting products or which fail to establish themselves in the market. 

3. Energy Sector 

First of all, Greece should focus on improving its trade balance by increasing its exports and not just  
by diminishing the imports. By looking over the main figures of the energy sector, not only in Greece 
but also in Balkans and European Union, it is clear that there is a growing demand on energy. This 
happens probably because the contemporary way of life is completely dependent on energy. European 
energy consumption reached 1682,9Mtoe in 2012, while in Greece reached 27Mtoe (1,6% share in 
EU-28), followed by Romania with 35,4Mtoe, Bulgaria with 18,2Mtoe, Croatia with 8,1Mtoe, Latvia 
with 4,5Mtoe and Slovenia with 7Mtoe energy consumption.15. 

3.1 Electrical Energy 

The annual electrical energy consumption in Greece is estimated at 4,2Mtoe, while the annual 
renewable energies consumption is 2,6Mtoe16. In Balkan peninsula, Bulgaria holds the first place in 
electrical energy consumption (4,4Mtoe) followed by Serbia (4,2Mtoe) and Croatia (3,7Mtoe). In 
addition, Bulgaria is the greatest energy importer in Balkans with imports of 8,06Mtoe. Romania 
                                                      
14 See: Table 1 and 2. 
15 Source: Eurostat, Gross inland consumption of energy, 1990–2012 (million tonnes of oil equivalent), 
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics- 
explained/index.php/File:Gross_inland_consumption_of_energy,_1990%E2%80%932012_%28million_tonnes_of_oil_equiva
lent%29_YB14.png, 27/05/2015 
16 See: Table 5 
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follows with imports at 6,62Mtoe, Serbia with 4,89Mtoe, Croatia with 4,49Mtoe, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina with 1,59Mtoe, F.Y.R.O.M. With 1,25Mtoe and finally Albania with 0,48Mtoe.17 Also, 
Europe's net imports are 922.756Mtoe annually. According to these figures energy production sector 
seems like a great chance to rehabilitate not only Greek but also the whole Balkan economy. 

3.2 Opportunities – Market breakdown 

Although, many Balkan states do not meet the EU criteria to enter European Union, various 
cooperation models on trade and energy sector are considered feasible. Balkan region is a great 
importer of natural gas and oil, while some countries import also electricity. In addition, some others 
have possibilities to exceed their electricity production demand needs. Natural gas and oil significant 
sources are basically out of the European and Balkan territory. Therefore, EU is importer of all energy 
forms and it is interested to crossover electricity and other energy forms from or through the 
Southeastern Europe countries. 

Balkan territory possess substantial reserves of coal and lignite, so priority has been given to 
thermoelectric plants using these two products in order to produce electrical energy.  In  general, 
security and self-efficiency are being maintained in a high level and environmental protection criteria 
are being applied cautiously. However, in comparison to the production of electricity using renewable 
sources, thermoelectric plants are considered far more polluting. In fact, in places where they are 
located it is quite common to observe the so-called “ash-rain” plenomenon. According to locals, «it is 
like snowing, only that snow is replaced by ashes». This is just one negative effect of burning coal and 
lignite combustion in order to produce energy. As a rule, such methods immensely contribute to air 
pollution. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), Bosnia and Herzegovina's capital, 
Sarajevo, has the highest concentration of air pollution out of all European cities, with a yearly 
average of 117 micrograms per cubic meter. Exceeding the European Union's stipulated limit of 40 
micrograms and coming close behind Sarajevo in the ranking are the F.Y.R.O.M.'s cities of Tetovo 
and Skopje, Bulgaria's Plovdiv and Romania's Timisoara.18 In accordance with “ΥPΕΚΑ”19 Greece is 
also suffering from air pollution. 

PM10 particles that are found in Balkan's territory atmoshpere can cause asthma, cardiovascular 
problems, lung cancer and premature death and come from industrial emissions, traffic and domestic 
heating. Based on existing data by Eurostat, the biggest problem of air quality in urban centers in 
Greece is particulate matter and nitrogen dioxide, with almost permanent exceedances in urban traffic 
stations and ozone, with exceedances in the suburbs during the summer months.20 Especially, in 
Greece emissions of NH3 – Ammonia reached 64.397 tonnes in 2010 while emissions of Nitrogen 
Oxides reached 321.621 tonnes in the same year. 

Turning to the production of energy by renewable sources could prove to be a great opportunity not 
only for the economy but also to protect the environment and our health. In the next chapter, certain 
energy production models are being further analyzed, in order to reach to a conclusion that a combined 
solution is necessary. 

                                                      
17 See: Table 6 
18 Source: «A bad grade for air quality in the Balkans», http://www.dw.de/a-bad-grade-for-air-quality- in-the-balkans/a-
16589036, 25/05/2015 
19 Ministry of Environment and Development 
20 Source: «Κίτρινη κάρτα Κομισιόν για την ατμοσφαιρική ρύπανση», by Ntina Karatziou, 
http://www.enet.gr/?i=news.el.article&id=455443, 26/05/2015 
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3.3 Proposed Forms of Energy Production 

3.3.1    Wind Turbines 

Using wind turbines, the kinetic energy of the wind is converted into electricity. Turbines can be 
located either on land or offshore in the sea. The amount of power generated varies with wind speed. 
Wind energy is a renewable and inexhaustible source, which derives from the sun. There is enough 
wind capacity on the planet that can cover our energy needs by 4 times more. Yet, at the moment, less 
than 1% of global wind capacity is exploited. Contrary to plants using coal, oil or nuclear fuel, wind 
farms do not leave residues or other (hazardous) products. They are considered as a safe investment as 
there are huge reserves and more importantly, the "raw material" has no cost. Therefore, the 
amortization of capital is given. All with the proviso that the area of establishment  is  suitable. 
Especially in Europe there are not many mineral reserves and it is estimated that in future, 70% of 
energy needs will be met by imports. Nowadays, with the evolution of technology, the installation cost 
is comparable to that of conventional plants. More than 40.000.000 European citizens are already 
satisfying their electricity needs by the established wind farms. This technology is quite new and so it 
demands continuous research and absorbs thousands employees worldwide. The wind industry 
experiences a rapid growth and is still at its beggining. The market for wind energy has the potential to 
reach 25.000.000.000 € in less than seven (7) years, according to figures from European Wind Energy 
Association (EWEA). 

Moreover, 11.791,4 MW of wind power capacity (worth between €13.1bn and €18,7bn) was installed 
in the European Union during 2014, an increase of 3,8% compared to 2013 annual installations. 
Annual installations of wind power have increased over the last 14 years, from 3,2GW in 2000, to 
11,8GW in 2014 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 9,8%. A total of 128,8GW is now 
installed in the European Union. There are fifteen European countries with gigawatt-level wind power 
capacities installed, including two Balkan countries (Poland and Romania), and eight European 
countries each have more than 4GW of installed capacity. The wind power capacity installed by the 
end of 2014 would, in a normal wind year, produce 284 Twh of electricity, enough to cover 10,2% (of 
which 1% from offshore wind) of the European Union's electricity consumption. The net growth since 
2000 of wind power (116.8 GW), gas (101.3 GW) and solar PV (87.9 GW) was at the expense of fuel 
oil (down 

25.3 GW), coal (down 24.7 GW) and nuclear (down 13.2 GW). The other renewable technologies 
(biomass, hydro, waste, CSP, geothermal and ocean energies) have also been increasing their installed 
capacity over the past decade, albeit more slowly than wind and solar PV. The EU’s power sector 
continues to move away from fuel oil, coal, nuclear and gas while increasing its total installed 
generating capacity with wind and solar PV. In 2014 gas decommissioned more MW than what it 
installed but still has the most overall built capacity.21  

This form of producing energy is also environmentally friendly. A wind farm at speed of 8m / sec 
yields  approximately1,6MW.The  use  of a wind turbine  of 600 KW, in normal  conditions,   
prevents 

1.200 tonnes CO2 per year, that would be expelled to the environment if other sources for power 
generation were used, such as carbon. Therefore, there is no burden on the environment and the 
production method has undoubted security. The energy output from a wind turbine during 20 years of 
operation is exceeding the amount of energy required for the construction, operation and destruction 
when considered inactive for around 80 times more. The input of wind farms in the energy market 
potentially reduces the price of energy, while it may decrease the profit margin of conventional units 
and in long term lead to reduced investment in conventional power. This means that it would be 

                                                      
21 Source: European Wind Energy Association, Wind In Power, 2014 European Statistics 
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beneficiary for consumers and at the same time it would probably absorb funds and employees from 
conventional plants that would gradually become uncompetitive. 

In Greece the exploitable wind potential is estimated to represent 13,6% of the total electrical needs of 
the country. In general, Balkan region benefits from steady winds. The windy weather in the region is 
generated by different temperature and air pressure levels between the Adriatic sea and mainland and 
between mountainous areas. Serbia is considered as the most promissing of the countries to invest in 

wind energy, followed by Croatia, Bosnia and F.Y.R.O.M.2222 

However, wind energy production has also its disadvantages. The main problem is that it is entirely 
dependent on the wind capacity. Wind capacity is not a steady figure and so it is dificult to calculate  
the energy and the financial outcomes. This is the principal reason why wind farms should be 
combined with other forms of energy production. 

3.3.2    Wave Energy 

Generating technologies for deriving electrical power from the ocean include tidal power, wave 
power, ocean thermal energy conversion, ocean currents, ocean winds and salinity gradients. Of these, 
the three most well-developed technologies are tidal power, wave power and ocean thermal energy 
conversion. Tidal power requires large tidal differences which occur in rather limited places. Ocean 
thermal energy conversion is limited to tropical regions. Yet, wave energy has a more general 
application. 

Ocean or wave power is the transport of energy by ocean surface waves, and the capture of that energy 
to generate electricity. Energy production by using ocean power is based on innovative technology. 
Wave energy conversion takes advantage of the ocean waves caused primarily by interaction of winds 
with the ocean surface. It is an irregular and oscillating low-frequency energy source that must be 
converted to a 60-Hertz frequency before it can be added to the electric utility grid. 

Wave energy is still at an experimental phase. Although many wave energy devices have been 
invented, only a small proportion have been tested and evaluated. Furthermore, only a few have been 
tested at sea, in ocean waves, rather than in artificial wave tanks. Also, a wave energy converter may 
be placed in the sea in various possible situations and locations. It may be floating or submerged 
completely in the sea offshore or it may be located on the shore or on the sea bed in relatively shallow 
water. Indicatively, the incidence of wave power at deep ocean sites is three to eight times the wave 
power at adjacent coastal sites. However, the cost of electricity transmission is prohibitively high. The 
worldwide resource of wave energy has been estimated to be 2,11 TW.23  

Another way to exploit ocean power is tidal energy. When tides comes into the shore, they can be 
trapped in reservoirs behind dams. Then when the tide drops, the water behind the dam can be let out 
just like in a regular hydroelectric power plant. 

The La Rance Tidal Power Plant (240 MW) that was commissioned in 1966 represents ninty percent 
(90%) of today's worldwide ocean energy production. This type of installation has been unique in the 
world and has only been reproduced at much smaller capacities in Canada (20 MW), China (5 MW) 
and Russia (0.4 MW)24. For many years this type of project was abandoned because of very high 
initial investment costs. However, the present economic situation has encouraged South Korea to build 

                                                      
22 Source: «Investors eye Balkans for new wind power projects», by Maja Zuvela 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/04/12/balkans-wind-idUSL5N0CR1QY20130412, 28/05/2015 
23 Source: California Energy Commission, http://www.energy.ca.gov/oceanenergy/#wave, 28/05/2015 
24 According to European Union's data 
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a 260 MW dam closing off Sihwa Lake. Lighter new techniques, like hydro turbines, are being 
developed to harness ocean currents.25  

Wave farms have already been made in Portugal, United Kingdom, United States Australia and South 
Korea. The farm in Portugal was the first ever made and was designed to use three Pelamis wave  
energy converters to convert the motion of the ocean surface waves into electricity, totalling  to 
2.25MW in total installed capacity. It first generated electricity in July 2008. Although its first phase 
cost almost 9million Euros, due to the global economic crisis this project eventually collapsed.26 n UK, 
a funding for a 3 MW wave farm in Scotland was announced on February 20, 2007, by the Scottish 
Executive, at a cost of over 4 million pounds, as part of a £13 million funding package for marine 
power in Scotland.27 In Australia, Ocean Power Technologies (OPT Australasia Pty Ltd) is developing  
a wave farm connected to the grid near Portland, Victoria through a 19 MW wave power station. The 
project has received an AU  $66.46  million  grant  from  the  Federal  Government  of  Australia.28 
Yet, many research and development goals remain to be accomplished, including cost reduction, 
efficiency and reliability improvements, identification of suitable sites, interconnection with the utility 
grid, better understanding of the impacts of the technology on marine life and the shoreline. 

4. Brain Drain 

As previously mentioned, the youth unemployment rate is over 50% in Greece for the past few years. 
As a result, thousands of young, college-educated professionals are going abroad, seeking a better 
future. The phenomenon of “Brain-Drain” has affected Greece, as a groundswell of individuals with 
bachelor's, master's and Ph.D. Degrees, in fields ranging from computer science, economics, 
engineering and medicine, are planting stakes abroad and getting out. The consequence of this is a 
bankrupting of the country's intellectual assets. 

Approximately 200.000 university graduates have left the country since the crisis hit, while Greece 
has a total population just short of 11 million.29 It is estimated that almost half of them have Ph.Ds.30 
About 71 percent of the Greek migrants have gone to countries in the EU, while the other 29 percent 
have gone to Australia, Canada, the U.S., the Middle East, Africa and Asia. Specific countries also 
appear to be absorbing specific types of professionals. For instance, finance graduates have gone 
primarily to the U.K., medical graduates to Germany, computer science graduates to the United States, 
and engineers to the Middle East.31  

Young people have been disproportionately hit by unemployment. However, only half of youth 
unemployment is due to the economic slowdown. The other half is due to the fact that young Greeks 
have been outsiders in a labour market that has continued to favour insiders. Although under 35 year’s 
old represent less than half of the 35+ population, the jobs lost in the youth sector correspond to 55% 
of the total jobs reduction. If job destruction was proportionate to the population, unemployed youth 
would total 400,000. Even if the unemployment rates followed the pre-crisis pattern, the figure would 
be 500,000. Instead, it is higher than 600,000. 

                                                      
25 Source: California Energy Commission, http://www.energy.ca.gov/oceanenergy/#tidal, 28/05/2015 
26 Source: «Making waves: UK firm harnesses power of the sea ... in Portugal», 
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2008/sep/25/greentech.alternativeenergy, 28/05/2015 
27 Source: «600ft 'sea snake' to harness power of Scotland», http://www.scotsman.com/news/600ft-sea-snake-to-harness-
power-of-scotland-1-804740, 28/05/2015 
28 Source: «World's Largest Wave Energy Farm», Tom Lombardo, 
http://www.engineering.com/ElectronicsDesign/ElectronicsDesignArticles/ArticleID/7162/Worlds- Largest-Wave-Energy-
Farm.aspx, 28/05/2015 
29 Source: «This may be Greece’s biggest brain drain since the death of Socrates», Ellie Ismailidou, 
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/greeces-scariest-deficit-has-nothing-to-do-with-money-2015- 05-07, 28/05/2015 
30 Source: «Young, gifted and Greek: Generation G – the world’s biggest brain drain», 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jan/19/young-talented-greek-generation-g-worlds-biggest- brain-drain, 28/05/2015 
31 Source: «Imagine a country losing all of its college grads», Lori Ioannou, http://www.cnbc.com/id/102450911, 28/05/2015 
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Furthermore, currently, approximately 35,000 young Greeks are studying abroad. The majority of 
them has a tendency to remain there after studies. This would leave Greece with ~46% of its youth, 
which is also considering relocating. This phenomenon could be easily characterized as Brain-Drain. 
However, many of these graduates are staying well connected with their country and families, 
following local developments and would be willing to return to Greece in case a good opportunity 
presented itself or if the general environment significantly improved. Therefore, beyond brain drain, 
this trend can turn into brain circulation. 

In order to benefit the economy from the internationalization of its youth, Greece should first of all 
sustain links to this generation. Secondly, an environment for them to return to and implant their 
acquired skills and mindset should be created. Also, Greece should give incentives to young pioneers 
to stay explore local opportunities and become the change ambassadors for tomorrow.32 The most 
crucial step to achieve the above goals is to improve tertiary education. 

5. Tertiary Education And Research 

Greece's Tertiary education is considered to provide its students with competitive qualifications and 
wide knowledge. It is commonly accepted that Greek graduates are appreciated by world-renowned 
universities and companies. This proves that Greek's educational system is already at a satisfactory 
level. 

According to Hellenic Statistical Authority33, there is a total of 353.754 students in Greek universities, 
out of whom 54,01% are women. Additionally, 41% of Greek's labor force are university graduates.34 
Considering the 200.000 who are currently abroad this figure may reach 43,4%. 

The main reason why Greek students prefer to continue their studies abroad is to facilitate themselves 
in finding a job there. Greek economy has dwindled and so opportunities for its youth are rather 
limited. In order to give motives to this generation to stay in this country and help it recuperate and 
develop, Greece should invest in research. 

The main sources of funding for research in Greece are public funding, which includes budget 
appropriations, programs co-funded by structural funds, programs of the European Framework  
Program for Research and Development, and private funding. Greece is already funding many 
research programs, although during the economic crisis the amount given was diminished. Especially, 
concernig the energy sector, it participated in the European project “Energy” of the 7th Framework 
Programme for 2007-2013 and have already planned a series of programs in the framework of the 
European project “Horizon 2014-2020”, which is co-funded by the government. According to the 
results of a recent study of the ECB35, for the proposals submitted with Greek participation in 2007-
2013, the average success rate stands at 17%. The Greek organizations participated mainly in the 
fields of “electricity generation from renewable sources” and “production of renewable fuels”. The 
total domestic budget of Greek organizations participating in 69 projects is 60,65 million Euros, while 
European funding is 38,62 million Euros, equivalent to 2.5% of the total European funding.36  

Total funding in research and development in Greece peaked at 1.601,6 million Euros in 2008. Since 
then, funding is gradually decreasing. In 2012 it reached just 1.337,6 millions, out of which only 331,8 
millions corresponded in government expenditures.37  

                                                      
32 Source: «Creating Jobs for Youth in Greece», Endeavor Greece 
33 See: Table 3 
34 See: Table 4 
35 Source: ECB research, http://metrics.ekt.gr/el/node/118, 28/05/2015 
36 Source: «Οι δυνατότητες χρηματοδότησης για ερευνητικά έργα στην Ενέργεια και το Περιβάλλον στον Ορίζοντα 2020 σε 
ημερίδα στο ΕΙΕ» http://www.ekt.gr/content/display?prnbr=89908, 28/05/2015 
37 See: Image 1 
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6. Instead Of A Conclusion 

After citing essential information and statistics about Greece's socioeconomic crisis, the  energy 
industry and production models, the brain-drain caused by recession and the situation of tertiary 
education in Greece using data not only from Greek economy but also from the Balkan and the 
European one, I am finally in position to proceed to certain proposals. 

Over the last years, Greece is under memoranda and its economic, and therefore political position is 
weakened. However, relations with its closer Balkan neighbors were reheated if we see things from 
the perspective of business and investment sector. In the name of capitalism and optimum levels of  
national growth, countries are treated just as economies which should be expanded continuously and 
participate in international collaborations in order to consolidate themselves in the markets. United 
Kingdom, France, Germany and United States are all typical examples of countries with huge debts,  
yet no question arises for repayment, crisis and bankruptcy, mostly because their debts are considered 
as healthy. Indicatively, U.S. debts reached 18trillion dollars38, United Kingdom's reached 1,5 trillion 
pounds39, France's 2,49trillion Euros40, Germany's reached 2trillion Euros41. At the same time Greece's 
debt counts to 347 billion Euros42. The problem that arises in Greece is that it does not radiate 
optimism and confidence to the markets and its creditors. The key factor to enable economy today, is 
innovative technologies and progressive achievements. Greece needs creative pioneers who will 
reboost  the society and awaken its industrial sector. 

The most efficient field to achieve this evolution would be the energy production, especially from 
renewable sources. There is a huge gap between demand and supply within the whole Europe and 
Balkan territory. So, it would be ideal to exploit this extreme and constantly increasing demand of 
energy and at the same time protect the environment from being further damaged. In combination with 
subsidies and funding in  R&D  through  tertiary  education,  the  results  might  be  astonishing.  
Greece must also take advantage and provide opportunities to its own educated youth to pioneer and 
show the way out of crisis. Moreover, it should promote and invest in its already meritorious academic 
personnel, with world-renowned professors by facilitating their work and aims. This could be achieved 
by first of all, renovating and generally improving the academic facilities, an issue that troubles the 
academic body for a long time. Also, Greek universities should be promoted abroad to attract 
international students and enhance the exchange of knowledge and expertise. It is very unfortunate 
that in international rankings most Greek universities are listed rather low, with unique exception the 

University of Athens that in a recent ranking earned the 47th place among the 1000 Best Business 

Schools in Europe and the 51st  place among MBA providers globally43. 

According to the principles of neoliberalism, cooperation and interdependence enable the governance  
of the anarchist system prevailing initially in international relations. Furthermore, an academic level 
collaboration on research could be a great asset of developing economies. Cooperation between 
Balkan countries can be easily achieved if emphasis would be on areas where all have mutual interests 
and shared common concerns. A cooperation on research about energy production and 
environmentally friendly methods and at subsequent level the implement of its findings to the energy 
industry would be beneficiary for the whole Balkan territory. All countries involved would extend 
their economic relations and maximize their absolute profits. Balkan economies hold great financial 
potentials considering this sector and also notable energy capacity and reserves. 

                                                      
38 Source: http://www.usdebtclock.org, 28/05/2015 
39 Which grows at a rate of £5.170 per second. Source: http://www.nationaldebtclock.co.uk, 28/052015 
40 Source: http://www.nationaldebtclocks.org/debtclock/france, 28/05/2015 
41 Source: http://www.nationaldebtclocks.org/debtclock/germany, 28/05/2015 
42 Source: http://www.nationaldebtclocks.org/debtclock/greece, 28/05/2015 
43 Source: Eduniversal Masters Ranking 2014 and QS ranking 2014. 
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In conclusion, in my belief, a strong economic and political cooperation between Balkan countries is 
not only feasible but also necessary. Each Balkan economy is not able to cope with and withstand the 
competition of the most technologically advanced countries in European and international level. 
Contrariwise, a unity strategy on both educational and industrial energy sector would offer a win-win 
situation and a rapid growth opportunity to its components. 

7.  ANNEX 1 - Tables 

Table 1:  

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

GDP per capita (EUR) 21,216 20,226 18,678 17,459 16,491 

GDP (EUR bn) 237.4 226.2 207.8- -

Economic Growth (GDP, annual variation in %) 
Domestic Demand (annual variation in %) 

-4.4 
-3.0 

-5.5 
-9.1 

-8.9 
-10.8 

-6.6 
-10.3 

-3.9 
-3.9 

Consumption (annual variation in %) -1.0 -7.1 -10.6 -7.8 -2.0

Investment (annual variation in %) -13.2 -20.9 -16.8 -28.7 -9.5

Exports (G&S, annual variation in %) -18.5 4.6 0.0 1.2 2.1

Imports (G&S, annual variation in %) -19.6 -5.5 -9.0 -9.1 -1.6

Industrial Production (annual variation in %) -9.4 -5.9 -5.7 -2.0 -3.2

Retail Sales (annual variation in %) -11.4 -6.3 -10.2 -12.2 -8.1

Unemployment Rate 9.6 12.7 17.9 24.6 27.5

Fiscal Balance (% of GDP) -15.2 -11.1 -10.2 -8.7 -12.3

Public Debt (% of GDP) 126.8 146.0 171.3 156.9 175.0

Inflation Rate (HICP, annual variation in %, eop) 
Inflation Rate (HICP, annual variation in %) 

2.6 
1.4 

5.2 
4.7 

2.2 
3.1 

0.3 
1.0 

-1.8 
-0.9 

Inflation (PPI, annual variation in %) -5.8 6.7 7.7 4.8 -0.9

Policy Interest Rate (%) 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.25

Stock Market (annual variation in %) 22.9 -35.6 -51.9 33.4 28.1

Exchange Rate (vs USD) 1.43 1.34 1.30 1.32 1.38

Exchange Rate (vs USD, aop) 1.39 1.33 1.39 1.29 1.33

Current Account (% of GDP) -10.9 -10.0 -9.9 -2.4 0.6

Current Account Balance (EUR bn) -25.8 -22.5 -20.6 -4.6 1.1

Trade Balance (EUR billion) -34.4 -29.8 -24.3 -19.8 -15.8

Source: Focus Economics, May 5 2015, http://www.focus-economics.com/countries/greece 
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Table 2: Aggregate data of greek economy 

Population 10.992.000** 
Inflation -1,9 (2015) 

-1,2 (2014) 
Employment 1.206.000 (2015) 
Percentage of Unemployment 26% (2015) 

27,3% (2013)** 
Percentage of Youth Unemployment 52,4% (2014) 

58,3% (2013)** 
Medium wage full-time 1.265,08€ 
Medium wage part-time 445,33€ 
Minimum wage 586,08€ 
GDP difference between 2015-2014 -1,2% 
Real GDP total 266.000.000.000$*** 
Real GDP per capita 23.631$*** 
Nominal GDP total 243.330.000.000$*** 
Nominal GDP per capita 21.617$*** 
GDP percentage in primary sector 13,6% (2014) 
GDP percentage in secondary sector 14,9% (2014) 
GDP percentage in tertiary sector 71,5% (2014) 
Exports 23.647,5 (2014)**** 
Imports 41.623,6 (2014)**** 
Trade Balance -44.048,8 (2014) 

-19.619 (2012) 
-17.976,1 (2008)**** 

Income Tax  
For incomes up to 25.000€22% 

For incomes from 25.000,01€ until 42.000€32% 
For incomes above 42.000€42% 

Business Tax  
For incomes up to 50.000€26% 

For incomes above 50.000€33% 
FDI 17.906,1 (2013)**** 

27.141 (2008)**** 

*: Elstat 

**: Eurostat 

***: World Economic Outlook Database, IMF 

****: Bank of Greece, Statistics (in million Euros) 
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Table 3 Tertiary Education 

Total students in Higher education (AEI) 179.784 
Male75.213 

Female104.571 
Total students in Technological Education (TEI) 114.547 

Male59.775 
Female54.772 

Total students in Master studies 35.570 
Male14.542 

Female21.028 
Total students in PhD 23.853 

Male13.168 
Female10.685 

Source: Elstat (Hellenic Statistical Authority) 

Table 4: Educational Level of Greek Labor Force 

PhD or/and Master 174,4 3,7% 
Ptychion AEI 862,8 18,0% 
Ptychion TEI 921,9 19,3% 
High Shcool 1660,9 34,7% 
Basic level of education 495,3 10,4% 
Lower level of education 666,8 13,9% 
Total 4781,14 100,0% 

Source: Elstat (Hellenic Statistical Authority), 2013 

Table 5: Energy consumption 

Gross Inland Energy consumption 24.358,3TOE (tonnes of oil equivalent) 
Annual Solid Fuel consumption 6.980,7TOE (tonnes of oil equivalent) 
Annual Petroleum Products consumption 11.342,7TOE (tonnes of oil equivalent) 
Annual Natural Gas consumption 3.236,3TOE (tonnes of oil equivalent) 
Annual Electrical Energy consumption 4.195,2TOE (tonnes of oil equivalent) 
Annual Heat consumption 41,5TOE (tonnes of oil equivalent) 
Annual Renewable Energies consumption 2.615,3TOE (tonnes of oil equivalent) 

Hydro Power545,6TOE (tonnes of oil equivalent) 
Wind Power355,9TOE (tonnes of oil equivalent) 

Solar Thermal Power187,0TOE (tonnes of oil equivalent) 
Solar Photovoltaic Power313,7TOE (tonnes of oil equivalent) 

Solar Panel Area 4.181.000m2 
Source: Eurostat 
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Table 6: Population, GDP and Energy data 

 Population 
(M) 

GDP 
(G) 

GDP 
(PPP) 
(G) 

Energy 
Production 
(Mtoe) 

Imports 
(Mtoe) 

Energy 
Consumption 
(TWh) 

Electrical 
Energy 
consumption 
(Mtoe) 

Albania 3,15 5,88 18,16 1,25 0,48 5,58 1,77 
Bulgaria 7,59 19,29 74,84 9,83 8,06 33,38 4,4 
B/E 3,77 8,14 33,13 4,47 1,59 10,8 2,87 
Croatia 4,43 28,35 63,14 4,07 4,49 16,44 3,71 
FYROM 2,04 4,41 14,95 1,61 1,25 7,08 3,47 
Romania 21,48 56 199,91 28,3 6,62 48,69 2,27 
Serbia 7,32 9 33,13 9,44 4,89 30,93 4,23 

Source: International Energy Agency, 2009 Indicators 
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8.   ANNEX 2 - Images 

 

Image 1: R&D Expenditure 

 2003 2005 2007 2008 2010 2011 2012

R & D expenditure (mil.) by source of funds        
Business Sector (BES)        
Businesses 237,9 306,2 224,4  382,8 354,1
Government 13,8 20,2 18,2 39,1 37,6
Higher Education Institutions 0,4 0,7 10,0 0,6 0,5
Private  non-profit 0,7 0,6 1,0 0,3 0,2
External 60,8 29,7 130,0 63,0 66,2
Total 313,5 357,4 383,5 485,9 458,6
Government Sector (GOV)        
Businesses 3,5 3,0    21,8 18,1
Government 141,7 159,2  255,2 257,3
Higher Education Institutions    0,0 0,0
Private  non-profit 0,5 0,3  0,3 0,3
External 52,7 71,5  54,4 56,2
Total 198,4 233,9 280,7 331,7 331,9
Sector of Higher and Post-secondary Education (HES)        
Businesses 34,4 48,8    50,1 42,1
State budget and other government sources 81,6 103,9   48,3 56,1
General Budgets of Higher Education Institutions 215,7 255,5   340,9 321,2
Government 297,3 359,4   389,2 377,3
Higher Education Institutions 24,6 18,7   30,9 25,7
Private  non-profit 4,0 4,4   4,1 3,2
External 96,6 116,5   85,2 86,0
Total 456,8 547,7 660,5e 559,5 534,3
Private sector non-profit institutions (PNP)        
Businesses 0,3 0,3    0,7 0,5
Government 1,1 1,4  1,5 1,4
Higher Education Institutions    0,0 0,0
Private  non-profit 6,7 11,5  9,3 8,4
External 1,0 1,4  2,6 2,5
Total 9,1 14,6 16,9 14,0 12,8
Total        
Businesses 276,0 358,3  468,3 494,0 455,5 414,8
State budget and other government sources 238,2 284,5    344,1 352,4
General Budgets of Higher Education Institutions 215,7 255,5    340,9 321,2
Government 453,9 540,0  995,9 652,7 685,0 673,6
Higher Education Institutions 25,0 19,4  31,6 31,6 31,6 26,2
Private  non-profit 11,9 16,8  13,9 13,9 13,9 12,1
External 211,0 219,0  91,9 160,3 205,2 210,9
Total 977,8 1.153,5 1.341,6 1.601,6 1.352,2 1.391,2 1.337,6

Source: GSRT (General Secretariat for Research and Technology) 

Intramural R&D Expenditureby source of funds  (2003-2012) 
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- Port Shanghai (China) – 590439  thousand tons 
- PSA Port of Singapore (Singapore) –531 176 thousand tons 
- Port Tianjin (China) – 459 941 thousand tons 
- Rotterdam (Netherlands) – 434 551 thousand tons 
- Port Guangzhou (China) – 431 000 thousand tons 
- Port Qingdao (China) – 372 000 thousand tons 
- Port Ningbo (China) – 348 911 thousand tons 
- Port Qinhuangdao (China) – 284 600 thousand tons 
- Port Pusan (South Korea) – 281 513 thousand tons 
- Hong Kong (China) – 277 444 thousand tons[2] 

The biggest port of Russia – Novorossiysk Commercial Seaport, takes the 47th place with goods 
turnover of 81 050 thousand tons. 

In general, 7 of 10 largest ports of the world - the ports of China that speaks about the high level of the 
development of sea infrastructure and an involvement of the country into the international relations. 

There is an accurate tendency of increasing in a share of the freights transported in containers, and also 
developments of ports hubs with depth of 17-21 meters capable to accept and process large vessels for 
transferring freights on feeding vessels withtheir subsequent delivery in the destination was outlined in 
a world sea transport network. The need for similar ports is caused by the following tendencies of 
shipping development:  

- about 30% of world volume of container transportations are a transshipment or transfer of freight; 
- the transshipment allows the consignor to use and choose additional alternative routes of 

transportation and allows to reduce transit time; 
- sea transport relies on transshipment as a mean of reducing a number of vessels used 

simultaneously. 

Such tendency led to severe competition between leading ports of the world for attracting container 
freight traffics. More and more important competitive advantage is quality of rendered services and 
level of logistic service. 

The leading ports on service of container freight traffics are presented in table 1. 

Table 1: A rating of ports on a turn of containers. 

  Оборот контейнеров 
млн. TEU в год 

1 Port Shanghai (China) 29,05 
2 PSA Port of Singapore (Singapore) 27,68 
3 Shenzhen (China) 23,28 
4 HongKong (China) 22,35 
6 Busan (SouthKorea) 17,69 
6 Ningbo (Chian) 17,33 
7 Qingdao (China) 15,52 
8 GuangzhouHarbor(China) 15,31 
9 Jebel Ali, Dubai (United Arab Emirates) 13 
10 Tianjin(China) 11,59 
11 Port of Rotterdam (Netherlands) 11,15 
 Ports of Russia 3,6 

Source: AAPA Port Rating 2014 
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As seen from this table, the Shanghai port is a leader on both general goods turnover and a turn of 
containers, and the Singapore port also takes the 2nd place that proves a high level of the development 
of port infrastructure. Moreover, 9 of 10 presented ports are leading on the general goods turnover.  

Rather Russian ports, it should be noted that their cumulative annual turnover makes 3,6 million TEU 
a year, it is nearly 10 times less than number of the containers processed in Shanghai port. 

As for the participantcountries of ASECU Youth, it should be noted, that not all countries have a sea 
gate and as a result have no seaports. But also there are countries which are actively involved in 
shipping. Greecewith the developed navigation, which was the sea power throughout centuries,is 
allocated here.It is explained by a successful geographical position, the country has a large number of 
port cities from which it is possible to distinguish: Piraeus, Solonniki, Elefsis, Souda and many others. 
The Piraeus port is one of the largest ports in Mediterranean Sea region and the largest passenger port 
in Europe, it takes the 3rd place in the world. Also Piraeus takes the 116th place in a rating of the 
largest ports on a container turn. Furthermore, all this makes Greece an important player in the 
European and world shipping markets. 

Concerning other countries, participants of ASECU Youth, it is possible to speak about Montenegro, 
the main port is in the city of Bars in which trade and passenger navigation is carried out. One should 
also mention the port of Durres, the main port of Albania which goods turnover makes 3 million tons 
of freights. The ports of Poland are located on the bank of the Baltic Sea and as well as the Greek 
ports, are part of transport infrastructure of Euro the Union, the general goods turnover of the Polish 
ports makes about 50 million tons, and the largest ports are: Gdansk, Szczecin, Svinouystsa and the 
largest sea terminal is port in Gdansk. 

Thus it should be noted that the port infrastructure of the countries of participants of ASECU Youth, 
represents an important component of the European and transport infrastructure, giving many 
competitive advantages to the countries - owners. 

2. Port Infrastructure Of Russia 

The Russian Federation has the most extended sea coastline in the world. Seaports are strategic objects 
of the state that determines need of improvement of methods and forms of governing their 
development on the basis of modern approaches.  

Today the sea port economy of Russia is 882 port complexes with the power of about 800 million 
tons, mooring front long about 140 thousand running meters located in 63 seaports entering the 
Register of seaports of the country where more than half a billion tons of various freights are 
processed. [1] 

For the analysis of the Russian ports and clarification of their competitive positions in the world 
market of transport services, we will make SWOT analysis of domestic port economy (see tab. 2). 

It should be noted that domestic ports have a significant amount of the strengths allowing to achieve a 
main objective of portdevelopment– meeting the needs of the Russian economy, foreign trade and the 
population in transfer of freights and providing the safety of navigation in seaports and on approaches 
to them. 

Concerning competitiveness factors, they can be divided into 3 groups: natural, internal and external. 

Natural factors are generated by natural conditions and existed long before the emergence of a port. 
Here it is possible to include geographical position, the existence of the navigable rivers, the existence 
of natural depths, etc. Natural factors are fundamental at a choice of a place of port localization. 
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Internal factors, more than others, come under the influence and changes from port administration. 
The existence of a wide range of the offered services, application of innovative administrative and 
technological solutions, the developed infrastructure, competent policy of port administration, 
providing intermodal joinings - all these internal factors are, in total, capable to help the port to find 
and maintain competitive position. 

The majority of ports is in state ownership therefore external factors of competitiveness especially 
strongly influence the functioning of the enterprises of port economy. The state policy directed to 
improvement of conditions of managing of port, for example, creation of SEZ(Special Economic 
Zone) in a port, improvement of transport security of the adjacent region, can help it to become 
competitive in the international market. 

At the same time it is necessary to pay attention to risks which the Russian ports can face, these risks 
can be external and internal. 

External risks: 

1. Macroeconomic risks are connected with the possibility of deterioration of an internal and external 
environment, decrease in growth rates of economy and level of investment activity, crisis of a 
banking system, recession in the industry, etc. 

2. A critical factor for the development of seaports is world prices for energy carriers which together 
with production of the metallurgical enterprises form the main part of the Russian freight traffic. 

3.  Unfriendly actions concerning Russia from other states. Now the main transport export capacities 
of the country are concentrated in the West European part of Russia – first of all on the Black and 
Baltic seas. Unfortunately, in both of these directions there is a high probability of unfriendly 
actions. 

4. Geopolitical risks. Successful integration of Russia into the international transport system in many 
respects depends on a stable political situation in neighboring countries and regions, so the conflict 
in the Middle East threatens the development of a transport corridor "North-South". 
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Table 2: SWOTanalysis of Russian ports 

Internal Strengths: 
 Ports are strategically important for a 

sustainable development of the Russian 
economy  

  Well-developed network of seaports with 
sufficient capacities and high level of a 
covering systems of safety of navigation  

 Natural depths and year-round navigation  
  Possibility of interaction with all means of 

transport (railway, a car, internal water) 
 Thedevelopedrailwayinfrastructure 
 Moderninfrastructure 
  Proximity of the centers of consumption 

and production of mass freights to some 
ports  

 Growthofgoodsturnover 
 Development of container transportations by 

creating modern container terminals in ports  
Steadyfinancialstate 
  The qualified labor and administrative 

personnel  
  Construction of port capacities on Taman 

Peninsula, the Yamal Peninsula (Sabetta) 
and full development of Ust-of Luga 

  Possibility of use of mechanisms of the 
state private partnership  

  Creation of modern logistic complexes near 
ports, transport knots and port hubs  

  Creation of free port economic zones 

Weaknesses 
 Geographical remoteness and 

separation of ports  
• Need of continuous carrying out 

dredging works for ports  
• Existence of bottlenecks on 

approaches to ports from railway and 
highways  

• Unsatisfactory technical condition of 
port constructions and equipment  

• Shortage of the providing fleet  
• Total amounts of transfer are lower 

than average in the world  
• Low speed of processing of freights  
• Low degree of a containerization of 

freight traffics  
• Outdated organizational structures  
• Imperfection of the legislation 

regarding seaports  
• Difficult procedure of customs 

registration of freights  
• Insufficient investments into updating 

the port infrastructure  
• Backwardness of mechanisms of 

public-private partnership 
 • Low level of innovations, new port 

technologies  
• High costs of power supply of ports  
• Bad ecological situation 
• Creation of free port economic zones 

external Opportunities: 
• An advantageous geographical position – an 
arrangement on crossing of the international 
transport corridors, and also high transit 
potential  
• Competitive tariffs  
• Development of transport corridors  
• Adjunction to Asia-Pacific countries  
• Use of capacity of the Northern Sea Route, 
and as a result, essential reduction of 
transportation costs and delivery periods of 
goods in comparison with traditional routes 

Threats: 
Low interest of use of transit potential  
• Inflexibility of tariff policy  
• Competition existence, first of all from 
ports of the adjacent states  
• Creation of container terminals in the 
ports of Bulgaria, Romania, Ukraine 
and Baltic States 

 

If to consider external risks, one threat - restrictions on development of port and port infrastructure 
belongs to them in the main thing of degree. The arrangement of ports in borders of the occupied cities 
led to impossibility of their further development – constructions of port infrastructure, reconstruction 
of access railway and automobile roads, creations of the necessary logistic centers. 

So, as an example, there can be used JSC Rostov Port which cargo area is transferred to another one to 
the city outskirts that will lead to additional expenses on the one hand, but also will lead to opening 
new opportunities.[3] 
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In addition, it is necessary to tell that the limiting factor of the development of port infrastructure is, 
that ports aren't the isolated objects, but they are links in transport and logistics chain. It means the 
development of the railway and motor transport also influencesdevelopment of port infrastructure. The 
solution of these problems will allowexecuting the main strategic objective - meeting needs of the 
Russian economy, foreign trade and the population in transfer of freights and safety of navigation in 
seaports and on approaches to them by forming innovative infrastructure of seaports, their integration 
into transport knots through the stimulating role of the state on their complex development.  

Competitiveness is understood as the increase in port capacities and volumes of transfer of freights 
through domestic ports, improvement of quality of the rendered services, decrease in specific cost of 
transfer of ton of freight and cost of vessel call to domestic ports.  

The achievement of this purpose will allow to meet needs of the Russian economy for services of 
seaports in ensuring transfer of freights for all directions (export, import, transit, cabotage) due to the 
reconstruction available and constructions of new capacities, attraction of investments into the Russian 
ports and ensuring their complex development. 

It should be noted that port infrastructure in various basins of the country differently is developed, it is 
connected with geographical position of ports and their technical characteristics, the port infrastructure 
which is mostly developed in Azov-Black sea basin, Baltiysk basinaccounted for 31% both 36%, and 
Far East basin - 26% respectively, it is connected with strategic situation and convenience of use of 
sea infrastructure and proximity to sea corridors (see chart 1). At the same time the share of the Arctic 
and Caspian basins is only 6% and 1%. 

Although the biggest line of the sea coast of Russia in the Arctic basin, but its use for trade shipping is 
complicated for the natural reasons and it is often possible only by means of icebreaker fleet that 
brings additional expense. 

As for transfer of freights, its structure is also non-unified (see chart 2). Now the most part of 
transshipment freight in ports, i.e. the exported goods is occupied by bulk freights that is caused, first 
of all, by a raw orientation of the Russian export and economy in general. 

Chart1: Structure of goods turnover of the ports of Russia in 2014. 

 
Calculated on base :http://xn--b1ae2adf4f.xn--p1ai/analytics/research/22970-analiz-gpuzoobopota-poptov-possii-v-2014-

godu-osnovnye-itogi.html. 
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At the same time, it is necessary to tell that the Russian economy has taken course for the 
diversification and for innovative development, and the difficult political situation in the world 
causing mutual sanctions between Russia and the West is only accelerating this tendency that will lead 
to changes in structure of transfer of freights. The increase in production and production 
diversification can give an incentive for development of port infrastructure on the one hand that in turn 
will lead to development of national economy in general. 

As seen from chart 2, more freights fall to the share of the bulk – 55%, and 36% from total amount is 
the share of oil, 19% - oil products that reflects a raw orientation of economy of Russia. The third 
place is taken by coal, coke and freights in containers.  

The tendency to increase in a share of freights in containers also affected Russia, so in 2011 their 
goods turnover made 39,4 million tons and in 2014 it accounted for 86,8 million tons. And if to 
consider it in a section of ports, the greatest part of transportation of containers is the share of the 
Novorossiysk port, St. Petersburg port and Primorsk port. 

Chart 2:Structure of volumes of transfer of freight of the Russian ports in 2014,  
one thousand tons (%). 

 
Calculated on base: strategy of development sea port infrastructure 

Thus, there is a tendency to increase in a share of freights in containers, development of a 
transshipment, i.e. transfer of freights from one vessel on another, that allows large vessels not to 
come into the port water area, it is convenient if vessel deposit is more than admissible maximum. 

The increasing share of freights in containers also influenced the formation of ports of hubs, this 
tendency leads to creation of hinterland, systems of port development due to the placement in the 
adjacent territory of "coastal" services within a unified international logistic chain of service of freight 
traffic. This direction is becoming more and more popular in world port infrastructure and is an 
important stage of its development. 

It is necessary to tell that following to world tendencies and their development will allow the Russian 
ports to come to new level, also to rise in a world rating. In addition, the development of port economy 
of Russia in this direction will allow to open new opportunities for the Russian economy, as, after all, 
shipping  in general always had a significant importance for national welfare, and the sea gate, was 
always competitive advantage to the country both  in the economically and geopolitically. 
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The connections and positions of the actors in a social network can provide competitive advantage. 
Social structure creates entrepreneurship opportunities for some people. This may cause an uneven 
competition (Burt, 1995, s. 64-65). Burt(1995) claimed that social capital is complementary element of 
human capital. The individuals’ abilities (human capital) become meaningful with the position in the 
market or position in the social structure within the organization. Human capital occurs from abilities 
and social capital from opportunities (Akyazı, 2014, s. 5). 

There is a difference between the meaning of the entrepreneur in the past and now. Former means a 
person holding a bunch of money in his hand and having investment with that. Now the meaning is 
completely changed. Nowadays entrepreneur means a person with the social capital, active in social 
relations and having an advanced position in social webs. In recent years social capital and social web 
often have been used in the same sentences. The researches about setting the role of entrepreneurs’ 
social capital on entrepreneurship is raised (Akyazı, 2014, s. 2). 

Like other capital types, social capital may be used instead of or as a complement to other types of 
capital. In some occasions, actors can make it up their lack of human capital or financial capital 
missing with high level “connections”. But social capital has been used as a complementary element 
more commonly. For example, social capital may increase productivity of financial capital by 
reducing transaction costs (Adler & Kwon, 2002). Generally it would be easier to call someone than 
formal process. If an individual knows the person who is needed, that would reduce costs and save 
time. 

Adler and Kwon (2002) categorize the benefits of social capital. One of the benefits of social capital is 
information. Although it is easier to reach information nowadays, it is harder to pick the needed 
information from the crowd. Social capital provides wilder information sources and raises the quality, 
meaningfulness and timeliness of information. Social capital provides access to resources by network 
connections. One of the main themes in the literature is widely used that as the knowledge of “who 
you know” effects of “what you know” (Coleman, 1988, s. 54). Today it becomes easier to access the 
information, but this makes it harder to reach the correct information because of the variety. Social 
capital provides an advantage to save time and money to reach the expensive information more easily. 
The rapidity may be important in sectors such as advertising. That may affect the success of the 
business (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998, s. 23). Thus organizations and individuals in competition may 
raise their success levels by direct and indirect links with the other actors in their network arrangement 
(Adler & Kwon, 2002). 

2. Cognitive Dimension Of Social Capital 

It would be easier to examine the relationship between the social capital and knowledge creating 
processes within the framework of social capital dimensions. There are three dimensions of social 
capital:  

- Structural dimension: examine the social interaction between units; the network itself forms the 
basis of this dimension, 

- Relational dimension: represents the sources of trust, credibility, norms, obligations, identification 
of relationships, 

- Cognitive dimension: composed of fundamental elements such as common language, codes, 
stories (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998, s. 244). 

One of the main parts of social capital is cognitive dimension that includes shared representations, 
interpretations and systems (Cicourel, 1973). This also reflects important features in the structure of 
the intellectual capital idea that covers shared language and rules (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998, s. 244). 
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Cognitive factor as a third dimension of social capital includes such as shared language, codes and 
visions. It enables the appropriate ways of acting in a social system. Although the researches show that 
innovation comes from the combination of different information and experiences, variety raises 
information; the main condition of information exchange is at least a basic level of mutual links 
(Boisot, 1995). Mutual links may be built in two ways: (1) currently shared language and words and 
(2) common sense (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). 

Language is one of the main elements of social life. Language with this position represents all 
knowledge formed in the community. Daily habits, angers, joys and values are expressed and 
identified by language. By this function there is a link between language and social relations. 

There are plenty of ways in which shared language influences the relations between individuals. 
Firstly language has a direct and important function in social relations, for it is the means by which 
people discuss and exchange information, ask question and conduct business in society. Moreover 
sharing common language facilitates people’s ability to gain access to people and their information. 
To the extent that their language and codes are different, this keeps people apart and restricts their 
access (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). The communication between people using different language and 
words would be hard and information exchange would be impossible. 

Secondly language affects our perception (Berger & Luckman, 1966). Codes organize sensory data 
into perceptual categories and provide a frame of reference for observing and interpreting our 
environment thus, language filters out awareness of those events for which terms do not exist in the 
language. Shared language, therefore, may provide a common conceptual mean for evaluating the 
likely benefits of exchange and combination (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). 

Third, a shared language enhances combination capability. Knowledge advances through new 
concepts and narrative forms (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).  However, as we noted previously, in order 
to develop such concepts and to combine the information gain through social exchange, different 
parties must have some overlap in knowledge. Boland and Tenkasi (1995) identify the importance of 
both perspective taking and perspective making in knowledge creation, and they demonstrate how the 
existence of a shared vocabulary enables the combining of information. We suggest it is for all these 
reasons that researchers increasingly recognize group-specific communication codes as a valuable 
asset within firms(Arrow, 1974). 

Beyond the existence of shared language and codes, some social anthropology researchers have 
suggested that myths, stories, proverbs and idioms also provide powerful means in communities for 
creating, exchanging and preserving rich sets of meanings (Clark, 1972). Recently Bruner (1990) 
proposed that there are two different modes of cognition: (1) the information or paradigmatic mode 
and (2) the narrative mode. The former suggests a process of knowledge creation rooted in rational 
analysis and good arguments; the latter is represented in synthetic narratives, such as fairy tales, 
myths, legends, good stories, proverbs and idioms. According to Bateson (1972), idioms cut across 
different contexts, thus enabling the combining of both imaginative and literal observations. Orr 
(1990) demonstrates how narrative in the form of stories, full of seemingly insignificant details, 
facilitates the exchanging of practice and tacit experience between technicians, thereby enabling the 
discovery and development of improved practice. The emergence of shared narratives within a 
community thus enables the creation and transfer of new interpretations of events, so in a way that 
facilitates the combination of different forms of knowledge, including those largely tacit(Nahapiet & 
Ghoshal, 1998). 

Developing a common understanding for collective target with the resources of cognitive social capital 
will be possible. It is likely both source of information and the receiver of them in knowledge for 
creating process. Individuals having different identities jeopardize the flow of information (Goronwy, 
1996). Thus social interaction is vital. A group of people based on trust and having with differences 
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has an advantage with dealing problems. Interaction rises from different insights and expansions of 
group members.  Every member of the group has his/her own sight and interprets the world from a 
different perspective. Knowledge creation arises from these different people coming from different 
areas with wide experience. Especially in tacit information sharing process requires common language 
within people (Bresman, 1999). Common language, codes or vision supports individuals to understand 
and interpret correctly by providing interaction (Özdemir, 2008, s. 88). 

3. The Effect Of Education On Cognitive Dimension 

As production involves employees, education involves students and children. Thus culture of the 
ruling class is internalized. Internalizing of this culture enables employees getting involved in 
workforce, allowing them to generate income and to meet expenditure needed to live. Capitalists or 
ruling classes gain cultural capital to raise their economic capital. They save both type of capital to 
ensure the movement of products on the market and control the means of production.  

Education is important for actors of economy to continue their existence and to compete in the 
international arena by acquiring necessary knowledge, skills, attitudes, values and behaviors. Kapu 
(2012) argued that education is important as for children as social capital. This is because it has impact 
on economic performance of operations. It affects the intellectual development as a social 
phenomenon. 

Education is an important establishment for the socialization of individuals and the creation of public 
awareness. Individuals learn the history, culture, religion and values of society with education. Thus 
people learn how to adapt to the society. Also they improve mental, emotional and physical behavior 
via education to become desired individuals. Language that used in education needed to be plain, 
simple, understandable and common to achieve this mission. 

The researches on graduates from different education levels show that graduating from higher levels 
rise the status of social environment in which individual is involved (Helliwell & Putnam, 1999). 
Temple’s report on OECD member countries (2002) has the same result. It shows that higher level of 
graduation brings more average income. This also affects social capital that one have. College 
graduate would be more advantaged on job seeking than high school graduate. This is because his/her 
social capital would be more qualified. They would help them find a better position with better 
facilities. 

Another effect of education is boosting social trust and loyalty. Higher education level establishes an 
environment of mutual trust. If individuals think that graduating from higher levels of education would 
make themselves and others more liable, they would be willing to trust more (Helliwell & Putnam, 
1999, s. 5). 

4. Conclusion 

Financial capital cannot be used without human capital. Social capital is a part of human capital and it 
represented as an alternative for limitations of other types of capital. It used as a substitute or 
supplement to others whereby it makes the businesses come to the forefront. Thus social capital is a 
vital element measuring the competitiveness.  Social capital measured with the social networks that 
one have in social life.  

Social networks are not gained by birth. It is not endowed by society. On contrary it built up with 
strategies to create institutionalization of group relations (Bourdieu, 1986). Like other types of capital, 
building up the social networks for social capital is not easy. Unlike other types of capital one should 
create his/her own capital by himself/herself because it is impossible to transfer from another. 
Furthermore one should continue efforts to keep these networks alive. Previous and current efforts can 
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be made by connections. To make this connections people would need communications. This means 
shared language and tacit forms of language like norms, values and visions. All of these common 
values would be created in education area. Although there is no direct data showing the consequences 
of education on social capital and it may examined in the future studies via qualitative and quantitative 
research methods; one can simply say that education is important in a different way. 
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environmental benefits. Such a product  or service may be environmentally friendly in itself or 
produced and/or packaged in an environmentally friendly way.” , but she did not say anything why 
green marketing is important. The more people has unlimited wants, the more they use  limited 
sources. Polonsky’s (1994) study found  the following : Ultimately green marketing looks at how 
marketing activities utilize these limited sources , while satisfying customers wants, both of 
individuals and industry, as well as achieving the selling organization’s objectives. (p. 3) The aim of 
all the companies in the world is to make gain and they want to keep themselves two jumps ahead of 
their competitors. If the company owner wants to have success when practicing green marketing as a 
strategy, he should practice it to discharge the responsibility for the world, not to make gain. This 
perspective will bring ecological feature to the company, thus it will bring sustainable competitive 
advantage. In order to achieve the process, green marketing consists of issues that take turn business. 
These are ; Aim, Price, Product Development, Positioning, Logistics, Waste Management and 
Promotion. 

4. 4S In Green Marketing  

Green marketing has an 4S formula. These are Satisfaction, Sustainability, Social Acceptability and 
Safety. Kotler (2012) described that a product is anything that can be offered to satisfy a need or want 
which includes experiences, persons, places, organizations, information and ideas. Customer’s choice 
of product depends on a combination of product attributes that best meets their needs based on 
dimensions of cost, value and prior satisfaction.   

Peattie &Charter  pointed out that, sustainability is the keystone of the green marketing philosophy, 
which resolves this apparent paradox. A sustainable approach to consumption and production involves 
enjoying a material standard of living today, which is not at the expense of the standard of living of 
future generations. It is a deceptively simple concept comprising two parts: 1 Using natural resources 
at a rate at which environmental systems or human activity can replenish them (or in the case of non-
renewable resources, at a rate at which renewable alternatives can be substituted in). 2 Producing 
pollution and waste at a rate which can be absorbed by environmental systems without impairing their 
viability. (728) Social Acceptability  is to make sure the customer that firms or products do not 
damage to animals and nature and safety is to make sure the customer that products do not endanger 
people’s health.  

5. Green Marketing In Turkey  

Turkey, which has a giant economic power in industrialization, also has become one of the countries 
that support green marketing. These following examples show what Turkey does for green marketing; 

- Recycle bins for electronic wastes give service in İstanbul, Kadıköy via Turkish Environmental 
and Woodlands Projection Society. (Uygar,2007) 

- Arçelik is the first white goods manufacturer which produced refrigerator purged from CFC gases 
being harmful to the ozone layer.( www.cevreciyiz.com) 

- Green marketing also reflected on tourism. The aim of Greening Hotels Project is to protect the 
world by storing water and energy, reducing solid wastes and developing economic 
solutions.(Sokullu,2014) 

- Disintegration period of standard polyethylene packing materials in nature changes two hundred 
years to one thousand years. Disintegration period of Selpak changes two years to five years. This 
is the first and  only implementation in Turkey. 

- Customers can contribute to many projects such as fire prevention, sea cleaning and animal 
projection programs when using ecologist bonus card belonging to Garanti Bank. 
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5. Conclusion  

This article found that green marketing is a way or strategy for the companies to improve business. It 
is the one of the best ways to meet people’s unlimited wants with limited sources. It is a source for 
good manufacturing practices. Many company owner can have success in business world if using the 
strategy truly. Green marketing is the best way to provide continuance for limited world resources. 
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jobs in the best way. It is almost impossible for a workplace to develop which has the skilled 
employees. 

The share of well – run organizational communication is big for the employees who feel themselves as 
a part of workplace.  On the other hand, the most important factor in well running of organizational 
communication is trust. 

Being the creator fathers of the term of “Social Capital”, Putnam, Bourdieu, Coleman and Fukuyama 
playing a great role in development of term have deemed “trust” as a precondition and an element of 
social capital (Keleş, 2012:32).In this regard, the trust relationship within the organization generates a 
part of social capital and it affects the motivation and productivity relationship of employee who is a 
part of organization. Thus, the feeling of trust, and naturally the term “social capital” plays a key role 
in development of organization and business. Yet, only the employee who trust his / her business and 
collaborators will desire to go to work when he / she gets up in the morning, will feel that he / she 
belongs in the workplace and will keep his / her pleasure from the workplace high. Thus, this will be 
effective in terms of the productivity of employee and accordingly in terms of progress of business. 

1. The Term “Organization” 

The term “organization” has been researched and defined by various department branches. According 
to the definition made by Hasanoğlu, “organization” is an organic system in which the order and 
operation of human – material resources are renewed constantly (Hasanoğlu, 2004:44). According to 
another definition, “organization” is a union that has been generated by people or institutions who 
convene to reach a common target or to implement a common business. In other words, all the 
structures that emerge as a result of coalitions of people convening with the aim of reaching definite 
target or targets are named as “organization”(Akdur, 2003:1). 

The people who will generate an organization should have these qualifications: Common aim, the will 
to contribute to this aim, the will and opportunity for cooperation and to communicate (Akdur, 2003:2-
3). These are the subjective conditions of an organization. The objective conditions of the organization 
can be listed as human force, financing / money, equipment and management (Akdur, 2003:7). 

2. Organizational Communication 

Organizational communication can be defined as an information exchange process which involves the 
entire organization and which is conducted among employees (Akdur, 2003:7). According to another 
definition, organizational communication is the act of sharing all the human activities which have 
roles in ensuring the adaptation of employees, who convene in line with the aim and cooperation 
principles creating the organization, both among themselves and with their environment and who take 
part in formal and in informal structures (Oğuz, 2001:93). 

The wellness of organizational communication ensures too many benefits to the organization. For 
example, as a result of a well – running communication system, the organization and the person are 
integrated. Thanks to this way, the employees dominate the issues such as the targets of organization, 
information flow and social rights and they feel themselves as a part of organization.  The employee 
who has information about operation of organization can gain detailed information about new 
technology to be earned in the organization. Thus, the technology to be earned by the organization can 
be utilized in the rightest way. Thanks to a good communication, employee can adopt the 
organizational targets and he / she can be motivated in line with these targets. Thanks to a good 
communication, the organization can be introduced to outer environment in a better way.  Thanks to 
the effective communication of organization, employee can work in harmony and coordination with 
the coworkers (Oğuz; 2001:23-24). 
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Organizational communication is divided into two categories as horizontal and vertical 
communication. Vertical communication is the one between the manager and employee. Horizontal 
communication is the one among the employees in the same status. Horizontal communication 
increases the collaboration among employees. It ensures more productive working and personal 
development of employees.  (Başkurt; 2003:124). 

3. Motivation And Business Pleasure In Organizations  

Human element is an indispensable part of an organization. Employees and employers are human. 
Humans are the ones who will create the culture of organization. The ones who will process the 
information and who will use the system where the information is processed are human. Thus, it will 
not be wrong to state the “human” element as the most basic element of “organization”. In addition; 
the motivation, the skills to understand and process information affect the development of workplace. 

Motivation can be defined as act of people to behave in line with their own desires and wills with the 
aim of realizing a definite aim (Koçel, 2001:154). In line with another definition, motivation is the 
density, route and resoluteness regarding the effort to reach a target (Quoted by Robbins and Judge, 
2013:204). Motivation is the feeling that stimulates people to the conducted work. Within this regard, 
this is probably the most essential feeling for an employee, because only the employee who motivated 
him / her adequately can incline to his / her work with an intense desire and effort. 

Work satisfaction is the feeling which shows the pleasure of people with his / her job. The employees 
who motivated well and who reached to work satisfaction have higher moral and thus, their 
productivity for their workplaces increases (Quoted by Akkoç, Çalışkan and Turunç, 2012:107-108). 

In addition, the high level of satisfaction of people with their works increases their dependence to their 
managers and workplaces and stimulates them to show extra effort in difficult times of workplace 
where they work (Quoted by Akkoç, Çalışkan and Turunç, 2012:108). 

Motivation and work satisfaction are fed from each other mutually. This condition of “mutual feeding” 
is also affected from organizational communication in the workplace and affects the productivity of 
employee at the same time. Yet, the motivation of employee is also affected by the factors such as the 
managers, work environment, the expectations regarding the business, the success in realizing or not 
realizing himself / herself. For example, in the workplaces where the trust relation is established 
between the manager and worker, the motivation and thus, the productivity of employee are high 
(Arısoy, 2007:69). 

4. Productivity In Organizations 

In the broadest meaning, productivity is the total output rate of total input (Eren, 2001:181).The term 
“productivity” is the “accomplishment of more businesses with less effort” (Erçelik, 2008:62), “the 
rate that is established between production and the factors included in production” (Timur, 2005:8).If 
the person ensures his / her own productivity, he / she can ensure national productivity and can make 
the productivity increase continuous (Erçelik, 2008:65).The productivity of employee is found by 
dividing a definite production amount to the amount of efforts included in the production in the same 
process again (Erçelik, 2008:69).The importance of employee productivity lies in the situation that the 
human factor in organization affects the entire fundamental structure of organization. If the employee 
gets pleasure from the work he / she conducts, and thinks that he / she gains the retributions of given 
efforts, he / she acts more attentively against the work.  Thus, this affects the work satisfaction and 
therefore, the productivity. The employer can be more creative and productive in the workplace where 
he / she feels belong in and this ensures the development of business.  
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The factors affecting the productivity of employee can be listed as motivation, physical work 
conditions (the noise, light, work safety, etc. in work environment), economic factors (price, premium, 
economic awards, etc.), administrative factors (participating into the management, promotion 
opportunities, education options, etc.) and socio – psychological factors (business satisfaction, 
organizational loyalty, the feeling of trust).  

5. The Trust- Social Capital Relationship In Motivation And Productivity 

The term “Social Capital” is a concept which is investigated within various sciences such as sociology, 
political sciences and economy.  The founder fathers of this term are Bourdieu, Coleman and Putnam. 

In line with the definition of Bourdieu; 

Social capital is the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a 
durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition 
– or in other words,to membership in a group (Quoted byYarcı, 2011:131). 

Bourdieu mentions two basic points in his definition. For him, social relationships provide the option 
to people to reach various resources via the network they have. The quantity and quality of these 
relationships also affect the resources which can be reached by person (Quoted byKeleş, 
2012:18).Bourdieu states that a person with strong social capitals is the advantageous person. Yet, this 
person has wide social networks. Through these belonged social networks, the individuals can develop 
their own economic and cultural capitals.  

For Coleman, social capital is the entirety of constructible resources. According to him; the elements 
such as religion, social networks, norms, trust levels, neighborhood relations, family structure and 
relative relations are the resources of social capital(Aydemir, 2011:53).Coleman thinks that social 
capital makes some activities and accomplishments possible and ensures opportunity for them. In 
other words, in line with the definition of social capital by Coleman, people can produce useful 
resources for them thanks to the functionality of social relations. 

On the other hand, Putnam establishes his definition of social capital on four concepts. These concepts 
are; participation into social networks, interiorizing the generalized mutuality, trust and participation 
into collective activities(Uğuz, 2010:37).According to Putnam,social capital ensures people to solve 
their problems in an easier way, and increases the emotional bonds among people by facilitating the 
trust and interaction within the society itself. In addition, it ensures the flow of information in 
organizational foundations and facilitates the condition in which people help each other and face up to 
difficulties (Ekinci, 2010:31). 

According to the statements of these three writers, the term “trust” is the precondition of social capital 
(Field, 2006:91). The word “trust” has been defined by Turkish Language Society as the feeling of 
believing without any afraid, hesitation and suspicion. The work satisfaction of employee who has the 
feeling of trust, and thus the healthy social capacity within the organization would be high. 

The feeling of trust can emerge between managers and employees or among the employees within an 
organization. In the situations where the manager trusts the employee, the manager knows what he / 
she can expect or demand from the employee. Yet, this ensures that the employee gets the works that 
he / she can accomplish and he / she gains pleasure in conducting the work. Thus, the work 
satisfaction of employee who does the work suiting him / her by gaining pleasure is high. The 
employee can keep the work motivation high and therefore, this affects the productivity. In addition, 
the employee who trusts his / her workmates would have a more comfortable work environment. 
He/she feels himself / herself as belonging to the organization and interiorize the future targets of 
organization. 
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In the light of these explanations, it is possible to say that the term “trust” is the main feeling which 
ensures the progress of organization and development of business. The term “social capital” depending 
on the feeling of trust plays a key role for organization. In the organizations where the individual 
relationships are prominent, the worker recruitment, the continuity of business and the cooperation 
spirit are fed by the term of “social capital”. 

Conclusion 

The employee generating the human element of organization is the main constituent of organization. 
The factors such as the feelings of employee, the loyalty to the organization, the trust being felt for the 
organization, eagerness to work affect the development of business and the organization in achieving 
the targets. The most important feeling in this path is the motivation of employee. The employee with 
high motivation gets pleasure in doing the work and does his / her level best. The high motivation of 
employee means that the work satisfaction of employee is high, too. The employee with high work 
satisfaction provides maximum productivity to the work place. Thus, the organization does not have 
difficulties in achieving the targets. 

The employee may be affected from many issues positively or negatively. Some of the issues from 
where the employee is affected positively are the feeling of trust and intragroup communication. 
Having a good communication in the organization means that the individuals within the organization, 
in other words the employees and managers, have high social capacity. The main element of social 
capital is also trust. Only the organizations giving sufficient importance to the feeling of trust can 
reach their targets in shortest time. 

As a result of all the narrated points, it can be argued that the feeling of trust and human relations in 
addition to networks of employee, and thus social capital of employee, can be used as a key in 
increasing the motivation of employee. 
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3. reorganization measures and resolution tools 

In addition, the ‘second pillar’ of Law 3723/2008 has been further reinforced on three (3) occasions, in 
2010 with €15 bil. and in 2011 with an additional €25 bil., and another €30 billion [3]. 

4. Institutional arrangements after the Eurozone fiscal crisis 

The Hellenic Financial Stability Fund: 

(i) The Hellenic Financial Stability Fund (hereinafter the ‘HFSF’) was established in 2010 by Law 
3864/2010 as a legal person of private law. This Law is in force today as amended repeatedly. (ii) The 
HFSF has full legal capacity and the right to bring an action in court (locus stands). It is not monitored 
by the government. It enjoys administrative and financial independence, and operates exclusively in 
accordance with the rules of private economy. (iii) Its funding has been set at €50 bil. coming by the 
other Eurozone member states, the ECB and the IMF in order to offer financial support to the Greek 
banking system and through this to give oxygen to the Greek economy. 

The objective of the HFSF is to maintain the stability of the Greek banking sector by:  providing 
equity capital to the systemic Greek banks in cases that they may face capital adequacy problems as 
laid down in Law 3864/2010. (iv) Providing equity capital to bridge banks, and (v) acting, 
temporarily, as a resolution fund. 

5. Resolution tools and resolution authority 

According to the provisions of Law 4021/2011 (amending the basic Banking Law 3601/2007), two 
resolution tools were introduced in the Greek law, which may be initiated for the sake of protecting 
financial stability and boosting public confidence in the banking sector. The Law includes detailed 
provisions on the conditions under which the following tools can be activated for not systemically 
important credit institutions, such as the impossibility of taking alternative measures of equivalent 
effect:  

(a) the sale of specific assets and liabilities (including deposits covered by the HDIGF) of an insolvent 
credit institution to another credit institution,  

(b) the sale of specific assets and liabilities (including deposits covered by the HDIGF) of an insolvent 
credit institution to a ‘bridge bank’. 

In both cases with the withdrawal of the former’s license (which is set under liquidation), the Bank of 
Greece (Resolution Measures Committee) is acting as ‘resolution authority’. 

6. The Greek banking sector today 

In May 2014, after the recent restructuring, the number of credit institutions operating in Greece has 
been reduced from 65 (in December 2009) to 39 but most importantly the degree of concentration has 
increased considerably after the merging between big banks. 

Today the GBS with 3,100 branches (-24% since 2008) and 51,250 employees (-22, 5% since 2008) 
consists of:  

a. the 4 systemically important credit institutions which have been recapitalized by the HFSF,  
b. GENIKI bank which is a subsidiary of PIRAEUS Bank (the above 5 credit institutions account for 

almost 94% of total deposits and assets)  
c. another five (5) Greek credit institutions  
d. ten (10) Greek cooperative banks 
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we associate with startups follows from growth." Graham added that an entrepreneur starting a startup 
is committing to solve a harder type of problem than ordinary businesses do. "You're committing to 
search for one of the rare ideas that generates rapid growth”.  

1.2 Foundation 

The development of the startup companies initially began in the Silicon Valley, an area of northern 
California renowned for the high level of startup company activity. However the idea of startup is not 
new in the field and companies such as Google, Amazon, Apple, and recently Twitter, Instagram and 
Groupon, constitute startup companies with a huge success. 

2. Examples Of Startup Businesses 

We present some examples of startup companies not only in Greece but also abroad.  

2.1 Examples of startup companies in Greece  

HELIC- Eliminating the boundaries in the field of smart phones worldwide 

If you have a smart phone, it will probably use the technology developed by Helic. The company was 
founded in 1994, when its creators, who by that time were doing their PhD in Athens, tried to predict 
the reaction of a coil when it entered a chip. During that period only 4 or 5 people in the whole world 
were interested in this project. A few years later, the initial capital came from an investor from the 
USA. Their research led them to the development of software products that nowadays use designers of 
chips for wireless communications, broadband networking, PCs, tablets and other segments from all 
over the world. 

Due to its innovation and creative solutions in the chip design, Helic managed to find financing from 
the first steps of the company’s life and only after a year of trade, the company raised $ 1, 5 millions 
of financing. In 2004 Helic expanded in Japan, following USA and Europe, a business decision that 
turned out to be successful, as it broadened the perspectives of the company. Beside Greece, Helic 
trades in the USA (the company headquarters are located in California), in England, Germany, Israel, 
Canada, North Korea and also Japan. Moreover the company participates in all the big events and 
conventions offering technical knowledge. 

RAYCAP- Ensure the network/internet function 

Another startup company that turned into a multinational is Raycap, a company designing energy 
infrastructure, critical telecommunications, power and transportation networks. Its equipments are 
used for the protection of important electrical infrastructure (telecommunication, automatic 
biomechanical control, electricity production etc) from extreme weather events, such us lightnings. 
The company of Kostas Apostolidis was created in the late ’80s, particularly in 1987, and since then 
continues to grow with great success and stability. Raycap trades in 12 countries (Greece, USA, 
Germany, Rumania, Cyprus, Bulgaria, Switzerland, Belgium, Italy, Spain, Canada and Mexico) with 
offices, facilities, subsidiaries and 75patents. Also the company is recognized worldwide as a 
pacesetter in the field of electric protection. Although in Greece is not quite famous, Raycap trades 
successfully in the network, telecommunication and energy industries. 

Despite the fact that Raycap is not a startup company as it is defined in the last few years, its 
development is impressive. The company gains 90 million Euros and continues its development 
without being affected by the global recession. The success is due to the investment of a great amount 
of money (approximately 30 million Euros in five years) in research and design of new technologies 
and in buying of equipment.  As a reward for its good work in Drama and in other cities, where 
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Raycap trades, HSBC presented the award of Innovation Ruban d’ Honneur in 2011 (Raycap stand out 
among 15.000 companies) at the European Business Awards. As for its future, it promises only 
success.  

2.2 Examples of startup companies abroad 

Enplug: Los Angeles, Calif - Founded: 2012 

Enplug is a BtoB startup focused on providing a digital, interactive real-time billboard network. Think 
restaurant menus or car details splayed on big tablet-like screens. 

How it started: Talk about a case of serendipity. David Zhu, along with his high school classmate 
Navdeep Reddy, were working on the development of Enplug. Zhu then took a vacation to Hong Kong 
and during a chance encounter met Nanxi Lui, who signed up to be the third co-founder. Heading back 
to the states, Zhu was on an airplane, when a man named Zach Spituslski bumped into him. After 
apologizing, the two got to talking and Zhu mentioned his venture. The next day Spituslski, along with 
his roommate Alex Ross became the fourth and fifth co-founders. There is so much family love at 
Enplug, twelve of the 37 employees live together in a house located in Bel Air, Calif. 

GSM Nation: Seattle, Wash - Founded: 2010 

Through its e-commerce platform, GSM Nation offers a wide selection of smart-phones, tablets and 
other wireless accessories. The company not only sells the physical device but also offers a no-
contract wireless service plan for consumers who don't want to be locked into long-term agreements. 
Besides BtoC, GSM Nation offers solutions for organizations ranging from the government agencies 
to Fortune 500 companies.  

How it started: When Ahmed Khattak arrived to the U.S. from Pakistan, the first thought was to call 
his parents to let them know he was safe. Yet, when he went to buy a phone he was shocked he 
couldn’t afford to buy one without committing to a two-year contract. Plus, he didn’t he even qualify, 
because he lacked a Social Security number or credit history. 

It was that moment he decided he'd find a way to help customers in the U.S. enjoy the benefits similar 
to the international community, where phones are unlocked and mobile plans are available contract-
free. GSM Nation was soon born out of a Yale incubator. 

Why it's a winner: It hits $100 million in revenue in 2013 -- only three years after launch -- GSM 
Nation is considered a winner. Plus, it is helping consumers save thousands of dollars and offers some 
individuals, who may not have otherwise qualified for a wireless device, the chance to own one. 

3. Greek Economic Crisis 

3.1 Introduction 

Greece entered a deep recession six years ago and is struggling to emerge. A combination of 
economic, political and social factors has contributed to Greece’s poor competitiveness, foreign 
investment, productivity and employment record. The Greek economy has grown on an unsustainable 
demand structure, driven almost entirely by public and private consumption while chronically 
suffering from unfavorable conditions for business. There are substantial hurdles in investment 
planning with adverse effects on operational cost. As a result, Greece attracts insufficient investment 
capital to build-job creating businesses. 
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3.2 The entrepreneurial crisis in Greece 

After peaking in 2008, the number of new companies in Greece dropped by 30% at the beginning of 
the crisis. Following this sudden drop, the number of company registrations remained relatively stable 
between 2010-2012, showing remarkable resilience throughout a period of a 25% GDP contraction. 
During the first half of 2013, the number of new companies dropped by another 14%, corresponding to 
a total 45% decline versus the 2008 peak. In terms of sectoral focus, the analysis on all new companies 
established in Greece since the beginning of the crisis yields one major conclusion: Greece has largely 
failed to shift focus of entrepreneurial activity to capture the country’s competitive advantages and 
opportunities. 

Respective data of Greece concerning the SMEs: 2010-2013 

Greece 2010/2011 2012 2013 
Enterprises  745.677 727.883 531059 
Gross Value Added (million €)  55000 47000 34000 
*SME: small and medium enterprise 

It is clear that prolonged recession and the steady increase in unemployment rates have had a very 
negative cumulative effect on companies, especially small and micro enterprises, which represent the 
overwhelming majority of Greek SMEs. Regarding the total number, the contribution to employment 
and the total added value, the SMEs sector in Greece depends on micro enterprises more than in other 
European countries. Greece is part of the group of countries (along with Spain, Portugal and Italy) 
where SMEs account for a higher percentage of the total employment as compared to the rest of 
Europe. This employment is concentrated mainly in micro enterprises, which provide more than half 
of the total number of jobs. 

3.3 Problems during the period of crisis 

In this environment dominated by small and medium sized businesses, a significant portion of 
economic activity had focused on low-value-adding sectors. Retail and wholesale were dominant, 
manufacturing and agriculture constituted a small share of the economy, and focus on R&D and 
technology was minimal. What’s more, with the exception of a few companies, the overall 
sophistication of products and service offerings had been low. Making matters worse, businesses were 
hindered by bureaucracy and administrative hurdles, and entrepreneurship had been associated with 
corruption and informality. The most prestigious path for young graduates involved a salaried work or 
‘high-profile’ self employment in law, medicine, or engineering, rather than an aggressive pursuit of 
high impact entrepreneurship. Leading to the economic crisis, entrepreneurship was - to a large extent 
– an unattractive career choice with bad connotations 

3.4 A new beginning for making the country competitive  

The perception of entrepreneurship started to change; the need to restore growth through 
entrepreneurship became critical, potential was identified in various sectors and, in lack of career 
alternatives, entrepreneurship was considered the way forward for Greece. Unfortunately, this wide 
discussion about entrepreneurship has not yet translated into an actual entrepreneurial boom of large 
scale. Approximately 90% of new ventures all over Greece still follow the logic of the failed growth 
model of the past. On a positive note, there is a 10% of new ventures that are indeed focusing on the 
proper growth areas, up from 7% a few years ago. Out of these ventures, 1% can be characterized as 
truly high-impact, in the sense that they have the potential to grow in jobs and revenues more 
effectively than peers; even if this 1/1000 may sound trivial, it still corresponds to 40 new high impact 
ventures per year that can make the difference in triggering growth and job creation. 
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These high-impact entrepreneurs go after opportunities that are structural in Greece or have emerged 
during the crisis: in sectors where Greece exhibits competitive advantage (e.g., food, tourism) or 
which go through radical restructuring (e.g., financial services, energy); and in individual assets that 
represent good investment options for restructuring/financing or are driven by international trends. 
Across sectors, there are many and specific opportunities to be captured; some of them are already 
being addressed by the high impact entrepreneurs who are already seizing the potential. These 
entrepreneurs and their ventures represent attractive investment options for local but also international 
investors. 

4. Promotion Of Startup Firms In Greece 

As we already mentioned, the Greek financial crisis discouraged investors from founding startups 
companies in the country. Therefore it is important that they are motivated by the Greek environment. 
More specific the sources of financing in Greece, the support of the Greek government and the Greek 
business environment are of great significance.  

4.1 Methods of financing a new business 

One of the most basic issues of a startup business is funding liquidity. The most critical survival factor 
for a new business that is trying to establish itself in the field is to choose the most appropriate source 
of funding. The sources of funding available to businesses in Greece are: 

Bank Lending 

Bank lending is now the most common way in which businesses resort to find financing. Banks offer 
two broad categories of corporate loans: Loans Working capital and long term loans. Working capital 
loans are intended to improve the liquidity of the company and are by their nature of short duration. 
Unlike the term loans are long term and include installation loans and business equipment loans. The 
rate of long term loans are usually lower than the interest rate on working capital loans precisely 
because of longer repayment. 

Venture Capital 

An alternative way of financing recently started in Greece, is the Venture Capital. Venture Capital is 
the form of financing generally aimed at young, ambitious and fast-growing companies that usually 
operating on a business innovative idea. Venture Capital Companies fund business - customers in 
exchange for the acquisition of a percentage of their shares. This percentage varies depending on the 
amount of funding and the size of the financed company, but typically ranges at around 30%.The 
duration of coating is usually between 3 and 7 years. Enterprises funded are usually dynamic with 
innovative business ideas and business plans that promise high returns, capable of rewarding the 
Venture Capital investors for their undertaken risk. The great advantage of funding through Venture 
Capital firm is the fact of not being required to provide guarantees for capital in it. So even in case of 
failure of the operation, the company Venture Capital does not claim refund of money invested in the 
company, provided of course that it complied with the terms of the agreement between the two sides. 

Business Angels 

By Business Angels meant private investors who have capital and professional expertise in a particular 
area which finance young entrepreneurs in the form of long-term investment. In Greece the funding in 
this way is neither institutionalized nor as widespread as internationally and usually it is limited to 
funding from relatives. However, during the next years, funding from private investors is expected to 
increase in Greece. 
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Business incubator 

Business incubator is an organization that aims to support young innovative companies with high 
growth prospects. A business incubator accommodates a considerable number of enterprises in 
suitable areas in order to achieve: 

 reducing costs 
 reducing the startup time 
 business networking 
 developing synergies 
 reducing the operating costs of the business 
 Developing synergies between co-location enterprises. 

The role of incubators companies is to contribute to the foundation and the first development of a new 
company to enable it then to assert with proper infrastructure and professional preparation, larger 
funds (through bank loans or corporate Venture Capital) for its first sizeable investment which will 
allow it to further develop and enforce the market. The duration of the investment Incubator is usually 
between 6 and 18 months. In Greece, there have been established the first companies of this type 
recently, in which young entrepreneurs starting a business venture may participate. 

The Business Incubator of BIC of Athens addresses young entrepreneurs and existing businesses, 
aimed at commercial exploitation of an innovation. The aim is to support business-oriented knowledge 
of the subject in which they wish to operate regardless of whether they have previous business 
experience (e.g. researchers, working in a related field etc). 

Leasing 

The Leasing is an integrated financing mechanism that enables a business to create or expand 
productive equipment without spending its own funds. The funds shall be released by the company 
leasing which buys the equipment according to the company’s instructions. Then the lessor leases this 
equipment to the lessee for a predetermined period and for a predetermined rent. By the end of the 
contract the lessee is able to purchase the equipment by paying a small amount which may not exceed 
5% of the value of the equipment. It alternatively, may return the equipment to the leasing company or 
it may continue renting it. The lease payments are monthly, quarterly or half-yearly. The rate for the 
calculation of the payment is slightly higher than the corresponding interest rate. The payback period 
is 3-5 years, and funding can reach up to 100% of the value of equipment. 

4.2 Government incentives to encourage startup businesses 

It is clear that government has a vital part to play in facilitating and encouraging entrepreneurial 
development. Because business development is not a single stage process, government incentive 
programs need to recognize the life cycle of entrepreneurial companies. The combination of multiple 
stages of business development and multiple funding sources available at each stage creates a complex 
group of touch points where incentives could impact the funding ecosystem. The government’s role is 
to stimulate that funding ecosystem and provide comprehensive support within this very complex 
space. In the following paragraphs we will analyze the incentives that we think that are the most 
substantial for the motivation of startup enterprises.  

Tax Holidays 

Tax holidays are popular within emerging countries seeking to attract new foreign and other 
investment in innovation. They generally offer tax-free periods for new investments by innovation or 
tech-intensive companies (which are defined in various ways), often followed by reduced tax periods. 
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Tax holidays vary significantly from country to country. China, for instance, offers two to five years 
complete exemption from the first income-generating year, followed by three to five years at 50%. 
Israel offers seven years from the year of first taxable income, but up to ten years for companies in a 
special economic zone. 

Consulting and Mentoring 

Frequently at the first period of the new sustainable startup, the entrepreneurs face many difficulties 
for the management of their ownership, the marketing, the research program etc. For this reason the 
government should cooperate with some economic development providers (local organizations, 
community organizations,  private sector businesses) in order to give job seekers personalized 
assistance, to achieve their business goals. This business mentoring will maintain in a regular contact 
for the first year of registration to provide help to the participant to work through any business 
problems in order the company to remain viable. 

Grants for Basic Research 

Fiscal support for R&D is critical for any government hoping to encourage the formation and success 
of local companies that focus on creating new technologies. Typically, this support is provided 
through grants, loans, or contracts, or through investment in infrastructure. The infrastructure 
investment can take a physical form such as universities, buildings, labs, logistics and transportation or 
an intangible form such as university graduates. As the global financial crisis continues to dampen 
economies and access to credit, business R&D spending has come under pressure, so the governments 
can focus their stimulus spending on new technologies, to compensate for the falling private 
investment. 

Legal system 

 A robust and predictable legal environment encourages innovation by convincing foreign investors 
and multinational companies that a country has laws and regulations in place to protect their interests 
and that the government and its courts are willing to enforce those laws. The ability to attract foreign 
companies, entrepreneurs, and private investors hinges on their having confidence that the benefits of 
their innovations will accrue to them without dissipating through piracy, corruption, bribery, or 
outright theft. Investor confidence in the rule of law is undermined in countries with overly broad, 
strict, or impractical laws that are not well communicated or inconsistently enforced. The legal 
environment also benefits from enforcement that operates through modern processes and technology, 
rather than through bureaucratic paper-based methods. 

4.3 Greek business environment improvement 

Another obstacle in the process of encouraging and spreading the startup companies in Greece is the 
absence of an appropriate business environment. More specific the bureaucracy, the absence of 
infrastructure, the insurance system and generally the unstable financial and social environment 
combined with the current uncertainty in the economy discourage the investors to create startup 
companies in the country. However there is a possibility to make the Greek environment more suitable 
by making the right moves. For instance, supporting investments especially in the field of technology, 
that constitutes an advantageous field of business for the startup companies, could designate the 
importance of cooperation between new business men. Moreover, other actions could be the 
development of associations combined with the promotion of consulting and guiding services. All 
these actions could make the Greek business environment more conducive and safe, as the investors 
could communicate and collaborate in order to cope at some point with the present instability. Also it 
is of great importance the organization of events for the promotion of creativity and innovation. 
Through these events, the investors could be motivated to share their ideas, look for partners and 
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exchange opinions that could lead to the realization of the ideas. Finally, every investor will have the 
opportunity to learn about the experiences of others and use them as an example.  

5. The Contribution Of Startups In The Greek Economic Recovery And Market 
Competitiveness Enhancement 

The regular development of startup companies in our country will have a positive impact on many 
aspects of the Greek economy. In the long run it will contribute to the enhancement of the 
competitiveness of the Greek market and this will attract more capital. In other words startups could 
be the base of the Greek economy’s regrowth.  

5.1. Fighting the unemployment while maintaining the educated young human resources in 
Greece 

The results of the empirical approach of the startup companies in the Greek market, demonstrate that 
the majority of this kind of companies are occupied with informatics. This trend is related to the fact 
that the field of technology gives to the startups the opportunity to develop faster. Furthermore, most 
of the founders of these companies are between 24- 40 years old, as the dynamic of the startups is 
associated with the dynamic of young people. In conclusion, the promotion and development of 
startups in our country will contribute to the reduction of unemployment among young people. The 
startups have the possibility to turn into companies that will create new and qualified jobs, modern 
business consciousness and will contribute to the Greek financial growth. 

The characteristics that are required for the development, support and survival of a startup company, 
are dedication to work, vision and an academic background. The founders of the startups are people 
with high education and innovative ideas, qualifications that earn the trust and respect of the investors. 
We come to the conclusion that the startups address the highly knowledgeable people with pioneering 
ideas offering them numerous possibilities.  By leveraging startups Greece could optimize the 
educated and experienced people and control the massive emigration of the human resources. (e.g. 
200.000 young educated people in the last 3 years) 

5.2. A healthier economy, a more competitive and varied market 

Business start-up rates can provide an indication of competition and dynamism in an economy. A 
higher start-up rate can foster innovation, thereby increasing productivity, and contribute significantly 
to the country’s economic growth. 

Thanks to technological advancement and this increased competition between small businesses, 
startups are required to (and are now able) innovate and improve their processes in order to lower 
costs and maintain market share, thus increasing overall productivity within an industry. As a result, 
we are presented with cheaper, more efficient solutions to problems, which streamline business and 
encourage market competition. Because products and ideas are tested, reworked and perfected before 
hitting the market, their demand is secured and time and resources are saved in the long run. 
Furthermore, economic growth can be generated through the introduction of new technology by new 
entrants. The main body of literature on this technological innovation theory is based on the 
Schumpeterian concept of ‘creative destruction’, by which new firms enter existing markets 
introducing new technologies, displacing older, less efficient firms.  

The fruits of startups, born of ideas sparked by holes in the market (and not thought up by boardrooms 
of existing companies) are used by individuals and companies alike, and so the vertical economy, 
tying consumers to big business, is reinforced. 
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5.3 Developing well rounded individuals 

Startup businesses are consisted of resourceful people who assume numerous roles and fulfill many 
functions beyond their working duties. Working for a startup firm requires the ability to do a variety of 
things which are necessary for the development of a successful business, in an experimental and 
creative environment. In addition, by working in a small team, an employee will have a beneficial 
communication with the other colleagues, enhancing the startup’s profitability. According to the law 
of diminishing returns, which we will explain, using a fashion analogy: the first pair of shoes you own 
will be worn every day. The second pair will be worn less, and will therefore have less wearing value. 
The third pair less useful still. This is because the first pair must fulfill all the necessary functions of 
shoe-wearing, and the same applies to the employees of a company. The few people who work for 
them will need to complete all tasks, and so they are valuable beyond their ‘specialized’ function. In 
essence, a startup employee’s responsibilities are far more multidimensional than an employee’s 
working in a single department for a large company, and so they often gain a richer and more varied 
professional experience: startups are contributing to the creation of well-rounded, multi-skilled 
individuals and not training them to be one-trick wonders.  

5.4 Enhancing local economies – promoting socially responsible efforts 

The inventors of startup businesses are locals. They are ordinary people, trying to achieve 
development and competitiveness, they need to use local resources, buy local products and materials. 
They might also rent a desk or private office in a co working space or call a local incubator home. 
Their firms’ survival, promotion and evolution requires involvement in communities and taking part in 
local events. That mutual effect between local communities and startups businesses injects money, 
resources and vibrancy back into local communities. It is well known, that startup hubs are fuelling 
hundreds of cities worldwide. 

The pioneering ideas and products of startup enterprises present a variety of investment options for all 
budgets, leading the injection of capital back into the market and reinforcing economic confidence. 
Specifically, venture capitals and other funding resources, give entrepreneurs the opportunity to 
cooperate with each other in order to achieve their goals. As a result, online platforms have emerged to 
allow investors to support startups and their ideas, meaning that now, more than ever, investors can 
direct with an unprecedented exactness where their money goes. Conscious decisions can be made 
about which ideas and products are worth pursuing. This places the onus back on the startup to create 
something necessary and worthwhile, and the responsibility back on the investor, to invest in 
something sustainable, increasing each market player’s social and environmental responsibility.  

6. Conclusion 

It is a fact that Greece’s image has been altered due to the current economic crisis. The Greek 
government should focus on the entrepreneurship in order to reinforce Greece’s credibility and 
economic consistency. Startup businesses constitute a section which can at first revitalize Greek 
economy enhancement and finally exonerate Europe’s mistrust in our country. In other words, startup 
businesses could be the bed of the Greek economy treatment. 
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From an accounting perspective, the assets and liabilities in the balance sheet are listed according to a 
particular characteristic, i.e. there is a rule that defines the sequence of presentation in financial 
statements. Assets are listed on the order of permanence. Liabilities are listed in order of least 
expected payment. 

The least liquid assets (fixed assets) are listed first in the balance sheet, and the most liquid assets 
(current assets) are recorded in the end of the balance sheet. In Bulgaria order of permanence is known 
as the principle of liquidity. It differs from the order of liquidity. 

Liquidity ratios have characteristics associated with the dynamics of current assets and current 
liabilities, i.e. they are constantly changing, which can make information out-dated. 

For liquidity purposes, amount of current assets should not include deferred expenses. Amount of 
current liabilities shall not include financing and deferred income. 

Current Ratio, Quick Ratio, Absolute Liquidity Ratio, Liquidity of Revenue, Interval Measure, Ratio 
of Net Working Capital to Total Assets are measures of liquidity. 

Subject of research is the liquidity of sixty Bulgarian public companies. The object of research is the 
problems related to liquidity and in particular the Liquidity of Revenue. 

The main thesis of the study states that the Bulgarian public companies are experiencing liquidity 
problems. The enterprises have not used all techniques to overcome these negative phenomena. The 
need to use all possible techniques to overcome liquidity problems increases during the crisis. Aim of 
the study is to identify occurring liquidity problems of Bulgarian public companies. 

This study has the following tasks: (1) The selection of an appropriate indicator or set of indicators; 
(2) Measurement and analysis of selected indicators of liquidity; (3) Identification of liquidity 
problems. 

Limitations of the study are connected with the limited number of enterprises and years. The study 
explores sixty Bulgarian non-financial corporations, whose shares are traded on the Bulgarian Stock 
Exchange for the period 2007-2013.  

2. Methodology 

The analysis is based on the coefficient Liquidity of Revenue (Chukov, 2003) and coefficients of 
dynamics. The Liquidity of Revenue is calculated as a ratio between the net amount of cash and net 
sales (Formula 1).  

	 	 	
	 	

	
	 (1) 

Inventories are not included, because they are less liquid. However, there are not many companies that 
would start selling inventories and even if they resort to such action, the cash sale is under question. 
Enterprises that deal with specific activities, requiring processing of raw materials, can encounter 
difficulties. Consumers do not wish to buy materials that are unprocessed and that would not serve the 
purpose. They do not have the necessary equipment and knowledge to rework resources. In such cases, 
enterprises with essentially similar activities and competitors are potential contractors. For such a deal, 
the attitudes and relations between companies are important. Of course, some enterprises have resorted 
to the sale of financial assets, which seems much more feasible. It should be noted that the company 
should have financial assets, but the essence of the performed activity does not imply a large amount 
of these resources and where available, the transfer shall be required to carry out expenditure. This is 
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The results show that the values of the Liquidity of Revenue between 0 and 0.10 for 2007 and for 2009 
have eight companies or they have a share of 13.33%. Fifteen enterprises or twenty-five percent of all 
cases have levels of Liquidity of Revenue between 0 and 0.10 for 2008. Eleven companies or 18.33% 
of the cases are with values of the Liquidity of Revenue between 0 and 0.10 for 2011, but for 2012 
five enterprises or 8.3 % of all companies have the indicator values between 0 and 0.10. 

It is interesting to note that the proportion of enterprises with values of Liquidity of Revenue between 
0 and 0.10 varies widely between 8.33% and 25%. This group includes companies that have a net 
amount of cash between zero and positive value that does not represent more than ten percent of net 
sales. Enterprises in this group are at risk of inability to timely pay their obligations, because of the 
risk of mismatch in the maturities of current liabilities and short-term receivables, as well as possible 
problems in collecting receivables. Both groups, discussed here, have a common percentage in the 
reviewed periods ranging from 58.3% to 68.3%. Thus, in certain periods the percentage of companies 
in difficulty on the basis of Liquidity of Revenue amounts to over two-thirds of all covered in the 
survey enterprises. This is a testimony that many companies do not conduct enough effective policies 
on liquidity management, and some may not conduct such a policy. In times of crisis, it is essential 
liquidity to be monitored as it is an indicator of the state of the enterprise. 

The data shows that twenty-five companies or 41.67% of non-financial enterprises have the levels of 
Liquidity of Revenue for 2007, for 2010, and for 2013 over 0.10. Nineteen companies or 31.67% of all 
cases for 2008 have values of Liquidity of Revenue over 0.10. The data shows that twenty public 
companies or 33.33% of the surveyed enterprises have levels of Liquidity of Revenue over 0.10 for 
2011. Twenty-four companies or forty percent of all cases have values of ratio over 0.10 for 2012. 

The share of enterprises with a value of Liquidity of Revenue over 0.10 ranged between 31.67% and 
41.67%, or the difference amounts to ten percentage points. Interestingly, when comparing the relative 
shares of the group for 2007 and 2013, there was no difference. Positive values of the Liquidity of 
Revenue are desirable for the better functioning of the enterprise. However, they should not be taken 
unambiguously as favourable as those that need to seek any enterprise. Indicative is the case of K34, 
where in 2012 and 2013 values are extremely high. This is to a large extent due to the low level of net 
sales than to the low level of net amount of cash. This indicates problems with the supply of goods and 
services. At a later stage this negative trend can result in a reduction of production volume and 
eventually to the termination of activities. The excessively high levels of Liquidity of Revenues 
suggest problems with the return. 

Figure 2 shows the Arithmetic mean and Median on percentage change in the values of Liquidity of 
Revenue for sixty Bulgarian public enterprises for the period. 
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Examining the largest percentage increase and the biggest percentage declines of Liquidity of Revenue 
for sixty Bulgarian public enterprises for the study period it was noted that the biggest percentage 
increases ranged from five hundred percentage points to 25749.7 percentage points. Such abrupt 
changes should not happen. One of the reasons for the big increases and reductions of Liquidity of 
Revenues are Net sales, which influence on the high percentage reductions by main merit for the 
negative sign of the indicator, is the Net amount of cash. Larger short-term liabilities than the amount 
of current receivables and cash and reduced net revenues should be assessed as a negative 
phenomenon, which is reflected as negative Liquidity of Revenue. The biggest percentage decline in 
the value of Liquidity of Revenue ranged from minus seven hundred and twenty percentage points to 
minus two thousand and eleven percentage points. 

4. Conclusion 

The results show that many companies experienced liquidity problems. The share of enterprises with 
values of Liquidity of Revenue below 0.1 during the considered periods ranged from 58.3 to 68.3 
percent. It should be paid attention to the structure of assets. Too large a share of fixed assets in total 
assets should not be allowed. It is essential to monitor the maturities of payables and receivables. At 
certain times the percentage of companies in difficulty on the basis of the indicator Liquidity of 
Revenue amounted to over two-thirds of all covered in the survey enterprises. This is a testimony that 
many enterprises do not conduct enough effective policies on liquidity management. Too high levels 
of Liquidity of Revenues suggest problems with the return. 

Note: The material is analytical in nature. It is not a recommendation for making an investment 
decision. 
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situations. Also, companies should develop detailed action plans for each activity, and exploit 
international best practices for each one of them.  

In this research we will study the competitiveness from logistics perspective, focusing on the problem 
of transportation planning. Initially, we present a brief literature review of the transportation problem 
and we define alternative solution procedures proposed by researchers. In Section 2 we include a short 
presentation of the company, as well as of the problem studied. In Section 3, we present the solution 
methodology, analyzing each step separately. Finally, in Section 4 we provide some intuitive 
conclusions and propose ideas for future research. 

2. Review Of The Literature On The Transportation Problem  

Logistics includes a set of individual activities, such as the transport of raw materials and finished 
goods, storage, inventory management, coordination and monitoring of the distribution of finished 
products.  

For almost all firms of our country, the most important cost center that is related with logistics 
activities is transportortation. In the economic and commercial terminology with the term 
transportation we refer to passenger journeys, transport or freight from one point to another. Such 
movements are usually made against some financial remuneration and in accordance to Melaniti 
(2012) are the main commercial and financial operations.  

All social sciences have contributed to the development of transport and attempted to interpret their 
importance. For example according to the science of sociology, the term transport, abbreviation of 
older international term transportation, used to refer to the transportation of people and goods with a 
focused interest in "multiple course" as well as in personal movement means (Tsaousis, 2010). 
However, only the financial sector has been involved so heavily with the importance of transport and 
with related problems posed on firms. 

There are many different approaches for formulating the problem of transport and the proposed 
solution approaches vary depending on the details that are taken into account (details of routes and 
vehicles, vehicle capacity). So we can approach the problem of transportation, with the transportation 
model, the vehicle routing problem (VRP), the travelling salesman problem, etc. In addition, every 
scientist, depending on his / hers perspective and the field of economics that mediates, uses various 
methods for finding the optimal solution. Operations research for example would use mixed integer 
programming or a heuristic method like the savings matrix method. 

According to Economou and Georgiou (2011), “The problem of transport comes usually into existence 
in cases where we want to ship goods from various sources to various destinations in the best possible 
way. The optimal transfer plan that results is based on the total cost of transporting the goods from 
various sources to several destinations”. Economou and Georgiou (2011) approach the problem using 
linear programming, one of the most popular technique for solving transportation problem, which is 
extremely useful in decision making theory.  

Halary (1969) referring to the problem of vehicle routing notes that "a network is a system of 
graphical characteristics associated to intersections and junctions. The nodes in a network connected 
via graphical characteristic called acne. That is, each edge corresponds to a node pair (i, j) and 
connects the node i to node j. Typically, a network is defined as a directed graph G = (N, E), which 
consists of a set of nodes n = | n| and a set of edges E = | m |, where n is the number of edges and m 
the number of nodes ".  
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3. Presentation Of The Company And Problem Setting 

KRI KRI is a dairy industry located in Serres, Central Macedonia of Greece. During the recent years 
KRI KRI has an admirable improvement of its presence in Greek and foreign dairy markets. After a 
contact with the firm’s manager of Logistics Department, we determined to study the issue of yogurt 
transportation to firm’s international customers. Specifically, the location of KRI KRI customers 
creates a distribution network with 7 distribution points in 4 different European countries. 

The basic research question is whether is advisable for the firm to undertake the process of product 
transportation by switching from Ex Work (the dealer has the product ready packed for transportation 
out of the seller's premises, the agreed date, without including transportation cost, insurance, etc.) to 
FCA – free to carrier. To evaluate the advisability of this change we determined the routing schedule 
that satisfies the respective demand using the Savings Matrix method, we evaluated the resulting 
transportation costs and specified the wholesale price per pallet that KRI KRI has to charge its 
customers to account for transportation costs. The itineraries which we had to combine was 7 cities in 
various countries of Europe, like the Czech Republic, Germany, Belgium and United Kingdom. An 
important constraint which was taken into account for route determination is that each truck has to use 
at least 75 % of its capacity. An assumption that is made in the analysis that follows is that the 
differences in highway and the border tolls of alternative routes are negligible, and therefore the is no 
need to be taken into account. 

4. Solving - Results 

a. Identification of transport services  

First, we solve our problem with the 15-days planning approach. In each period we assume that 
demand equals its average value as computed by the annual demand. Sequentially, we provide the 
solution for the actual demand per period at the 7 customers’ facilities.  

Initially, we calculated the average demand of 52 weeks, based on the available data (Tables 1 and 2). 
The average demand at each customer’s facility is shown in Table 3.  

Table 1: Actual / forecasted 15-days demand in customers’ facilities for periods 1 to 13. 

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
 0 41 16 26 21 19 27 16 25 19 23 21 19 

Germany1 77 90 97 138 94 79 73 58 131 35 102 100 117 
Germany2 1 3 2 2 2 3 2 1 5 2 3 9 3 
Germany3 16 21 22 24 13 14 14 33 24 18 22 18 26 
Belgium 33 33 33 0 22 33 17 52 33 33 33 33 33 
United 

Kingdom1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 25 25 25 25 25 

United 
Kingdom2 

32 27 17 19 26 28 26 27 27 17 19 26 28 

Sum 159 215 187 209 178 176 159 194 270 149 227 232 251 
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Table 2: Actual / forecasted 15-days demand in customers’ facilities for periods 14 to 26 

Period 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
Czech 

Republic 1 
27 41 16 26 21 19 27 0 19 26 2 8 27 

Germany1 105 88 87 120 120 79 73 71 96 85 49 85 105 
Germany2 4 9 2 4 1 0 2 4 5 3 2 1 4 
Germany3 30 25 5 20 5 22 24 2 22 21 13 15 30 
Belgium 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 
United 

Kingdom1 
25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

United 
Kingdom2 

26 20 27 17 19 26 28 26 20 25 27 27 26 

Sum 250 241 195 245 224 204 212 161 220 218 151 194 250 
 

Table 3: Average demand per customer 

Points of Distribution Average of Demand 

Czech Republic 20.115 
Germany1 88.384 
Germany2 2.961 
Germany3 18.923 
Belgium 31.423 

United Kingdom1 17.577 
United Kingdom2 24.384 

 

The distance between the production facility and customers’ sites, as well as the distance between all 
customers’ sites are reported in Table 4. For example in the cell (Czech Republic 1, Serres) we report 
the distance between the production facility at Serres and distribution point Czech Republic 1. 

Table 4: Factory to Customer and Customer to Customer distances 

 Serres 
Czech 

Republic 
Germany 1 Germany 2 Germany 3 

Belgium
1 

United 
Kingdom 

1 

United 
Kingdom 

2 

Serres 0        
Czech 

Republic 
1465 0       

Germany1 2123 764 0      
Germany2 1944 493 307 0     
Germany3 2215 980 278 575 0    
Belgium 2456 1231 514 812 259 0   
United 

Kingdom1 
2979 1723.61 996.18 1293.91 788.57 563.61 0  

United 
Kingdom2 

2992 1738.09 1012.28 1308.40 803.06 568.09 91.73 0 

 

According to the Savings Matrix method we calculate the savings in traveling distance by combining 
the freights to the various distribution points into a single route, using equation (1). 
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, , 	 , 	 ,  (1) 

where  

x, y: distribution points  

DC: Distribution Center 

For example 

K(G1, G3) = d (Serres, G1) + d (Serres, G3) – d (G3-G1) = 2123 + 2215-278 = 4060. 

By evaluation of the savings by each possible pair of customer facilities using equation (1), we 
formulate Table 5. 

Table 5: Savings Matrix 

Serres 
Czech 

Republic 
Germany

1 
Germany

2 
Germany

3 
Belgium 

United 
Kingdom 

1 

United 
Kingdom 

2 

Czech 
Republic 

0       

Germany 1 2824 0      
Germany 2 2916 3760 0     
Germany 3 2700 4060 3584 0    

Belgium 2690 4065 3588 4412 0   
United 

Kingdom 1 
2720.39 4105.81 3629.09 4405.42 4871.38 0  

United 
Kingdom 2 

2718.91 4102.72 3627.6 4403.93 4879.90 5879.27 0 

 

For the determination of the optimal routes, according to the Savings Matrix method, we choose to 
combine initially the couple with the maximum savings. Sequentially, we checked if pair with the 
second largest savings value can be combined with the previously formulated route. In case that the 
combination violates the vehicle capacity constraint, we separate schedules and repeat the same 
process until all demand has been included in the transportation schedule. 

Initially, we note that we receive the greatest benefit from the couple United Kingdom1/United 
Kingdom2. So we are trying to combine the above routes. But in practice this is not possible, because 
the demand is more than the capacity of a truck. Therefore, we separate the schedules and we continue 
trying to combine more benefit occurs, i.e. the pair Belgium1/United Kingdom2. However, neither in 
this case we can combine. We continue the process until we reach the best pairs, whose demand meets 
the limitation of the capacity of the truck. 

Using the table of interest and demand averages of points of distribution, the following optimal 
combinations (table 6) 
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Table 6 : Results with Savings Matrix method 

Schedule Demand Trucks Completeness 

United Kingdom1 18 1 54.54% 
United Kingdom2 24 1 72.72% 

Germany2/Germany1 25 1 75.75% 

Belgium 31 1 93.93% 

Germany3 19 1 57.57% 

Czech Republic 20 1 60.60% 

Germany1 33 2 100.00% 
 

Of course to get more realistic results we decided to implement the array and method for each half 
separately. We followed the same procedure as the above approximation of the average and the results 
we found are reflected in table 7. 

Table 7:  Savings Matrix method for 15days periods 

Period Truck 1 Truck 2 Truck 3 Truck 4 Truck 5 Truck 6 Truck 7 

1 UK2 (32) Β (33) G1 (33×2) 

G1/ G2 / 
G3 

(11+1+16=
28) 

   

2 UK2 (27) Β (33) G1 (33×2) 
G1 / G2 

(24+3=27) 
Cz (33) 

G3 / Cz (8 
+ 21= 29) 

 

 
3 

UK2 (17) Β (33) G1 (33×2) 
G1 / G2 

(31+2 =33) 
G3(22) Cz (16)  

4 
UK2/ G1 
(19 + 6= 

25) 
G1 (33× 4) 

G2/ Cz 
(26+2=28) 

G3 (24)    

5 UK2 (26) G1 (33×2) 
G2/ G1 

(2+28=30) 
Cz (21) G3 (13) Β (22)  

6 UK2 (28) G1 (33×2) Β1 (33) 

G1/ G2 / 
G3 

(13+3+14=
30) 

Cz (19)   

7 
UK2 / G1 
(26+7=33) 

G1 (33×2) 
G3/ Β 

(14+17=31) 
G2/ Cz 

(2+27=29) 
   

8 UK2 (27) Β(33) 
Β/UK1 

(19+7=26) 
G3 (33) G1 (33) 

G1 /G2 (1 
+25=26) 

Cz1 (16) 

9 UK2 (27) G1 (4×33) Β1(33) 
Cz/ G2 

(25+5=30) 
UK1 (25) G3 (24)  

10 Β (33) G1 (33) 
G1/UK1 

(3+25=28) 
Cz1/ G2 

(19+2=21) 
G3 (18) UK2 (17)  

11 Β(33) G1 (33×3) 
UK1/G1 

(19+3=22) 
UK2 (25) G3 (22) 

G2/ Cz 
(23+3=26) 

 

12 Β(33) G1 (33×3) 
UK1/ 

G1(25+1=2
6) 

UK2 (26) 
G2/ Cz1 

(9+21=30) 
G3 (18)  

13 Β (33) UK1 (25) UK2 (28) G1 (3×33) 
G1/ G2 

(18+3=21) 
G3 (26) Cz1 (19) 
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14 Β(33) 
UK1 / G1 
(25+6=31) 

G1 (3×33) G3 (30) UK2 (26) 
G2/Cz 

(4+27=31) 
 

15 B(33) UK1 (25) 
UK2/ Cz 

(20+8=28) 
G1 (33×2) 

G1 / G2 
(22+9=31) 

G3 (25) Cz1 (33) 

16 B(33) 
UK1/ G3 

(25+5=30) 
UK2(27) G1 (2×33) 

G1/ G2 
(21+2=23) 

Cz (16)  

17 B(33) 
G1(33×3=9

9) 
G1/ G2 

(21+1=22) 
Cz (26) G3(20) UK1(25) UK2 (17) 

18 B(33) 
G1(33×3=9

9) 
UK1/G3 

(25+5=30) 
G1/G2 

(21+1=22) 
UK2(19) Cz (21)  

19 B(33) UK1 (25) UK2 (28) G1(33×2) 
G1/ Cz 

(13+19=32) 
G3 (22)  

20 B(33) UK1 (25) UK2 (28) G1 (33×2) 
G1/ G2/ G3 

(7+2+24=33) 
Cz (27)  

21 B(33) G1 (33×2) 

UK1 / G3 
/G1 

(25+2+5=3
2) 

UK2/ G2 
(26+4=30) 

   

22 B(33) G1 (33×3) 
UK1/ G2 

(25+5=30) 
UK2 (20) Cz(19) G3 (22)  

23 B(33) G1 (33×2) 
G1/ G2 

(19+3=22) 
UK1 (25) UK2 (25) Cz (26) G3(21) 

24 B(33) UK1 (25) UK2 (27) 
G1/G2/G3/C
(16+2+13+2=

33) 
   

25 B(33) G1 (33×2) UK1 (25) UK2 (27) 
G2/ G1/ Cz 

(1+19+8=28) 
G3 (15)  

26 Β1(33) G1 (33) UK1 (25) UK2 (27) 
G1/ G2 

(16+2=18) 
G3 (23) Cz1 (18) 

 

However, because of the requirement that truck unused capacity should not exceed 25%, the solution 
reported in Table 7 is not acceptable. Therefore we revise our results, so as to satisfy the minimum 
quantity constraint. For example, the average annual demand observed at 4 distribution points (United 
Kingdom 1, United Kingdom 2, Czech Republic 1, and Germany 3) does not satisfy the constraint of 
completeness and we have to modify them properly, in order to minimize the company's transportation 
costs (Table 8). Moreover, in Period 3 there are 3 shipments that do not satisfy the minimum quantity 
constraint (i.e., United Kingdom 2, Germany 3, and Czech Republic). Therefore, exploiting the results 
of Table 4, we combined the distribution points into the same route to meet the minimum quantity 
constraint. Specifically, we combined Germany 3 with United Kingdom 2 and Germany 3 with Czech 
Republic in a single route. In a similar way we revised the distribution schedule. The improved 
schedule is shown in Table 9. 
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Table 8: Revised schedule taking into account the minimum quantity constraint 

 Route 
Total 

demand 
Tonnage of 

a truck 
Number of 

Trucks 
Capacity 

usage 
Cost 

1 
UK 1 /UK 2 
/Germany 3 

60.87 30.43 2 92.20% 6190.62€ 

2 Germany 1 66.00 33.00 2 100% 4,246.00 € 
3 Belgium 31.42 31.42 1 95.21% 2,456.00 € 

4 
Germany 1 
/Germany 2 

/Czech Republic 1 
45.46 22.73 2 69% 4,530.00€ 

Total 17,422.62€ 
 

Table 9: Amendment of saving matrix method by considering the minimum capacity constraint (75%)  

Period Truck 1 Truck 2 Truck 3 Truck  4 Truck  5 Truck  6 Truck  7 

1 UK2 (32) Β1 (33) G1 (33×2) 
G1 /G2 /G3 

(11+ 1 + 
16=28) 

   

2 UK2 (27) Β1 (33) G1 ( 33×2) 
G1 / G2 

(24+3=27) 
Cz1 (33) 

G3 / Cz1 (8 
+ 21= 29) 

 

3 
G3/UK2 

(11+17=28
) 

G3/ Cz1 
(11+16=27

) 
Β1 (33) G1 (33×2) 

G1 / G2 
(31+2 =33) 

  

4 
UK2/ G1 
(19 + 6= 

25) 
G1 (33× 4) 

G2/ Cz1 
(26+2=28) 

G3 (24)    

5 
G3/Cz1 

(7+21=28) 
G3/Β1(6+2

2=28) 
UK2 (26) G1 (33×2) 

G2/ G1 
(2+28=30) 

  

6 UK2 (28) G1 (33×2) Β1 (33) 
G1/ G2 / G3 

(13+3+14=30) 
Cz1 (19)   

7 
UK2 / G1 
(26+7=33) 

G1 (33×2) 
G3/ Β1 

(14+17=31
) 

G2/ Cz1 
(2+27=29) 

   

8 UK2 (27) Β1(33) 
Β1 /UK1 

(19+7=26) 
G3 (33) G1 (33) 

G1 
/G2 (1 

+25=26) 
Cz1 (16) 

9 UK2 (27) G1 (4×33) Β1 (33) 
Cz1/ G2 

(25+5=30) 
UK1 (25) G3 (24)  

10 

Cz1/ G2/ 
G3 

(19+2+9=3
0) 

UK2/G3 
(17+9=26) 

Β1 (33) G1 (33) 
G1/UK1 

(3+25=28) 
  

11 

UK1/G1/ 
G3 

(19+3+8=3
0) 

UK2/ G3 
(25+8=33) 

G2/ 
Cz1/G3 

(23+3+6=3
2) 

Β1(33) G1 (33×3)   

12 Β1(33) G1 (33×3) 
UK1/ 

G1(25+1=2
6) 

UK2 (26) 
G2/ Cz1 

(9+21=30) 
G3 (18)  
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13 

G1/ 
G2/Cz1 

(18+3+12=
33) 

G3 /Cz1 
(26+7=33) 

Β1(33) UK1 (25) UK2 (28) G1 (3×33)  

14 Β1(33) 
UK1 / G1 
(25+6=31) 

G1 (3×33) G3 (30) UK2 (26) 
G2/Cz1 

(4+27=31) 
 

15 Β1(33) UK1 (25) 
UK2/ Cz1 
(20+8=28) 

G1 (33×2) 
G1 / G2 

(22+9=31) 
G3 (25) Cz1 (33) 

16 

G1/ G2/ 
Cz1 

(21+2+10=
33) 

UK2/Cz1 
(27+6=33) 

Β1(33) 
UK1/ G3 

(25+5=30) 
G1 (2×33)   

17 
UK2/ UK1 

(7+25 = 
32) 

UK2/ G3 
(10+20=30

) 
Β1(33) G1(33×3=99) 

G1/ G2 
(21+1=22) 

  

18 

G1/G2/ 
UK2 

(10+1+19=
30) 

G1/ Cz1 
(11+21=32

) 
Β1(33) G1(33×3=99) 

UK1/G3 
(25+5=30) 

  

19 Β1(33) UK1 (25) UK2 (28) G1(33×2) 
G1/ Cz1 

(13+19=32
) 

G3 (22)  

20 Β1(33) UK1 (25) UK2 (28) G1 (33×2) 

G1/ G2/ 
G3 

(7+2+24=3
3) 

Cz1 (27)  

21 Β1(33) G1 (33×2) 

UK1 / G3 
/G1 

(25+2+5=3
2) 

UK2/ G2 
(26+4=30) 

   

22 
G3/Cz1 

(11+19=30
) 

G3/ UK2 
(11+20=31

) 
Β1(33) G1 (33×3) 

UK1/ G2 
(25+5=30) 

  

23 
G1/ G2/G3 
(19+3+7=2

9) 

UK1/ G3 
(25+7=32) 

UK2 / 
G3(25+7=3

2) 
Β1(33) G1 (33×2)   

24 Β1(33) UK1 (25) UK2 (27) 

G1/ G2/ G3/ 
Cz1 

(16+2+13+2=
33) 

   

25 
UK1/G3 

(25+8=33) 
UK2/ G3 

(27+7=32) 
Β1(33) G1 (33×2) 

G2/ G1/ 
Cz1 

(1+19+8=2
8) 

  

26 

G1/ G2/ 
G3 

(8+2+23=3
3) 

G1/ Cz1 
(8+18=26) 

Β1(33) G1 (33) UK1 (25) UK2 (27)  
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b. Calculation of transportation unit cost  

The next step is the calculation of the total cost per route. It is important to note that for the calculation 
of unit cost, we performed a relevant analysis and conclude that the average cost per kilometer equals 
1.00 €. Therefore, to find the total cost for each trip we multiply the average cost with the total 
kilometers of each route (equation 2). 

 

(2) 

 

For example, for the first period the transportation cost is calculated as follows:  

Transportation cost = 1.00 (2992 + 2456 + 22123 + 1944 + 307 + 278) = 12,223 

Where:  

2992: distance from Serres to United Kingdom 2  

2456: distance from Serres to Belgium 1  

2123: distance from Serres in Germany 1  

1944: distance from Serres to Germany 2 

307: distance from Germany 2 to Germany 1  

278: distance from Germany 1 to Germany3  

The results of the transportation cost calculation for the 26 periods examined are shown in Table 10. 

Table 10: Total transportation cost per period 

Period Cost 

1 12,223.00 € 
2 15,355.00 € 
3 14,416.06 € 
4 16,911.00 € 
5 14,408.00 € 
6 13,688.00 € 
7 11,813.28 € 
8 18,337.61 € 
9 21,092.00 € 
10 13,249.24 € 
11 17,565.64 € 
12 19,109.18 € 
13 19,502.00 € 
14 19,109.18 € 
15 18,860.61 € 
16 15,159.19 € 
17 17,164.79 € 
18 17,320.86 € 

Transportation cost = Average cost per kilometer  (distance in kilometer 1 

	number of trucks + distance in kilometer 2	  number of trucks + … + distance in 
kilometer n  number of trucks) 
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19 17,117.00 € 
20 14,365.00 € 
21 13,144.98 € 
22 17,525.97 € 
23 15,252.64 € 
24 15,252.64 € 
25 14,988.64 € 
26 15,308.00 € 

Total 410,977.87 € 
Total of average 452,988.12€ 

 

So, we observe that the annual transportation cost after the modification of the results obtain by the 
Savings Matrix method is 410,977.87 € and the total kilometers traveled by all trucks are 410,977.87. 
On the other hand, the transportation schedule that is based on the average demand per period results 
in annual cost equal to 452,988.12 €. 

At this point is necessary to calculate the price that KRI KRI should offer to its customers for 
transportation per pallet. Our calculations are based on two different assumptions. Specifically, we 
evaluate the transportation price which corresponds to the break-even point of transportation costs and 
the transportation price that would create an approximate 5% profit from the transportation operation. 
To calculate the transportation price, we should take into account 3 factors, distance, quantity and 
savings from the combination of the freights with other customers. The procedure followed is the 
described in detail below: 

Step 1: Calculate the annual transportation cost for each destination, using:  

	 	 	 	 		 (3) 

The results of all destinations are shown in table 11. Summation of all Δi values yields total annual 
transportation cost, i.e., Δ = ∑  . 

Table 11: Calculation of Δi 

i Destination 
Distance from 

Serres (km) 
Annual Demand 

(pallets) 
Δi 

     
1 Czech Republic 1 1465 523 766,195 
2 Germany 1 2123 2298 4,878,654 
3 Germany 2 1944 77 149,688 
4 Germany 3 2215 492 1,089,780 
5 Belgium 2456 817 2,006,552 
6 UK 1 2979 457 1,361,403 
7 UK 2 2992 634 1,896,928 
 Total Δ 12,149,200 

 

For example, Δ1 = Distance (Serres – Czech Republic 1)   ( Annual Demand of Czech Republic 1)   
=  1465	  523 = 766,195 
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Step 2: Calculate the value of the "nominal" transport costs per kilometer and unit using 

	 	 	
, ,

	 .  (4) 

Where k = total transportation cost, as shown in Table 10  

Step 3: For each destination i, taking into account the individual saving values in Table % calculate the 
average savings Ωi. The results are presented in table 12, along with the overall savings of the 
network, Ω using: 

∑
	 (5) 

Table 12: Average Savings per destination (Ωi) and Overall Savings (Ω). 

I Distribution Points Average of Savings  Ωi 

1 Czech Republic 1 2,761.55 
2 Germany 1 3,819.58 
3 Germany 2 3,517.44 
4 Germany 3 3,927.55 
5 Belgium 1 4,084.38 
6 United Kingdom 1 4,268.56 
7 United Kingdom 2 4,268.72 
 Average  Ω 3,806.83 

 

Step 4: For each destination calculate the ratio: 

	  (6) 

The results are shown in table 13. 

Table 13: Calculation of Λi 

I Distribution Points Λi 
1 Czech Republic 1 1.378 
2 Germany 1 0.996 
3 Germany 2 1.082 
4 Germany 3 0.969 
5 Belgium 1 0.932 
6 United Kingdom 1 0.891 
7 United Kingdom 2 0.891 

 

Step 5: Calculate the adjusted cost of transport, by modifying the transportation cost at each 
distribution point. For this modification, apart from the annual demand and distances it is also taking 
into account the value of Λi. It can be argued that Λi accounts for the savings that may arise because of 
the ease of combining a given distribution point with others, and characterizes distribution point i. The 
corrected cost for each destination is 

	 	  (7) 
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Note that parameter a that appears in equation (7) is used as a Lagrange multiplier that is adjusted so 
as the annual total revenues from transportation operation will be equal to the desired value, i.e, total 
cost or exceeding 5% total cost. The value of α that equates revenues and costs equals 1.019. By now 
we know that the cost of Ci, is expressed in €/(pallets kilometres , although we want to look at is 
the new wholesale sales value (per pallet) for each customer, expressed only in euros. Consequently, 
we multiply equation (7) with the (annual demand in 
pallets		 distance	Serres Destination , where	i 1, … 7 . The results presented in table 14 for 
the break-even scenario and in Table 15 for the case of 5% profit from providing transportation 
services. In the latter case, firm’s revenues equal 431,527 € and the value of multiplier a is equal to 
1.070.  

Table 14: Calculation of Ci and Ci per pallet for each distribution point 

i Distribution Points Ci Ci per pallet 
1 Czech Republic 1 36,437.81€ 69.67€ 
2 Germany 1 167,744.86€ 72.99€ 
3 Germany 2 5,588.88€ 72.58€ 
4 Germany 3 36,440.29€ 74.06€ 
5 Belgium 1 64,519.35€ 78.97€ 
6 United Kingdom 1 41,886.20€ 91.65€ 
7 United Kingdom 2 58,360.46€ 92.05€ 

 

Table 15: Costs of Ci and Ci/pallet for each distribution point with profit 5% 

i Distribution 
Points 

Ci with profit 5% 
Ci per pallet with 

profit	 % 

1 Czech Republic 1 38,259.70€ 73.15€ 
2 Germany 1 176,132.10€ 76.64€ 
3 Germany 2 5,868.32€ 76.21€ 
4 Germany 3 38,262.31€ 77.76€ 
5 Belgium 1 67,745.32€ 82.91€ 
6 United Kingdom 

1 
43,980.51€ 96.23€ 

7 United Kingdom 
2 

6,1278.48€ 96.65€ 

 

Finally, since we have found the cost per pallet in break even (Table 14) and the costs incurred to gain 
5% for the company (Table 15), we can calculate the new wholesale prices per pallet, using equations 
(8) and (9), respectively. 

New Wholesale price per pallet in break even = 
Ci per pallet * previous wholesale price per pallet (8) 

New wholesale price per pallet in break even with profit 5% =  
Ci per pallet with profit 5% + previous wholesale price per pallet (9) 

The resulting wholesale prices per pallet for the two cases are summarized in Table 16. 
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Table 16: New wholesale prices per pallet in break even and with profit 5% 

Distribution 
Points 

Previous wholesale 
price per pallet 

New wholesale price 
per pallet in break 

even 

New wholesale price 
per pallet with profit 

5% 
Czech Republic 1 722 € 792.07€ 795.55 € 

Germany 1 773 € 845.80€ 849.45 € 
Germany 2 554 € 626.98€ 630.61 € 
Germany 3 554 € 628.47€ 632.17 € 
Belgium 1 647 € 725.77€ 729.72 € 

United Kingdom 1 722 € 814.05€ 818.64 € 
United Kingdom 2 924 € 1016.05€ 1,020.65 € 

 

The only conclusion we can reach more safely is the change in the price of distribution point United 
Kingdom 2, because we know the transport costs that the customer pays to the company, to receive its 
products. Currently, this cost is 150 €/pallet. We conclude, therefore, that in the current situation the 
client of United Kingdom 2 pays 924 €/pallet to obtain the products he requested, plus 150 €/pallet for 
transportation, i.e. a total of 1,074 €/pallet. With the new proposal the customer of United Kingdom 2 
pays 1,016.05 €/pallet, with the advantage that the products he ordered will come directly to his store, 
without any additional price. Of course, if the company wants to work with a benefit 5% extra, it could 
propose the price of 1,020.65 €/pallet. Generally, in each case we see that there is an improvement. 

5. Conclusion 

Based on the above results we concluded that the Savings Matrix is a method of facilitating the 
solution of the problem of transport and may lead to reliable results. However, we must stress that the 
Saving Matrix is a heuristic method that does not always provide the optimal solution. 

During the process of resolving the method we were led at conclusions concerning the optimum 
combination of services, while minimizing the cost for the company. 

Initially, we noticed that there were routes with fewer trucks than in other periods, however due to the 
different distances that every truck travelled, they produced greater costs to the company. 
Respectively, while there were cases where the number of trucks was larger than in other periods, the 
company's costs were lower than average due to the right combination of demand. So we decided to 
calculate the ratio cost/demand, in order to find the values that exhibit extreme results. The value in 
the 8th half represents the highest value, while the 24th the bottom (Table 17). 
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Table 17: Ratio cost/demand (€/pallet) 

Period Cost/ Demand 
1 76.8742 
2 71.4186 
3 77.0912 
4 80.9139 
5 80.9438 
6 77.7727 
7 74.2974 
8 94.5238 
9 78.1185 
10 88.9211 
11 77.3817 
12 82.3672 
13 77.6972 
14 76.4367 
15 78.2598 
16 77.7394 
17 70.0604 
18 77.3253 
19 83.9069 
20 67.7594 
21 81.6458 
22 79.6635 
23 69.9663 
24 52.9205 
25 77.2610 
26 86.4859 
  

 

Then, by revising the transportation schedules, it was found that the number of trucks that started with 
freight below the minimum capacity constraint decreased significantly, which is quite encouraging for 
the company. In case of Savings Matrix (table 6) there were 96 trucks, which began from the 
distribution center without satisfying the constraint of completeness, while after the modification the 
number of the trucks decreased to 75. Therefore the percentage decrease equals 21.88% and the 
probability of a truck to start its route with freight less than 75% of its capacity after the modification 
decreased at a rate 16.36%.  

Finally, a very important conclusion for future consideration by firm’s management is the fact that the 
Czech Republic, as we see from the Savings Matrix and the modified schedules, is a distribution point 
that is not paired easily with the rest destinations in the network, resulting in an increase of the overall 
cost. Our proposal, given also the demand pattern observed is to exclude the Czech Republic from the 
modification of distribution policy. The firm can continue to distribute its products to Czech Republic 
using existing terms of transportation. 

An issue that worths considering in the future is the impact of changes in the demand in existing 
destinations and the advisability of expanding the distribution network to include additional countries, 
as for example in the Balkans.  
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in social media are the discuss group and forums that arise in the presence of the news, companies’ 
websites  and websites belong to newspapers, publications, etc. Another form of social media sites 
enabling surfers dialogue and interaction are blogs and micro blogs. A popular Social Media are also 
became content communities, which allow surfers exchange interesting video or audio files. What is 
more important, talking about social media we have to remember that this are all online forms and 
channels of communications, which enabling dialogue and exchange opinion on selected category [2]. 

C. Li and J. Bernoff in their typology of social media refer to rule of using and influence on business, 
highlight:  

 blogs, podcast, videocast – it means contents generated by the users themselves in the form of 
regular posts or broadcast audio film available for free 

 social networks and virtual worlds, it means a space for surfers communication  
 the web sites such as Wikipedia and open source movement, based on users cooperation 
 forums, reviews, ratings based on searching opinion and feedback.  
 RSS and widgets, which are accelerating consumption [3]. 

Table 1. Type and function social networks. 

Type/Name Main function Benefits 
Conditions of use  

(external communication/internal 
communication) 

Video sites 

Uploading video 
content by home 
users and 
businesses, together 
with possibility to 
comment and 
evaluate materials. 

The addition to 
the classic, text 
communication 
with the 
Internet users. 

External communication: building the 
image, to reach customers via streaming 
video, a full presentation of products.  
Internal communication: supplements of 
services and instructional materials. 

Micro blogs 

Publishing short 
contents in real 
time in a particular 
group of the profile 

Dynamic 
dialogue with 
society.  

External communication: bilateral 
communication with customers, the 
ability to quickly response, exchange 
remarks, notes.  
Internal communication: supporting the 
process of knowledge management in the 
organization, communication  and 
discussing new projects with group of 
authorized staff numbers 

Company blog 

A journal telling 
about the life of the 
company, raising 
subjects related to 
its operations. 

Information 
function, quick 
response for 
changes. 

External communication: shaping brand 
image, interaction with customers.  
Internal communication: building a 
relation between an employees and  the 
company, posting internal instructional 
materials, training 

Social 
networks 

Focusing surfers 
and enabling 
communications 
and sharing the 
news, notes, 
remarks.  

Building 
involvement 
around the 
product and 
service.  

External communication: shaping the 
image, establishing and maintaining 
interaction with customers. 
Internal communication: building 
employee groups, regional groups or 
branch [4]. 
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Shopping 
social 
networks 

Enabling opinion a 
products and 
companies by 
surfers and 
recommendations 
brands.  

Increasing 
sales, brands 
popularization. 

External communication: building 
relation with the clients, comparison with 
competition offer.  

Social GPS 
networks 

Thanks for the 
using a GPS on 
mobile devices 
enabling exchange 
information 
between friends 
about current 
localization and 
discovering 
interesting places 
and offers. 

Offering 
discounts for 
users. 

External communications: building 
relation with the clients, building relation 
with the place. 

Social 
crowdsourcing 
networks 

Enabling exchange 
of information, 
remark, notes 
between client and 
company,  

Gaining 
knowledge and 
new ideas, 
marketing 
research. 

External communication: creating new 
products or services, obtaining 
knowledge of the market, image 
building.  
Internal communications: reviewing 
internal projects, market implementation 
research. 

Expert social 
networks 

Focusing 
community having 
knowledge or 
competence in the 
chosen field of 
science or area of 
activity. 

Gaining 
expertise and 
support of 
leaders 
opinion. 

External communication: building a 
company image  based on knowledge. 
Internal communication: building the 
image of the company's employees, 
sourcing specialists active in the service. 

Active 
employment 
social 
networks 

Focusing on 
community-
oriented 
professional 
development and 
exchange of 
experiences within 
a specific group or 
circle of 
professional 
interests. 

Wide access to 
the personnel, 
building the 
company's 
image. 

Internal communication: headhunting, 
shaping the image company as a friendly 
place to work in. 

 

Social media is a channel, which the easiest and fastest people can publish content - is both a minus - 
in case of crisis  the information spread with such speed, that there are actually no limits, they can be 
unstoppable, and the huge facilities, because allow direct contact brand with the customer. The 
advantage is not only fast ability to interact, but also an opportunity to build loyalty and interest. By 
building relations with customers in Social Media, brands give the impression of trustworthy, caring 
for each client and respected his opinion. 

Communication client – brand not always have to be maintain in official way, which the best example 
are social networks profiles belonging to Fanta or Red Bull. Not only international corporation, but 
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also smaller, local companies more often decide to cooperate with influential net surfers, who become 
a brand ambassadors and promote the brand with the use of their own channels. From the marketing 
point of view is an invaluable - because of the huge amount of products on the market, customers are 
searching opinions about it on social networks, instead asking all their friends.  Ambassadors can not 
afford to promote poor quality products due to the trust of its readers, they often are a kind of guru in 
their area of activity.  

Mentioned ambassadors, working with brands often organize contests and promotion campaigns, 
which builds commitment "fans" and also helps - sometimes even niche- brands gain popularity. 
Without any doubts is the fact that net surfers more intentional care about their personal branding – 
Facebook is a good example. Net surfers add to favorites web sites less and less random sites. That is 
why publishing contents by them are consider and verified. This makes that in Social Media appear 
more and more valuable content. According to the report prepared by the Mobile Institute, nearly 78 % 
(percent) [5] of respondents admit, that being a fan increase their tendency to purchase. Social Media 
more and more persuade to direct sales. 

3. Social media as a channel of sales. 

The priority for the most companies is always maximization of profit, so a fundamental element of the 
strategy is to find ways to effectively reach a certain group of people with a specific message to get 
them to buy a particular product or service. It forces to plan sales activities and marketing 
communication and pr-esque. marketing is by far the largest field of the use a social media, however, 
the best effects are achieved by the simultaneous integration of all available shopping cart channels of 
communication and consistent message. 

A pioneer in the use of social media for direct sale is a US company Dell, which in 2007 registered on 
Twitter special account, with the use of them organizes special sales action. For the first two years of 
activity sales amount over 3 million dollars. What is more, it constituted little less than a half 
commercial value generated by Dell on Twitter at that time. With this platform, microblog, IT giant 
earned to the end of 2009 more than 6.5 million additional dollars. 

Twitter also increased its sales Triumph Adler cooperation. It decided to treat this platform as a tool to 
reach business customers. Therefore, the creation of the "Care-O-Copy" - a project that has proved a 
great success. Converting campaign was as much as 10%, and by actions in the social media 
marketing their office equipment increased by 500%. 

Facebook enables selling in two ways. First is integration Facebook pages with the main site by the 
button “Buy Now”, which refers directly to the basket. The second is selling by the created sales 
application. There is no one to stand in companies’ way, so as small and medium companies could 
follow bigger corporation’s example and integrate their Facebook pages with sales basket.  

One of the latest solutions in the field of Social Media for e-commerce is introducing in this area 
Instagram, which is now one of the fastest growing social networking sites in the world. Only in 
Poland more than 3 million users use the service, which involves 140 times more than Twitter and 60 
times more than Facebook. Companies have recognized this potential, are aware the fact that 70% of 
people on Instagram looking for brands [6]. 

The first option calls Instagram potential and developing e-commerce is a tool Link-to-Buy, which 
consists in adding to profile Instagram purchasing a dedicated link. It is a representation of Instagram, 
which redirects the client to a set of photo quality or having to direct traffic to a specific sub page. The 
consumer does not get tired at the store searching for a specific product, but goes directly to the 
product page of Instagram images. The second option is Mail-to-buy, or newsletter providing 
information for registered customers purchasing selected products based on their Instagram activity. 
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Solutions using Instagram as a direct connection to the online store introduced last year in the United 
States. Among statement of the 100 largest companies on the Instagram, more than 1/3 of them use 
Instagram’s sales potential, and they include Sephora, Nike and Michael Kors. 

Social media are associated with SEO. That is a positioning the company for Google, however, the 
same way the search engine uses data gathered from social networking sites, it is not entirely clear. 
Still, a clear and well led presence in social media is one of the factors most strongly associated with 
high rank in search results. Some experts go so far as to such forward-looking statements that in the 
long-term social signals will replace the current role of links in the way Google. 

4. Conclusion  

To sum up, using of social media in the process of internal and external communication significantly 
affect the company's competitiveness on the market. The multiplicity of these tools, both in terms of 
form and variety, which make it possible causes that they become today one of the most effective tools 
of communication. At the same time the application for the enterprise communication tools can 
contribute to increasing innovation of products and services through commitment, especially 
consumers, in the processes of searching for new solutions. With the ability to engage fans and 
observers in co-creating business deals, social media have become an instrument which to a certain 
extent lets you shape the future of the market. 
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analysis we could separate these dimensions to the internal and external factors: the organization itself 
and its environment. This specific paper deals with the change in the organization itself and in socio-
economic environment and more specifically how businesses should seek for specific change that 
could end up in improving their competitiveness.  

Competitiveness is this factor or entrepreneurship that could separate a business from all the others 
and make it profitable and sustainable in the long run. Competitiveness in the contemporary economic 
environment means that a business can compete successfully in the global economy and at the same 
time meet the needs and demands of the local consumers’ community. Therefore, a business has to be 
flexible and up-to-date with the international and national progress while its people should be open-
minded and willing to always try to bring innovative thinking and way of operating in all levels of the 
organization. 

Improving Business 

Strategic Business Planning 

Improving a business cannot be a one-dimension process and for this reason a lot of different ways 
and means can be utilized to this direction. One fundamental- from my point of view- way of doing so 
can be strategic planning. Strategic Business Planning (SBP) is of vital importance so that an 
organization runs effectively and efficiently in the long run. Every organization needs a specific goal 
and smaller tasks to achieve and in no way or time should the above be forgotten or lost. So if we 
would like to summarize the strategic business planning concept in a few words we could say that it is 
the decision of “where do we want to go” and “how could we reach this”. The first one is about having 
a very specific goal so that the whole organization and organization’s activities should aim for and the 
second one concerns the means and operational actions which supposedly will lead the organization 
there. It includes mainly management decisions; reengineering, decision taking, rescheduling, etc. 

To be more specific, it is about setting a direction to which everybody commits. One basic idea is the 
idea of evaluating and re-evaluating the strategy, the means, the actions, the people. And the basic 
criteria should be in harmony with the business’s goal. Since it is easy for the above to deviate from 
the goal and there comes the part of modifying the plan and its activities in order to plan the next 
phase of action. Sometimes the root of the problem is that the goals and the exact way that they affect 
each one’s responsibilities in the organization are not clearly stated. It can be said that when there is 
not strategic planning throughout business it is unavoidable to be disorganized at a big or a small 
extent. On the contrary when there is, technology, systems, human resources, marketing and sales 
operations, finance are all working towards The purpose. 

Setting goals is the small steps the company has to plan in order to reach the purpose of its existence. 
In order to set reliable goals some factors have to be examined. First of all, it is the existing capability 
or the possibility for the capability to be created so that the company has or gains a competitive 
advantage comparatively to its competitors. The, the company’s identity, meaning the exact image the 
costumers have for the company. And people. Its people need to be aware of the business culture and 
be agreed with it. This is the only way that they are and stay truly devoted to it and therefore effective. 
Finally efficiency has been and still is a big issue. The company has to find ways and strategies that 
could surpass the competitors in as many factors as possible in order to be able to undercut the prices 
of the competitors. The more specific ways to achieve something like this can be analyzed in a lot of 
pages and it can be as simple as re-arranging the Internet promotion of the product or as complicated 
as modifying the production process to lower the cost. But in general, as far as efficiency is concerned, 
the most important decision is that the management has to think the company in the long run and not 
just for the next few years. 
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But how can the executives of the company be sure that after setting the goals they are moving 
towards the right directions? This problem could be solved by the performance targets which can 
measure the achievement of the organization. It examines the set goals of the company and their 
performance in maintaining a strategic way of operating. What makes this complicated but also more 
reliable is the fact that its step and evaluation have to become measurable if they not. These 
measurable factors and their evaluating are of vital importance to creating and monitoring any 
program or activity that will gradually lead the organization to its purpose by setting the correct 
direction it has to move within.  

Strategic business planning is about the above explained general planning but also about the way the 
company deals with specific issues. More specifically, the new business opportunities should be 
described and carefully examined before the company takes over any new project; it has to suit its 
purpose and business culture and turn out profitable and positive for its reputation. At the same time 
the organization has to put a lot of effort in trying to forecast what will happen in the market. In this 
way the management will be able to expect what will happen next more or less and plan more 
effectively its next steps and decisions. What would also be beneficial for the company would be to 
forecast the economic trends as well: how the latest global and national circumstances could affect the 
economy and especially the market that the business is active in and consequently what preventive 
measures could be taken in order to prevent the company from being negatively influenced. If the 
threats are predicted at some point at least the management has the time to think logically and avoid 
any unfavorable outcomes. What is more an examination of political and social background is needed 
because they are two of the most crucial factor that affect the environment of the company and nay 
kind of changes happening there cannot but touch the business’s operations. 

Logistics 

The overall management of the way resources are obtained, stored and moved to the locations where 
they are required (Investopedia). An effective logistics system can contribute to acquiring a 
competitive advantage comparing to a company’s competitors. The effective way of operating of a 
business can improve the image of the company to the customers; the management is easier and the 
products are received quicker while at the same time the operating cost is reduced. The success of 
logistics can concern either the lowering of the cost (productivity advantage) or the offering of a 
differentiating factor due (value advantage) or –best case scenario- both. As far as the first one is 
concerned, logistics management can provide plenty of ways to increase efficiency and productivity 
and therefore to reduce costs. Also, it is no longer easily possible to differentiate on production 
characteristics; technology can help the competitors acquire your differentiating factor and even 
improve it. So what it really matters is developing a unique relationship with the customers by offering 
special services, in way that it would be difficult to be copied. 

But how could this be achieved? First of all, by lowering the inventory holding cost by forecasting 
routine demand and better space utilization. Holding data in a database could prevent the business 
from losing data. This data can be used to forecast demand even if it concerns one-time events and in 
this way the company can be ready to deal with any increase or reduction. What is more the company 
should not keep too much store in all the categories of stock. If it is required, it should be done only in 
the cases needed, where for example it would be expensive or impossible to acquire on the last minute. 
But what could really make the difference is a state-of-the art information technology logistics system 
which could organize each part of management and make every single part of the production function 
perfectly. Last but not least, it is of vital importance to make a measurement of performance in order 
to inform internally about the results of each period. The comparisons last year’s data to this years can 
be of great importance for decision making. The above mentioned and many other tools aim to link the 
manufacturing process, the market and the distribution network in a way that the customers are 
serviced at higher levels and the cost is lowered for the company and consequently for the customer. 
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Logistics have to respond also to a big change in the society and therefore in the markets; 
globalization. Globalization affects the way the trade is executed since the competitiveness is 
enhanced and the customers around the world have access to better quality of products in tempting 
prices in almost every corner of earth. So the companies need to correspond in producing or at least 
distributing their products safely, quickly and profitably at the same time. So the companies which 
have extended their chains internationally should carefully structure their logistics in a way that 
corresponds to the global trade and the quick changes it undergoes frequently.  

Three out of the various ways to correspond to the quickly changing circumstances of global trade is 
outsourcing, global logistics IT system and centralization of strategic structuring. Outsourcing is a 
practice used by different companies to reduce costs by transferring portions of work to outside 
suppliers rather than completing it internally (Investopedia). In this way each single part of the 
production or distribution progress is executed by companies and people who have a distinctive 
advantage. Hence, the quality is enhanced and the cost is lower. As far as the utilization of IT systems 
in global logistics is concerned, it is a great tool for responding excellently to the needs of local or 
national level while being effective in the demand globally. And the centralization of strategic 
structuring shouldn’t be connected with centralization of power. It is about concentrating the decision 
making about how the logistics system will operate in every part and the responsibility of assessing its 
efficiency and its function. Of course in this case management should pay great attention on creating a 
flexible yet stable logistics system which could cope with differences (cultural, political, economic 
etc) while at the same time the benefits of centralized structuring are realized. 

Due to globalization of trade and other general factors, the customers have become even more 
demanding as far as quality and rapidness is concerned. In today’s “Just-In-Time” society the privilege 
to respond to customers’ demand in a short period of time had become crucial. So, Just-In-Time 
method can improve the effectiveness and competitiveness of a business. The general philosophy is 
that the products should not be produced or shipped until there is actual demand for them. This actual 
demands triggers the whole process of production or shipping instantly so that the company minimizes 
the inventory costs and offers the best possible quality since each individual part is produced or 
shipped by suppliers who usually have the competitive advantage in their field.  It could be described 
as a transaction from “push” type system which is based on estimations and forecasts to a “pull” type 
system which aims to meet the customers’ demand in an as short as possible period of time. A Just-In-
Time method supported by a state-of-the-art IT system can offer opportunities for better capacity 
utilization and show a better way of communicating and integrating with suppliers as far as planning is 
concerned, while the company can offer fair quality to its customers. 

People and Service 

What can really differentiate and improve the performance of a business is people. First of all the 
selection of a company’s employees is a pretty complicated procedure. The company has to select not 
only the most capable and skillful for each position but also those who are appropriate for the 
company. That means that the personnel should be totally agreed with the company’s business culture 
and principles. Human resources management is a challenging constant procedure since recruiting and 
retaining the right people depends on a lot of variables and requires responsible and careful decision 
making. A common mistake of many companies is that they do not take care of informing their 
personnel about the business culture. This can affect their progress in the organization since they 
cannot be focused on one specific goal, the company’s purpose. On the contrary, if the employees are 
compatible with the business’ culture and goal they can be truly devoted to it while opting for the best 
practices to contribute to the goal. 

What is more employees need assessment, education and training not only for learning about the 
company but also for being kept updated. So the management needs to periodically examine the 
employees’ performance and have the chance to identify their problems in the company. In this way 
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management can solve the problems immediately without any damaging delays. This progress of 
solving personnel’s problems could be implemented by training sessions, especially planned for these 
specific inconveniences encountered within the company so that the employees get over them and 
upgrade their overall performance. Of course these training programs are costly but in the end they 
will most probably prove cost efficient and combined with bonus motivation for the employees will 
greatly increase performance in general and  consequently competitiveness. 

As briefly mentioned above what can really differentiate a company from its competitors is the 
services it offers. Since almost all kind of differentiating parts can be nowadays copied easily, what 
the customers are looking for is experiences. Experience is what bind the company with its people 
because it offers something unique that cannot be usually encountered in similar companies. Of course 
service excellence depends also on providing quality services. Businesses -while providing these 
unique experiences- should not overlook to respond to what the customers are looking for: reliability 
and reduced delivery time. So service marketing and its rearranging should not be neglected as 
something “luxurious” and not important for the enterprise’s development. 

General modifications 

There are also some sectors in a company’s function that require careful changes when it comes to 
improving its performance. To begin with, changes- all kind of them- should be designed based on 
feedback; what went wrong, what the customers value the most, what could encourage them to buy 
from this company. Of course feedback does not come only from customers but it is also important 
when it comes from the employees; what difficulties did they encounter, what could improve the 
production process, what conclusions did they make by the personal contact with the customers. 

Improving Socio-Economic Environment  

Competitiveness of business has to do of course with the company itself. The methods, means, 
decisions, management, strategy, resources and a lot more are of vital importance when it comes to 
improving its function and effectiveness. However, each business could be liken as a “living creature” 
and therefore it is highly affected by its environment. Animals and plants depend their survival and 
development in external factors, so do enterprises. Their wellbeing is in accordance with the 
surrounding environment and any kind of circumstances and changes happening there cannot but 
affect –positively or negatively- the company as well. More specifically, socio-economic environment 
contains all those factors to which the company will try to correspond. 

Every small society creates its own social environment; customs, principles, laws, beliefs and so many 
more that make this environment unique. This uniqueness and differentiation makes it complicated for 
the businesses because they have to adapt its internal functions, objectives and strategies when 
changes happen to any kind of environment so that they survive and become more competitive.  

Change can be either positive or negative. Values have changed overtime and will always change. But 
not necessarily for the better. The eroding of the traditional social and moral values is considered by 
some the root of the decomposition of the positive factors of the society. All these radical changes are 
considered –again by a part of the population- as the reason of the destabilization (or “modification” 
for some others) of milestones of the traditional society (family units for example). The above create 
fear that the world’s inheritance and creativity will be irretrievably lost. And this will have negative 
effects to our cultural identity 

The above approach is a just an effort to determine that people can try to change things with good 
intentions but in the meantime some things go wrong and the results are the opposite from the desired 
ones. But of course change can bring new promising circumstances as well. As long as it is done 
carefully and with specific planning. First of all, change needs to start from the bottom and then go up. 
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In order to be effective, change has to start from the least fundamental factors and continue to the 
more important ones. And all these parts need to accept the responsibility for change and contribute in 
it. 

Humanitarian approach 

We need to focus more on socio economic change. However, a more general approach can show the 
way how change in the socio-economic environment can help enhance competitiveness. First of all 
humanity needs a new goal that would be beneficial for the whole world and can ensure development 
to everyone without exception. This can be achieved by an ethic of cooperation with which people will 
struggle for  forming the appropriate social, moral and human values necessary for supporting 
anything else (also business) on a stable ground. Businesses need this stable ground in order to survive 
and the start competing with each other so that they provide better quality in products and services. In 
any unstable circumstances enterprises will have to fight for survival and solving other major issues 
than trying to improve their already “privileged” position. 

Overcoming Underdevelopment 

Underdevelopment is not encountered only in underdeveloped or developing countries but also in 
some parts of the so called developed world. This happens because the contradictions within a society 
and some obsolete beliefs defended usually by minorities that prevent majorities from being involved 
in decision making. According to Kirdar Üner (1992), these societies are dominated by mechanism 
which has as a result, combined with the centralized decision making, lack of transparency. And a 
vicious circle is created where the minority takes the decisions and all the rest of the population is 
being led by them and are completely unaware of the situation in their own environment. All of these 
cannot but lead to a general deterioration of the social environment since the decisions are made by 
minorities and serve the interests of them and do not take care of moving to actions profitable for the 
society and the economy. So, in order to improve this socio-economic environment power needs to be 
transferred to the people because they usually try to promote the common good (“government by the 
people and to the people”). Democracy, or at least real democracy, allows politicians to do what they 
are mandated to do. But when the definition of democracy is misrepresented or it simply does not 
exist, democracy becomes a strong means of unfair dominion and exploitation. On the contrary when 
decisions are taken massively, it is almost certain that what will be implemented will be done for the 
common good, with means selected by the majority. In this way, a more positive attitude is created in 
which new business ideas and ways of operating could be born and develop freely. 

The power of Information 

The past few decades there has been a great development in information and communication 
technology. Their development has given us privileges that some years ago seemed unthinkable; more 
and more people have cheap access to internet, transportation to each corner of the earth is easily 
accessible and information travel all around in just few minutes. All of these have made 
communication easier and opened the doors for global communication and therefore should be used in 
order to improve socio-economic environment even more so that better ground for improving 
businesses is found. Even though big progress has been made there are still various barriers remaining 
that prevent a part of the business world to make steps ahead. Being totally up to date with the global 
progress is a great power that should not be limited to the more privileged. If a part of the population 
is excluded from this, then this kind of power is unfairly distributed to the privileged which creates a 
community of injustice and also a vicious circle; those who have the information and the means of 
instant communication hold the power and since they have the power they exclude the others from the 
advantages mentioned above. This needs to be changed immediately because a more equal society 
means a better one where everyone (people, organizations, countries) can develop and work for the 
better in all kind of fields.  
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Values 

Values are stable beliefs and ideas that are usually common among the people of a community. It is 
usually those beliefs who play an important role in people’s behavior, decision and general way of 
acting. For this reason, values are capable of changing one society and setting new environment in 
many dimensions. So, values of cooperative humanity such as respect, understanding, responsibility, 
integrity, generosity and tolerance can surely make an important change in the social environment. 
With these new circumstances people will not be afraid of each other, fight for the common good, will 
not try to exploit each other and create general feeling of cooperation and kindness. But of course a 
massive effort is needed for this to be achieved; people at all level must discover their potential to 
make this positive change to the community. What is probably the biggest obstacle that prevents 
people from doing it is their inability or reluctance to respect our differences and try to make 
something positive out of them. 

All this cooperative idea might sound contradicting to the enhancing competitiveness goal. But all we 
have to think is that a better environment gives free space for business to develop and advance even 
more, offering better quality to the customers. The process should begin by setting aside problems to 
the extent possible and try to create a brand new perspective with the ideal situations.  The utilization 
of the cooperative process described above at all levels of society will probably make the change 
rapidly in ethics and values so that the humanity takes this next step forward. Although this may sound 
somehow unrealistic, we have to realize that we are responsible for the greatest problems on earth so 
we probably have the potential to become or create the solution to those same problems and these 
plans are carried away more effectively because they are massively supported. 

Children and Education 

It is undeniable that children are the future of the society. Hence, children and their culture need to be 
very well catered for since they are those that will form the future global citizens. So, every 
government owes to support the education system, not only financially but what is more important is 
to be actually interested in offering the best possible education to youngers. The school and the 
university should be the most catered-for  institution so that not only does it offer the best means of 
education but also helps and motivates the students to think critically and express their opinion 
without fear. Voices of young people should always be heard because traditionally they are those who 
carry groundbreaking ideas with the aim of changing the world. Since children will be the leaders of 
the next generation we must inspire them try our best to make re that they will fight for the principles 
of an honest and fair socio-economic environment, in which everybody will be free to offer their 
services. 

Leaders 

Leaders have always been had great effect one people and their decisions. They have been the role 
models, the inspiring personalities in periods of crisis, the ones who take great responsibility on. 
Therefore, the power they have over people is significant but it is not always utilized for good reason. 
History has proved that for any kind of change, it was impossible to be successful without the right 
kind of leader.  In order to make sure that leaders are actually those who can make a good change in 
the socio-economic environment, they need to be sincere, fair and truly devoted in making a positive 
social change. If people see that those who lead them have the above characteristics, it is almost 
unavoidable that there will be a big effort to improve the circumstances and offer to the common good. 
The best solutions may come from the essence of sharing, global partnership, compassion which 
consequently will infuse the everyday people to make the difference. When people have faith in their 
leader they feel that they are being catered for and they are more motivated and inspired which has a 
positive impact on the society. And this better society can help people improve their idea, try 
innovative projects and improve their entrepreneurship skills. 
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Improving Economy 

Another way of improving the socio-economic environment is improving the economic circumstances 
in the community. This solutions is obscure and general, so the first step could be to come up with the 
main factors that determine progress of the economy and competitiveness 

Theoretical and empirical researches have shown that there are three main pillars, indicative of the 
sustainable growth; macroeconomic development, quality of public institutions and technological 
progress (growth competitiveness index). Although these pillars are used for showing the existing 
competitiveness, they could also be utilized for measuring and finding in which sectors the economy is 
weaker. So, each smaller community should focus on measuring with the best possible way the 
performance in these three categories and then find solutions for enhancing those on which the 
community has problems. This could be measure of improving microeconomic indexes that indicate 
the general process of the economy. Or raising the proportion of the yearly spending on schools, 
universities, hospitals, hiring more civil servants, modernizing the electronic systems of public sector 
so that people are served with a better way and quicker without being dissatisfied by the poor quality 
of the services. Or making more investments on technological researches, institutions of technology so 
that technological progress is bigger and people become more and more and confortable with using it 
in their everyday lives. Of course, we should be very careful because these three pillars are not the 
only ones that should be catered for. They are only the major factors that affect a sustainable growth 
but this doesn’t mean that if these are doing well then the government and the management of the 
public sector should be relieved and stop making efforts for improvement. 

An improved economic environment is of vital importance since social institutions of an economy 
combined with economic stability is a favorable environment for general economic success. This 
consequently will create stable ground for competitive enterprises since the prosperity of a country is 
highly connected with the productivity of its companies. 

All the above analysis could be done is smaller environments such as the internal of a company. 
According to researchers there are two major factors that determine the competitiveness of a company; 
sophistication of company operations and strategy and quality of microeconomic business 
environment (business competitiveness index). The sophistication of the company depends 
significantly on its overall level of economic development and after carefully examining its level, 
management should be in place of proposing ideas for improving it. Because it would be one of the 
factors that can offer the competitive advantage, the little difference that sets apart the company from 
its competitors and enhances its general performance. Although it is definitely not a simple process, 
management should find ways to achieve it; excellent quality service, innovative product, 
extraordinarily effective logistics system and so many more. As far as the quality of the 
microeconomic business environment is concerned, for some researchers it is connected with the 
Porter’s diamond framework. So if somebody follows these framework’s steps is may be easier to 
improve competitiveness, after having realized that this is the part where the company encounters 
difficulties. According to Porter what could improve this specific part of a business so it becomes 
more effective and competitive is giving easier access to specialized suppliers, employees and 
information so that it cooperate with the best for better chances of development. This will make the 
second step easier; increasing firm’s capacity for innovation and productivity growth and then 
stimulating the formation of new business that expand the cluster. This could include the beginning of 
something new inside the company such the launching of a new product, a new different marketing 
campaign or the differentiation of an existing product or service. During history there are excellent 
examples of cluster development which helped enterprise develop even more and become unbeatable.  

The above propositions are based on researches which are for measuring success and competitiveness. 
Therefore the same pillars are used for showing the best way to make decisions which concern the 
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necessary modifications of the overall environment and then specializing in changing the 
circumstances in the internal of a business. 

Conclusion 

All in all, this paper has dealt with some specific ways of enhancing competitiveness by improving 
business and their socio-economic environment. It examines only few ways of enhancing 
competitiveness and brief explanations of the writer’s conclusions about them. With greater 
competitiveness in each smaller economy and community the quality of the products and services are 
improved since the companies are constantly putting effort into offering high quality in order to please 
their customers. This could probably be the first step for a continuous improvement of the general 
quality of life. What is more always trying or asking for the best cannot be but a great sign of active 
people who will not give up trying and be relieved just because they acquired a satisfying level of 
living. Being competitive is just a great beginning of always aiming higher! 
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In this paper we consider as a case study the city of Thessaloniki, a port-city in Northern 
Greece.According to theliterature, a strategy called “Intelligent Thessaloniki” is a promising plan for 
the development of Thessaloniki, which focuses on digital technologies, long-term sustainability and 
on the enhancement of urban intelligence[6]. These factors may be used in order to increase the city’s 
competitiveness through the development of thetourism sector. A survey conducted and published in 
2012 showed that 45% of the sample (800 guests) had visited Thessaloniki for business reasons, while 
40% were in Thessaloniki for leisure [7]. Therefore, it seemsthat there are two major factors attracting 
tourists in Thessaloniki: business and leisure. Business tourism is considered to bethe most important 
form of tourism in many urban areas [8], while in thecase of Thessaloniki a lot of leisure activities 
alsoexist. The aim of this paper is to highlight the current advances in Thessaloniki regarding 
the‘smart aspects’ of the city,especially those related to thetourism sector.The paper also aimsto 
present a set of proposals on how the tourism competitiveness of Thessaloniki can be improved 
through MDM,in order to contribute to the city’s tourism development.  

The paper commences with a review of the literature about smart cities, mobile data management 
andsmart urban tourism. This part includes the theoretical framework on which theproposals are 
based, focusing on MDM for smart urban tourism. In the second part a briefhistory of Thessaloniki is 
presented, then focusing on the description of the moderncity,to include also aprojectforan ‘intelligent 
Thessaloniki’launched in2008.Smart city applications and data infrastructures of Thessaloniki are 
alsopresented in this part. Finally, in the third part suggestions fora new plan to enhanceThessaloniki’s 
tourism competitivenessare introduced. This plan stems from the ideas presented below and is 
expected to give a boosttothe tourismcompetitiveness of the city. 

2.  Review of the literature 

2.1 Smart Cities 

Smart cities are part of the social plan for transition to a knowledge-based society and to an “economy 
of cognition”. The concept of smart cities is broad enough and as a result many definitions have been 
given. Following the definition proposed by Giffinger et al. (2014)a city is characterized ‘smart’ when 
it performs wellin six key fields: smart economy, smart mobility, smart environment, smart people, 
smart living and smart governance[9]. Another definitionstates that smart cities are able to provide 
more efficient networks and services by combining digital and telecommunication technologies, in 
order to improve the welfare of citizens and the competitiveness of businesses[10]. Smart cities are 
also defined as areas that combine the creativity of people with Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICTs) in order to enhance innovation and improve the quality of learning [11]. These 
tools operate with sole purpose the development of human and collective intelligence.  

The combination of the six key fields mentioned above needs further analysis. In particular[12], 
“smart economy” is the creation of new business opportunities and the use of electronic means in any 
business procedure, such as e-banking and e-shopping. In addition, “smart mobility” is the creation of 
innovative transportation systems in order to achieve a more effective movement of human beings 
through the means of transport. “Smart environment” is the promotion of technological innovations so 
that the reuse of materials and the lower energy consumption will become ordinary for the citizens. 
“Smart people” means delivering more efficient educational experiences, such as remote learning, in 
order to reduce the educational disparities between urban and rural areas. Furthermore, “smart living” 
is the ability to access high quality healthcare services, home automation and all kinds of social 
services via the Internet. Finally, “smart governance” encompasses the efficient interconnection 
between governmental organizations and administrations, the upgraded access to services and 
especially to government services, as well as the improvements of organizational processes.A plan is 
required for cities in order to perform well on the dimensionsdescribed above. It may contribute to the 
identification of problematic urban sectors and to a better resource allocation. Analytics are necessary 
for such a plan and the use of mobile data seems to bea good starting point[13]. 
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The smart city concept has been visualized in many different ways. The so-called top-down approach 
refers to cities consistingof technological infrastructures in order to overview and control urban 
activities[14]. This approach may be considered an extreme form of smart cities. It does not bring 
enough economic activity and, as a result, people are not attracted to the idea of moving and 
livingthere. On the other extreme, the bottom-up approach is based on the idea that improvement will 
onlycome through people’s engagement in all kinds of activities in the city. In this case, the idea of 
centralization that characterizes the previous approach is rejected. Nevertheless, this approachbrings 
conflicts and may leadto intensesituations[14]. Consequently, the main characteristic of the first 
approach is the importance of infrastructures, whilst, in the second approach, human interactions play 
the key role. Even though a large variety ofdefinitions have been introducedfor the concept of smart 
cities [15], these definitions converge to an extent, having some standard common points such as the 
use of ICTsand the emphasis on sustainability. 

Bothapproaches have merits, but they also include disadvantages. To overcome these obstacles a 
combination ofthe two approaches is recommended, todefine the smart city as a platform for collective 
intelligence. According to this approach,a smart city is defined asa place where the public sector, the 
private interest and citizens are cooperating in order to innovate and generate new value [14]. This 
idea is also known as “triple helix”, including in some cases the private sector, the government and the 
universities. Within this framework, the success of smart cities depends on whether they act as local 
innovation platforms engagingall stakeholdersinvolved. 

Strategies for the development of smart cities vary, depending on whether they focus on thenational 
level or on a local one. National strategies are characterized by an effective top-level coordination, but 
thismay falsely assume that all the cities of a country are similar. The strategy that focuses on a local 
level can be very beneficial for the city, as urban problems can be managed more easily locally due 
totheir size. The competitiveness of cities stems mainly from their local characteristicslikefor 
examplethe existence of a port. These characteristics differentiate cities among each other, providing 
several competitive advantages. Nevertheless,small and medium sized cities have difficulty in raising 
funds for smart city projects. Thus, innovative projects might not be able to upgrade a city,despite its 
local characteristics[16]. In the case of Thessaloniki,taking into accountthe size and other 
specificfeatures that characterize the city, a strategy focusingon a local level is recommended. 

2.2 Mobile Data Management 

There are three major data trends: big data, open data and mobile data[4]. Big data is a broad term and 
there is no rigorous definition of it. Sciences like astronomy and genomics were the first 
thatexperienced a phenomenon where the amount of generated information was vaster than ever [17]. 
Nowadays, this effect occurs in many aspects of modern life (business, science, arts, etc.), which led 
scientists and computer engineers to coin the term ‘big data’ [18]. Open data are simply the data which 
are available to the public without any restriction. Open data efforts not only improve the transparency 
and collaboration between public agencies and citizens, but also they generate economic value [4]. 
Mobile data are generated by mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. Mobile applications 
(henceforth “apps”) play a critical role in mobile data mining. Thanks to them, computing is truly 
personal now, mainly due to the fact thattransmitted information is highly personalized [19]. 

“The Data Management Association (DAMA) defines data management as the business function that 
develops and executes plans, policies, practices, and projects that acquire, control, protect, deliver, 
and enhance the value of data”[20]. In mobile environments the available datasources are either 
mobile devices thatstore, process and broadcast data [21], or a mixture of sensors used for real-time 
data mining [22]. According to data analyst Janakiram MSV[23], data generated by sensors has not 
significant differences from that of mobile devices; however, the velocity of the former is higher. 
Databases may be considered as the core of data management. A database is a collection of structured 
data, while the term data warehouse refers to a large database (or a collection of databases) which 
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contains data from different sources [20]. Additionally, in a mobile environment the communication 
between data sources and technical systems – where the data is stored in –can be implemented in the 
form of WLAN (such as Wi-Fi), Cellular (such as 4G) or other kind of network infrastructures[24]. 
Mobile devices, along with databases and the technologies of wireless communication compose the 
concept of mobile data management (MDM). 

The concept above may be expanded in some additional forms for the case of smart cities. Initially, it 
is important to refer tothe notion of Internet of Things (IoT). Internet of Things is a situation in which 
an abundance of electronic devices is networked in a single environment [25]. This application in 
smart cities is a common phenomenon because, by means of this technology, it is possible to gather 
large amounts of data in real time. Consequently, this gives the illusion that smart cities are able to 
‘sense’ whatever happens inside them, as they are consisted of multiple sensor nodes. Another 
expansion of theMDM concept may be the exploitation of Natural Language Interfaces to Databases 
(NLIDBS). A natural language interface to a database is a system that allows users to accessstored 
information justby typing requests in natural language[26]. This technology is based on Natural 
Language Processing – a field of computer science, artificial intelligence and linguistics thatenables 
computers to derive meaning from a natural language input[27].Many kinds of urbanservicesmaytake 
advantage of this technology.For example, users are given the possibilityto type questions in a human 
language form, being able to find easily the answer they look for via their smartphone or tablet. As a 
result, in this case the illusion of a city that ‘understands its citizens’ is created. 

2.3 Focusing on Smart Urban Tourism 

An academic definition of urban tourism does not exist [28]. Nevertheless, it is widely 
acknowledgedthat the notion of urban tourism encompasses all tourism activities in an urban 
environment. These activities may vary from shopping to nightlife and from cultural to sporting 
activities. With regard to smart tourism, the term is referred to allthetouristic activities thatare 
supported by smart technologies. Smart tourism takes advantage of these technologies and delivers 
intelligent tourismservices and experiences. For example, tourists are able to register their complaints 
through a complaints management system, which supports various ways of communication such as via 
mobile apps [29].From the side of producers there are also several benefits. Sensor technology in 
combination with big data analytics is essential for the support of operational decisions[30]. 
Additionally, the stakeholders have the opportunity to be dynamically interconnected through 
technological platforms, resulting in the enhancement of tourism experience [31]. These integrated 
platforms improve the effectiveness of tourism resources management at both micro and macro level. 

It is suggested that a smart tourism destination should be supported by three main components; cloud 
services, IoT and End-User Internet Service System [32]. Cloud services provide access to software 
and data through web browsers or apps. Generally, “cloud computing is a term for the delivery of 
hosted services over the Internet” [33]. For instance, a tour guide system can serve simultaneously a 
largenumber of users, solelythrough a communication interface. Another application of cloud 
computing is the utilization of virtual machines, which enable users totake full advantage of a remote 
computer. About IoT, the basic theoretical framework has already been introduced. An IoT example in 
tourism could be the use of sensors in bike-sharing programs, in order to track anonymously the routes 
of tourists for marketing purposes. With regard to the third component of a smart tourism destination, 
the End-User Internet Service System refers to the software and hardware support of the first two 
components at various levels of end-users [32]. It includes the telecommunication devices such as 
smartphones or tablets, the wireless connections in spots which attract tourists, any kind of sensor, 
server or public touchscreen, as well as the apps and the software they run. All these are structural 
elements of MDM procedures. 

ICT improves the efficiency of organizations. New tools are available to both customers and 
businesspeople. As a result, it enriches tourist experiences and it can enhance the competitiveness of 
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destinations [31]. Destination marketing organizations are given the chance to useseveral 
communication tools, mainly via social media, in order to maintain an instant and continuous 
communication with tourists [32]. Additionally, predictive analytics drive businesses to 
improveddecision-making through the exploitation of big data [34]. Cloud services, IoT and the 
communication with tourists via Internet can produce databases which correlate business transactions, 
tourism attractions and tourists’ behavior. The capability to use such databases as operant resources 
may bring a unique competitive advantage to the destination[32]. Smart urban tourism is a concept 
that takes place in cities where the innovative applications are ubiquitous, there is a dynamic 
interaction between tourists and organizations, and the organizations become “data-driven” in order to 
enhance their own competitiveness. 

3. The ‘smart aspects’ of Thessaloniki 

3.1 A brief overview of Thessaloniki 

Thessaloniki is a 23-century-old citywheremany civilizations such as Roman, Byzantine, Ottoman and 
Greek have left their mark. After the first century AD the city became one of the earliest centers of 
Christianity, as St Paul preached and established the foundations for a new religion there. During the 
Byzantine period, the city was further developed and the population was radically increased, which 
made Thessalonikithe second most important city of the entire Empire after Constantinople. 
Furthermore, momentous temples and many other buildings were constructedin the city, as well as 
fortifications for its defence. In 1204 AD Thessaloniki was conquered by the fourth crusade, but in 
1246 the Byzantines managed to recapture the city. After 1430, during the Ottoman occupation, 
Thessaloniki was under the orders of Murad II. The city became even more important economic and 
trade center due to itsstrategicgeographical location. During the Balkan War in October 27, 1912, the 
Greek army liberated the city. In 1917, a huge fire destroyed almost three quarters of the citycenter. 
During 1960 Thessaloniki experienced a significant growth in theconstruction sector [35]. 

In the 1990’s Thessaloniki failed to respond to the new challenges and opportunities that were arising 
in the rest of Europe and thecity was unable to overcome its economic problems. In that period a 
significant decrease in industrial production occurred[36]. Nevertheless, in 1997 Thessaloniki was 
nominatedas the cultural capital of Europe.UNESCO World Heritage List includes several monuments 
of the city. Moreover, in 2004 during the Athens Olympics a largenumber of athletic events were 
hosted in Thessaloniki and in 2011 the city was nominated as the European Youth Capital 2014 
[35].Additionally, Thessaloniki is considered to bean attractive destinationfor city breaktourism. The 
Archaeological museum, the museum of Byzantine Culture, the monument of White Tower and the 
fortifications around the city are highly recommended for visit. The streets and squares of the city 
centre aresurrounded by classy cafes where touristsmay enjoy, relax andhave a great time. A lot of 
shops and boutiques are also there, whilecheap tickets are available for a trip to the nearby beaches of 
Perea, Agia Triada and Michaniona. With regard to gastronomy, there are many choices for traditional 
dishesin the center of the city and attractive tavernas in admirable places. [37] 

3.2 The plan for an “Intelligent Thessaloniki” 

Nowadays, there are more and more smart cities in the world supported by the highly advanced 
technology of the twenty-first century. The evolution of technology has radically changed the 
development of smart cities. Strategic planning is helping cities to achieve theirgoals. Thessaloniki 
also took the initiativeto adopt such a plan, aneffort initiated in 2008 under the name of“Intelligent 
Thessaloniki”. The main aimof this plan is to develop broadband networks, smart environments, 
applications and e-services targeted to the needs of every district of the city. The most significant part 
of the plan is the enhancement of city’s innovation ecosystems and the growth of transport, commerce, 
education and high-tech industry sectors[6]. 
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With regard to the objectives of “Intelligent Thessaloniki”, the main purpose refers to the 
developmentof ICTs and innovation through the creation of smart city districts. These districts will 
combinelocally open broadband networkswith embedded systems of sensors. Therefore, new 
applications and e-services will be evolved in every city district in order to improve its functioning and 
other specific objectives. Anotherobjective is the sustainable development of thenew growth sectors of 
transport, commerce, education and high-tech industry in Thessaloniki, using broadband networks, 
smart environments and web-based applications.“Intelligent Thessaloniki” concentrates on the most 
significant districts of innovation and entrepreneurship within Thessaloniki. The port, the business and 
shopping center, the campus of Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, the technology district of eastern 
Thessaloniki and the airport area have been improved due to a wide range of digital applications and 
e-services. There has been a momentous development of wired and wireless networksin order to 
provide broadband access to all the citizens. In addition to that, theprovision of free access to the 
Internet for individual users and businesses has been planned. Sensors have already been placed for 
real-time information processing and alert, resulting in more intelligent environments. Also, e-services 
were designed to support all business operations. Finally, training services were designed with 
thepurpose to prepare end users, businesses and organizations for engagement with topics about e-
content creation and social media[6]. 

3.3 Thessaloniki and Data Infrastructures 

Manycities in Europe useopen data to perform their tasks. Thessaloniki has its own open data platform 
which contains 19 datasets in total [38]. Datasets about education, measurements of atmospheric 
pollution and secure places in case of earthquakes are included. In other European cities like London, 
Berlin and Paris there are587, 306, 129 datasets respectively [39], [40], [41]. Crime rates, air quality, 
unemployment, land area and population density are some datasets from the aforementioned cities 
which do not exist in the platform of Thessaloniki. The main problem of Thessaloniki’s open data 
platform is not onlythe size difference in comparison with the rest of European datasets. Taking into 
consideration the real size differences among the cities it is expected that Thessaloniki’s platform will 
have a certainly smaller volume. The essential problem is that important datasets are absent from the 
data store of Thessaloniki, which means that a data enrichment is necessary to improvethecity’s 
functions. 

TheMunicipality of Thessaloniki in compliance with INSPIRE EU Directive provides free access in 
geospatial datasets and metadata[42]. “Geographic information system, or GIS, is a computerized data 
management system used to capture, store, manage, retrieve, analyse, and display spatial 
information”[43]. In GIS Thessaloniki there are three geospatial e-services. In detail, these are the 
view, the download and the discovery service. Thessaloniki’s Geospatial Infrastructure Platform 
consists of a basemap of Thessaloniki in different scales. The user is able to search for hospitals, 
universities, local parks and other geospatial information about the entire city. On the left side of the 
page there is a tree explorer which includes all the available layers of information and general settings 
that facilitate the search process. 

3.4 Smart City Applications for Thessaloniki 

The most integrated example of a smart city application in Thessaloniki is that of Municipality of 
Thermi. The digital servicesprovidedintend to enhance the competitiveness of Thermi’s commercial 
center, increase the visit rates and also improve the access to the region of Thermi. First of all, in the 
main menu of the website that wasconstructed for these services [44]there is an option which provides 
accessto a virtual marketplace with a list of businesses, professionals and sales discounts. Moreover, 
every citizen is able to upload requests, complaints and suggestions in the“Improve My City” section. 
Additionally, there is a virtual tour guide where sights and recreational areas of Thermi can be 
discovered. Also, the user can get information about the availability of parking spaces and air quality 
measurements, which are common capabilities in smart cities around the world. There is an app called 
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“Improve My City Mobile” for mobile phones, which gives the opportunity to citizens to improve 
theircity in cooperation with the local authorities. This appallows citizens to submit easily any requests 
regarding their urban living, such as broken lamps, potholes in the road, broken benches and others. 
The reportsare transferred to the relevant department of the municipality,requesting an action to be 
taken. 

With regard to the apps about Thessaloniki concerning a tourism perspective, there are some that 
deserve a reference. To start with, Municipality of Thessaloniki provides a homonymous appwhich 
takes advantage of thecity’s GIS. Its purpose is to provide information about parking zones, bicycle 
lanes and many otherpoints of interest that are available through GIS Thessaloniki. Furthermore, the 
app “Information OASTH” can help the user to find information about routes and stops of 
Thessaloniki’s public transport, such as the exact arrival time ofthebus at a busstop, the route of a line, 
lines that pass through a particular bus stop, etc. Since 2009, the app “ThessBook” provides accurate 
information about a variety of locations in the area of Thessaloniki such as pharmacies, petrol stations, 
restaurants and ATMs. Finally, there is an app about events that take place in Thessaloniki, which is 
called “ThessEvents”. It provides information about upcoming festivals, theater performances, live 
concerts and many other events of the city. The user can find detailed information aboutwhere and 
when the event takes placeand how to getthere. All these apps may help tourists during their stay in 
Thessaloniki. 

4. Proposals for enhancing Thessaloniki’s tourism competitiveness 

Taking into consideration the above analysis we propose a plan for enhancing Thessaloniki’s tourism 
competitiveness. We call it “Thessaloniki’s Smart Tourism System”. This plan is based on the 
concepts of MDM and IoT, utilizing an app and dynamic kiosks across the city. A dynamic kiosk is an 
interface for human-to-machine communication, which makes use of a touch screen in most cases. 
First of all our suggestion is to locate a number of dynamic kiosks at strategically significant points of 
interest. Such points are landmarks and meeting points of the city like White Tower or Kamara (Arch 
of Galerius), the city’s port and airport and the Intercity Bus Terminal. The main role of these kiosks is 
to operate as information hubs for tourists. In parallel, we propose the development of an app for 
tourists in order to provide the same services directly to them at any place, time or circumstances. Our 
proposals are summarized with the creation of “Thessaloniki Tourism Society” – a social network for 
the visitors. Assume that a visitor is looking for a Chinese restaurant. Thessaloniki has not many of 
them. The visitor is able to find the closest restaurant through the app or a kiosk, together with reviews 
about it from other visitors in the social network. The use of smart technology is expected to enhance 
the competitiveness of city’s organizations, as trends and patterns relative to tourists’ behavior will be 
generated through big data analysis. 

4.1 The operation of Thessaloniki’s Smart Tourism System 

By the time tourists arrive in Thessaloniki they will be given the chance to interact with the dynamic 
kiosks. These kiosks will be located at every transport hub in order to provide a first experience of 
thecity’s smart tourism system from day one. Dynamic kiosks will also be dispersed in the inner city, 
providing the cloud services to tourists who do not have the app or a smartphone (Fig. 2). In that way 
the smart tourism services are available even to people who are not familiarized with smartphones. An 
important feature is that the kiosks will provide free Wi-Fi access to the Internet in order to facilitate 
the instant download of the app by the prospective users. Furthermore, QR Codes will be printed on 
visible spots close to the kiosks, redirecting tourists’ smartphones to the download page of the app. A 
QR Code is simply a two-dimensional barcode which usually encodes a URL. When a smartphone 
takes a picture of a QR Code it is able to decode the URL, loading afterwards the linked webpage. 
Thus, the connection between tourists and city’s smart tourism system is achieved even from the first 
day of their visit. These smart tourism services will be provided free of charge. Only a registration to 
the system will be required, in order to create an account for each visitor in the social network. This 
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economic system. Within this context, the purpose of this paper is to assess the main determinants of 
bank soundness in the EU candidate and non-euro countries, for the period 2000-2012.  

In the literature there can be observed several interesting papers related to the issue of financial system 
stability and particularly to the banking system. In example Uhdeand Heimeshoff (2009) examined 
banking consolidation and financial stability in Europe, and found that market concentration has a 
positive influence on banks return on average assets. The authors outlined that Eastern European 
banking sector reveals an inferior level of competitive strain, fewer diversification opportunities and 
superior market share of government-owned banks, which are more prone to financial fragility,while 
capital regulations support financial stability across whole Europe.Moreover, Amidu and Wolfe 
(2013) and Beck et al. (2013) demonstrated that an increase in competition will have a larger impact 
on banks soundness in countries with stricter activity restrictions, lower systemic fragility, more 
generous deposit insurance and more effective systems of credit information sharing. Also, an 
important strand of the literature has focused on the relationship between large banks and bank 
stability. In this respect, Tabak et al. (2013) evaluated the impact of bank size and concentration on 
bank performance and stability, focusing on a sample of 17 Latin American countries. Their results 
suggest that in highly concentrated markets, size seems to augment both cost and profit efficiency, 
whereas their risk-taking behaviour is similar, or even lower. Contrary, Betz et al. (2014) who 
evaluated a European panel of banks stated that policymakers should give more importance to 
systemically important and large banks, due to the fact that vulnerabilities and risks of large financial 
institutions are multifaceted. Additionally, Demirguç-Kunt and Detragiache (2011)found that stronger 
compliance with principles of Basel, especially regarding supervisory power, is related with higher 
levels of bank risks. 

We differentiate our research from the above mentioned studies through the following: it was 
addressed a wider period of time and there were highlighted the implications of the subprime and 
sovereign debt crises on bank stability, issues observed from an European perspective, therefore there 
were studied EU candidate and non-euro countries; it was considered an extended segment of 
determining factors of bank soundness, classifying them in bank-specific, industry-specific and 
macroeconomic determinants; the study is oriented towards an interdisciplinary approach, thus 
evaluating both economic and non-economic determinants of bank soundness; it was used an 
alternative formula to compute Z-score, after the methodology proposed by Yeyati and Micco (2007) 
that overcomes the occurrence of an inconsistency problem; bank performance was assessed through 
two risk adjusted measures in order to ensure more robust results;the methodology employed includes 
both weighted and non-weighted estimators; the sample is formed of 267 commercial, investment, 
micro financing institutions and savings banks, covering the EU non-euro and candidate countries, the 
period studied being 2000-2012. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 positions the paper within the existing 
literature, Section 3 delineates the methodological design employed in this paper, Section 4 discusses 
the empirical results, and Section 5 concludes and presents future areas of research. 

2. Factors Affecting Bank Soundness In European Countries 

In the recent years, many countries, especially transition and emerging economies, have been hit by 
financial crises in the form of banking difficulties or even exchange rate instability. The problems 
resulted from the crises have determined substantial losses not just to those directly involved in the 
banking system, but to the entire society (Mayes, 2005). Research to date has outlined a number of 
explanations for these crises, among which we can observe: unfavourable macroeconomic 
environment, unsustainable or inconsistent monetary and fiscal policies, unsound banking practices, 
weak supervision, inappropriate regulatory frameworks, moral hazard and contagion (see Berger et al., 
2000; Evans et al., 2000; Hoggarth et al., 2002; Boyd and De Nicolo, 2004; Valckx, 2004; Dermirguç-
Kunt et al., 2006; Ioannidis et al., 2010; Ureche-Rangau and Burietz, 2013; Rughoo and Sarantis, 
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2014; Kay Dunn et al., 2015).Consequently, the recent international events have considerably 
influenced the banking system, observing substantial institutional and regulatory change, therefore 
bank supervisors and regulators were determined to rethink the reasoning of banking activity, in terms 
of financial soundness and systemic risk. 

In our paper we have assess bank solidity by using Z score, which is inversely related to the 
probability of a bank’s insolvency. Moreover, Z score reveals the number of standard deviations that a 
bank’s return has to fallbelow its expected value, to reduce equity and make the bank insolvent (see 
Boyd and Runkle, 1993; Lepetit et al., 2008; Laeven and Levine, 2009; Chortareasetal., 
2012;SufianandHabibullah,2012;Bertayetal., 2013;BourkhisandNabi, 2013;PasiourasandGaganis, 
2013;Tabaketal., 2013;Anollietal., 2014; Fu et al., 2014, among others).Anotherpart of the literature 
has focused on bank stability by means of financial strength ratings or on banks’ stock prices (i.e. 
Bharath and Shumway, 2008; Nier, 2005; Demirguç-Kunt et al., 2006; Fiordelisi et al., 2011; Huang et 
al., 2012; Elliot et al., 2013; Lopez-Espinosa et al., 2013). Among the papers reviewed it was observed 
the one of Das et al. (2004) who constructed a financial system soundness index and stated that 
regulatory governance has an important influence on banking system soundness, together with 
variables that reflect macroeconomic circumstances, the structure of the banking sector and the quality 
of institutions. Additionally other researchers examined financial fragility through financial stress 
indexes (i.e. Illing and Liu, 2006; Hakkio and Keeton, 2009; Misina and Tkacz, 2009; Hollo et al., 
2012; Park and Mercado Jr., 2014), or focused on bankruptcy prediction by employing the probability 
of bankruptcy as an indicator of individual bank fragility (see Bharat and Shumway, 2008, Fu et al., 
2014).  

Relevant economic theory provides countervailing predictions concerning the relationship between 
bank soundness and various issues specific to the banking industry, such as asset quality, 
concentration, competition, bank size, regulation etc.Asset quality is one of the most representative 
indicators affecting bank stability, because a lower level of asset quality will determine a deterioration 
of whole credit portfolio, which implies a negative effect upon bank stability; thus most of the studies 
are in the same vein and suggest a direct link between bank soundness and asset quality (i.e. Angbazo, 
1997; DeYoung and Rice, 2004; Athanasoglou et al., 2008; Chiorazzo et al., 2008).  Recently, due to 
the increasing level of moral hazard in the financial sphere, a significant strand of the literature has 
oriented to study the influence of bank size on bank stability and performance. Berger (1995) indicate 
that small banks have a significant advantage in creating loans based on “soft” information and with 
respect to different sets of incentives within the organizational structures. In the same vein are the 
papers of Nakamura (1993), Peterson and Rajan(1994) and Carter et al. (2004). Recentlyit was given 
great importance to the “too big to fail” problem,but the “too many to fail” issue received less 
attention from policy makers and academics. Acharya and Yorulmazer (2008) demonstrate that bank 
closure policies suffer from an implicit “too big to fail” problem and that the strategic choices of banks 
in response to various regulatory actions differ between large and small banks. 

In the current context dominated by uncertainty, one of the major connections examined in the 
literature is between bank stability and an effective financial regulatory framework. It was argued that 
the increased complexity of financial markets and banking activities have made traditional centralized 
regulation insufficient (Rochet, 2004). Various studies, prior to the recent financial crisis, have 
emphasized the role of regulation in preventing bank failure and in protecting customers and the entire 
economic system from harmful externalities (i.e. Rochet, 1992; Dewatripont and Tirole, 1993; Gorton 
and Winton, 1995; Hovakimian and Kane, 2000; Chortareas et al. 2012). Nonetheless, a strong 
regulatory strategy may obstruct the efficient operation of banks, by restricting bank’s activities. 
Banks may counteract to a tighter regulatory burden by engaging in riskier operations and 
investments, finding ways to circumvent regulation, in the end, influencing economic performance and 
stability (see Jalilian et al., 2007). Barth et al. (2004) andDermirguç-Kunt et al. (2004) examined the 
impact of bank regulations, market structure and institutions on the cost of financial intermediation 
and found that tighter regulation on banking activity will generate an increase in the cost of financial 
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intermediation. Contrariwise, Fernandez and Gonzalez (2005) who approached the same time span, 
presented proofs that in countries with low accounting and auditing requirements, superior restrictions 
on bank activities can weaken the probability of a bank crisis.  

The increased frequency of banking and financial crises over the last period has triggered a high 
interest also on the relationship between bank stability and real economy. On the one side, it was 
demonstrated the connection between the openness of the banking sector and economic growth, 
outlining that the degree of financial sector development represents an important contributor to 
economic growth (see Rajan and Zingales, 1986; Levine, 1997, 2001; King and Levine 1993a,b; 
Demirguç-Kunt and Maksimovic, 2005). On the other side, an important strand of the literature has 
emphasized that a banking turmoilwas registered simultaneously with or preceded a noteworthy 
economic slowdown (i.e. Hogart et al., 2002; Boyd et al., 2005; Dell’Ariccia et al., 2008; Serwa, 2010; 
Jokipiiand Monnin, 2013, among others).  

3. Data And Methodology 

In this section, we specify the method, the variables and the data we use to assess bank soundness for 
the European banks selected. 

3.1 Research methodology 

The Z-score is a common measure of bank soundness since it’s inversely related to the probability of 
bank’s insolvency (Boyd and Runkle, 1993). It’s computed as follows:	 / , where  
represents bank’s return on assets,  the equity capital in percentage of total assets and  denotes the 
standard deviation of return on assets, as a proxy for return volatility. The probability of insolvency is 
well-defined as the probability that losses  exceed equity E, as we can see in the following: 

,(1) 

According to the work of De Nicolo (2000), this probability satisfies the following inequality: 

1
	,																																																																			 2  

Consequently, an increase of the Z value is equivalent to a decrease of the upper bound of the 
insolvency risk. Beneath the postulation of bank’s return normality, the Z-score can be interpreted as 
the number of standard deviations below the mean by which would have to fall in order to diminish 
equality. According to the literature the value of Z-score is increasing with a higher profitability and 
capitalization and decreasing when there are registered fluctuating incomes (see Boyd and Runkle , 
1993; Demirguç-Kunt and Laeven 2004; Beck et al.,2006; Mercieca et al., 2007; Lepetit et al., 2008; 
Laeven and Levine, 2009; Schaeck et al., 2009; Shih et al., 2007, Fu et al., 2014, among others). 
Compared to previous studies we have employed an alternative measure for bank stability that does 
not suffer from endogeneity problems. Since,  and   are drawn from different 
distributions, this could imply an inconsistency problem. To overcome this issue and obtain more 
robust results we have computed alternative Zscore ( ), similarly to Yeyati and Micco (2007), and 
Fiordelisi and Salvatore Mare (2014). 

		 ,(3) 

Where,  stands for the mean of return on average assets within each individual country at a 
current time; ROAA stands for return on average assets; K stands for the share of equity capital in 
total assets; and  stands for return volatility. Moreover, in this paper there were also used 
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risk-adjusted measures for bank performance as in Amidu and Wolfe (2013), in terms of return on 
average equity (ROAE) and net interest margins (NIM). 

	 ,(4)    

	 ,(5) 

Following the work of  Uhde and Heimeshoff (2009), Demirguç-Kunt and Detragiache (2011), Cihak 
and Hesse (2010), Bourhis and Nabi (2013), we estimate a modified version of the models employedin 
the mentioned papers, which enables us to test the effect of the recent crisis while controlling for bank 
specific, industry specific and environmental variables. Compared to the previous studies we have 
employed both weighted and non-weighted estimators, depending on which suited best a specific 
dataset. In this respect, in our sample the variances of the observations were unequal and it was 
registered a certain degree of correlation between the observations, thus OLS regression turned to be 
statistically inefficient and this issue was corrected either by employing regression with Driscol-Kraay 
standard errors orfeasible generalized least squares (FGLS). 

 Our estimation takes the following reduced form: 

																																	 	∝ 	 , 																											 6  

We define bank soundness ( ) for banks in country i at time t. The coefficient ∝  is a country-fixed 
effect term that capture time-invariant influences specific to country i. We use INT variables to 
represent internal (bank specific) determinants. We use  variables to represent external or 
industry specific determinants. In the case of  we refer to external or environmental determinants. 
Finally, we include  as a disturbance term being different in the two methods employed, weighted 
and non-weighted. 

The consistency of the modelsis determined through Hausman specification test so in case null 
hypothesis is not accepted the test has a Chi-square distribution, with the degrees of freedom equal to 
the controlled variable in the model. Moreover, it was employed also Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian 
multiplier test for random effects, and helped to decide between a random effects regression and a 
simple OLS regression. Furthermore, it was tested to verify if time fixed effects are needed when 
running a fixed effects model, by using a joint test to see if the dummies for all years are equal to zero. 
Continuing, we have applied the Fisher-type unit-root test for unbalanced panel, which assumes that 
all series are non-stationary under the null hypothesis. The assumption of normality is tested with 
Jarque-Bera test, and in the case ofgroup-wise heteroskedasticityit was used the modified Wald test. 
Furthermore, serial correlation was tested by using Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data. 
Autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity were corrected in the fixed effects models by using a user 
written program by Hoechle (2007) which is suitable for unbalanced panel, observing that Driscoll-
Kraay standard errors are well calibrated when cross-sectional dependence is present. 

3.2 Variables and the data set 

We have extracted the necessary bank-specific data from Bankscope, a financial database distributed 
by Bureau van Dijk IBCA, and it was converted to euro to ensure accounting uniformity between 
different countries. In the case of industry-specific and macroeconomic variables it was used WDI 
database provided by the World Bank. Moreover, there were used the financial statements and annual 
reports of the banks comprised in the sample. Whenever available, we have employed consolidated 
banking data in order to avoid bias. After excluding banks/periods with missing or zero values, we 
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were left with a sample of 267 banks operating in 14 European countries2, totalizing 2528 
observations. The motive for considering this time period is related to the desire to outline the 
implications of the recent financial distress periods on bank stability among the sample selected. 
Moreover, we focus on banks located in EU and in EU candidate countries for two main reasons. First, 
the banking sector is of great importance for the economies selected, as most of them have bank-based 
financial systems (Demirguç-Kunt and Maksimovic, 2005; Rajan and Zingales, 2003). Second, extant 
research demonstrated that the macroeconomic and banking structure variables have a significant 
influence on the European banking sector performance (i.e. Dietsch and Lozano Vivas, 2000; Cavalo 
and Rossi, 2002; Maudos et al., 2002; Chortareas et al., 2013). 

In our paper the regressand is the alternative measure of Z score,which includes three main 
components, respectively: average bank performance, bank risk and the banking systems’ stability.The 
explanatory variables are classified in three categories, namely: bank specific, industry specific and 
macroeconomic variables (see Table 1).  

There were used seven bank-specific variables or internal factors. First, it was observed the dual 
relationship between bank performance and bank stability; thus these two indicators are strongly 
connected. Several papers are assessing bank profitability by using bank’s returns or other indicators. 
In this respect we can observe the following papers, which considered at least one of the mentioned 
variables: Bourke (1989), Staikouras and Wood (2004), Park and Weber (2006), Pasiouras and 
Kosmidou (2007), Athanasoglou et al. (2008), Albertazzi and Gambacorta (2009), Millon Cornett et 
al. (2010), Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011),and Kanas et al. (2012).Compared to previous studies we 
employ risk adjusted measures for return on average equity and net interest margin (ROAERA, 
NIMRA). Second, asset structure (Liqd) is expressed in our study by the liquidity ratio, observing that 
bank profitability and stability should increase with a higher ratio of loans to assets, as long as interest 
rates on loans are liberalized (Garcia-Herrero et al., 2009). Therefore, a bank that holds a lower level 
of liquid assets (higher liquidity risk) is more likely to earn high profits. Among the papers that 
suggest a direct relationship between relative percentage of loans in bank assets and profitability, or an 
inverse relationship between liquidity and profitability, are the following: McKenzie and Thomas 
(1983), Angbazo (1997), Barros et al. (2007), Chiorazzo et al. (2008), DeYoung and Rice (2004), 
Goddard et al. (2004), Iannotta et al. (2007), Molyneux and Thornton (1992), Pasiouras and Kosmidou 
(2007), and Wagner (2007). Third, asset quality (NPL) is one of the most representative indicators 
used to measure the quality of bank’s assets, and implicitly the soundness of the credit portfolio; thus 
in our paper we have used the ratio of impaired loans to gross loans. A higher level of this variable 
determines a deterioration of the credit portfolio’s quality, which implies a negative effect upon bank 
stability and performance (i.e. Angbazo, 1997; DeYoung and Rice, 2004; Athanasoglou et al., 2008; 
and Chiorazzo et al., 2008, among others).  

Fourth, financial structure (Dep) is reflected in our study through deposits ratio, outlining that deposits 
represent the cheapest and more stable financial resource compared to other financing structures, so it 
should generate a growth of banks’ stability. (Claeys and Vander Vennet, 2008; Garcia-Herrero et al., 
2009). 

Fifth, management quality (CIR) is connected positively with bank stability; thus in general an 
efficient management technique will determine an increase in bank soundness (i.e. Athanasoglou et 
al., 2008; Dietrich and Wanzenried, 2011; Garcia-Herrerro et al., 2009). In our paper, cost to income 
ratio is proxy for management quality. Following, bank size (Size) is another bank-specific factor that 
influences considerably bank stability. The relationship between bank size and stability is considered 
to be positive, outlining that a larger size should higher economies of scale; in this respect there can be 
distinguished various studies, such as Iannotta et al. (2007) and Mercieca et al. (2007). Still, the 
impact of size could be non-linear, with profitability growing with size and falling for bureaucratic and 

                                                 
2The countries selected are the EU non-euro countries (Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Poland and Romania) and EU candidate countries (Albania, Macedonia, Iceland, Montenegro, Serbia and Turkey). 
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other motives (Athanasoglou et al., 2008). Due to the recent recessionary slide banks were forced to 
identify new sources of revenue, suggesting that the traditional role of banks has changed. Therefore, 
revenue diversification (RDiv) is another bank-specific issue that can affect bank stability, although 
the relationship between these two is not clearly define in the literature. On the one hand, some papers 
suggest that revenue diversification enhances bank profitability by increasing margins from non-
interest activities (i.e. Chiorazzo et al., 2008; Elsas et al., 2010). In the other hand, a higher level of 
diversification does not necessarily determine a boost in bank performance (i.e. DeLong, 2001; 
DeYoung and Rice, 2004; Stiroh, 2004; Stiroh and Rumble, 2006).  

From the perspective of industry-specific determining factors, we have taken into the analysis four 
variables. First, it was considered banking sector concentration (Conc), which was expressed by the 
market share of the first three largest banks. According to the literature, the influence of concentration 
on bank stability is ambiguous (Boyd et al., 2004; Boot and Thakor, 2000; Beck et al., 2006; Boyd and 
De Nicolo, 2006). Second, market power (Lerner) was assessed in our study through a non-structural 
method, namely Lerner index. Third it was employed Boone indicator to assess for banking market 
competition. In example, Solis and Maudos (2008) analysed the Mexican banking sector by taking the 
Lerner index separately for deposits and loans, and found a negative relation between competition and 
bank’s efficiency on the deposit market, and an opposite relation in the loan market. Fourth, strength 
of legal rights is a proxy for bank regulation (Legal). Overall, the influence of bank regulation is 
ambiguous; thus on a short-term it determines low profitability, but on a long-term it implies a reduced 
probability of bank crises. 

Table 1 Description of the variables and their expected relationship 

Variable Definition Source EI 

B
an

k-
sp

ec
if

ic
 v

ar
ia

bl
es

 

Bank performance 
– risk adjusted 

ROAERA – return on average equity of banks - 
net income by average total equity, adjusted to 
risk 

Author’s 
calculations 

+ 

NIMRA – net interest margin - the net interest 
income as a percentage of earning assets, 
adjusted to risk 

Author’s 
calculations 

+ 

Asset structure 
(Liqd) 

Liquidity ratio – Net loans to total assets Bankscope 
Financial statements 

+ 

Asset quality 
(NPL) 

Impaired loans to total gross loans Bankscope,  
Financial statements 

- 

Financial structure 
(FinStruct) 

Total deposits to total liabilities Author’s 
calculations, 

financial statements 

+ 

Management 
quality 
(Mqual) 

Cost to income ratio-operating costs to total 
income 

Bankscope 
Financial statements 

- 

Bank size 
(Size) 

Natural logarithm of the accounting value of 
banks’ total assets  

Author’s 
calculations 

+/- 

Revenue 
diversification 
(RDiv) 

Non-interest income over total gross revenues Bankscope 
Author’s 

calculations 

+/- 

In
du

st
ry

-s
pe

ci
fi

c Banking sector 
concentration 
(Conc) 

CR3- the assets of the three largest banks over 
total commercial banking assets 

WDI +/- 

Banking sector 
competition 
(Boone) 

Boone index - the elasticity of profits to 
marginal costs. An increase implies a 
deterioration of the competitive conduct of 
financial intermediaries 

WDI +/- 
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Market power 
(Lerner) 

Lerner index - compares output pricing and 
marginal costs. An increase indicates greater 
market power 

WDI, Clerides et 
al.(2013) 

+/- 

Regulatory 
framework 
(Legal) 

Strength of legal rights- the degree to which 
collateral and bankruptcy laws protect the 
rights of borrowers and lenders and thus 
facilitate lending. Higher scores indicate that 
these laws are better designed to expand access 
to credit 

WDI 
 

+ 
 

M
ac

ro
ec

on
om

ic
 v

ar
ia

bl
es

 

Economic Activity 
(RGDP) 

Real GDP growth rate WDI + 

Inflation 
(INF) 

Annual inflation rate (consumer prices) WDI +/- 

Tax rate 
(Tax) 

The amount of taxes and mandatory 
contributions payable by businesses after 
accounting for allowable deductions and 
exemptions as a share of commercial profits. 

WDI - 

Debt 
service(TDebt) 

The sum of principal repayments and interest 
actually paid in currency, goods, or services on 
long-term debt, interest paid on short-term 
debt and repayments (to the IMF 

WDI - 

Note: WDI stands for World Development Indicator; EI stands for expected influence. 

Last, macroeconomic determinants are assessed by means of economic activity, inflation, tax rate, and 
debt service. Economic activity is expressed through the real GDP growth rate (RGDP). Overall, bad 
economic conditions can negatively impact the quality of loan portfolio, generating credit losses and 
amplifying the minimum provisions (Claessens et al., 2001; Bikker and Hu, 2002; Athanasoglou et al. 
2008). A second environmental factor is inflation rate (INF). The positive relationship between 
inflation and profitability is confirmed by various studies, such as Molyneux and Thornton (1992), 
Staikouras and Wood (2004)Claeys and Vander Vennet (2008), Garcia-Herrerro et al. (2009), among 
others. However, Naceur and Kandil (2009) find that the inflation negatively influences interest 
margins; thereforeit captures the effect of seignoragecollection on interest margins. Furthermore, 
Demirguç-Kunt and Huizinga (1999) states that taxation reduces bank profitability, suggesting an 
inverse relationship between these two variables. In our paper the tax rate as a percentage of 
commercial profits (Tax) was a proxy for taxation. More recently, amid European country 
difficulties,it was highlighted the influence of government debt level on banking activity (Otuori, 
2013), therefore we have included in our sample debt service ratio (TDebt).  

4. Empirical Results 

The analysis startedwith the descriptive statistics, henceTable 2 and Table3 show summary statistics 
for the key variables used. All bank-specific, industry specific and macroeconomic variables are 
averaged by country over the period studied. Within the sample, the average return on equity is 1.22% 
which is showing that, on average, the profitability of the analysed banks is characterized by positive 
returns, although in some case, during the crisis, the profitability entered into negative territory. On 
average, the liquidity continued to maintain at a proper level, mainly amid a trend of currency 
rebalancing of bank’s assets and liabilities.  
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Table 2 Descriptive statistics for EU candidate countries 

 EU candidate countries 
AL IS MK ME RS TR Mean 

Dependent 
Zalt 

33.94 
(32.25) 

9.96 
(19.08) 

19.75 
(14.09) 

20.99 
(26.34) 

12.37 
(13.28) 

30.06 
(40.45) 

21.18 
(28.63) 

B
an

k-
sp

ec
if

ic
  

ROAERA 
1.26 

(1.61) 
0.79 

(1.53) 
0.92 

(1.79) 
0.61 

(1.09) 
0.38 

(1.48) 
2.95 

(3.99) 
1.15 

(1.91) 

NIMRA 
7.23 

(3.89) 
3.05 

(3.63) 
4.51 

(2.93) 
4.29 

(3.60) 
3.41 

(2.25) 
3.79 

(2.69) 
4.38 

(3.17) 

Liqd 
44.86 

(19.12) 
57.29 

(26.99) 
45.14 

(19.05) 
62.67 

(14.35) 
52.19 

(15.28) 
55.91 

(22.45) 
53.01 

(19.54) 

NPL 
10.71 

(14.19) 
19.48 

(10.46) 
25.06 

(25.77) 
13.34 
(13.9) 

51.92 
(29.87) 

4.65 
(5.45) 

20.86 
(16.60) 

FinStruct 
81.61 
(84.9) 

30.39 
(27.52) 

54.77 
(25.82) 

58.85 
(21.36) 

49.93 
(19.87) 

50.84 
(38.57) 

54.39 
(36.34) 

Mqual 
70.54 

(40.27) 
51.72 

(62.79) 
128.91 
(65.85) 

71.20 
(18.80) 

95.14 
(195.37) 

63.29 
(67.29) 

80.13 
(75.06) 

Size 
12.47 
(1.12) 

13.14 
(2.29) 

11.69 
(1.51) 

11.76 
(1.42) 

12.55 
(1.36) 

14.97 
(1.81) 

12.76 
(1.59) 

RDiv 
19.83 

(12.73) 
56.37 

(47.78) 
32.38 

(16.42) 
37.08 

(20.09) 
48.45 

(41.83) 
25.32 

(77.95) 
36.57 

(36.13) 

In
du

st
ry

-s
pe

ci
fi

c 
 Conc 

74.16 
(12.51) 

100 
(0.01) 

75.58 
(3.35) 

77.57 
(5.58) 

43.30 
(8.30) 

58.42 
(21.81) 

71.51 
(8.59) 

Boone 
-0.02 
(0.03) 

0.12 
(0.48) 

-0.06 
(0.01) 

-0.11 
(0.03) 

-0.06 
(0.05) 

-0.02 
(0.01) 

-0.03 
(0.10) 

Lerner 
0.31 

(0.05) 
0.23 

(0.14) 
0.23 

(0.11) 
0.30 

(0.05) 
0.19 

(0.13) 
0.25 

(0.03) 
0.25 

(0.08) 

Legal 
9.00 

(0.01) 
7.00 

(0.01) 
6.00 

(0.01) 
10.00 
(0.01) 

6.62 
(0.49) 

5.00 
(0.01) 

7.27 
(0.09) 

M
ac

ro
ec

on
om

ic
s RGDP 

4.26 
(1.96) 

2.52 
(4.25) 

2.71 
(2.84) 

3.49 
(4.74) 

2.56 
(3.39) 

4.17 
(4.85) 

3.29 
(3.67) 

Inf 
2.86 

(1.29) 
6.42 

(3.29) 
2.89 

(2.55) 
4.13 

(2.94) 
14.38 

(17.67) 
12.97 

(12.62) 
7.28 

(6.65) 

Tax 
46.19 
(8.13) 

26.79 
(1.9) 

14.63 
(4.26) 

30.28 
(3.86) 

32.68 
(0.78) 

45.22 
(4.86) 

32.63 
(3.96) 

TDebt 
46.18 
(8.13) 

26.79 
(1.69) 

15.17 
(3.48) 

8.42 
(3.01) 

29.71 
(4.34) 

34.26 
(5.56) 

26.76 
(4.37) 

N 15 20 15 8 28 34  
Obs. 107 119 164 85 251 257  

Note: N stands for the number of cases (banks); Obs. Stands for the number of observations for each country. Descriptive 

statistics refer to the mean and in () we have standard deviations. 

Source: authors’ calculations 

During the crisis, bank’s profitability was intensely affected, thus registering a higher level of 
nonperforming loans. Despite, in the last period the banking sectors studied registered a higher level of 
return, which determined a slower accumulation of bad loans, thus on average the ration of NPL’s in 
the region studied is 13.72%. Though, the problem of nonperforming loans is far more sensitive in the 
EU candidate countries (see Table 2).  
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Table 3 Descriptive statistics for EU non-euro countries 

 EU non-euro countries 
BG CZ HR HU LV LT PL RO Mean 

Dependent 
Zalt 

23.10 
(15.71) 

51.18 
(71.81) 

30.01 
(20.51) 

14.98 
(15.14) 

9.32 
(8.99) 

10.83 
(8.03) 

27.39 
(16.73) 

14.44 
(14.73) 

22.66 
(21.46) 

B
an

k-
sp

ec
if

ic
  

ROAERA 
1.53 

(1.49) 
2.63 

(2.17) 
1.38 

(1.69) 
0.99 

(1.44) 
0.43 

(1.23) 
0.27 

(1.01) 
2.23 

(1.87) 
0.67 

(1.34) 
1.27 

(1.53) 

NIMRA 
4.63 

(1.93) 
7.15 

(5.78) 
5.65 

(3.09) 
6.06 

(3.18) 
2.84 

(1.79) 
3.31 

(0.47)calc 
5.79 

(3.89) 
3.03 

(1.59) 
4.23 

(2.72) 

Liqd 
97.75 

(56.70) 
52.54 

(21.73) 
57.95 

(10.08) 
63.16 

(21.73) 
91.97 

(53.22) 
59.87 

(15.37) 
55.33 

(23.98) 
54.60 

(15.16) 
66.65 

(27.25) 

NPL 
8.45 

(11.54) 
5.68 

(6.25) 
8.43 

(5.93) 
6.92 

(7.29) 
10.33 

(14.19) 
8.38 

(10.93) 
9.29 

(8.63) 
9.41 

(11.28) 
8.36 

(9.51) 

FinStruct 
92.18 

(51.64) 
63.54 

(67.84) 
65.34 

(22.14) 
37.87 

(29.02) 
62.62 

(23.58) 
63.08 

(16.64) 
50.16 

(26.46) 
59.08 

(19.26) 
61.73 

(32.07) 

Mqual 
62.10 

(27.43) 
64.19 

(73.80) 
97.76 

(346.6) 
59.30 

(19.07) 
81.65 

(48.56) 
76.81 

(36.98) 
63.31 

(18.18) 
96.62 

(335.89) 
75.22 

(113.31) 

Size 
13.25 
(3.39) 

14.31 
(2.14) 

12.65 
(1.75) 

14.81 
(1.93) 

12.57 
(2.19) 

12.85 
(2.24) 

14.15 
(2.41) 

13.43 
(2.17) 

13.50 
(2.28) 

RDiv 
26.47 

(20.01) 
33.41 

(21.52) 
31.17 

(19.08) 
27.62 
(54.5) 

45.45 
(53.93) 

41.63 
(16.50) 

40.72 
(18.34) 

34.32 
(39.19) 

35.09 
(34.13) 

In
du

st
ry

-s
pe

ci
fi

c 
 Conc 

56.17 
(8.39) 

67.02 
(2.34) 

56.34 
(1.71) 

70.90 
(8.95) 

53.67 
(4.29) 

75.76 
(4.44) 

53.91 
(9.89) 

67.85 
(3.08) 

62.70 
(5.39) 

Boone 
-0.53 
(0.07) 

-0.09 
(0.04) 

-0.05 
(0.01) 

-0.08 
(0.02) 

0.16 
(0.16) 

0.23 
(0.19) 

-0.08 
(0.02) 

-0.09 
(0.04) 

-0.07 
(0.06) 

Lerner 
0.25 

(0.04) 
0.26 

(0.19) 
0.19 

(0.03) 
0.16 

(0.06) 
0.27 

(0.04) 
0.12 

(0.06) 
0.22 

(0.04) 
0.19 

(0.04) 
0.21 

(0.06) 

Legal 
9.00 

(0.01) 
6.65 

(0.48) 
5.87 

(1.34) 
7.00 

(0.01) 
10.00 
(0.01) 

5.00 
(0.01) 

8.32 
(0.47) 

8.44 
(0.49) 

7.54 
(0.35) 

M
ac

ro
ec

on
om

ic
s RGDP 

3.43 
(3.73) 

3.01 
(3.19) 

1.64 
(3.8) 

1.53 
(3.25) 

3.92 
(8.48) 

4.39 
(6.44) 

4.19 
(1.67) 

3.70 
(4.54) 

3.23 
(4.39) 

Inf 
5.71 

(3.11) 
2.60 

(1.58) 
2.96 

(1.32) 
5.61 

(1.80) 
5.51 

(4.31) 
3.24 

(2.99) 
3.13 

(1.41) 
11.05 
(9.99) 

4.98 
(3.31) 

Tax 
36.62 
(7.5) 

48.15 
(0.69) 

21.55 
(0.25) 

55.19 
(2.18) 

36.56 
(0.62) 

47.34 
(3.34) 

42.22 
(1.81) 

49.20 
(5.35) 

42.10 
(2.72) 

TDebt 
15.66 
(3.63) 

33.26 
(5.63) 

22.05 
(2.95) 

53.84 
(25.94) 

20.86 
(12.74) 

23.74 
(7.46) 

48.37 
(4.61) 

26.38 
(6.19) 

30.52 
(8.64) 

N 19 19 25 13 19 9 23 20  
Obs. 199 208 272 148 192 94 213 219  

Note: N stands for the number of cases (banks); Obs. Stands for the number of observations for each country. Descriptive 

statistics refer to the mean and in () we have standard deviations. 

Source: authors’ calculations 

Of the liabilities side, banks constitute core deposits of 61.73% in EU non-euro countries, compared to 
54.39% in EU candidate countries, meaning that the majority of the European bank’s assets are 
financed by core deposits. Despite numerous bank strategies, the level of management quality is still 
low; therefore the average cost to income ratio is still high (in EU candidate countries, the CIR is on 
average 80.13%, while in EU non-euro countries is 75.22%).  There are reflected also measures of 
banking market competition, market power and concentration. In example, the average value for the 
Lerner index in EU candidate countries is 25%, meaning that banks on average are pricing their 
products at around 25% above marginal cost. Similarly, the EU non-euro countries are pricing their 
products, on average, at 21% above marginal cost (see Table 3). From the macroeconomic perspective 
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it was noticed that the average GDP growth rate for the sample is 3.25%, while the average inflation is 
5.96%. 

Table 4 and Table5 present the regression results regarding the effects of bank specific, industry 
specific and macroeconomic variables on the magnitude of bank stability. It’s important to mention 
that the relationship between bank profitability and bank soundness goes in both directions: bank 
profitability influences the overall systems’ stability and bank stability have microeconomic 
consequences. As we expected, in the majority of the cases bank profitability significantly and 
negatively impacts the probability of banking distress. Accordingly, our results are in line with those 
reported by Bongini et al. (2001), who found that net interest margin is an important determining 
factor for bank distress. Nevertheless, due to the mutations in the European financial markets, and 
particularly on a background dominated by uncertainty, it was registered an increasing level of 
return’s volatility, thus in the case of EU non-euro countries the return on average equity had a 
negative impact on bank stability. 

The coefficient of liquidity is in general positive for bank soundness, both in the case of EU candidate 
and non-euro countries. This means that bank lending is associated with a decrease in loan portfolio 
risk and implicitly higher performance, therefore is registered an upsurge in the financial soundness of 
banks. Naturally, a financial institution that provides a qualitative portfolio of loans holds lower level 
of capital and thus does not need additional capital to ensure the absorption of losses. These results are 
in line with those obtained by Chiorazzo et al (2008) and Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007). Contrary, in 
some of the cases it was observed a different situation. During the crisis, it was remarked that solvent 
financial institutions were driven to closure by poor management of short-term liquidity, thus it was 
found that liquid assets intensify banking instability, and increases the externalities related with bank 
failures. Therefore, in some cases, we found similar results to those of Wagner (2007), who 
demonstrated that liquidity can also have a negative influence on banks, by determining them to 
assume a higher amount of risks. In terms of risks, we have also noticed the negative and statistically 
significant impact of bad loans on the solvency of a bank; therefore banks were forced to assign an 
important part of their gross margins to provisions to cover expected credit losses, which affected 
profitability and implicitly bank soundness. Moreover, some mixed results were obtained as weak 
banks have incentives to try to outgrow their problems by venturing into high risk or high return 
activities. Undeniably, the subprime financial crisis that shook the markets in 2007-2008 caught 
several financial institutions exposed and unprepared, therefore a link between the quality of bank 
assets and the severity of the recent crisis impact has been established.  

A distinctive result, and contrary to our expectations, was registered in the case of bank financial 
structure. Theoretically a higher share of customer deposits in banks liabilities should determine a 
growth in bank profitability, and higher bank soundness. Therefore, during the crisis banks depending 
on depository funding have been more resilient, compared to those that relied on wholesale funding. 
However, due to the expansion of the financial markets in the late 2000s, the competition in the 
banking sector has increased significantly. Within this context, banks used aggressive commercial 
policies which lead banks to pay higher interest rates to attract deposits from competitors. This 
phenomenon, known as “deposit war” was registered also in our analysis thus negatively affecting 
bank margins and consequently bank stability.  

Additionally, a higher quality of management is also linked with lower probability of bank distress. In 
our study, the efficiency coefficient is, in most of the cases, negatively significant, proving that that 
management quality is extremely important in characterizing banking distress (Sahut and Mili, 2011). 
In bank stability equation, a significant determinant was also bank size. In the EU candidate countries, 
this variable had negatively influenced bank stability. The significant negative coefficient may reveal 
and actual or perceived size-related diversification benefit. Larger banks are associated with longer 
subsistence which could be consistent with the “too-big-to-fail” theory. A higher reliance of non-
interest income activities involves an inferior level of bank risk for small sized banks but requires a 
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higher level of bank risk for large sized banks. These issues are consistent with the results of DeYoung 
and Roland (2001), Stiroh (2004), Lepetit et al. (2008). In EU non-euro countries, it was distinguished 
that the impact of size was non-linear over the period studied. The latter results were in line with those 
obtained by Barros et al. (2007), and Schildbach and Speyer (2013).  

Due to the economic recessionary slide observed in the last decade, financial institutions focused on 
finding new sources of revenue. In example, Lepetit et al. (2008) examined the European banking 
sector and found that there is a positive link between product diversification and bank insolvency. In 
the case of EU candidate countries, our results are in line with those obtained by Chiorazzo et al. 
(2008) and Elsas et al (2010), stating that revenue diversification enhanced bank profitability and 
implicitly positively affected bank stability. Contrariwise, in EU non-euro countries, there were 
registered mixed results. Revenue diversification indeed generated improvements in bank stability, but 
not always. This means that banks decreased the level of interest rates to certain loans with the 
purpose of attracting clients for other products, which, in the end, caused a drawback for bank 
margins.  

In the case of industry specific determinants, a particularly importance was given to banking sector 
concentration and competition. In line with the results of Beck et al. (2006), we show that banking 
sector concentration tend to have a positive influence on bank soundness, thus reducing the likelihood 
that a country will suffer from a systemic banking crisis. Banking sector concentration determined an 
enhancement in market power, which implies an upsurge of bank revenues, which can provide a buffer 
against adverse economic shocks. Our paper supports the “concentration-stability” view and stresses 
the benefits of banking sector concentration. Another distinguishing result was observed in terms of 
bank competition. In EU candidate countries, in accordance with Berger et al. (2009), our results 
suggest that bank competition erodes market power, decreasing profit margins, and thus encouraging 
bank risk taking. On the contrary, in the EU non-euro countries the results show that competition 
increases bank soundness, because banks decide to diversify their portfolio in response to the 
competitive environment. Moreover, the market power proxy was negative and statistically significant, 
implying that an increase in market power will generate a positive impact on the overall bank stability. 
This finding supports the “competition-stability” view and is in the same vein as De Nicolo et al. 
(2004), and Uhde and Heimshoff (2009). 

 
Table 4 Empirical results for EU candidate countries 

EU candidate countries 
 AL IS MK ME RS TR 

B
an

k-
sp

ec
if

ic
  

ROAERA 
-0.70*** 

(0.08) 
0.09*** 
(0.03) 

0.02** 
(0.01) 

4.16*** 
(0.99) 

0.39*** 
(0.15) 

0.03 
(0.02) 

NIMRA 
1.91* 
(1.10) 

-0.08*** 
(0.03) 

1.23* 
(0.66) 

0.45** 
(0.21) 

0.42** 
(0.22) 

0.11 

(0.04) 

Liqd 
-0.26*** 

(0.06) 
0.18*** 
(0.04) 

0.18*** 
(0.04) 

-0.25*** 
(0.09) 

-0.03* 
(0.17) 

0.01** 
(0.01) 

NPL 
-0.04 
(0.09) 

0.05 
(0.01) 

-0.05** 
(0.02) 

0.18** 
(0.08) 

0.01 
(0.01) 

-0.01** 
(0.01) 

FinStruct 
0.30** 
(0.08) 

0.01** 
(0.01) 

-0.13*** 
(0.03) 

-10.2*** 
(3.01) 

-0.02 
(0.02) 

-0.01** 
(0.01) 

Mqual 
-5.75*** 

(1.16) 
-0.01** 
(0.01) 

0.01*** 
(0.01) 

-0.17* 
(0.09) 

0.01 
(0.01) 

-0.01*** 
(0.01) 

Size 
-2.26 
(2.03) 

-0.05** 
(0.03) 

-2.23*** 
(0.34) 

-7.61*** 
(0.89) 

0.78*** 
(0.19) 

-0.03** 
(0.01) 

RDiv 
0.24** 
(0.06) 

-0.01*** 
(0.01) 

0.23*** 
(0.08) 

0.08 
(0.05) 

-0.01*** 
(0.01) 

0.01* 
(0.01) 
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In
du

st
ry

-s
pe

ci
fi

c 
 Conc 

0.15*** 
(0.05) 

 
-0.61*** 

(0.19) 
0.41*** 
(0.17) 

0.03 
(0.07) 

0.01 
(0.01) 

Boone 
-47.09*** 

(8.10) 
-0.28 
(0.34) 

-119.3** 
(44.15) 

-17.66 
(17.32) 

15.59* 
(9.30) 

-16.7*** 
(3.26) 

Lerner 
-7.05** 
(3.26) 

-0.63* 
(0.39) 

-19.01*** 
(2.66) 

 
-16.93** 

(8.55) 
4.18** 
(1.68) 

Legal 
3.05*** 
(0.44) 

 
4.83*** 
(1.28) 

 
-1.75* 
(0.98) 

-0.08 
(0.14) 

M
ac

ro
ec

on
om

ic
s RGDP  

-0.06 
(0.06) 

-0.38 
(0.24) 

-0.21* 
(0.13) 

0.19 
(0.16) 

0.03* 
(0.01) 

Inf 
0.11** 
(0.05) 

-0.02 
(0.11) 

-0.55*** 
(0.09) 

-0.6* 
(0.37) 

-0.01 
(0.03) 

0.01** 
(0.01) 

Tax 
0.33*** 
(0.05) 

0.05 
(0.07) 

1.16*** 
(0.21) 

-0.45 
(0.39) 

-0.65 
(0.66) 

-0.01 
(0.01) 

TDebt 
-2.47* 
(1.32) 

-0.01 
(0.01) 

-0.18*** 
(0.06) 

 
-0.11 
(0.14) 

0.44*** 
(0.10) 

constant 
 

1.82*** 
(0.45) 

 
98.05*** 
(19.52) 

-9.32** 
(4.34) 

 

R-sq.within  0.71 0.56 0.44  0.06 
MLE  -93.42 -514.44  
Obs. 107 119 164 85 251 257 
Absolute value of t statistics * significant at 10percent; ** significant at 5percent; *** significant at 1percent. In ( ) we have 

standard deviations. MLE standsfor maximum log likelihood. In the case of AL, MK,TR, HR, HU, LT, PL, RO it was 

employed regressions analyses with Driscoll-Kraay Standard Errors. In the rest of the cases it was employed Feasible GLS. 

Source: author’s calculations. 

Furthermore, our results state that the impact of bank regulatory framework in reducing the severity of 
banking crises is substantial and statistically significant The influence of banking regulation are found 
to be distinctive across the studied countries depending, particularly on the strengths of the national 
financial systems and the policies promoted by the monetary authority. In general, in the countries 
where there is a weak or fragile banking system in terms of regulation, the impact of a shock in the 
banking sector (determined by an eruption of a banking crisis on the real economy) is extremely 
severe. The extent of this negative impact will not be prevailing in banking systems with 
comprehensive regulation and supervision.  

 
Table 5 Empirical results for EU non-euro countries  

EU non-euro countries 

 BG CZ HR HU LV LT PL RO 

B
an

k-
sp

ec
if

ic
  

ROAERA 
-1.11* 
(0.67) 

0.03* 
(0.02) 

0.01*** 
(0.01) 

0.25** 
(0.09) 

-0.01 
(0.01) 

-0.39* 
(0.19) 

-0.11 
(0.13) 

-0.81* 
(0.48) 

NIMRA 
2.64*** 
(0.99) 

-0.03 
(0.02) 

0.94*** 
(0.33) 

0.29*** 
(0.08) 

-0.01 
(0.01) 

-0.88*** 
(0.29) 

1.41*** 
(0.25) 

-4.65** 
(1.97) 

Liqd 
-0.05*** 

(0.02) 
0.27** 
(0.13) 

4.98* 
(3.65) 

0.01* 
(0.01) 

0.01 
(0.01) 

-0.03 
(0.02) 

-0.13*** 
(0.04) 

-0.84*** 
(0.20) 

NPL 
-0.76*** 

(0.12) 
0.01 

(0.01) 
0.02 

(0.01) 
0.02** 
(0.01) 

-0.01*** 
(0.01) 

0.09*** 
(0.02) 

0.09 
(0.10) 

-0.04 
(0.04) 

FinStruct 
0.05*** 
(0.02) 

-0.01 

(0.01) 
-0.01 
(0.01) 

-0.01 
(0.01) 

-0.01*** 
(0.01) 

-0.07*** 
(0.02) 

-0.04** 
(0.02) 

0.05*** 
(0.01) 

Mqual 
-0.07*** 

(0.03) 
-0.19* 
(0.12) 

0.01 
(0.01) 

-0.01 
(0.01) 

-0.01* 
(0.01) 

-2.35 
(1.9) 

-0.08* 
(0.04) 

0.14** 
(0.06) 
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Size 
-3.08 
(4.55) 

1.07** 
(0.58) 

0.41** 
(0.17) 

0.04 
(0.04) 

-0.26*** 
(0.09) 

-2.25*** 
(0.80) 

0.65*** 
(0.22) 

-5.36 
(7.62) 

RDiv 
-0.14*** 

(0.04) 
-0.01 
(0.01) 

0.01 
(0.01) 

0.01 
(0.01) 

-0.01*** 
(0.01) 

0.07* 
(0.03) 

0.09*** 
(0.03) 

-0.07* 
(0.42) 

In
du

st
ry

-s
pe

ci
fi

c 
 Conc 

0.32* 
(0.21) 

13.09** 
(6.37) 

-
13.02*** 

(1.84) 

0.01* 
(0.01) 

0.02 
(0.02) 

-0.22*** 
(0.06) 

0.27*** 
(0.09) 

0.34*** 
(0.09) 

Boone 
59.09*** 
(23.78) 

6.87** 
(3.35) 

-
48.43*** 
(20.33) 

-0.83 
(1.26) 

1.19*** 
(0.43) 

12.98*** 
(2.36) 

29.79 
(23.12) 

37.91*** 
(7.53) 

Lerner 
-45.99 
(38.51) 

-1.89* 
(1.2) 

12.76*** 
(3.19) 

-1.39*** 
(0.27) 

-4.89*** 
(1.74) 

66.33*** 
(22.00) 

-31.26* 
(15.53) 

-11.24 
(10.66) 

Legal  
0.49* 
(0.34) 

-1.24*** 
(0.35) 

0.16*** 
(0.02) 

  
6.54*** 
(1.09) 

-1.48*** 
(4.01) 

M
ac

ro
ec

on
om

ic
s RGDP 

-0.39* 
(0.23) 

-0.24** 
(0.12) 

-0.11*** 
(0.02) 

-0.05*** 
(0.01) 

-0.01* 
(0.01) 

0.80* 
(0.05) 

-0.50*** 
(0.14) 

0.16** 
(0.07) 

Inf 
-0.49* 
(0.34) 

-0.24** 
(0.11) 

0.34*** 
(0.09) 

-0.19** 
(0.07) 

0.02* 
(0.01) 

-0.12* 
(0.07) 

0.47*** 
(0.11) 

0.62*** 
(0.14) 

Tax 
0.31 

(0.31) 
 

1.35*** 
(0.15) 

0.08*** 
(0.01) 

 
-0.49 
(0.39) 

0.64*** 
(0.18) 

0.07 
(0.07) 

TDebt 
-0.33* 
(0.19) 

-0.07* 
(0.04) 

0.25*** 
(0.04) 

-0.01*** 
(0.01) 

0.01* 
(0.01) 

-5.53*** 
(1.48) 

0.39*** 
(0.04) 

0.29*** 
(0.07) 

constant 32.48** 
(14.11) 

-13.27** 
(6.39) 

7.97*** 
(2.40) 

 
1.05*** 
(0.12) 

20.80*** 
(2.96) 

31.39*** 
(5.11) 

26.19** 
(11.16) 

R-sq.within  0.23 0.48  0.23 0.79 
MLE -652.19 -80.69  -109.16  
Obs. 199 208 272 148 192 94 213 219 
Absolute value of t statistics * significant at 10percent; ** significant at 5percent; *** significant at 1percent. In ( ) we have 

standard deviations. MLE standsfor maximum log likelihood. In the case of AL, MK,TR, HR, HU, LT, PL, RO it was 

employed regressions analyses with Driscoll-Kraay Standard Errors. In the rest of the cases it was employed Feasible GLS. 

Source: author’s calculations.  

From the macroeconomic perspective, the most statistically significant influence was registered in the 
case of real GDP growth rate, inflation and debt service, while tax rate had a more reduced influence. 
The output cost of a crisis is smaller for an economic system with higher living standards and 
economic growth, consequently bad economic conditions have affected in a negative manner the 
quality of the loan portfolio, generating losses and reducing bank stability. In the case of inflation, our 
results are mixed, and it depended on the strategies applied by banks; thus if inflation is completely 
anticipated, a bank can easily adjust its interest rates. However, similar to Naceur and Kandil (2009) 
we also found that inflation can have a negative influence on bank margins, and consequently on bank 
solvency. An increase in tax rate will generate a positive impact on loans interest rates and a possibly 
negative impact on the lending volume, while leaving unaffected the deposit market. Moreover, the 
candidate countries, due to their catching up process and their less financial depths, didn’t register 
significant results in the case of debt service. Contrariwise, in the EU non-euro economies there were 
found ambiguous results. Overall, in line with Otuori (2013) a large debt encourages inflation, which 
eventually will influence bank performance, thus affecting the soundness of the banking sector. 

There were found persistent and large disparities among the EU candidate and non-euro countries, in 
terms of their overall development, and particularly in terms of their knowledge creation, monetary 
and fiscal policies thus affecting the long-term growth potential of the EU. Compared to EU candidate 
countries, the non-euro EU countries still have high public debts, and fiscal deficit,so fiscal 
consolidation remains a significant challenge in the light of the need to build-up a modernize 
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economic infrastructure, reorient public spending, and cushion the cost of on-going restructuring. 
Though, candidate countries are lagging behind despite that the preparation for EU accession provided 
an external anchor for progress in terms of financial stability, helping to catalyse fiscal and political 
support for change. Overall, it’s essential to reflect on how mechanisms in the EU field might have a 
key role in providing additional support for this process. 

5. Conclusion 

Banking system fragility canharm the effectivenessof financial markets and implementation of 
macroeconomic policy. An unsound banking sector not only fails to ensure the microeconomic 
channels necessary for the efficient implementation of monetary policy, but may also impair economic 
growth scenarios, enforce significant fiscal costs, and obstructs the smooth running of the financial 
system.While manypublications explored the relationship between bank competition, market power 
and financial stability, or between bank development and economic performance, only a few studies 
applied an interdisciplinary approach in the European sector. This study contributes to the literature by 
using a cross-sectional time-series analysis to study the influence of bank specific, industry specific 
and macroeconomic variables on bank soundness in 14 European emerging markets, including EU 
candidate and non-euro countries, and covering the period of 2000 to 2012. Our paper outlines the 
main differences between the cohesion countries and those preparing for EU accession in terms of 
microeconomic and macroeconomic discrepancies. 

In terms of safeguard banking stability, attention needs to be paid to the interaction between monetary, 
prudential and fiscal policy regimes and the ways in which these may impact risk behaviour in the 
microeconomic level. Overall, it was stressed that the banking sector structure is an important factor in 
bank stability. In terms of the quality and size of institutions, despite the remarkable progress in recent 
years, the analysed countries still have considerable gaps to make-up (particularly with regard to 
regulation). Moreover, bank regulation can mitigate crisis severity, particularly if crises are systemic. 
With tighter bank regulations, banks may register higher asset quality, higher margins and thus better 
support productive investments in times of distress.Furthermore, economic conditions and fiscal 
policies are also important determinants of sound banking systems. Overallbanking sectors become 
unsound due to poor and neglectful management, excessive risk taking,ineffective operating 
environment, fraud or a sharp deterioration in the economic sphere, issues that invalidate the 
assumptions on which loans and investments were originally made. Additionally, it’s well known that 
the catching-up is a slower and complex process, therefore the EU non-euro and candidate countries 
have made significant progress in reducing their development gap vis-à-vis the EU average, though 
those that are aiming a rapid progress will need to entrench this further, as macroeconomic 
environment remains somewhat fragile. There are still considerable vulnerabilities so it’s vital to treat 
with sufficient attentionthe economic policies promoted, in order to reduce the lagging behind of the 
cohesion and candidate countries. 

It should be noted that our analysis has some limitations. For example, European banking industry has 
been developing rapidly in the last decade with continuous changing environments, thus we haven’t 
captured dynamic aspects. Consequently, future research directions aim to count for structural changes 
in the European banking field. 
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like a webpage that most of the users start to surf. Social network consists of informational subpages, 
theme subpages, electronic mail or stores [2]. 

Social networks, for example NaszaKlasa or Facebook at the beginning were responsible for contact in 
the group of friends or family. Over the period of existence they evolved. Nowadays, social network 
are open for business [3]. 

2. Relations With Customers 

Besides publishing information concerning companies on websites and fan pages it is very important 
to hold talks and maintain continuous conversations with target audience. The main aspect is to 
recognize the target group which we would like to reach. Target audience is a group of consumers, 
decision-makers or entrepreneurs. To those groups marketing and information policy should be 
addressed. The goal of sharing information and advertising is not only to get new purchasers, but also 
influential people (who are somehow responsible for wielding influence on goods’ users and services’ 
customers). Unfortunately, only passing information do not guarantee interaction and stable relation 
between customers [4]. 

Currently, one of the most significant things is not only to get customer interest, but also to maintain 
their attention for longer period of time by offering him proper knowledge about products and sharing 
interesting advertisements to make him more aware of a company and involved in its mechanical 
promotion.  
M. McDonald and H. Wilson list number of step that ensure getting recommendations from a client. 
First step is customer process. If product is good enough, customer will be eager to praise that product 
among close friends and family. The important elements are friendly interactions when customer is 
able to tell about the product or service. Depending on the quality of customer service, information 
will be shared with others. In the process of maintaining a client it is necessary to remember about 
established relations and emotions connected with a product or brand image and its symbolic meaning. 
For example, Apple success is based on its respective brand image. Their products are identified with 
luxury, reliability and something which everybody desperately need. People buy their products 
although they can find better and cheaper products on the market [5]. 

Effective communication with clients is based on a few crucial elements. There can be stand out 
communication source which is a seller and receiver – in other words customer. Next step is to code 
an information – what seller would like to pass, and decoding what can be read as interpretation. The 
key is an appropriate form, content and finally received feedback. Internet users, especially young 
people who use social media are a specific group. They talk in a specific language (slang), use 
communication schemes which are typical for Internet. To engage them effectively in actions 
connected with branding and similar processes it is crucial to understand and skillfully use internet 
language. For most of the present companies it is kind of a challenge. 

Firms’ main goal is to achieve certain level of income which is depended on the size of selling. 
Marketing communication as other areas of marketing activities, also selling is subordinated. Firms’ 
activity on the internet is about making relations and engaging customers but the final results should 
be selling and gaining profits. Buying decisions are determined by product quality, price, need and in 
some of the cases also emotions. 

3. Activity Companies In Social Media 

Unfamiliarity with an activity on the Internet often leads to failure. It is not enough to be there, but the 
most important thing is regular activity according to the established plan. Company profile in social 
network should characterize: topicality and information up to date, frequency updates, cyclical posts, 
fast answers on comments and issues and others activity customers on websites. Very important is also 
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monitoring people’s activity and checking who and what make users to become involved. The 
principal thing is also to check if activity on the page is creating by the target group or by random 
people. Thereby efficiency of marketing campaign is bigger. Modern companies have devoted bigger 
part of their marketing budget on advertising on the Internet. (graph. 1.) 

Graph 1. Social media in global expenses (%) 

 

 
Source of data: ZenithOptimedia,  

Analyzing above graph, according to prognosis we can see that in globalization of markets fall 
importance of television, newspapers or magazines, but the Internet value is going up. It means that 
companies will be locking more funds of their marketing budget for advertisement on Internet. The 
reach of the webpage is different for everyone and it is depend from what we can find there. Therefore 
it is as important to know where to put the information about company. Due to Polish Research of 
Internet and PBI/Gemius Group popularity of following WebPages can be seen. 

Tab. 1. The most popular websites in Poland 

TOP20. The most popular websites in Poland 
Number. Website Popularity Strenght of users 
1 google.pl up 19 737 480 
2 facebook.pl up 16 973 415 
3 youtube.com up 16 126 914 
4 onet.pl up 13 740 926 
5 google.com up 13 724 704 
6 allegro.pl up 12 415 993 
7 wp.pl down 11 555 569 
8 wikipedia.org up 10 168 819 
9 gazeta.pl down 8 512 329 
10 olx.pl up 7 544 588 
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11 interia.pl up 7 168 010 
12 blogspot.com down 6 895 142 
13 ask.com down 6 389 895 
14 ceneo.pl up 5 791 824 
15 nk.pl up 5 186 167 
16 chomikuj.pl up 5 118 952 
17 N fakt.pl up 5 005 191 
18 N filmweb.pl up 4 535 100 
19 dobreprogramy.pl up 4 448 476 
20 N bet-at-home.com up 4 407 281 
        
  N- new position     

Source: http://www.pbi.org.pl/pl/aktualnosci/228 1 

Due to this information it can be said where to put most of the funds from advertisement budget (all 
advertisement outlay's company) because every page has different pay rate and different offer. The 
most popular are search engines, mainly GOOGLE, but also Facebook – social network, which is used 
not only for maintaining contact with friends but also this is a place, where companies publish their 
advertisement and information about events etc. The other position which is worth to see is Youtube - 
page where people can publish videos or music clips.   

This kind of networks are going to reach out to customers’ needs (for companies, which want to build 
a relation with customer) and also allow them to publish information about the brand and share their 
offer. 

4. The Young Users Of Internet 

Companies which handle their offer for sale to young people should refer extra market survey about 
where young people spend the most of the time on the internet. It can be seen on graph 4, most of the 
people who are using internet are under 35 years. 

Graph 2. Age of polish internet user and their middle time of using an Internet 

 
Source: CBOS in 3–9 April of 2014 
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Enterprise which want to get through with information  to young people should keep focused on using 
internet and mobile channel of communication, because this target group generally using it. 

Companies which want to get through with information to young people should keep their focus on 
using internet and mobile channel of communication, because this target group generally is using it. B. 
Ciszewski, internet marketing specialist from U-Marketing Company once said: "The generation of 
students had been growing up alongside internet development. They not only get to know all of the 
applications, technology and web innovations, but also learnt how to use them in everyday life”. 

How it can be seen in experimental results, this group spends most of the time reviewing photos, 
talking with friends, watching movies, and also looking for job. The internet users rate increased by 
more than 5% in 2014. The total number of social media users in August 2014 was greater than 2 000 
000 000. 

The change of meaning of particular media has a gradual character. The first step of virtualization of 
marketing was to switch regular post to electronic mail, which in the early part had to ease corporate 
communication, with trading partner and later with customers. The second step was to substitute 
traditional paper form, such as: marketing campaign brochures, catalogues to websites and new way to 
share our sentiments and opinions on blogs and internet forum. This way of communication had to 
become wide. On internet forums people often do not only write about company goodness but it is 
normal that sometimes company get criticized by someone. Most of students operate on internet, 
therefore presence of marketers there who could answer on questions about their products is very 
important. The next step is to create internet shops – that is other way to connect young people who 
are addicted to internet. The fourth step is the real era of Social Media including social networks 
associating groups of friends, like very popular in Poland, Facebook. Social networks in the course of 
time branch out on business sphere. It is a place where a lot of companies fanpages, and where a lot of 
corporate advertisings take place. Last step is probably the era of videocasts, videomails and 
videoMMS, live streaming and mobile marketing. What does it mean? Interpenetration of real and 
virtual world. The downside till now was non-existent opportunity of normal moving picture. Now it 
is becoming possible due to videos. 

5. Research Results 

This chapter aims at presenting results of research on students’ communication skills level. The survey 
was conducted among 600 students of Rzeszow University and University of Technology in Rzeszów 
in May 2015. The aim of this research was to identify the students’ strengths and weaknesses in the 
use of various forms and channels of communication.  

Communication is based on cooperation between partners. In building relationships, various forms of 
communication are used. In order to determine the type of students’ communication skills, they were 
asked to assess their performance in communication with regards to verbal and nonverbal means of 
expression and modern information channels (graph 3). 
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6. Conclusions 

The development of modern communication channels progresses steadily. There are more and more 
new facilities and opportunities in the area of building relations with consumers. The universality of 
computer use, phones and mobile technology affects the rate and extent of communication. Social 
media has played an important role in company's business communication. The use of modern 
channels of communication can increase sales and customer loyalty. Online communication allows 
users to participate and offer feedback. The Internet has given new possibilities of communication 
with consumers but it is needed the current knowledge about models and ways of using modern 
communication channels.    
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Abstract 

More and more businesses are urged, either by laws or by their consumers, to adopt measures that 
contribute to the social good. This paper aims to investigate the relationship between the 
implementation of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and the improvement of the financial 
structure of corporations. At the first part, it examines at which level major Greek corporations have 
adopted CSR as part of their marketing policy and what are the measures they have taken. Secondly, it 
examines the relationship between the improvement of financial indexes related to competitiveness 
and the implementation of CSR. Of course, there are other factors that have been taken into account, 
which affect the competitiveness of corporations, especially the economic recession that affected the 
economy of Greece. 

Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), long-term wealth, financial ratios, Greek 
corporations 

1. Introduction 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a controversial issue. There are diverse opinions on this, 
ranging from a sense that a corporation has an open-ended obligation to most of society and is a 
vehicle for correcting many social ills to the contrary position, its obligation go no further than making 
profit for its shareholders. People that have deeply thought about the purpose of a corporation’s 
existence disagree on the answers. For example, the Nobel Prize-winning economist Milton Friedman 
argued against CSR in the 1960s because it distracted leaders from achieving economic goals. On the 
other hand, a totally different opinion was referred by Dave Packard, a co-founder of Hewlett-Packard. 
He claimed that in a company people are asked to accomplish something collectively, not separately; 
so they make a contribution to society. 

But what exactly do we mean by referring CSR? To begin with, there is no valid definition for it. We 
can characterize it as an ideal; a goal of perfection that will never be completely achieved and will be 
continuously improved. It encloses an interconnectedness of organization actions and decisions 
towards the impact on the social and ecological sustainability of the community in which it operates. 
The query here is how to establish its functionality. We need to take action and set tactics. Although, 
we may not be able to specify outcomes or may not want to define compliance specifications, we can 
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define expectations and intentions. In order to clarify some concepts, there are many global guidelines 
for social responsibility. We share the definition of ISO 26000 due to its global acceptance and 
consensus: “The responsibility of an organization for the impacts of its decisions and activities on 
society and the environment, through transparent and ethical behavior”. In further analysis of this 
complex definition we come across with the following observations: 

i) It refers to responsibility not requirement. This makes CSR a voluntary acceptance of accountabil-
ity 

ii) It makes clear that decisions and actions are not as significant as the outcome – impact emanating 
from them 

iii) There is an explicit interaction between environment and society as society cannot exist without 
environment 

iv) It gives us a direction of how we can accomplish SR; through transparency and ethics 

The performance of CSR is constantly changing. As knowledge and experience in certain fields are 
gained, we realize that we are not totally aware of our actions’ impact. For instance, seventy years ago 
we were not informed of the hazards in lead paint; so CSR was not against its use. Sometimes the 
ignorance of being ignorant drives us to wrong actions. As a result, with the passing of years, 
acceptable behaviors constantly change. In previous years, it was far more difficult to create new 
knowledge, as there was a small number of highly educated people and spreading the knowledge 
around the world was possible only for few people who controlled the press. Today, digital tools 
democratize information. The cognitive dissonance forces people to question their belief system. 

According to Stephen Johnson, there is a four-stage model of social transformation: 

a. Contact new idea and recognize as different 
b. Juxtaposition to current values 
c. Desire to resolve the cognitive dissonance 
d. Align with new idea or reject it. 

There are seven core subjects of ISO 26000: 

1) Organizational governance 
2) Human rights 
3) Labor Practices 
4) The environment 
5) Fair operating practices 
6) Consumer issues 
7) Community involvement and development 

There are also seven key principles of ISO 26000: 

a) Accountability 
b) Transparency 
c) Ethical behavior 
d) Respect for stakeholder interests 
e) Respect for the rule of law 
f) Respect for international norms of behavior 
g) Respect for human rights 

The need of social responsibility among businesses is not a new concept. Historically, we meet the 
first references in ancient Chinese, Egyptian and Sumerian writings, in which there were some rules 
for commerce that ensured consideration about public interests. 
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But, let’s talk about more recent events and start with the figure of corporates in 17th and 18th century. 
For the first time, society licensed publicly traded corporations to operate because it believed that this 
served the public interest. The largest and best known corporations were created by charter of 
European Governments to exploit their colonies’ sources. The most successful and long-lived of them 
was the British East India Company. Governments were forced to control potential abuse of the public 
interest by these corporations after two major financial scandals that took place in England and France 
coming from the collapse of the inflated stock of two companies. The burst of these “bubbles” was 
followed by spectacular bankruptcies, led the nations to crisis and turned to a back-step for financing 
corporations through the public sale of stock. 

Reaching the 19th century, corporations started to take the form we know them today. The emergence 
of industrial society called for construction of major infrastructures (railroad, telegraph systems, mass 
production, exploitation of natural resources such as petroleum). So corporations were created with the 
following characteristics: 

a. Permission of infinite life 
b. Incorporation for unspecified purposes 
c. Investors’ liabilities were limited to the total of their investments 
d. Joint ownership 

The 20th century was dominated by two models of corporations’ ownership. On the one hand, we had 
Russian and Chinese governments that expropriated all private assets and turned the running of 
corporation over to the state in the name of the public interest. On the other hand, the US government 
created an elaborate network of regulatory agencies as waves of reform followed crises or scandals. 
European and Japanese government applied a selective or partial ownership in the corporate and 
financial world. 

Eventually, we come to 21st century. Nowadays, we have to choose between to ethical systems; 
capitalism’s or society’s. Each one has its own distinctive logic and moral code, pursues self-interested 
goals and operating premises and contests for primacy in our thoughts and actions. 

In order to make a connection from 17th to 21st century, we need to have a flashback in 1776 so as to 
examine Adam Smith’s phrase: “the invisible hand”. This famous phrase was used only once in his 
classic economics text “The Wealth of Nations” to describe a businessman pursuing profits, led by an 
invisible hand to promote an end which was no part of his intention. This man neither intends to 
promote the public interest nor knows how much he is promoting it. Smith was saying something 
revolutionary and counterintuitive. He was arguing against do-gooders and in favor of self-interested 
behavior as he claimed that such a behavior by each individual in society is good for society as a 
whole. He supported his opinion by referring as example that firms and traders do not provide us with 
what we want because they love us; rather they do it because they love themselves. Our demands give 
others an incentive to provide what we need and gain profit. Though, this argument breaks down with 
the very poor who cannot afford the money for food or medicines and are unable to stimulate others to 
meet their needs. 

Despite this flaw, we agree that this theory was reasonable and innovative for its time. According to it, 
corporations do well financially by doing good for society. So, as a conclusion, the mass of the 
regulatory institutions and framework that characterize a modern economy is redundant, except for an 
authority to ensure that firms compete rather than collude. 

There are some limitations on Smith’s Invisible Hand’s theory, which he was unaware of back in the 
colonial era. The first is the matter of external costs. These are the costs of an activity that are paid by 
other people, people who are not responsible for the activity, they are produced by, and possibly gain 
no benefit from it. They are usually associated with pollution, deforestation, greenhouse gas 
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emissions. Not surprisingly, there can be opposition to the growth of a firm with external costs. That’s 
why the growth of high-tech firms was unambiguously positive for the economy and the society, as 
they externalize very few costs. 

The second limitation is the unfair allocation of money. Markets are important to determine the 
distribution of income and wealth, but nothing implies that it will be fair or reasonable. For example, 
celebrities gain plenty of money thanks to their acting or singing skills and probably their descendants 
preserve their fortune, while people with other skills such as police officers gain far less. Another 
example, people in developing countries produce goods that are sold in big prices; however their 
wages remain in extremely low levels. 

The evolution of CSR has included a new spectrum to its definition; the Long-term Wealth. This 
phrase means: the creation of value that will continue to benefit the members of society even if the 
corporation were resolved today. It can be expressed as a formula of values: 

i) Contributions through productivity gains and innovations 
ii) Internalization of external costs 
iii) Sustainable management of environmental resources 
iv) Investment in stakeholder relations 

Some examples are quoted for better understanding how Long-term Wealth is achieved by 
corporations: 

Investment in employee training that prepares workers not only for their current jobs but for future 
employment as well; payment of their fair share of taxes so that local governments can provide 
infrastructure and education in their communities; educate employees on retirement planning even if 
they are not required to do so by law. 

Over the past three decades, those working in the socially responsible investing fields have developed 
some principle strategies to persuade businesses to act in the public interest. These strategies overlap 
to a certain extend but they can be examined separately. 

(I) The business case: Companies can generate profits and increase their efficiency and productivity 
while simultaneously serving broader social interests. This can be described as “doing well while 
doing good”. For instance, employee training can quickly increase productivity; better product 
quality can increase customer loyalty and undercut competition. An extra advantage of this strat-
egy is that it can easily get adapted in management strategies and works in the marketplace as it 
is currently conceived. The marketplace also provides with rewards in order the corporate man-
agers to embrace the “triple bottom line”. Though, there are two limitations. First, when a com-
pany can make short-term profits while harming the public interest (by externalizing costs, ex-
ploiting resources, abusing stakeholders), it is difficult to persuade managers to follow the busi-
ness case. Second, when the payback period for a socially responsible action is too long. 

(II) Values-driven model: Managers are asked to accept moral and ethical considerations when they 
make their daily decisions so as to align decisions with societal norms. Over the years, a rich ar-
ray of tools has evolved to integrate these considerations into management practices (corporate 
vision, mission, values, internal business codes for conflicts of interest or bribery). Individual 
corporate efforts have developed internal guidelines about labor practices, environmental policies 
in bank lending, sustainable forestry and agriculture practices, quality controls). In addition, non-
governmental organizations have been established and take care for morally ambiguous situations 
when managers are unclear on the acceptable norms. 

(III) Systems of measurement and Rewards: It is based on the concept of long-term wealth creation. 
The goal is to measure and judge the success of corporations and use market mechanisms to re-
ward them. It presupposes public debate and a process of valuation of internalization and sustain-
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ability. It values wealth creation rather than short-term profits (business case limitation). It makes 
the assessment of actual investments rather than the assertion of general commitments (value-
driven model limitation). Because this system relies on a well-ordered marketplace for its imple-
mentation, it has the virtue of forcing governments to distinguish which tasks should be allocated 
to the markets and which not, and to establish transparency and integrity in marketplace. There 
are also some drawbacks in this system. It demands great effort and expenses for its creation. The 
governments should allocate their time and resources in favor of it and stakeholders have to as-
sume active role on debates. Otherwise, public will be driven disappointed due to unfulfilled ex-
pectations and managers will be frustrated if there is no feed-back from society. 

If a corporation takes action in favor of CSR, it appears to get some advantages in certain areas: 

 Risk management: High-profile companies running in controversial fields face the danger of bad 
press, non-Governmental Organization actions against them, consumer boycott as result of their 
socially absent actions. To avoid all these, it is better to change their strategies. 

 Waste reduction: Sometimes the reduction of disposals, or their reclamation, benefits both corpo-
ration and environment. Such an example, is BP oil company that by internalizing the cost of as-
sociated gas, became more profitable and ecologically friendlier. 

 Brand equity: The strong competition and the technological indifference between products leave 
no free space to companies to ignore CSR because this may be the critical point that will lead 
consumers to a specific product. 

 Employee productivity: Employees seem to be more productive if they work for a firm they are 
proud of its actions or pays them more than the wage demanded by law. 

 Cost of capital: If a fund joins Socially Responsible Investment (SRI)-this means that its portfolio 
consists of shares with the limitation that don’t belong to an organization running in controversial 
field, or it seriously deals actively with CSR. If significant sums of money are invested preferen-
tially in companies with good CSR records, the cost of capital may fall. 

2. Analysis of Ratios in Greek Corporations 

Below, it is presented the relation between the growth of business, and indexes related to the society 
and the environment. 

1. Motor Oil Hellas: oil company [1] 

 

It is notable the fact that although turnover is being increased, especially during the period of 2010-
2012, the number of employees allocated to each euro turnover decreases as the tones emitted carbon 
dioxide.  

year 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 

%turnover -4% 11% 41% 57%  

%employees -0,77% -5,91% -0,26% 28,27%  

%emissionsof CO2(t) 0,15% 1,03% 3,40% -4,86%  
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It is notable the fact that carbon emissions do not show the same changes as turnover. The changes in 
employee’s number do not have the same variation, in contract with turnover changes. 

2. Hellenic Petroleum: oil company [2] 

 
 

We can notice again that the number of employees per euro of turnover is being decreased in time. Ata 
similar way, social product also follows. This phenomenon is also visible in the table of the 
percentages of change. 

year 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 

%turnover -8% 12% 10% 25%  

%socialproduct -3% -12% -18% 2%  

%employees -7% -6% -15% -3%  

 

It is clear that from 2010 until 2012, although turnover is increased, both number of employees and 
social product are decreased. 

3. National Bank of Greece: banking and financial services company [3] 

 

 
 

year 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 

%turnover 7% -19% -6% -9%  

%employees 8% 2% -6% 2%  

%socialproduct 9% -17% -3% -1%  
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In the case of National Bank of Greece, although turnover is decreased, the number of employees, as 
well as social product, is increased, apart from 2011 when all follow common path.  

4. Alpha Bank: banking and financial products [4] 

 
 

year 2013 2012  2011 2010 2009 

%turnover 59% -35% 2% -6%  

%CO2 em(t/m^2) -10% -13% -6% -15%  

 

In the case of carbon dioxide emissions, it is notable a stable decrease, independently of the revenue 
growth. In case of 2012 and 2013 years, we see a great variation of turnovers because of Greek haircut 
and the redemption of Commercial Bank, respectively. 

5. Eurobank: banking and financial products [5] 

 
 

Although revenues are decreased, the number of employees  for every number of turnover is 
increased. 

year 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 

%revenues -10% -21% -18% -10%  

%employees 8% -11% -14% -4%  

 

The main reason this phenomenon happens is the fact that the number of employees is decreased with 
a slower pace. 
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6. Piraeus bank: banking and financial products[6] 

 

The big change in the company's figures due to redemption Greek banks during 2012, especially the 
Agricultural Bank of Greece. However, it is clear that less employees match to each euro of turnover. 
A similar procedure is followed also by water spending. 

7. Mytilineos Holdings SA: energy, metallurgy constructions [7] 

 
 

year 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 

%turnover -3% -7% 57% 51%  

%socialexp. 2% -39% -28% 43%  

%env.exp. -4% -18% 50% 45%  

 

It is clear that social expenditures change independently from turnover, in contrast with environmental 
expenditures which follow a common path with turnover. This can be attributed to the fact that the 
company operates mainly in the field of energy and smelters and has direct effects on the environment, 
whereas costs to society are related to the social profile. 

8. OPAP – Greek Organization of Football Prognostics S.A. : numerical lottery, sports betting. [8] 

 
 

year 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 

%turnover -7% -9% -15% -6%  

%socialcontribution -56% -27% 24% -28%  
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Despite the fact that revenues are reduced by a relatively steady rate, spending on social contribution 
is decreased at a greater rate and is highly unstable. 

9. DEI (Public Power Corporation): electric power company [9] 

 
 

year 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 

%turnover 1% 14% -11% -4%  

%employees -5% -42% -10%   

 

Although the company maintained its revenue at a constant level, it showed a significant decrease in 
the number of its employees. These data could be explained by the fact that the company is a 
monopoly in the electricity sector, while in the economic crisis has reduced considerably the number 
of employees. 

10. Titan cement: cement producing company [10] 

 
 

year 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 

%turnover 4% 4% -19% -1%  

%environmentalexpenditures 26% -47% 35% 20%  

 

Although for some years environmental costs and turnover are moving together, basically not 
commonly, this change may be due to the fact that the needs of companies to cover certain costs are 
independent of revenue. In 2011 there are increasing costs to the environment, but they come to fall in 
2012 and return to the original level. 

3. Summary and Concluding Remarks 

The companies studied have a significant contribution to the country's GDP. The only certainty is that 
all are very significantly affected by the changes that have come in recent years in the structure of the 
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Greek economy. Mostly this is shown by the merger of companies, the gradual decrease in revenues or 
reduction in the workforce. 

Monopoly electricity is expected to have stable turnover in connection with a monopoly betting 
company. 

An important factor is the investments that companies make abroad. Especially for industries that 
strongly experienced the crisis, investing abroad is an effort to alleviate the crisis. 

Regarding the relation between companiesand the society, we could make the following 
comments:examining the number of workers, it does not seem necessary to change in the same 
direction with turnover. In some cases, theyfollow the same direction, while in other cases the reverse. 
We could not extract a conclusion on the way in which one could act on the other. 

About the environment (emissions, environmental charges), there is a consistent trend to be more 
responsible than the previous year. This is due to the effort of the company itself to change its policy, 
and of the obligations the state has imposed. 

Finally, concerning the offer to the society, social expenditure (scholarships, social programs, etc.) do 
not seem to follow the same path to turnover but are influenced by other factors. 
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Beyond competition businesses can choose to expand out of their domestic borders or not opening up 
to new markets and new possibilities taking in account the possible risks that if avoided can make the 
enterprise even more competitive compared to the others.  

Also getting feedback or constantly checking the progress and the Competitive advantages keeps a 
business in the game and the easiest way to do it is by measuring the exports and comparing them to 
that of other companies to help us stay at a positive level.  

But it is not only the job of a business to try and expand the countries can adopt some policies that can 
help new enterprises start up and/or help the already existing ones running their business without 
many roadblocks. 

Competition: Is it good or bad? 

5 Reasons Competition is good for your Business 

Innovation: Competition leads to innovation. If you’re the only player in your field, it can be difficult 
to improve. And if you’re working in a crowded market, you won’t succeed by doing what everyone 
else does. Healthy competition encourages change which will distinguish your company from others. 

Customer Service: As one of several companies offering a similar product, you are forced to compete 
for customers. Improving your customer service will garner loyal followers. 

Complacency: Competition shakes off complacency. If your company is consistently trying to 
innovate and better itself, your employees will be encouraged to push themselves.  

Understanding your core market: Competition forces you to focus on your local audience. If you 
are targeting a specific geographic location or demographic, market challengers in that setting will 
encourage you to pay attention to your target group. In doing so, you will be able to better provide for 
your customers.  

Education: Seeing what your competitors do well can teach you about your business. Their practices 
will provide you with valuable insight into the state of the market, and help show you what works – 
and what doesn’t. 

Business competition isn’t always good and doesn’t only have advantages. There are some risks that 
come with the decision to get more competitive that need to be taken in account and faced when the 
time comes. 

Business Competition Risks 

Business risk involves the possibility of financial and operational difficulties in the business 
environment. All businesses face some type of business risk. Small businesses are often more 
susceptible to business risk due to low capital or resource availability. Different types of business risk 
exist in the economic market. Each risk carries different implications for business owners to 
overcome. Business risk can also result from overall economic conditions. Changes in government 
monetary or fiscal policy often create riskier situations for businesses. 

Strategic 

Strategic business risk occurs from the amount of competition in the economic market. Increasing 
competition can create lower market share and fewer profits for a company. Business owners must 
also spend more time and money educating consumers on why their product is superior to a 
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competitor’s product. Larger business organizations may be able to withstand higher amounts of 
competition than smaller business organizations. Small businesses can also struggle to maintain 
sufficient supply of economic resources. 

Financial 

Financial risk involves losing money from consumer sales or facing strict credit requirements. 
Business owners may sell inventory or other items to consumers at reduced prices in an attempt to 
make money to pay business expenses. Sales on account can also create difficult business situations. 
Not only must companies find ways to collect their money, but the company may also lose money 
from consumers who cannot pay future bills. Strict credit requirements may limit loan amounts, 
increase interest rates or create other unfavorable financing terms for businesses. 

Operational 

Operational business risk is the possibility of a company will face deteriorating situations in their 
production process. Inefficient facilities, broken equipment or theft represent a few operational 
business risks. Business owners with high operational risks face decreasing production output, low-
quality consumer products and poor production efficiency. These situations can allow a competitor to 
step in and take away the company’s market share. 

Six Ways To Expand: From Local To Global 

1. Increase your sales and products in existing markets. This is obviously the easiest and most risk-
free way to expand. This tactic may require a bigger location, different pricing strategies, 
new/improved marketing techniques - but it will be in a customer group with whom you already have 
a relationship. If you get off track, your present customers will let you know! 

2. Introduce a New Product. You have a successful product/service that you have been offering for 
some time and have been collecting data, customer feedback and doing the tinkering on your newest 
product. This is a normal evolution in business, not just an expansion tactic. When positioned as 
adding value and being responsive to customer needs, this can be a relatively risk-free way to expand. 

3. Develop a New Market Segment or Move into New Geography. Both of these areas require cost 
outlays and uncertainty. Moving your products into new categories or demographic segments requires 
market research, beta testing and new marketing strategies, i.e. a message for a 16-year old will differ 
that one for a 60-year old. Management of new remote locations may absorb significant time and 
attention. While the risks are more, the payoffs are large - and for most businesses looking to expand, 
these two methods of expansion are inevitable. 

4. Start a Chain. A restaurant, retail or service business that's easily reproduced and can be run from a 
distance is all you need to launch a chain. But, you must be cognizant of what made the first location a 
success - was it location, your staff or you? If it is just you, then duplication is only possible through 
detailed operations plans and sharing staff between locations. You will need to duplicate the plan of 
your first location while meeting increased customer demands. Starting a chain gives your current staff 
a crack at "management" duties, training opportunities and an opportunity to expand their horizons.  

5. Franchise or License. While it's a quick way to grow, a franchise agreement can cost (minimally) 
$100,000 to prepare. You will need to be a good teacher, be able to prepare the training manuals 
(preferably in more than one language), be very organized and willing to travel. Licensing can carry 
less risk, but demands giving up a certain amount of control. Licensing a patent, trademark or 
industrial design means that you sell manufacturing, distribution or production rights. 
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6. Join Forces / Strategic Alliance. A merger or acquisition combines the better of two companies, 
expands your customer base, increases intellectual capital and delivers operational efficiencies. The 
trick is finding the right partner. These partners may be new distributors, but be forewarned large 
retailers exact heavy performance expectations. Can you perform to the letter of your promise? Can 
you meet high standards of quality (ISO, or the like) and adapt your procedures to meet just-in-time 
delivery? Due diligence and strong contractual arrangements are essential here. 

Policy Measures To Enhance Competitiveness 

1) Creation of more Entrepreneurs  

Enhancing entrepreneurship to more parts of the society can be vital to making competition 
grow larger. This can be achieved by:  

Removing Barriers from starting businesses to help them grow fast(administrative barriers, 
financing, cost of startingthe business,risk-sharing) 

Risk and Reward 

Citizensare hesitant toriskand manytimesthe upcoming results are notexpected. Risk-
takingmust be encouragedandwhere necessarysocialtolerance should be provided(to 
avoidsocial stigma) orattributingthe state. 

2) Support the development of existing businesses 

Regulatory Environment. Bureaucracy remains a problem in business management 

Taxation: Taking appropriate measures may contribute to survival, promotion and business 
development. 

Access to finance: Access to finance is necessary for business growth but many small businesses 
face difficulties as the market venture capital is underdeveloped and banks tend to avoid high-
risk loans. 

Business Support:for the exploitation ofknowledge and newopportunities.We wantentrepreneurs 
tohaveoutward   orientation, better exploitthe internalmarket and tobetter meetthe challenge of 
globalization. 

Exporting In Business 

Settling in a market and increasing Competitive advantages over other enterprises is good for a 
business but it is not always the best way of developing. Exporting is also another important factor for 
a business to grow and become even more competitive in comparison to other enterprises. 

There are many good reasons or benefits for exporting. These include the following: 

Increasing sales 

Exporting is one way of increasing your sales potential; it expands the sources you earn money from, 
otherwise you are stuck trying to make money from your local market. While the local market may 
represent enough sales potential for smaller firms, for medium and larger companies the local market 
is just too small and the only way of expand sales is to export. 
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It should be said, however, if you are not yet selling regionally and nationally, then you should first 
aiming at expanding your market share within the local market. Once you have settled in the national 
market, only then should you look beyond its borders. It has been said that there are no sales barrier 
that automatically begins where your border ends. Increased sales also impact upon your profitability 
(although not always positively), your productivity by lowering unit costs, and may increase your 
firm's perceived size and stature, thereby affecting its competitive position compared with other 
similar-sized organizations. 

Increasing Profit 

Clearly, you are not likely to enter the export market in order to make a loss. Companies generally 
strive to make profits and the bigger the profits the better. In many instances, exports can contribute to 
increased profits because the average orders from international customers are often larger than they are 
from domestic buyers, as importers generally order by the container instead of by the pallet (thereby 
affecting both total sales and total profits). 

Reducing risk and balancing growth 

It is risky being bound to the domestic market alone. Export sales to a variety of diverse foreign 
markets can help reduce the risk that the company may be exposed to because of fluctuations in local 
(and foreign) business cycles. By selling in many countries, the risk of low growth in one or more of 
these countries will be offset by increased growth in the others, thus resulting in a balanced profit of 
growth overall. 

Overcoming low growth in home market 

It is not uncommon for a recession in the local market to act as a spur for companies to enter export 
markets that may offer greater opportunities for sales. While this may have the benefit of offering 
ongoing sales potential for the firm in question, the danger with this approach is that when the local 
market improves, these companies abandon their export markets to focus on the now buoyant local 
market. 

Improving efficiency and product quality 

The global market is a highly competitive place and by participating in this marketplace, you need to 
become equally efficient and quality conscious. It is generally the case that successful exporters are 
also very successful in their home markets because of their heightened efficiency and focus on product 
quality. 

The wrong reasons for exporting 

Too often, however, many local companies simply follow their domestic competitors into exports or 
they turn to export markets because of the difficulties encountered in the local marketplace (see low 
growth in home market mentioned above). Alternatively, a company may use exports as means of 
offloading excess production capacity. None of these reasons are very solid reasons for moving into 
exports. In the latter case, when local sales pick up again the "fair-weather" export firm then ignores 
its export markets to concentrate on domestic sales again, often leaving foreign companies in the lurch 
thereby creating a bad impression and a resistance to future export sales. 
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Most Exported Products In 2013 

Ranking 
list 2013 

Ranking 
list 2012 

Product description Value Quantity 

1 1 Liquid Petroleum 10.266,3 15.805.410,8 
2 2 Medicine for retail sale 758,9 14.444,4 
3 3 Sheets of Aluminum 504,8 183.594,2 
4 9 Olive Oil 452,4 151.555,4 
5 4 Confidential Products 425,6 135.759,0 
6 5 Fresh Fish 414,8 92.359,9 
7 6 Cotton 370,5 257.708,3 
8 8 Vegetables (prepared) 333,3 149.830,6 
9 7 Pipes of every kind 323,4 51.484,7 
10 11 Cheese 289,2 51.134,6 
11 10 Apricots and Cherries 288,2 298.216,4 
12 13 Kinds of Leather 220,5 321,1 
13 18 Alloy 211,3 120.621,2 
14 17 Cigarettes 200,2 22.468,1 
15 21 Sheets from Aluminum 191,0 61.245,3 
16 20 Mineral Oil 175,6 144.916,6 
17 12 Electricity 166,2 0,3 
18 16 Tobacco 165,6 32.100,6 
19 14 Telephone Devices 157,7 328,2 
20 33 Concrete 147,8 3.733.818,0 
 

Conclusion 

Summarizing enterprises and businesses must first measure the benefits and drawbacks of competition 
explore and find the right ways to expand in order to survive in this competitive growing market. In 
cooperation with the businesses’ country they must develop or make use of existing policies that will 
help them in their venture and find the right way of expanding beyond the boarder of the domestic 
market and try to make it in the international market remembering the benefits of expanding but also 
being aware for the risks of doing so. 
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